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ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

MONDAY, MAY 8, 1967

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBcOMMITrEE ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT,

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room S-407,
the Capitol, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Sparkman, Symington, Jordan, and
Percy; Representatives Patman, Curtis, and Rumsfeld.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director, and iRay Ward,
economic consultant.

Chairman PROXNiInrE. The committee will be in order.
This is the first meeting of the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-

ernment which was previously called the Subcommittee on Federal
Procurement and Regulation.

In general, this year, we are continuing and expanding somewhat
on the work of that subcommittee.

Specifically, we have asked our witnesses to testify upon the rec-
ommendations of our last report, dated Mlay 1966.

We hope to complete this year's hearings in four morning sessions
on May 8, 9, 10, and 16. If necessary, however, we will go over to after-
noon sessions so principal witnesses may have ample time. The mem-
bers of this subcommittee have long contended that our economic
dilemma of high debts, taxes, and budgets on the one hand, and vital
human needs on the other hand can be partly, if not wholly, solved by
greater economy in Government. We are dedicating our efforts to this
concept.

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Elmer B. Staats,
Comptroller General of the United States, who is well known to all
of us from his long and notable service in the executive branch, par-
ticularly the Bureau of the Budget. Mr. Comptroller General, the
committee is indebted to you and your staff for the excellent studies
you have made in the past years. I have read your very fine prepared
statement which includes miaterial relevant to many important sub-
jects we will wish to pursue so I will not impinge upon your time. I
understand you will read the general section of your statement.

For the benefit of the members of the Subcommittee on Economy in
Government, some of the reports which we requested of the GAO and
which we have here today have not been checked with Pentagon staff
merely because time has been too short.

1



2 ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

At this point, I would like to have inserted in the record mny letters
to Comptroller General Staats, dated March 1, 1967, and April 27,
1967.

(The letters referred to follow:)
MARCH 1, 1967.

Hon. ELMER B. STAATS,
Comptroller General of the United States,
IVashington, D.C.

DEAR ELMER: I was pleased to confer with you and your staff recently about
the 1967 program of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint
Economic Committee.

Later you will be advised in detail of the plans of the Subcommittee for hear-
ings this spring, but there is a subject which deserves immediate attention.

This involves the identification and disposal to the highest economic use of
Federal Government real properties which are no longer needed by the holding
agencies and which do not serve the highest economic purpose nor contribute
to the tax base.

Previous hearings and reports of the predecessor subcommittee pointed to the
need for high level action to identify these properties and challenge the reten-
tion of all sites which may not now be required. We plan on pursuing this subject
at our upcoming hearing.

In this connection, I have read with interest your report B-156167, "Operation
of a Dairy Farm by the U.S. Naval Academy-March, 1966" which is an excel-
lent case study along the lines of the subcommittee's economic interests.

Since we will review the report and its implications, I would appreciate early
receipt of a copy for each member (10). I hope also that you will testify on the
report in connection with the real property program I have mentioned and also
Budget Circulars A-2 and A-76.

Copies of this letter are being furnished to Secretary McNamara, Budget
Director Schultze and GSA Administrator Knott.

Warmest regards.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM PROXMIRE, United States Senator,
Chairman.

APRIL 27, 1967.
Hon. ELMER B. STAATS,
Comptroller General of the United States,
General Accounting Office,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STAATS: The Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the
Joint Economic Committee has scheduled hearings for May 8. 9, 10, and 16,
with you and your staff testifying on Monday, May 8, 1967, 10:00 a.m., (hearing
room to be announced later).

In addition to the specific subjects which you were requested to cover in the
Mlay 1966 report of the Subcommittee on Federal Procurement and Regulation,
it is understood that you will report on the use of receipts and other methods
of program financing as requested by Congressman Curtis. Your full views on
the operation of the dairy farm at Gambrills, Maryland. have previously been
requested. We would wish to relate this subject to a discussion of Budget
Circular A-76.

Your testimony concerning programs for the improved administration of
common activities such as recruiting. engineering, mapping, timber sales, con-
struction, printing and binding, automatic data processing, etc., will be
appreciated.

Inasmuch as previous General Accounting Office studies and reports on the
management of short shelf-life items and contractor inventory indicate glaring
deficiencies in inventory management. your recommendations for a broad pro-
gram to better protect the billions of dollars worth of Government personal
property will be timely.

As a Subcommittee on Economy in Government, we wish information as to
savings made by your agency during the past year.

Please also give us your ideas on subjects or programs requiring priority at-
tention as revealed by General Accounting Office's studies and reports during
the past year.
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If additional information is required, you may contact Mr. Ray Ward, StaffDirector of the Subcommittee, phone 173/8169.
We would like 100 copies of your prepared statement at least one day beforeyour scheduled appearance on May 8, 1967. Please address your copies to RoomG-133, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE, Chairman.

Mr. Staats, you may proceed, and will you please identify your
assistants for the record?

STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER B. STAATS, COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK H. WEITZEL,
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL; ROBERT F. KELLER, GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL; WILLIAM A. NEWMAN, JR., DIRECTOR, AND
JAMES H. HAMMOND AND DANIEL BORTH, ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TORS, DEFENSE ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING DIVISION; GREG-
ORY J. AHART, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CIVIL ACCOUNTING AND
AUDITING DIVISION; OYE V. STOVALL, DIRECTOR, INTERNA-
TIONAL OPERATIONS DIVISION; FRED THOMPSON, LEGISLATIVE
LIAISON STAFF

fr: STAAis. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We are pleased
to be'here this morning.

To my immediate right is Mr. Frank Weitzel, Assistant Comptroller
General. To my left, Mr. William Newman, who is head of our Defense
Division. Mr. Gregory Ahart, to Mr. Weitzel's right, is Deputy Direc-
tor of our Civil Division. Immediately behind me, Mr. Oye Stovall,
head of our International Division; Mr. Bob Keller, General Counsel,
and Mr. Fred Thompson, of our legislative liaison staff.

We have other members here whom we may wvish to call on for spe-
cific points.

Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement and with your permis-
sion I would like to read that statement at this point.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Very good.
Mr. STAATS. I am pleased to be here today to discuss some of the

significant aspects of the work of the General Accounting Office during
the past year. I know of no more effective means available to us each
year to outline for the Congress and focus its attention on the broad
scope of our efforts in the far-reaching areas of Government activities,
particularly the management of its resources.

This type of hearing, in which the Comptroller General appears as
the agent of Congress in the same forum with principal policymakers
and resource managers of the executive branch of Giovernment, has
become an annual event for this subcommittee. We believe such a re-
view makes a substantial contribution to good government.

The total impact of the Government's vast operations on the Nation's
economy is significant. In calendar year 1966, the Federal Govern-
ment procured $77 billion worth of goods and services. This amounts
to 10.4 percent of the gross national product, which was $739.5 billion
in calendar 1966. Federal procurement for defense purposes repre-
sented 8.1 percent, while nondefense purchases of goods and services
equaled 2.3 percent of the GNP.
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The role of the General Accounting Office does not involve policy
determinations as to the volume or purposes of Government spending.
As you know, our fimnction, briefly stated so far as is pertinent here,
is to evaluate the manner in which Government agencies carry out
their authorized programs and to report our findings and recom-
mendations to agencies and to Congress. Included in this duty is the
responsibility for determining that financial transactions are carried
out within the laws enacted by the Congress. It is our function also
to prescribe proper principles and standards to be employed by execu-
tive agencies in accounting for the Government's financial and physi-
cal assets.

Refunds, collections, and other measurable financial savings or addi-
tional revenues resulting from the recommendations of the General
Accounting Office in fiscal year 1965 amounted to $186,780,000 and in
fiscal year 1966, $130,637,000. Of the totals, actual refunds and collec-
tions made by or through our efforts during 1965 amounted to
$24,949,000 and in 1966, $17,192,000. Substantial amounts of the sav-
ings or additional revenues are recurring in nature and will continue
in future years. The principal area in which the greatest measurable
financial savings were realized occurred in supply management of
Government-owned materials.

The audit and review work we are discussing today was performed
by three of our operating divisions-the Civil Division, the Defense
Division, and the International Division. The International Division is
our newest. Organized in 1963 it has the responsibility for audit of
State Department programs and the oversea program of all agencies
and departments. The Civil Division is responsible for the audit of
domestic programs and operations of all other Agencies of Govern-
ment except the Department of Defense; the Defense Division covers
that Department and the three military departments.

To save time wee have included as attachments to my statement much
of the detail on some of the subjects we will cover today, as well as
other subjects not actually discussed in the text. We have furnished
copies of this material for each member in advance of the hearings
so they might identify areas of interest.

We have conducted several special surveys and reviews during the
past year covering Department of Defense activities in which your
subcommittee has expressed particular interest. I will discuss the re-
sults of that work first.

RESPONSIVENESS OF TILE MILITARY SUPPLY SYSTENIS IN MEETING
OPERATIONAL NEEDS

The U.S. military supply systems involve the greatest diversity of
items and the largest inventories to be found in any organization in
the, world. Approximately 4 million different items are classified, iden-
tified, and cataloged within the Department of Defense. Inventories
on hand are valued at about $37 billion, excluding aircraft, ships, and
supplies and equipment in the hands of using units.

Last year, we advised you of our plans to undertake a broad long-
range defensewide survey of supply system's responsiveness to military
-needs. Our survey was conducted at various military installations and
activities in the continental United States as well as overseas. The

4
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survey was performed with close cooperation from the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. The Department's active participation contrib-
uted materially toward the completion of the survey in a compressed
period of time, has served to expedite consideration of our observa-
tions, and at the same time has assured that our presence did not
hamper military operations.

We have provided the Secretary of Defense with a summary of
our overall observations which, in our opinion, warrant high level and
long-range consideration and management attention. Our major ob-
servations are as follows:

1. At the present time there is no one organization within the Army
with the overall responsibility for inventory management and design
of supply systems. As a result, there is a loss of control over material,
supply practices, and procedures are not standardized, maximum use
is not made of skilled personnel, and supply support is not as re-
sponsive to the demands of combat units as it should be.

2. The standard DOD requisitioning system, as presently imple-
mented -by the Army, is not permitting the processing of large volumes
of transactions in a timely manner during periods of rapid force
changes. We believe that a large part of the problem with the systemis attributable to an unnecessarily large number of Federal catalog
changes and the lack of adequate training on the part of supply per-
sonnel at the requisitioning level.

3. The stock fund method of financing the acquisition of supplies
by using units is not sufficiently responsive to the needs during periods
of rapidly increasing demands. Accordingly, we believe that certain
modifications to the stock fund system are necessary with respect totheir application to combat support units.

4. Practices involving the incremental funding of procurement re-
quirements need improvement in order to preclude delays and in-creased costs in the purchasing of critically needed material.

5. There is a need to provide better service to requisitioning activi-
ties by improving transportation management and the reliability of
the communication system.

6. The utilization of the productive capacity of contractors in the
the aircraft industry requires, in our opinion, further study for the
purpose of determining methods for increasing that capacity available
to the military departments.

7. Information regarding increased force levels and flying hour
programs needs to be provided to responsible inventory management
officials more promptly in order to effect timely requirement determi-
nations and procurement actions.

8. Increased attention needs to be given to the distribution andtraining of logistics personnel and the ratio of logistics units to tac-
tical and other units supported.

In addition to the above, we identified 82 further opportunities forimproving the supply systems at various operating levels. They in-
volve requirements computations, inventory controls, requisition proc-
essing, and supply manpower management, as well as others.

At the direction of the Secretary of Defense, a procedure was de-
veloped within the Department to review each of the above recommen-
dations and to report to the Secretary and the Comptroller General
on actions taken.
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Progress reports received from the Department of Defense indicate
that corrective actions have been taken and are complete in 58 of the
areas, and are in process in the other 24. We plan to conduct a follow-
up review of the effectiveness of the improvement actions within the
next few months.

ADEQUACY OF INVENTORY CONTROLS

There is approximately $10.4 billion in spare parts, components, and
supplies held in 43 major depots of the military departments in the
continental United States. Annual issues from these depots amount
to over $7 billion.

During the past year, we have performed considerable work within
the area of inventory controls at the U.S. depots of the military
services and the Defense Supply Agency. Our findings indicate that
increased emphasis and attention are needed at all management levels
to improve the usefulness of stock records for control of inventories.

We found in our review, for example, that significant differences
existed between stock record balances and the actual quantities of items
in depot inventories throughout the supply systems. This was evi-
denced by frequent and voluminous adjustments being made to the
stock records by the services. The depot supply activities in the De-
partment of Defense adjusted inventory records up or down, that is,
gross adjustment, an average of $2.4 billion annually in fiscal years
1965 and 1966. For instance, at one location with an average inventory
of $442 million, approximately 61 percent of the records for the 239,-

000 items physically inventoried during fiscal years 1965 and 1966

contained significant errors requiring gross inventory adjustments
totaling $33 million.

Factors which we feel contributed to the significant amount of in-

ventory adjustments were (1) inaccurate stock locator cards; (2)

physical inventories frequently made without proper control of docu-

mentation for receipts and issues occurring during the period of the

inventory; (3) lack of proper reconciliations between the physical
inventory counts and the stock records at the completion of these in-

ventories and determinations as to the causes of the imbalances; and

(4) failure of supply personnel to follow inventory control procedures.

We are suggesting to the Secretary of Defense that he establish a

group, made up of representatives from the military departments
and Defense Supply Agency, whose sole function would be to study

inventory controls in depth. The objective of this study should be the

determination of broad basic causes for inadequate inventory control
with a view toward making recommendations for improvements. We

plan to continue our work, also, and in order to avoid duplication of

effort, we plan to coordinate our efforts with those of any such groups
designated by the Secretary of Defense.

CONTROL OVER GOVERNMENT-OWNED PROPERTY IN THE POSSESSION OF

DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

In the report of the Subcommittee on Federal Procurement and

Regulation released is* May 1966, it was recommended that the Gen-

eral Accounting Office cooperate with the Department of Defense in
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the development of an adequate contractor inventory accounting sys-
tem and that a thorough review be made of any misuse or unauthor-
ized use of Government property in the hands of contractors.

We have devoted a considerable amount of time to these areas
during the past year, but there is more work to be done.

PROPERTY ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

Records of the Department of Defense indicate Government-owned
facilities and material in the possession of contractors approximate
a value of $11 billion located at about 5,500 plants. This does not in-
clude the value of special tooling, special test equipment, and military
property as the Department does not require contractors to report the
value of such property in their possession.

The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) places re-
sponsibility on the contractor for maintaining official records of Gov-
ermnent property in its possession under a property accounting sys-
tem approved by the property administrator. The property adminis-
trator is required periodically to test the contractor s system to insure
that adequate control over Government-owned property exists.

We found the approval process to be of questionable value. For
example, at one location we found that the contractor's system had been
approved in August 1962. Selective floor checks subsequently con-
ducted by the Government property administrator disclosed numerous
instances where commercial work was performed with industrial plant
equipment for which the contractor had not requested advance approval
as prescribed. Although corrective action was promised, the incidence
of discrepancies rose from 7.5 percent of items tested during late 1964
and early 1965, to 13.5 percent of items tested during the first 9 months
of 1966. The approved status of the contractor's system had not
changed.

Many contractors did not maintain financial control accounts for
Government-owned material and special tooling. For example, at one
contractor's plant the Government, about 12 years ago, acquired $55
million in special tooling. The value and quantity of such tooling now
on hand cannot be readily determined. The contractor indicated that,
to identify Government-owned special tooling, a physical inventory
would have to be taken and that such an inventory would take 20 men
1 full year to complete.

Many of the contractors we visited either were not taking periodic
physical inventories, or applied improper inventory procedures. For
example, at one location the same contractor personnel that had
custody of the material also took inventories, and in addition, main-
tained the stock records. We believe that appropriate segregation of
the duties of personnel taking physical inventories is essential to good
property control.

For the past 11/2 years, relatively few audits have been made of the
effectiveness of property administration at all of the contractors'
plants having Government-owned property.

We have made a number of recommendations for improvement in
controls over Government-owned property in possession of contractors
and many revisions to the ASPR are in process to effect improvements.

79-459-67-pt. 1-2
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However, the work requested by your subcommittee has not been fully
completed. We will continue to cooperate with the Department in its
efforts to implement the numerous changes to property regulations
which are now in process.

UTILIZATION OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED PROPERTY

We were unable to determine the usage of equipment at many con-
tractor plants we visited because most property accounting systems
did not include utilization records. However, at certain locations where
limited utilization records were maintained, we questioned retention
by contractors of 328 items of industrial plant equipment costing an
estimated $15.9 million. We questioned retention where no use had
been made of the equipment over an extended period of time, where
75 percent or more of the equipment use had been for commercial
work, or where usage of the equipment was low.

None of this equipment had been reported as idle and available for
relocation. Further, our examination of records at the Defense In-
dustrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC) revealed that 81 of the
items we questioned were in critical or short supply.

The Office of Emergency Planning in July 1957, established a re-
quirement for contractors to request advance approval to use Govern-
ment-owned machine tools on commercial work exceeding 25 percent of
the total usage. This procedure was established primarily to prevent
contractors from obtaining a favored competitive position. We found
that, generally, contractors were not requesting such advance ap-
proval. For example, in one case an 8,000-ton press, costing $1.4 million,
was installed in a contractor's plant on the basis that less efficient
Government-owned 4,000 ton presses at the plant could not handle all
Government orders for jet engine blades. During a subsequent 3-year
period, 78 percent of the use of the large press was for commercial
work, without approval of the Office of Emergency Planning having
been obtained and the majority of Government blades were produced
on the small presses.

We found a lack of uniformity in the rates charged for rental of
Government-owned equipment. In some cases, this resulted in in-
equities between contractors. We also found cases where negotiated
rentals were below the prescribed rates. For example, at one contrac-
tor's plant, rent applicable to a Navy standby facility is based upon
2 percent of the sales price of the products. We estimated that de-
termination of the rent based upon prescribed uniform rates would
have increased the annual rental from $83,000 to about $194,000.

A program for replacement of Government-owned machine tools
was initiated in 1965 for the purpose of maintaining such tools in a
modern condition. Expenditures amounted to about $50 million in
fiscal year 1966 for modernization and replacement purposes. The
trend of expenditures has shown a continuous increase over prior
years. While the Department of Defense policy is very restrictive as to
the conditions under which new Government facilities will be fur-
nished to contractors, the Department's program for modernization
and replacement of machine tools appears to provide a means to
acquire newn machines for older ones under different and less restric-
tive criteria.
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The program, as presently administered will, in our opinion, per-
petuate the large Government investment in general purpose machine
tools in possession of contractors, and thus defer indefinitely the time
when contractors would furnish all facilities, in accordance with tht
IDepartment's basic policy, for performance of Government contracts.

PROGRAM FOR OBTAINING INCREASED COMPETITION IN PROCUREMENT OF

PARTS AND COMPONENTS

The Department of Defense and the military Departments have
initiated well-conceived programs placing increased emphasis on
achieving competition to the maximum practicable extent in the buying
of spare parts.

H-lowever, many of the problems we identified in our previous work
in the area of aeronautical replacement spare parts still prevail. These
problems were reported to the Congress in 1961 and 1963, and were
discussed in hearings before interested congressional committees. Our
recent survey indicates that incomplete or inadequate technical data
still contribute significantly to the award of noncompetitive procure-
ments.

Our survey showed that of about $2 billion worth of aeronautical
spare parts bought in fiscal year 1966 by four major purchasing cen-
ters, about $425 million or 21.5 percent was reported to have been
purchased competitively. Of this amount $114 million, or less than
6 percent of the total was accomplished by use of advertising while
$311 million or 16 percent was procured by competitive negotiation
wherein the number of firms requested to bid was somewhat limited.

A large percentage of the actions which were classified and reported
to higher management levels within the Department of Defense as
competitive procurements, in our opinion, were in fact made without
competition.

The primary cause for misclassifying procurements as having been
awarded on the basis of price competition appears to stein from the
*criteria in the Armed Services Procurement Regulation. The regula-
tion permits a contract award to be classified as competitively priced,
even when only one response is received, as long as two or more pro-
posals were solicited and the accepted proposal meets certain other
evaluation tests.

In addition, the Armed Services Procurement Regulation permits
purchases of $2,500 and under to be reported as competitive even
though many are not. The four locations we visited reported in the
fiscal year 1966 a total of about $80 million in procurement actions
of $2,500 and under as being awarded on the basis of price competi-
tion. Of the total amount, however, an estimated $55 million, or
69 percent, represented noncompetitive procurements.

We are proposing changes in the Armed Services Procurement Regu-
lation to provide additional guidance to contracting officers for classi-
fying and reporting of negotiated contracts.

Our survey tests of $174 million in procurements classified as non-
competitive showed that about $103 million or 59 percent was pro-
-cured noncompetitively because of determinations that technical data
were either not adequate or not available. Let me illustrate the inac-
curacy of some of these determinations:

9
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"On March 9, 1966, the Army awarded a contract valued at almost
$150,000 to a prime contractor for 879 filters for use on a helicopter.
This noncompetitive award was made on the basis that it was impossi-
ble to draft adequate specifications for the part in time for the procure-
ment.

"However, we found that adequate technical data to support a com-
petitive procurement was on hand. When we advised the contracting
officer of this fact, he canceled the contract and solicited bids from
three companies of which two responded. In August 1966 a new con-
tract was awarded at a price of about $81,000 or at a savings of about
$69,000 when compared with the initial sole-source price obtained from
the prime contractor in March 1966 for the same number of filters."

Other principal reasons given by the centers for awarding contracts
without competition, although not nearly as predominant as inade-
quate technical data, included critical manufacturing techniques, ur-
gency of the requirement, and administrative expediency relative to
awards of $2,500 and under.

Mr. Chairman, we turn next to a discussion of certain work we have
performed in the civilian agencies, in which we believe the committee
has a strong interest. The first subject concerns the progress being
made in the development of a national supply system. This was the
first recommendation in the subcommittee's report last year.

NATIONAL SUPPLY SYSTEM

An important step toward the development of a national supply
system was taken with the transfer of about $65 million worth of
handtool and paint stocks from the Department of Defense to the
General Services Administration. The transfer was substantially coin-
pleted in 1966.

The management responsibility for 52 other Federal Supply Classi-
fications is scheduled for transfer in July 1967.

We reviewed handtool and paint inventories at the Defense Depart-
ment depots after management responsibility had been assumed by
GSA and found that there were significant quantities of GSA-owned
stocks on hand which were not recorded on the GSA inventory rec-
ords. As a result, these stocks were "lost" to the supply system.

After we brought this situation to the attention of Defense and
GSA officials, complete physical inventories were taken at the Defense
depots and about $4 million worth of stocks were found which had
not been-but which should have been-recorded on the GSA inven-
tory records. During the period when the stocks were unrecorded,
GSA purchased about $1.1 million worth of stocks that were identical
to the unrecorded stocks.

In our opinion, the transfer difficulties would have been largely
avoided if:

1. Defense inventory records had been accurate when the stocks were
transferred.

2. Effective controls had been maintained over GSA-owned stocks in
Defense depots after the transfers.

3. GSA and Defense had cooperated more closely in solving their
mutual problems.

10
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In January 1967, we proposed to the Secretary of Defense and the
Administrator of General Services that certain steps be taken in
future stock transfers to eliminate these difficulties. We proposed that
detailed physical inventories be taken of all stocks to be transferred,
the inventory records be reconciled to the physical counts, and the
warehouse stock locator records be updated. We proposed also that,
prior to the transfer of management responsibility, a joint committee
be made responsible for providing operating procedures to carry out
the transfers, acting as liaison and coordinators, and settling promptly
any problems relating to inventory shortages during the transfers.
Defense and GSA have agreed with our proposals.

COMPETITION IN PROCUREMIENT

Further on competition in procurement, and this on the civilian side,
as in the case of the aeronautical spare parts procured by the Defense
Department, we have noted several instances where competition-in
this case, formal advertising-could have been used to an advantage
in the procurement of common use items and services by the General
Services Administration.

For example, about $17 million worth of automobile tires and tubes
are purchased annually under negotiated Federal supply schedule
contracts. We suggested to GSA that the formal advertising method
of contracting could be used for procuring the bulk of the Govern-
ment's requirements since the essential elements for advertised con-
tracts are present, that is, Federal specifications have been established,
items meeting such specifications are widely sold on the commercial
market, and there are a sufficient number of potential suppliers to
permit effective competition for the bulk of the Government's
requirements.

The GSA has now advised us that formal advertising will be used
for high volume tire and tube items and that consideration would be
given to advertising for other tires and tubes. We estimate that sav-
ings in this case will amount to a million dollars a year.

On another case, we found that the prices paid for repair and main-
tenance of office machines under national contracts negotiated by
GSA with machine manufacturers were higher than the prices
charged for the same type of services under regional contracts
awarded on an advertised basis.

The administration agreed to expand the use of regional contracts
and to encourage their use by Government agencies. We estimate that
savings of up to $1.2 million annually will result from the actions
being taken here.

Also, we found that the Government incurs costs of about $1.9
million for short-term rental of cars under informal arrangements
made by Government agencies with commercial rental firms. Similar
cars are rented by GSA under contracts awarded generally through
formal advertising. We estimated that savings as much as $350,000
annually could be realized if cars being rented under informal arrange-
ments were rented at GSA contract rates.

The Administration is studying the matter with a view to increasing
the relative share of such rentals made under GSA formally advertised
contracts. We intend to continue to follow this work.

11
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CIVIL AGENCY CONSTRUCTION

In the civilian agency construction area, we have intensified our
audit efforts, and have reported on a wide range of subjects relating to
construction directly managed by Federal agencies. Our reviews have
led to recommendations that:

The Department of the Interior make a study to determine the full
extent of the differences in transmission line construction practices of
the Bureau of Reclamation and Bonneville Power Administration to
determine the degree of construction coordination necessary and prac-
ticable, and adopt more uniform construction practices where possible.

The Post Office Department use standards comparable to those estab-
lished by the General Services Administration for determining the
office space needs of other Federal agencies in planning of office space
in new postal facilities.

The Federal Aviation Agency amend its orders and issue appropriate
instructions to clarify its policy relating to the selection of designs for
use in the construction of airport traffic control towers.

The General Services Administration develop soils and foundation
engineering capability within the Public Buidings Service to assist
in avoiding or minimizing construction difficulties and related costs
associated with foundation design problems and unanticipated soils
conditions.

The General Services Administration (1) strengthen controls over
on-site inspection of building construction to help assure compliance
with contract specifications related to delivery and placement of con-
crete and (2) revise its policies and procedures so that laboratories
engaged to test concrete for compliance with specifications would be
responsible directly to the Government rather than to the contractor.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs revise their school construction stand-
ards to avoid excess seating capacity in school dining facilities.

The Corps of Engineers formally amend its existing regulations to
require that field requests for permission to enter into fixed-price con-
tracts for major relocations be supported by detailed cost analyses or
other justifications to enable the headquarters office to properly evalu-
ate the circumstances requiring a deviation from the prescribed
procedures.

I cite these, Mr. Chairman, to emphasize that we feel that this is
an important area for the GAO and as illustrations of our
recommendations.

In general, we have found agency management receptive to our
suggestions. Actions have been taken or planned in response to most
of our recommendations which, if effectively implemented, should
result in significant improvements and economies in construction
activities.

In a closely related area, we recently reported on our review of the
interpretation by Federal agencies of statutory limitations on fees
paid for architect-engrineer services and related matters. I have in-
cluded a summary of the results of our review in Appendix No. 11.
(See p. 27.) In brief, w-e concluded that the present limitations are
impracticable and unsound and we recommend that they be repealed
by the Congress. We believe that the requirements for competitive
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negotiation and the submission and certification of cost or pricing
data under Public Law 87-653, that is the "Truth in Negotiations"
law, should, if properly applied, provide adequate assurance of rea-
sonable fees. However, because the agencies concerned and the pro-
fessional architectural and engineering societies do not agree with us
that the competitive negotiation provisions of the statute are for ap-
plication in the procurement of such services, we have suggested that
the Congress clarify its intent in this regard.

AUTOMATIc DATA PROCESSING

As indicated in the hearings last year, we are conducting Govern-
mentwide studies of present and planned uses of ADP systems in the
Federal Government with particular emphasis on compatibility and
standardization of such systems and equipment, including relatedcommunication facilities. These studies include further inquiry into
the trend and development, use, and cost of ADP systems in relation
to flow of data and information within Government systems and
between Government and industry systems.

For example, we are looking into various possibilities for sharing
through use of service centers or other arrangements which would
provide for increased utilization of computer resources already ac-
quired. Our studies are also directed at such questions as how to
achieve greater interchange of data automatically between ADP sys-
tems and how to reduce duplication of effort in the development and use
of ADP systems.

We intend to continue our efforts to review the need, application,
and utilization of ADP equipment by Federal departments and agen-
cies as well as the effects of Defense Procurement Circular No. 52,
issued only on March 24, 1967, on the purchase of such equipment
by Defense contractors. This subject is discussed more fully in Attach-
ment No. 12. (See p. 404.) We will certainly keep the subcommittee
advised of our studies in this area because we know of your interest
in it.

INTERAGENCY COORDINATION To IMproVT ADMINISTRATION OF
COMMON ACTIVITIES

Mr. Chairman, in your letter of April 27, 1967, you referred to
"programs for the improved administration of common activities."
You referred to timber sales under this category and this is indeed
a good example of a common activity which can be improved by
closer coordination between the Agencies involved.

In a review we made, we found significant differences in the ap-
praisal practices followed by the Forest Service, Department of Agri-
culture, and the Bureaus of Indian Affairs and Land Management,
Department of the Interior, to arrive at minimum selling prices for
standing timber. Differences had continued to exist despite a state-
ment of congressional intent in 1965 and a Bureau of the Budget re-
quest in 1959 for consistency in such practices.

While the timber management agencies had taken action to eliminate
some of the differences in their appraisal practices, maximum uni-
formity in the best interests of the Government had not been achieved.

13
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We recommended that the Director of the Bureau of the Budget take
action to insure that the agencies jointly develop and apply the most
desirable set of appraisal procedures. 'We have been informed that
the departments have agreed to develop uniform appraisal methods.

Closer coordination between agencies can be of benefit in other ways.
We have found opportunities for savings in situations where the pro-
gram of one agency could be modified so that it would also serve the
needs of another.

Two such situations were discussed by us in reports issued during the
past year. One report involves research projects by the Federal Avia-
tion Administration and the Public Health Service on the effects of
aging on pilots; the other concerns activities of Federal agencies in
the establishment of geodetic control points. I have included more
detailed discussion of these reports in attachment No. 13. (See p. 30.)

AUDIT WORK OVERSEAS

I would like to turn briefly to our work overseas, besides the subject
of military supply systems which we discussed earlier, our efforts in
oversea areas have been concentrated for the most part on the military
construction and economic assistance programs in South America
and certain other countries; and operation FRELOC-the relocation
of United States and NATO forces from France.

In view of the increased U.S. Government activity in Vietnam and
the surrounding area, we have during the past year increased the ap-
plication of our audit manpower in Southeast Asia. We have estab-
lished offices in Saigon and in Manila under the direction of our Far
East Branch in Honolulu. We are also in the process of establishing an
office in New Delhi under the direction of the European branch in
Frankfurt.

Our audit work in Vietnam has included a survey of the $1.2 billion
U.S. construction program, on which we expect to submit a report
to the Congress before the end of May; a survey of the commercial im-
port program administered by the Agency for International Develop-
ment, on which we plan to send a report to the Congress within the next
month; and reviews of the adequacy of the internal audits and man-
agement inspections of these and other major U.S. programs in Viet-
nam. The results of our initial survey on these audits and manage-
ment inspections were reported to the Congress last July. A few days
ago we submitted a further report on the progress made and areas of
continuing need. This followup report showed that there had been
significant increases in the number and scope of internal reviews, but
that there remained a need to maintain and increase management sur-
veillance over U.S. activities in Vietnam.

We have continued to review the administration of U.S. foreign
assistance programs in other parts of the world, including South
America. In addition to audits of selected segments of the economic
assistance, military assistance, and food-for-peace programs in vari-
ous countries, we are endeavoring to broaden our audit coverage by
reviewing on a more comprehensive basis all of the major U.S. pro-
prrams in a given country. Some of the countries where we have
either segmented or more broadlv based reviews in process or planned
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are Chile, Peru, the Dominican Republic, Tunisia, Nigeria, Turkey,
Korea, and India.

With regard to operation FRELOC, we plan to examine into whether
the best interests of the Government are being protected in connection
with the disposal of about $550 million worth of U. S. real property
in France, including surplus commodity housing.

Also, a recent survey indicates that over $100 million worth of
new construction is planned, mostly in Germany. We plan to review
the requirements for the construction of these new facilities and the
adequacy of procedures following in contracting for the construction.

In connection with supply operations under the FRELOC program,
most of the physical inventories at military installations in France
have been transferred to other sites in Europe. In the past, when mass
movements of inventories have occurred, inventory controls have
tended to weaken or break down. We plan to look into whether ade-
quate stock control procedures were in effect for the FRELOC opera-
tion and whether any great loss of assets occurred. We will also re-
view selected disposal actions.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, and with reference to your request
for our ideas on programs requiring priority attention in the fu-
ture, we believe that all of the areas we have discussed need further
attention by the administrative agencies. As we have pointed out, the
agencies have responded favorably to most of our findings and recom-
mendations but increased effort must be applied continuously if per-
manent and far-reaching improvements are to be expected. The extent
of our own work, in those areas, will depend on the rate of progress
we observe in improvement of the administration of the programs.

One other area on which we are placing more emphasis is the reve-
nue collecting activities of the Internal Revenue Service. On the basis
of limited work there, we have successfully recommended some im-
provements both in the law and procedures.

The control of short shelf-life items also continues to need atten-
tion. While progress has been made in this area, there is more to be
done. Other areas no doubt exist and some perhaps will develop during
our discussions here today. Also, we will be glad to work closely with
your staff in identifying subjects for consideration by the subcommit-
tee for further inquiry.

This concludes my prepared statement. We will be glad to answer
-any questions you may have.

I would like to call your attention to the list of attachments. We
found this necessary because 'our statement otherwise would have been
prohibitively long. But we would be happy to answer questions or go
into any details.

(List of attachments referred'to above follows:)

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

1. Identification and Disposal to the Highest Economic Use of Federal Govern-
ment Real Properties No Longer Needed by the Holding Agencies. (P. 16.)

2. Defense Logistics Services Center Facilities for Promoting Greater Inter-
service Utilization of Excess StocLs. (P. 17.)

3. Maintenance of Idle Production Equipment Reserves by General Services
Administration, Department of Defense, and National Aeronautics and
Space Agency. (P. 19.)
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4. Requisitioning of Small Quantities of Low-Value Material from the Defense
Supply Agency. (P. 20.)

5. Activities of the Defense Contract Administration Services, Defense Supply
Agency. (P. 21.)

6. Use of General Services Administration as Sources of Supply by Government
Contractors. (P. 23.)

7. Defense Supply Agency Management of Supply Items Having Little or No
Demand. (P. 24.)

S. Potential Savings by Consolidation of Field Organizations and Facilities for
Recruiting Military Personnel. (P. 25.)

9. Opportunities for Savings in Contracting for the Printing of Technical
Manuals and in Other Aspects of the Management of Technical Manuals
in the Department of Defense. (P. 25.)

10. Military Facilities and Construction. (P. 26.)
11. Government-Wide Review of the Administration of Certain Statutory and

Regulatory Requirements Relating to Architect-Engineer Fees. (P. 27.)
12. Automatic Data Processing. (P. 29.)
13. Modification of Agency Activities to Meet Needs of Other Agencies. (P. 30.)

IDENTIFICATION AND DISPOSAL TO THE HIGHEST EcONOMIC USE OF FEDERAL GOV-
ERNMENT REAL PROPERTIES No LONGER NEEDED BY THE HOLDING AGENCIES

We share the Committee's interest in the identification and disposal of Federal
Government real properties which are no longer needed by the holding agencies
and which do not serve the highest economic use nor contribute to the tax base.

It is to be recognized, however, that there is no specific requirement of law
that Federal property be used to take advantage of its highest potential value.
Policy guidelines, however, are set forth in Bureau of the Budget Circular A-2,
dated April 5, 1967. It is stated in the Circular, so far as pertinent to situations
where high-value property is used. that real properties or portions thereof gen-
erally should be declared excess when:

"b. Substantial net savings to the Government would result if properties used
for essential purposes could be sold at their current market value and other
suitable properties of substantially lowver current values substituted for
them * * *."

Within the past few years we have reported to the Congress on two instances
where we believe land could be disposed of by the Department of Defense and
result in either (1) a substantial return to the Government through sale of the
land involved, or (2) a reduction in Government expenditures for maintenance
and operation of the properties. These reports dealt with the questionable reten-
tion of high-value land for use as a golf course at Fort Gordon, Georgia, and the
use of high-value land for recreation, reserve forces training, and military hous-
ing purposes at Fort DeRussy, Waikiki Beach, Hawaii.

In each of these cases the Department of Defense disagreed with us, generally
on the basis that the properties involved were needed to provide recreational fa-
cilities for military personnel and their dependents. We do not question the need
for recreational facilities for military personnel. We believe, though, that ade-
quate alternate military or private facilities were available in the locations in-
volved.

Your Subcommittee has expressed particular interest in our report on the
operation of a dairy farm by the United States Naval Academy (B-1,56167, March
23, 1966). On the basis of the results of operations during 1964, we estimated
annual savings of about $84.000 would be realized by the Government if the
Academy dairy farm was sold and the Academy's milk produets obtained from
commercial sources. We brought out in our report. however, that the estimated
savings were based on the assumption that the proceeds from sale of the farm
would accrue to the United States Government. We made it clear that any other
disposition of the proceeds would alter the comparative costs and thus, the
savings to the Government.

At the request of the Department of the Navy, we are currently reviewing a
conclusion of the Department that funds from a disposal of the Academy farm
should, under the provisions of section 485(c), Title 40, U.S.C., be credited to the
midshipmen's store fund, a nonappropriated fund activity, rather than to the
Treasury. If the Navy is correct in its position, there will have to be a reexamina-
tion of the estimated interest savings in order to determine whether or not there
would be an overall savings to the Government in the event the farm is sold.
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Also, since our report was issued, staff members of the House Committee on
Government Operations have spent considerable time in investigating the matter.
As a result, we have recently agreed to conduct a review of current cost data
on the dairy farm operation being developed by the Navy to see whether it is still
in the best interest of the Government to close the dairy. Our review will include
the interest savings factor mentioned above.

A special Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services also inquired
into the proposed disposal of the Naval Academy dairy farm and issued a report
on October 6, 1966. The Subcommittee recommended that no disposal actions be
instituted by the Secretary of the Navy.

On April 5, 1967, the Bureau of the Budget issued a revised and expanded
version of Circular A-2 on the utilization, retention and acquisition of Federal
real property. A significant improvement in the Circular is a requirement for
an annual review of real property holdings by the agencies. We also believe that
the revised Circular provides more specific guidance to the agencies as to the
need for the retention of real property. The extent of progress made, however,
will be subsequently determined on the basis of the effectiveness of the agencies
in implementing the policies and objectives outlined in the Circular.

We have been associated with matters concerning the substance of Bureau of
the Budget Circular A-76 for a number of years. It is a complicated matter. It
concerns problems not only of cost analyses but also other important factors, such
as decisions to maike or buy, the need for maintaining in-house capability, and
the effects of Government competition with business.

Consistent interpretation and implementation of the principles of Circular
A-76, as well as A-2, are most difficult to achieve and, many times, deep emotions
are involved. This is true particularly with respect to activities which have been
carried out many years by the Government. New starts are much more easily
dealt with.

We feel that A-76 is sound but needs further improvement because it is
important that all agencies operate under the same guidelines. Differing opera-
tions and interpretations cause confusion. We do not agree with the feeling by
some that there is need for separate guidance in this area for differing kinds of
services being procured. This is not a matter which can be dealt with on a formula
basis. What is needed is good criteria.

Recently, we made several suggestions to the Bureau of the Budget for the
purpose of clarifying certain parts of Circular A-76. One of the greatest difficul-
ties in administering Circular A-76 concerns the question as to whether State and
local taxes should be included in the cost comparisons and what differential
should apply. State and local taxes are not a cost of the Federal Government
except in a very remote sense, but this is compensated for somewhat by such
Federal programs as aid to schools in impacted areas, sharing revenues, etc. We
are still looking into this problem.

DEFENSE LOGISTICS SERVICES CENTER FACILITIES FOR PROMOTING GREATER INTER-
SERVICE UTILIZATION OF EXCESS STOCKS

We are currently inquiring into materiel utilization operations at the Defense
Logistics Services Center at Battle Creek, Michigan, and at selected activities of
the military services. Our preliminary work at these installations indicates that
the potential exists for increased utilization of available assets within the
Department of Defense.

We believe that increased utilization can be obtained if improvements are
made in the PLUS (Procedures for Long Supply Asset Utilization Screening),
program. In this connection, we have found that most of the needed improve-
ments have been previously identified by Defense study groups and internal
auditors, but program operations have not improved significantly.

Under the PLUS program, the various military inventory control points report
excess materiel and existing requirements for materiel to the Defense Logistics
Services Center for centralized mechanical screening. When excess assets of
one inventory control point are matched with requirements of another, the
Center informs the requiring activity of the available materiel. The effective-
ness of this program is dependent on the accuracy of data included in the mech-
anized file at the Defense Logistics Services Center and the propriety of
decisions made by the services regarding potential transfers of available materiel.

The Defense study of the Materiel Utilization Program, dated January 1965,
identified five broad problem areas and more than 20 subareas in need of man-
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agement improvement. The study report contained 83 basic recommendations
outlining future courses of action for optimum reutilization of materiel within
DOD. The findings that we are developing in the course of our current work
are directly related to one or more of the problem areas discussed in this latest
of the Defense studies on materiel reutilization.

1. In the area of Asset Knowledge, the study pointed out that the systems used
by the military services to determine asset positions-quantities of stock in vari-
ous categories of need-vary widely. Some provide complete knowledge of all
quantities on a world-wide basis, while others provide periodic information on
only those quantities in the wholesale depot system. As a result, present asset
reporting systems are often deficient in terms of either the depth or currency
of information necessary for effective operations of Program PLUS.

Deficiencies in asset knowledge reflect on the accuracy and validity of com-
puted requirements and, therefore, on the accuracy and validity of interservice-
able net requirements and net releasable assets. Deficiencies in asset knowledge
serve to inhibit item manager decisions on the release of assets to other service
users and/or delay such decisions pending the availability of the latest data.

2. Regarding the Validity of Requirements and Stratification of Military
Stocks, the study acknowledged that reliable identification of net requirements
is precedent to effective interservieing of available excess materiel. One of the
more significant deficiencies in the operation of the PLUS Program is the high
rate at which offered assets are being rejected by requiring Inventory Control
Points of other services.

Discrepancies between acceptable quantities of available assets and reported
requirements often arise because of the use of different programs for deter-
mining valid requirements and for reporting requirements (often inflated) to be
screened under Program PLUS-or difference between the formulas used for
reporting requirements and that used in making decisions on the acceptance of
materiel which has been offered. In other words, different data is often used in
determining requirements reported under the PLUS Program and in determining
quantities to be accepted under the program.

For example, requirements or available assets are often reported based on
mechanized computations, but acceptance or rejection of subsequent offers of
materiel are based on current manual recomputations. Mechanically determined
requirements should coincide with manual computations used in accepting or
rejecting offered assets.

3. In the section on Releasable Assets, the study indicates that Inventory Con-
trol Points do not report all releasable assets. Certain service policies preclude
the reporting of system-wide releasable assets which are not in the wholesale
supply system. The study recommends that interservicing computations for use
in Program PLUS include all assets used by the Inventory Control Points in
their requirements computations, and that differences between reported asset
availability and released assets have an auditable basis.

The study also recommends that (1) the cyclic stratification of stocks, to
identify long-supply or excess assets for interservicing under Program PLUS
operations, coincide with the periodic computation of requirements, (2) all re-
quirements and releasable assets be reported at the time of semiannual supply
management reviews, and (3) all stocks above the procurement objective should
be releasable.

4. In the area of Item Intelligence, the study establishes that item management
data in the master catalog file at the Defense Logistics Services Center is incom-
plete and therefore all items, whether identified in the file as being used by more
than one service or not, must be considered for interservicing.

The study also pointed out that under the present mechanized interservicing
system, a presumption is made that interservieing actions are accomplished
within specified time frames unless advice to the contrary is received. Conse-
quently, available assets are often incorrectly removed from further considera-
tion under Program PLUS when the results of a potential transfer (that did
not occur) is not reported to the Defense Logistics Services Center.

In this connection, it was recommended that positive advice of potential trans-
fer be reported. Further, to provide greater motivation for participation in the
PLUS Program, credit under the Cost Reduction Program should be provided
to activities releasing assets simultaneously with the establishment of credit for
savings accruing to the receiving activity.

5. In an audit report issued by the Defense Supply Agency, Auditor General,
on 30 June 1966 relative to the PLUS Program, it was indicated that the services
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were not providing information to timely and accurately update the PLUS
records to facilitate mechanical screening of available assets. Consequently, the
effectiveness and efficiency of the program was adversely affected.

In addition, program accomplishments were substantially overstated. It was
estimated that reported accomplishments in terms of reutilized materiel was
overstated by as much as 75 percent because of incorrect assumptions that
potential transfers actually occurred.

As stated earlier, we are Identifying In the course of our current work es-
sentially the same problem areas as were identified in the Department of De-
fense study. Although Defense officials have been aware of the matters discussed
in the study for some time now, major improvements in the PLUS Program are
not apparent

We are of the opinion that an Improved PLUS Program would contribute
significantly towards increased utilization of available assets and would minimize
the potential for concurrent buying and selling of similar items in the Department
of Defense. We believe that the most significant contribution to program im-
provement would be the elimination of present asset reporting deficiencies that
exclude consideration of world-wide asset data.

MAINTENANCE OF IDLE PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT RESERVES BY GENERAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, AND NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE AGENCY

We inquired Into the reserves of Idle production equipment maintained by
the Department of Defense, the General Services Administration and the
National Aeronautics and Space Agency.

The Department of Defense had the following inventories of industrial
plant equipment reserves as of December 31, 1985:

[Dollar amounts In thousands]

Number of Assigned
pieces of values

equipment

Idle equipment ----------- 25,200 $250,210
Laid away in production packages for mobilization requirements-41,151 551, 790

Total ----------------------- 66,351 832,000

The Idle equipment, which is managed by the Defense Industrial Plant Equip-
ment Center, a Department of Defense agency, consists of Department of Defense
owned equipment which has been declared excess by its former user and is either
awaiting redistribution to another user, is being retained as a reserve to support
current Department of Defense production requirements, or is in the process of
being disposed of by the Department of Defense.

The items laid away in production packages for mobilization requirements
:are items of industrial plant equipment maintained for the purpose of producing
:Specific military end items or components at production rates required by mobil-
ization schedules. Each package must be reserved for the use of a specific con-
tractor or Government plant and must be approved by the Department of Defense.
'The Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center maintains an inventory of this
equipment and its responsibility is primarily one of record-keeping since the own-
ing service has the authority to place items into a package or release items from
-a package. In the event of a high priority requisition the Defense Industrial Plant
Equipment Center may screen the packages and if an item is available, the re-
questor is notified of the availability and the requestor must proceed to process
-his request to obtain the item through the Secretary of the owning service.

The General Services Administration Is responsible for administering the Na-
tional Industrial Equipment Reserve. Public Law 883, 80th Congress, cited as the
National Industrial Reserve Act of 1948, provided for the establishment of this

-reserve for immediate use to supply the needs of the armed forces in time of na-
-tional emergency. The reserve consists of industrial production equipment, pri-
Imarily metal-working machinery, selected by the Defense Industrial Plant Equip-
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ment Center, from lists of such property declared excess to the needs of the De-
partment of Defense and other Government agencies. As of June 30, 1966, the
National Industrial Equipment Reserve inventory was valued at about $86 mil-
lion, of which about $17,325,000 was on loan to nonprofit educational institutions
and training schools for use in vocational training programs as provided by the
law.

A recent study of the management of industrial plant equipment within the
Department of Defense, conducted by the Defense Supply Agency with the ap-
proval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installation and Logistics) iden-
tified the duplicate nature of the National Industrial Equipment Reserve and the
reserves maintained by the Department of Defense. The report on this study
which was issued in December 1966, pointed out the benefits and cost savings
available from the elimination of duplicate management functions and reduction
of facilities. It recommended that the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installa-
tions and Logistics) initiate negotiations with the General Services Administra-
tion to merge the National Industrial Equipment Reserve with the Department
of Defense industrial equipment reserves under Department of Defense manage-
ment. We intend to follow this subject closely and particularly the action taken on
this recommendation.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration does not maintain any
reserve of industrial plant equipment. Government-owned equipment held by con-
tractors awarded contracts by various National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration centers is declared excess at the time it is no longer needed by that con-
tractor. A list of such equipment is then circulated to the other National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration centers and if the equipment is not needed it is
declared excess and disposed of through the General Services Administration.

REQUISITIONING OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF LOW-VALUE MATERIAL FRoM THE
DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY

Last year we told the Subcommittee that we were looking into the practice
of the services ordering small quantities of low-cost material on a repetitive
basis. We have since issued a letter report to the Secretary of Defense on the
results of our examination at four Defense Supply Agency supply centers-the
Construction, Electronics, General, and Industrial Supply Centers.

We estimated on the basis of our review that about 60 percent of the requisi-
tions processed by these four centers during fiscal year 1965 were $10 or less
in amount. About 6.6 million requisitions fell into this category. From informa-
tion given to us by the military services and the Defense Supply Agency, we
estimated that about $6 per requisition was expended in preparing, processing.
and controlling requisitions and in handling material at the support depot and
receiving activity.

Our review of requisitioning practices at three installations in each of the
military services indicated that this large volume of low value requisitions
was due, in large part, to the practice of the services of repetitively requisition-
ing small quantities of low value items instead of submitting less frequent
requests for larger, more economical quantities. We were informed that fund
limitations at the user levels have contributed to the lowering of stock levels for
Defense Supply Agency material. In the interest of conserving funds, the services
limited or reduced their ordering levels which, in turn, prevents the requisitioning
of economical quantities.

For example, during an 8-month period, one location submitted 9 requisitions
to the Defense Supply Agency for a total of 21 insulators costing 55 cents each,
at a total cost of $11.55. The average amount of the 9 requisitions was only
$1.28. At another location, during a 9-month period, 8 requisitions were submitted
to the Defense Supply Agency for a total of 470 bolts costing four cents each,
at a total cost of $18.80. The average amount of the 8 requisitions was only $2.35.

On the basis of our review, we believe that significant costs are being incurred
by the military services and the Defense Supply Agency as a result of repetitive
requisitioning of small quantities of low-value material from the Defense Supply
Agency. We, therefore, recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he examine
into the practices being followed by the military services in requisitioning low-
value material from the Defense Supply Agency giving special emphasis to the
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allocation of funds to support the ordering of economical quantities of such
material.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) commented
on our report in a letter dated April 13, 1967. Regarding the limited funds prob-
lem mentioned in our report, it is the position of the Department of Defense that
funding has been adequate. However, it was also stated that at times available
funds at lower levels have been strained for a variety of reasons. In summary,
the Department of Defense is in general agreement with our report, fully sup-
ports the economic ordering quantity concept which has been expressed as
Department of Defense policy, and has stated It will take additional steps to
obtain more complete compliance with that policy.

ACTIVITIES OF THE DEFENSE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, DEFENSE SUPPLY
AGENCY

The Defense Contract Administration Services was established in June 1964,
under the Defense Supply Agency, to eliminate duplicate efforts among the
various Defense Agencies that were performing contract administration and
to establish a single Defense organization as the sole representative in dealing
with a contractor. At June 30, 1966, the organization had a Headquarters office
and 11 regional offices with a staff of 21,500 personnel providing contract ad-
ministration for 180,750 contracts at 17,5500 contractor plants.

In our survey we observed a number of areas which we believe warrant
management attention. Management was aware of some of the problems we
noted and corrective action was being taken to achieve improvements.

ASSIGNMENTS OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

Although the Department of Defense has the responsibility for making
plant assignments for contract administration services and has established
criteria for this purpose, it had not performed periodic reviews to ensure that
its criteria had been met.

Under the criteria a military department may be assigned a plant for
contract administration responsibility where contracts being performed at the
plant are for a major system of such critical military importance that the
program manager needs to retain close technical direction. Of the 508 plants
assigned to the military departments 48 plants involved contracts for major
systems.

In our tests at two of these plants located in Michigan, we found that the
Army program managers were not performing the contract administration
services but had delegated these functions to other Army components. Under
the Department of Defense criteria, these plants should have been assigned
to the Defense Contract Administration Services.

Further, under the Department of Defense guidelines, a procuring agency.
at its option. may retain certain contract administration functions at plants
assigned to the Defense Contract Administration Services. We observed dif-
ferences and inconsistencies among and within military departments in retain-
ing such functions. We found that a procuring agency in the Chicago area
retained administration of contracts with seven contractors that could have
been assigned to the Defense Contract Administration Services. At five of
the contractors' plants the Defense Contract Administration Services was also
performing services for other contracts. At these locations, therefore, two
different organizations were responsible for similar contract administration
functions.

PAYMENT OF CONTRACTORS' INVOICES AND LOST DISCOUNTS

As of November 30, 1966, the regional offices reported that they had on hand
about 85.,000 unpaid invoices, which included about 20,000 invoices on band for
30 days or longer. Our survey at the Philadelphia office indicated that invoices
were on hand for 30 days or longer principally because inspection reports evi-
dencing acceptance of supplies had not been received. Other reasons were delays
in receipt of contract documents and internal delays in processing invoices for
payment.
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For the 12-month period ended November 30, 1966, Defense Contract Adminis-
tration Services regional offices reported lost discounts totaling about $2.3
million.

We were advised that the Defense Supply Agency internal auditors expected

to complete a review of lost discounts at all regional offices by the fall of 1967,

and to identify causes and determine whether recommended corrective actions
have been taken to minimize lost discounts in the future. On the basis of their

findings at one regional office, the lost discounts may be considerably higher than
the $2.3 million reported.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Our survey of quality assurance activities was performed at the agency's De-

troit regional office, having responsibility at about 800 contractors' plants. Gen-

erally, the agency relies on selective inspection based on the effectiveness of the

contractors' procedures for controlling product quality and tests of the accepta-
bility of supplies and services.

However, at 47 of the plants in the Detroit Region, the procuring officials had
imposed specific mandatory inspection requirements and the agency's records
indicated that about one-third of all inspection man-hours was expended on these
mandatory inspections. Agency inspection personnel considered that certain re-
quirements imposed by the procuring officials could be eliminated. Some of their
recommendations have been adopted. It appears that continued evaluations of
the need for mandatory inspection requirements and relaxation of such require-
ments could result In savings in inspection mapower.

DELINQUENT DELIVERIES

The Defense Contract Administration Services' industrial specialists are re-

sponsible for analyzing contract performance to anticipate and correct circum-

stances that may result in delinquent deliveries. As of August 1966, the agency
was administering about 17,200 contracts, of over $5.000 each, which were classi-

fied as delinquent because supplies had not been delivered as of the date specified
in the contract.

Our survey at the Chicago office, which reported abont 2.200 delinquent con-

tracts, indicated that delivery delinquencies may be caused by material and per-

sonnel shortages, engineering and quality problems, poor production planning,
and unrealistic delivery schedules. Our tests indicated that during 1966 the num-
ber of such contracts had increased. As a result the specialists were doing little
work to anticipate and head off additional delinquencies and apparently were
devoting their main efforts to correcting existing delinquencies.

Furthermore, we found that corrective actions being taken by the industrial
specialists were not properly documented so that management could determine
whether adequate action had been taken.

TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS OF PRICE PROPOSALS

Technical personnel of the Defense Contract Administration Services and other

components of the military departments are requested by contracting officials

to evaluate various technical aspects of contractors' price proposals, including

the need for types and quantities of material and labor.
We found in our survey of the agency's Chicago office, technical evaluations

of contractors' price proposals were not adequately supported by records of
work performed and conclusions were not supported in the reports. Similar defi-

ciencies were noted in another review of 101 contracts awarded under the pro-

visions of Public Law 87-653 where technical evaluations were performed by

personnel of the military components, as well as the Defense Contract Adminis-

tration Services. Since the Defense Contract Administration Services plays a

major role in performing technical evaluations, it may be feasible to have it estab-

lish uniform requirements for these evaluations to be used throughout the Depart-
ment of Defense.

We recognize that the establishment of a consolidated contract administration
agency for the military services is a tremendous undertaking. Much has been

accomplished in a relatively short period. However, as indicated by our survey

findings, there is a need for improvement in the agency's operations.
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USE OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION SERVICES AS SOURCES OF SUPPLY BY

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS

Our reviews of procurement contracts negotiated by the Department of De-fense indicates that the Government could realize substantial savings, if con-
tractors engaged primarily in defense contract work had been authorized andrequired to procure office furniture and common operating supplies through theGeneral Services Administration rather than from more costly commercial
sources.

Specifically, in 1965 we reported to the Congress three instances (see note)when the Government should have been able to save as much as $1.5 million
annually, if the two contractors cited in these reports were authorized andrequired to procure certain office furniture and common operating supplies
at prices that were no higher than the prices available to Government agencies
for similar items from the General Services Administration.

For several years, these two contractors had been engaged almost exclusively
in the design, development, and production of certain weapons and space systemsfor the Government. Over 98 percent of their work had been performed undernumerous cost-reimbursement-type contracts and essentially all the remaining
work was performed under other types of negotiated Government contracts.
Under these contracts, the contractors had procured, for their own account,significant amounts of office furniture and common operating supplies from com-mercial sources at prices higher than the prices contained in General Services
Administration schedules. The prices paid by the contractors were indirectly
charged, through overhead, to Government contract costs.

The Armed Services Procurement Regulation provides for granting authoriza-tion for the use of General Services Administration supply sources to contractors
performing under individual cost-reimbursement-type contracts. However, al-
though the regulation provides for the use of General Services Administrationsources by contractors where items obtained are charged direct to specific cost-reimbursement-type contracts, these sources cannot be used by contractors thathave essentially all cost-reimbursement-type work under a number of contracts
where the items are not charged direct to individual contracts but are charged
to these contracts through overhead.

The Department of Defense has consistently expressed opposition to contractorprocurements from General Services Administration sources under fixed-type con-
tracts and for cost-type contracts when the items are to be procured under anumber of contracts and charged to Government contract costs through overhead.

The General Services Administration has proposed a change in Federal Pro-curement Regulations. Under this proposal, contractors and subcontractors wouldbe permitted, subject to conditions and limitations prescribed by the contracting
agency, to use the Administration's supply sources where agencies determine itis in the best interest of the Government for contractors to utilize these sourcesin performing Government cost-reimbursement contracts and other types of con-tracts when a substantial dollar portion of a contractor's contracts are of a cost-reimbursement nature. The proposed regulation would provide for use of GSAservices when items are procured and charged to Government contracts through
overhead.

The Department of Defense has recently reconsidered the proposed change andadvised us on April 26, 1967, that it would not recommend expanding the use ofGeneral Services Administration sources of supply by contractor.

NOTE

B-132992, dated February 9, 1965, entitled Potential Savings Through Procure-
ment of Operating Supplies From General Services Administration Sources byMartin-Marietta Corporation, Denver Division, Denver, Colorado.

B-146975, dated April 30, 1965, entitled Potential Savings Through Procure-ment of Office Furniture From General Services Administration Sources by Lock-
heed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, California.

B-116975, dated May 13, 1965, entitled Potential Savings Through Procure-
ment of Operating Supplies From General Services Administration sources byLockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, California.

79-459-67-pt. 1-3
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DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY MANAGEMENT OF SUPPLY ITEMS HAVING LITTLE oR No
DEMAND

We sent a letter report on March 30, 1967, to the Secretary of Defense advising
him of the large volume of inactive and low demand items being managed by the
Defense Supply Agency (DSA). In our November 1966 draft report regarding a
similar situation in the Navy, we stated that potential savings were available
either by elimination from the supply system or transferring those replacement
parts that have little or no demand to decentralized management.

We indicated in our recent letter report that almost one-half of the DSA inven-
tory since 1963 has been composed of inactive items-those having no demands
within the past 21 months. The observations presented therein were based on a
limited survey into the DSA program to eliminate items with no demand from
its supply system. Under this program the Defense Supply Centers refer inactive
items to military users, who either advise that they have no further need for
the item(s) or verify that a continuing requirement exists.

Our work disclosed that although some form of inactive item review program
has been in existence in the Defense Supply Agency since 1963, the number of
inactive items centrally managed by this Agency ranged from 44 to 56 percent of
the total inventory. We believe the principal cause for the slow progress is that
military users often lack the technical capability to determine whether an item
should be deleted or retained. In this connection, for example, the Air Force is
returning all referrals coded for retention, as are certain activities of the Army.
It is our opinion that, until the military services are fully capable of performing
an adequate review of items referred by DSA Centers, little if any progress will
be made in eliminating inactive items from the DSA supply system.

In addition to the problem of managing volumes of inactive items, DSA also
manages thousands of low unit value/low demand type items. According to DSA
reports for fiscal year 1966, over 390,000 items, or 56 percent, of the total active
items managed by the four Defense Supply Centers, had a unit price of $10 or
less and an annual cumulative demand of $100 or less.

The total demand value for the 390,000 active items amounted to $9.6 million
which is less than one percent of the total demand value for all items managed
by Defense Supply Centers. It is evident that after DSA was established as the
integrated manager for common usage items, it acquired many low unit value and
low demand type items from the military services, as reported by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) in the "Study of the Interface
Between the Military Services and the Defense Supply Agency."

The DSA is currently preparing to introduce a completely new management
system (Standard Automated Material Management System). The cost of pro-
curing and installing new-data processing equipment for this type is approxi-
mately $25 million. DSA informed us that the requirements for the new system
are predicated on the present inventory stratification and no program is planned
to expedite the elimination of inactive or slow moving items prior to the imple-
mentation of the new standard management system. The primary purpose for this
new management system, according to DSA, is to provide uniformity in Supply
Center operations and provide a basis for future improvements and growth in
agency operations.

In commenting on our earlier Navy report of November 23, 1966, on inactive
and low-demand items, Department of Defense officials advised us that, while
they agree that inactive items should be eliminated from the supply systems
when there is evidence of no future needs, they are of the opinion that the Item
Entry Control Program, the Standardization Program, as well as the Inactive
Item Review Program, are capable of reducing the number of items in the supply
systems. While we believe that these programs will, in future years, lead to more
effective controls over the number and types of items required to be managed, it is
our opinion that more aggressive action is required to eliminate inactive items
from the system until such a time the cited programs attain full effectiveness.

In this connection, we suggested that the Secretary of Defense consider grant-
ing the Defense Supply Agency reasonable discretionary authority to take uni-
lateral action to delete inactive items without referral to the services. Although
this approach could result in some subsequent reactivations, we believe that the
advantages to be gained by reducing the volume of inactive items will more than
offset the costs involved in reactivating some items.
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With respect to the high percentage of low-cost, low-demand items in the De-

fense Supply Agency inventory, we believe some alternatives to the need to
continue the present degree of centralized management of these items, even on an
automated basis, should be studied by the Department of Defense.

POTENTIAL SAVINGS BY CONSOLIDATION OF FIELD ORGANIZATIONS AND FACILI-
TIES FOR RECRUITING MILITARY PERSONNEL

In a report to the Congress in June 1966, we pointed out that the four military
services were maintaining separate field recruiting organizations and facilities
substantially in excess of their combined needs. We recommended that the Sec-
retary of Defense direct that a field test of consolidation of military recruitingorganizations and facilities be undertaken and completed as expeditiously as
feasible.

On February 28, 1966, we were advised that action had been taken to have the70 Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations conduct mental tests and
physical examinations of all categories of personnel for all the military services
and to have these stations also process qualified applicants into all the services.
We were also advised that the Army had undertaken a reorganization of its re-
cruitment function, the first phase of which resulted in some reductions in re-
cruiting organizations and facilities, and that further consolidations were underconsideration.

The Department of Defense agreed with our recommendation for conducting
a field test of consolidations to the extent only that it refers to co-location of localrecruiting offices in jointly occupied space and to consolidation of certain admin-
istrative, support and logistical functions where feasible and economical.

On September 26, 1966, the Department of Defense issued DOD Directive
5160.58 establishing uniform DOD policies and procedures for providing ade-
quate space for use by recruiting offices and stations and for co-locating suchfacilities to the maximum extent practicable. In this connection, the Secretary
of the Army was designated as Executive Agent for real property management
connected with the acquisition, disposal and maintenance of space needed for
recruiting offices and stations. By memorandum dated November 19, 1966, the
Department of the Army, as Executive Agent, was requested by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower) to initiate facility surveys in 14 metropolitan
areas for the purposes of establishing reasonable target dates for accomplishing
the proposed co-locations which were identified as a result of the four Services
reevaluating their recruiting office requirements. (The Services have tentatively
proposed to reduce the number of locations in 14 metropolitan areas from 524to 198.)

On December 1, 1966, the Secretary of the Army re-delegated its authority to
the Chief of Engineers who is now designated the Executive Agent for recruiting
facilities. In this connection, the Chief of Engineers issued implementing pro-
cedures and instructions to the Services and plans to report the results of its
surveys, including reasonable target dates for accomplishing the proposed co-locations, by early May 1967.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SAVINGS IN CONTRACTING FOR THE PRINTING OF TECHNICAL
MANUALS AND IN OTHER ASPECTS OF THE MANAGEMENT OF TECHNICAL MANUALS
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

A report on our review regarding the opportunity for savings by the Depart-
ment of Defense in the procurement of the printing of technical manuals was
released to the Congress in November 1966. This review was made in cooperation
with the Joint Committee on Printing which had requested that we examine the
practices followed by the military departments in the procurement of printing.

On the basis of the review we concluded that in most cases the military depart-
ments can achieve significant savings by contracting for the printing of technical
manuals with commercial printers under formally advertised contracts awarded
by the Government Printing Office in lieu of procuring such printing from the
manufacturers of the equipment to which the manuals relate. Based on our
limited tests, we estimate that this savings could have amounted to about $8million for fiscal year 1964.
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In April 1967 a report on our survey of the management of technical manualswithin the Department of Defense was made to the Joint Committee on Printingand to the Subcommittee on Department of Defense, House Committee on
Appropriations.Our survey indicated that savings might be realized by single-service manage-ment of identical manuals that are used by two or more services. For designateditems of equipment used by more than one military service, procurement respon-sibility has been assigned to one service. However, each service is responsiblefor the printing and distribution of its own technical manuals. For example,where an identical manual is required by both the Navy and the Air Force, theservice responsible for procurement of the equipment purchases two sets of nega-tives-one set for each service. Then each service independent of the otherincurs costs for the printing of its own technical manual requirements. As a re-sult duplicate costs are incurred for negatives and for preparation of pressesfor two separate printing runs. We concluded that, in those situations whereidentical manuals are used by more than one service, the assignment of manage-
ment responsibility to one service should be considered.

Our survey also indicated that savings might be realized by: considering theeffect that reductions in requirements for technical manuals have on the pricesestablished under negotiated contracts; eliminating duplicate numbering sys-tems; increasing the use of less expensive certified mail in lieu of registeredmail to transmit technical manuals classified as "confidential" within the conti-nental United States; and increasing interservice liaison so that all the serviceswill be currently informed of joint-usage manuals that are considered obsolete
by any one service before disposal action is authorized.

We are working very closely with the Joint Committee on Printing in its effortsto achieve broader coordination and economy in the total printing effort of the
Federal Government.

MILITAry FACILITIES AND CON sTRUcTION

Last year we established within our Defense Division a Facilities and Con-
struction staff which is responsible for the accounting, auditing, and investigative
work of the General Accounting Office involving real property in the Department
of Defense, including the Departments of the Army, Navy and Air Force. These
responsibilities include, but are not necessarily limited to, operation, manage-
ment, maintenance and construction of facilities, barracks, quarters and family
housing. In addition, the staff is responsible for reviews of award and adminis-
tration of contracts for construction, management or maintenance of facilities;
acquisition and utilization of real property; research into improvement of con-
struction and facilities management practices; disposal of facilities and realproperty; and other matters involving facilities for training, communication,
medical, reserve and active duty forces; and financial accountability for such
real property.Among the areas to which the efforts of this functional staff are being directed
is the area of possible savings from joint utilization of common-type facilities by
the military services or consolidation of activities relating to maintenance and
construction of facilities.

Military contracts for construction are executed under the jurisdiction and
supervision of the Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, or the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, Department of the Navy, unless the Secretary
of Defense or his designee determines that, because such jurisdiction and super-
vision is wholly impracticable, such contracts should be executed under the juris-
diction and supervision of another department or Government agency. These two
agencies generally act as the construction agents for the Department of Defense
except for construction of Department of the Air Force family housing in which
case the Air Force acts as its own construction agency.

With regard to interservice use of facilities, none of our work has reached a
stage of firm conclusions. Some of the specific matters that we are looking into
or planning to look into in the near future are:

1. The management and operation of motion picture and photographic activi-
ties. The study among other things will cover the feasibility of improved effi-
ciency by more joint utilization of facilities, and consolidation and interservice
coordination of the activities.
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2. The feasibility and economy of establishing a defense, or single service,
public works center on Oahu, Hawaii, that would provide maintenance type
services to installations of all the military departments. The Navy has consoli-
dated a number of its installation maintenance activities at various locations
into public works centers and claims the consolidations have resulted in sub-
stantial savings. Under this program a public works center was established in
Oahu. There are, however, a number of Army and Air Force installations on
the same island that are maintaining their own maintenance activities.

3. The construction of military hospitals and medical facilities. A major aspect
to be reviewed in this survey will be whether in the requirements determinations
maximum consideration is given to interservice use of the facilities.

4. The policies and procedures used in determining the requirements for family
housing, bachelor officer quarters and barracks. There appear to be indications
of a need for better coordination within and among the services, particularly in
geographical areas of military concentration. Improved coordination should
result in a better identification of common needs and combined existing facilities
to meet such needs.

5. The validity of the need for training and other facilities included in recent
military construction programs (particularly from the viewpoint of maximum
interservice utilization).

6. The pricing of recently awarded military construction contracts and modi-
fications.

7. Construction aspects pertaining to the move of United States forces out of
France. Over $100 million of new military construction is planned in Europe
largely as a result of this move. We are planning to review the proposed construc-
tion projects to determine (1) whether all existing facilities have been considered
for possible use, (2) whether stocks have been properly screened to eliminate
any excesses and thus reduce storage facility requirements, and (3) the adequacy
of the contracting procedures.

In the near future, we are planning to issue a report to the Congress on the
compliance with Public Law 87-653 and implementing regulations in the negotia-
tion of military construction contracts and modifications. This is our third report
in 1967 informing the Congress of various specific steps that need to be taken
in the Department of Defense in order to fulfill the purposes of Public Law 87-653,
the "Truth-in-Negotiations" Act of 1962. This report concerns our review of 237
contract actions negotiated since November 1964 and totaling about $12S million.

GOVERNMENT-WIDE REvIEw OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF CERTAIN STATUTORY AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO ARCHEITECT-ENGINEER FEES

Our review of the interpretations and applications by Federal agencies of the
statutory 6-percent fee limitations on architect-engineer fees under Government
contracts and of certain related statutory and regulatory requirements was made
in response to the request of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics
and the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences.

We found that the major construction agencies contracted for architect-
engineer services at fees in excess of the statutory provisions which limit the
fees payable to architect-engineers to 6 percent of the estimated cost of construc-
tion. Generally, agencies interpreted the limitation as applying only to that
portion of the total fee relating to the production and delivery of designs, plans,
drawings, and specifications. Under this interpretation, most of the architect-
engineer contracts under which the total fee exceeded 6 percent would be in
compliance with the limitation. However, in our opinion, the military procure-
ment statute and the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949
impose the 6-percent fee limitation on all architect-engineer services.

In our opinion, the present statutory fee limitation is impractical and unsound,
and we recommended that the Congress repeal the 6-percent limitation imposed
on architect-engineer fees by the United States Code (10 U.S.C. 2306(d), 4540,
7212, and 9540) and by section 304 (b) of the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as amended (41 U.S.C. 254(b)). Representatives of the
Federal agencies, the architectural-engineering professional societies, and the
Bureau of the Budget advised us that they agree with this recommendation.

During our review, we examined into whether the agencies were requiring
architect-engineer contractors to submit cost or pricing data prior to the award
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of negotiated contracts as required by Public Law 87-653 which applies to the
Department of Defense, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
the Coast Guard and by the Federal Procurement Regulations which apply to the
remaining Federal agencies. Although the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949 has not been amended to require cost or pricing data, the
General Services Administration has included a requirement for furnishing
such data in the Federal Procurement Regulations similar to the requirement in
Public Law 87-653. The General Services Administration determined, however,
that the requirement should not be applied to architect-engineer contracts be-
cause of their special characteristics.

Representatives of the Department of Defense advised us that the cost or
pricing data requirements of Public Law 87-653 are being applied without dis-
tinction as to whether or not architect-engineer services are involved. A repre-
sentative of the General Services Administration advised us that consideration
will be given to reviiing the Federal Procurement Regulations to provide for such
application. We believe that cost or pricing data should be required by all agen-
cies in contracting for architect-engineer services. The Bureau of the Budget
advised us informally that it agrees with our views in the matter.

We also examined into the requirement of Public Law 87-653 that, in all
negotiated procurements in excess of $2,500, proposals be solicited from the
maximum number of qualified sources consistent with the nature and require-
ments of the supplies or services to be procured and that discussions be conducted
with all responsible offerors whose proposals are within a competitive range,
price and other factors considered. The General Services Administration has
included a similar requirement in the Federal Procurement Regulations. Al-
though most of the construction agencies of the Government are subject to thi's
requirement, they generally solicit a proposal only from the architect-engineer
firm selected on the basis of technical ability. In our opinion, this negotiation
procedure does not comply with the above statutory requirement.

Agency representatives advised us that they are opposed to the concept of
soliciting multiple competitive proposals. The Department of Defense advised
us that it believes that its present architect-engineer selection procedures consti-
tute the maximum competition consistent with the nature and requirements of
the services being procured. The Department of Defense also stated that, until
the architect-engineer community demonstrates that it is prepared to countenance
competition on price as well as on other factors, the Department, believing that
it is complying with Public Law 87-653, would intend to proceed as before.

Representatives of the architect-engineer professional societies advised us of
their belief that the legislative history of Public Law 87-653 constitutes sub-
stantial ground for concluding that the competitive negotiation requirements of
the act were not intended to apply to architect-engineer services.

We find no present statutory basis which would exempt architect-engineer
contracts from these requirements. Therefore, we are of the opinion that the
present negotiation procedures and practices do not conform with these require-
ments. Recognizing, however, that the problem of how architect-engineer services
can best be obtained is a complex one, we have advised the agencies that present
procedures may be followed until the Congress has had an opportunity to consider
the matter.Although we are of the opinion that the procurement of architect-engineer
services is and should be subject to the competitive negotiation requirements
of Public Law 87-653, we think that, in view of past administrative practices in
the procurement of such services, it is important that the Congress clarify its
intent as to whether the competitive negotiation requirements of the law are to
apply to such procurements. Should the Congress determine that it is not sointended, we believe that the law should be amended to specifically provide for
an exemption for this type of procurement.

Absent a clarification of congressional intent, we are of the opinion that the
Department of Defense should appropriately revise the Armed Services Pro-
curement Regulation to reflect a proper implementation of Public Law 57-653.
Also, we are of the view that the General Services Administration should simi-
larly revise the Federal Procurement Regulations so as to ensure uniform pro-
cedures with reference to the procurement of architect-engineer sevices.

Further, we examined into the methods employed by Federal agencies to
compute an estimate of the architect-engineer fee for purposes of negotiation.
The most commonly used methods are the detailed analysis method and the
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percentage-of-estimated-construction-cost method. We believe, however, that the
detailed analysis method is more appropriate and should be used by all agencies in
lieu of the percentage-of-estimated-construction-cost method.

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

The Federal Government has been in the forefront of computer technology
since its beginning and is the world's largest user of computers. Current expendi-
tures for Government ADP activities are estimated to be running at a rate of
about $3 billion annually.

The billions of dollars already invested in this field by the Government for the
development and use of this equipment have led to the widespread use of com-
puters and computer-related equipment, including data communication systems
throughout the Government and industry. Almost all disciplines, and certainly
almost all large-scale data-handling activities of the Government, have been
affected to some extent so far. The future portends even greater impact through
new developments and the wedding of computers and communication systems
in advanced systems. The uses of computers range across the spectrum of all
disciplines from education to medical research and from routine data-handling
to scientific decisionmaking.

Because of the high costs involved, the extent and significance of this develop-
ment, and its impact on Federal Government activities, we have, from time to
time, reported to the Congress on Government-wide developments in this field.
Currently, we are conducting Government-wide studies of present and planned
uses of ADP systems in the Federal Government with particular emphasis on
compatibility and standardization of such systems and equipment, including
related communication facilities. These studies include further inquiry into the
trend and development. use, and cost of ADP systems in relation to flow of data
and information within Government systems and between Government and
industry systems.

One of our studies that is nearing completion involves consideration of the
various concepts under which computer systems are being utilized. We are con-
centrating, in this Istudy, on the use of third-generation computers in relation
to what has come to be known as the "public utility concept" wherein multiple
users time-share equipment through the use of communication facilities. We are
also considering, in this study, various possibilities for increased sharing of
computer resources. For example, we are looking into various possibilities for
sharing through use of service centers or other arrangements which would
provide for increased utilization of computer resources already acquired.

Our studies are also directed at such questions as how to achieve greater
interchange of data automatically between ADP systems and how to reduce
duplication of effort in the development and use of ADP systems.

In our statement before the Subcommittee last year, we pointed out that
significant economies were being achieved because of the increased emphasis
being placed on purchasing rather than leasing of ADP equipment in Govern-
ment agencies.

The Bureau of the Budget has estimated that over 50 percent of currently
installed equipment is now owned by the Government and in its February 23,
1967, report to the President on computer management in the Federal Govern-
ment the Bureau reported the avoidance of approximately $200 million in annual
rental costs by the selective purchase of computers, many of which were pur-
chased within the past 3 years and have already been amortized.

As we pointed out during the hearings last year, we believe also that sub-
stantial savings can be achieved through purchasing rather than leasing of ADP
equipment by Government contractors. The Bureau of the Budget has informed
us that it considers that the criteria set forth in its Circular No. A-54 of Octo-
ber 14, 1961, prescribing conditions under which determinations are to be made
by Government agencies as to whether to buy or rent ADP equipment, also
should be applied to cost-reimbursement-type contracts.

Subsequently, on March 24, 1967, the Department of Defense issued its Defense
Procurement Circular No. 52 which contains a revision to the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation which provides new policy and procedural guidance on
the acquisition of ADP equipment by Department of Defense contractors.

Previously, in commenting to the Department of Defense on the proposed re-
vision to the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, we expressed certain
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reservations regarding the limiting coverage provided by the proposed regulation
and suggested that the provisions of the regulation should be broadened to cover
a wider range of contractor ADP acquisition activities. However, until we have
had an opportunity to review the system in actual operation, we will not be
in a position to determine the effectiveness of the regulation.

We intend to continue our efforts to review the need, application, and utiliza-
tion of ADP equipment by Federal departments and agencies and we will keep
the Committee advised of our studies in this area.

MODIFICATION OF AGENCY ACTIVITIES To MEET NEEDS OF OTHER AGENCIES

Report on review of long-term medical research on aging of aviation personnel
(B-158515; April 12, 1966)

We reviewed a long-term project for medical research on the aging of aviation
personnel, which was being financed by the Federal Aviation Agency.

The objective of the Federal Aviation Agency's efforts in this 25-year research
project was to develop methods for measuring the physiologic age, as distinguished
from the chronologic age, of aviation personnel. The Public Health Service,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, also was supporting a project
through a research grant to learn more about the process of physiological aging
and its progress in relation to chronological age. The latter project was using
pilots as a study group and was expected by the grantee to continue for a total of
30 years. The projects, which were being funded at annual rates totaling about
$365,000, would have cost the Government $9.7 million ($5 million for the Federal
Aviation Agency and $4.7 million for the Public Health Service) if financed to
completion.

In our opinion, the need for the Federal Aviation Agency to undertake a
separate long-term project on the aging of pilots and other aviation personnel
was questionable because (1) the general objectives of each project are similar
and each project is based on the same planning study and (2) the information
being developed under the Public Health Service-supported research project
could, it seems, have been adapted to meet the objectives of the project which
the Federal Aviation Agency had recently initiated.

In 1960 the Federal Aviation Agency awarded a contract to the Lovelace
Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Albuquerque. New Mexico,
for a research planning study of aging criteria. The Lovelace Foundation ad-
vised the Agency that an extensive planning study was necessary before any
long-term project on aging could be effectively initiated. Prior to the award of
the contract, the Subcommittee on Independent Offices of the Committee on
Appropriations, House of Representatives, expressed concern that the Federal
Aviation Agency was about to undertake research in an area already being
studied by the Public Health Service and by other Government agencies. The
Agency informed the subcommittee that, to its knowledge, neither the Public
Health Service nor any other research group was conducting research on aging
related to the task of piloting. Subsequently, the Agency learned that the Founda-
tion intended to apply to the Public Health Service for a grant to support a long-
term project on the aging of pilots. However, the Agency proceeded to make the
first examinations in its long-term aging project.

We concluded that, upon being advised of the Foundation's intention to apply
to the Public Health Service for a grant to conduct long-term research on the
aging of pilots, the Federal Aviation Agency could have formally communicated
with the Service and the Foundation to determine whether one long-term
project could be devised to meet the needs of both agencies

In commenting on our findings, the Agency acknowledged that there were
no formal procedures for coordinating research between it and the Public Health
Service and advised us that it would establish such procedures for coordinating
new research projects.

Subsequent to the issuance of our report on this matter, the Federal Avia-
tion Agency discontinued its research project. This action will save an estimated
$3.8 million.
Report on review of geodetic surveying activities within the Federal Government

(B-113188; January 25, 1967)
We made a review of the geodetic surveying activities of selected agencies of

the Federal Government.
Geodetic surveys are basically land surveys made for the purpose of deter-

mining the precise position of specific points on the earth's surface in terms of
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latitude, longitude, and elevation. Once the positions are identified and monu-
ments are established to mark the positions, the area is considered to be under
geodetic control. Our report concerned primarily horizontal control which iden-
tifies positions of known latitude and longitude. The Environmental Science
Administration, Department of Commerce, has the responsibility for establish-
ing a nationwide network of geodetic control points, and the Bureau of the
Budget has the responsibility for coordinating geodetic surveying activities in
the Federal Government.

Other Federal agencies-including the Geological Survey, Department of the
Interior, in its national mapping program and the Bureau of Public Roads,
Department of Commerce, in its highway programs-also establish geodetic con-
trol points. These geodetic control points generally are established, however,
only to standards required for individual program needs and, for the most part,
do not meet the standards of accuracy required to extend the national network.
Consequently, the Environmental Science Services Administration plans to re-
survey most of the same areas to establish geodetic control points that will meet
the standards of the national network.

We believe that, if the initial surveys could be made to national network
standards, substantial savings in effort and cost would result, because it would
not be necessary for the Environmental Science Services Administration to re-
survey the same areas. On the basis of data available during our review, we
estimated that past or planned expenditures for geodetic surveys which would
not contribute to the national network of geodetic control by the Bureau of
Public Roads under its highway programs would total about $30 million and
by the Geological Survey under the topographic map program would total about
$15 million.

The Bureau of the Budget, in June 1966, agreed that it should continue to
press for improved coordination and efficiency in the conduct of the Govern-
ment's Geodetic control activities but doubted that it was either desirable or
possible to ensure that all geodetic control work would extend the national net-
work. Subsequently, in September 1966, the Bureau of the Budget advised us
that the Geological Survey and the Environmental Science Services Administra-
tion had entered into an agreement whereby horizontal geodetic control to na-
tional network standards would be achieved as a part of the Geological Survey's
topographic map program.

The agreement provides that, where other requirements are equal, prefer-
ence in the authorization of mapping will be given to an area which has been
basically controlled over an area which does not contain basic control. The
Geological Survey will continue to advise the Environmental Science Services
Administration of its mapping plans so that it may accomplish as much of the
basic control as possible. In situations where a portion of a large uncontrolled
area must be mapped, however, the Geological Survey will establish hori-
zontal control to national network standards, with proper connections to existing
control points.

We believe that this agreement is an important step in the right direction.
In our opinion, however, a more economical arrangement may be possible by
requiring Geological Survey to perform all the basic control required for those
areas which are presently uncontrolled and which it plans to map under its
current mapping program. Such an arrangement would result in only one field
operation by the Geological Survey, whereas, if the Environmental Science
Services Administration performs the control prior to the time the Geological
Survey does its mapping, two field operations would be required-one by the
Environmental Science Services Administration to establish the control and
one by the Geological Survey to identify and utilize the control for mapping
purposes.

The various agencies, in commenting on this matter, did not Indicate that
any specific action would be taken to improve the coordination of the geodetic
surveying activities of the Bureau of Public Roads and other Federal agencies
with those of the Environmental Science Services Administration. In our opinion,
geodetic control surveys should be performed to national network standards
whenever such surveys are performed in an area where they will fit into the
overall nationwide geodetic control plan and whenever such control would
eliminate the need for the Environmental Science Services Administration to
resurvey the same area.

Accordingly, we recommended that the Director, Bureau of the Budget, deter-
mine whether the geodetic surveying activities conducted by Federal agencies
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and under programs administered by Federal agencies are of such a nature and
scope that it would be economically feasible to have such surveys, when under-
taken in uncontrolled areas, performed to standards which would extend the
national network of geodetic control. This recommendation contemplated that
the Environmental Science Services Administration will continue to provide
for the direction and coordination necessary for establishment of a national
network of geodetic control and that consideration will be given to h--ving it
fund the additional costs incurred by other Federal agencies to bring their sur-
veys up to the national network standards.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you. We have many questions, and
we will be with you with those questions in just a short time.

NAVAL ACADEMY DAIRY FARMI

Chairman PROXMIRE. We are honored this morning to also have
Congressman Mathias as a witness. In order to accommodate Congress-
man Mathias, since he is going to speak on a subject very dear to the
heart of the chairman-he is speaking on the dairy industry-I'm
going to ask him to make a short statement about the dairy farm which
the Navy operates in the State of Maryland.

The Comptroller General has been requested to give us his views,
as you know, on this subject. (See p. 16.)

The subcommittee's interest in the dairy are twofold: One, as a
business activity under the President's policy; and, two, as a piece of
Federal real property, which, among many others, should be ob-
jectively screened to determine if its retention by the Government can
be justified.

I understand that other committees are studying other aspects of this
case in great detail.

Congressman Mathias, you may begin.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARIES MeC. MATHIAS, JR., A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT OF IARYLAND

Representative MATIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and the other

members of the committee. I hope the Comproller General won't mind
if I interrupt his train of thought since I know he and I are in complete
agreement on the subject of the Naval Academy Dairy Farm.

After listening to the Comptroller General's testimony and the broad
range and magnitude of the topics that he has discussed, I am some-
what diffident about bringing up one small case of Government com-
petition with private enterprise, but it is such a classic case that I
think it does deserve a few moments' discussion.

I have a prepared statement and I ask unanimous consent that it
might be made a part of the record.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Without objection it will be printed in full.
Representative MATHIAS. I say it is a classic case because the Naval

Academy Dairy Farm is one of those instances in which the Govern-
ment should have gone into what is normally a proprietary enterprise
at the time that it did.

But now the Government ought to get out of the business because
there is no longer any need for it. The Naval Academy established the

32
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dairy farm in about 1911 at a time when there was not an adequate
supply of healthy milk, of clean, sanitary milk in the vicinity of
Annapolis. There was no way that they could commercially acquire
the volume of milk that they needed for the midshipmen.

Today, of course, we have, with due deference to the chairman's
views on this subject, I think we have the finest quality milk in the
world in Maryland.

Chairman PROxmmRE. The second finest.
rLaughter.]
Representative MATHIAS. In the Maryland milkshed we have ade-

quate quantities. About 35 percent of our area milk production goes
into surplus in, say, a typical month such as June of last year. We can
supply at competitive prices all of the milk the Naval Academy
wants.

But, perhaps most significantly, and it is a matter of principle, for
every hundredweight of milk that is produced at the Naval Academv
Dairy Farm, some farmers have a hundredweight of milk go into
surplus, and they receive less than a break-even price for the milk.

So, I think this is a case where there is no longer a need for the Gov-
ernment to continue in competition with taxpaying free enterprise
farmers.

The Comptroller General has adequately confirmed that there will
be a saving to the Government if we get out of private business in
this particular case. I think that the land may very well have a rea-
sonable Government use in the future. But whether you use it for
another Government use or whether you sell it, there is a saving be-
cause you are not having to go out and buy something else for a Gov-
ernment facility that may be established in that area.

So, I think that by all odds the time has come to close the Naval
Academy Dairy Farm. It has been a good neighbor and a good friendt
to Maryland farmers. It has provided needed leadership in farm--
management and leadership in stock raising. But all of these things
do not justify the continued violation of the principle of Government
competition of free enterprise.

(The prepared statement of Representative Mathias follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES McC.
MATHIAS, JR

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this chance to participate in your inquiry into
government business and procurement operations, and particularly the chance
to discuss with you the case for closing the Naval Academy Dairy Farm at
Gambrills, Maryland.

In my judgment, the Naval Academy Dairy Farm is a relatively small ex-
ample of the general tendency to continue operations long after they have outlived
the conditions which prompted them. Establishment of a dairy farm to serve
the midshipmen at Annapolis may have been necessary in 1911, when a consistent
supply of healthy, high-quality milk could not be assured through commercial
channels. But in 1967, when the Maryland dairy industry has assumed a high
position in the Nation, and actually produces far more milk each year than the
commercial market can absorb, the Dairy Farm is a Government operation in
direct competition with tax-paying private enterprise, and should be closed as
soon as an orderly liquidation can be accomplished.

Mr. Chairman, the Federal Government's general policy of reliance on private
enterprise to furnish needed goods and services has been reiterated within the
past year by the President (in a memorandum of March 3, 1966, to heads of
Departments and Agencies), by the Bureau of the Budget (in BoB Circular
A-76, March 3, 1966), and by the Department of Defense (in DoD Directive
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4100.15, July 9, 1966, and DoD Instruction 4100.33, July 22, 1966). These docu-
ments emphasize the Government's intention to procure goods and services from
private sources except in certain unusual cases where government-operated
enterprises are essential to maintain programs or reduce costs substantially.
I submit that the continued operation of a dairy farm is directly contrary to
the thrust of these policy statements.

First, it is obvious that the dairy products required by the Naval Academy
can be procured from commercial sources. The dairy farmers of Maryland are
ready and willing to provide the high-quality milk and other products for the
midshipmen's mess. In this regard, I might point out that no other military
installation in this country, including both the Military Academy and the Air
Force Academy, deems it unwise or unduly expensive to purchase dairy products
from commercial sources, and certainly the Maryland dairy industry is at
least comparable in quality to that of New York or Colorado.

Second, the report of the General Accounting Office (Report B-156167, sub-
mitted March 23, 1966) establishes that "potential savings would accrue to the
Government if the Dairy Farm was sold and the milk and milk products were
purchased by the Naval Academy from commercial concerns." (pp. 12-13.)
Since this report is available to the subcommittee, and since representatives of
the GAO are scheduled to testify, I would like to discuss briefly only two aspects
of this question of comparative costs.'

(A) Some individuals have asserted that the GAO's conclusions are not ac-
curate, since the Proceeds from sale of the Dairy Farm's assets might accrue
to the Midshipmen's Store rather than to the Treasury. I would only point out
in this regard that, if these funds were assigned to that special account, they
would be available to benefit the midshipmen and thus would offer potential
advantages which, while they may not be precisely calculable, should not be con-
sidered unsubstantial.

(B) Others have asserted that the GAO's conclusions would not be relevant if
the Dairy Farm property were not offered for sale, but rather was converted
to some other public use. But obviously if this was the case, the taxpayers would
be saved the cost of purchasing other property for that purpose.

Mr. Chairman, it is not my intent to remove the Federal presence from Anne
Arundel County. I would like, however, to see the Dairy Farm acreage converted
to public purposes which do not conflict with the operations of private enter-
prise. Certainly there are other Federal operations which could be located at
Gambrills, and which could bring even greater direct and indirect economic
benefits to the area. Certainly, too, the tremendous growth of Anne Arundel
County makes preservation of open space, in public ownership and for public
enjoyment, extremely important. I am convinced that appropriate uses of the
Dairy Farm property can be assured, through full and frank discussions be-
tween the Department of the Navy and the officials of the County, so that the
eventual disposition of the land will be in the best interests of all concerned.

I am convinced, above all, that it is time to get the government out of the dairy
business. While the amount of milk produced by the Naval Academy Dairy
Farm is relatively small, the fact remains that the dairy farms of Maryland
are being denied this market. For every hundredweight of milk produced at
the Dairy Farm, a hundredweight of privately-produced milk is being driven into
surplus. This situation seems especially incongruous at a time when the De-
partment of Agriculture is expending billions every year to try to uphold farm
prices and expand agricultural markets. The current situation is, in short, absurd
in principle and unconstructive in practice.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, closing the Naval Academy Dairy Farm will be
clear evidence that the Federal Government Intends to bring a bit more order
and consistency into its operations, and intends to minimize Government com-
petition with private enterprise. Continuing the farm would be a victory only
for Inertia. and a clear loss for American taxpayers and the Maryland dairy in-
dustry. But closing the Farm, and converting the property to other uses in an
orderly and perceptive way, would bring great benefits to the taxpayers, Mary-
land's dairy farmers, and the people of the area concerned. I trust that this
snbcommittee will join me and many others in urging the Department of the
Navy to begin phasing out the Farm without further day.

I See staff study, 1967, p. 189.
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Chairman PROXmUIE. Thank you very much, Congressman Mathias.
You certainly make a strong case.

Anything else?
Congressman Curtis, you have questions for Congressman Mathias?
Representative CuiRTis. I am very pleased to have Congressman

Mathias bring this matter to our attention because one of the basic
matters this committee has been looking into over a period of years
is this question of Government in business. Involved here is the utiliza-
tion of real estate by the Federal Government. When the Federal Gov-
ernment takes it, it withdraws that real estate from the local tax
base which finances schools and community facilities.

But I would like to broaden this just a bit. A similar situation, only
on a grand scale, has been going on in the Canal Zone since we acquired
it in 1904.

Now, maybe many of those business-type operations at their in-
ception were necessary, as was apparently the case here. But if you
leave the Military Establishment alone they would be running all
the farms, because they want to be sure of quality control.

This becomes significant in the Canal Zone as it relates to our rela-
tionship to the less-developed countries.

The only reason I emphasize this point here is that it is through
these specific examples, such as Congressman Mathias gives us, that
this committee can gain understanding of what overall Government
policies are.

BUDGET BUREAU CIRCULAR NO. A-7 6

I would like to have the attention of the committee counsel so I will
be right on this. We have presently pending in the Bureau of the
Budget a review of the Circular A-76 which sets out these standards
that the Federal Government is supposd to follow in respect to com-
nercial enterprises.

We have asked the GAO from time to time to comment on this.
What is the status right now, as far as you know in your comments
on the Circular A-76, which would pertain to the subject that Mr.
Mathias has raised?

(Budget Bureau Circular No. A-76 follows:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C., March 3, 1966.

CIRCULAR No. A-76

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

Subject: Policies for acquiring commercial or industrial products and services
for Government use.

1. Purpose.-This Circular replaces the statement of policy which was set
forth in Bureau of the Budget Bulletin No. 60-2 dated September 21, 1959. It
restates the guidelines and procedures to be applied by executive agencies in
determining whether commercial and industrial products and services used
by the Government are to be provided by private suppliers or by the Government
itself. It is issued pursuant to the President's memorandum of March 3, 1966,
to the heads of departments and agencies.

2. PolicV.-The guidelines in this Circular are in furtherance of the Govern-
ment's general policy of relying on the private enterprise system to supply its
needs.
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In some instances, however, it is in the national interest for the Government to
provide directly the products and services it uses. These circumstances are set
forth in paragraph 5 of this Circular.

No executive agency will initiate a "new start" or continue the operation of an
existing "Government commercial or industrial activity" except as specifically
required by law or as provided in this Circular.

3. Definitions.-For purposes of this Circular:
a. A "new start" is a newly established Government commercial or industrial

activity or a reactivation, expansion, modernization or replacement of such an
activity involving additional capital investment of $25,000 or more or additional
annual costs of production of $50,000 or more. Consolidation of two or more
activities without increasing the overall total amount of products or services pro-
vided is not a "new start."

b. A Government commercial or industrial activity is one which is operated and

managed by an executive agency and which provides for the Government's own
use a product or service that is obtainable from a private source.

c. A private commercial source is a private business concern which provides a

commercial or industrial product or service required by agencies and which is
located in the United States, its territories and possessions, the District of
Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

4. Scope.-This Circular is applicable to commercial and industrial products
and services used by executive agencies, except that it

a. Will not be used as authority to enter into contracts if such authority does
not otherwise exist nor will it be used to justify departure from any law or regu-
lation, including regulations of the Civil Service Commission or other appropriate
authority, nor will it be used for the purpose of avoiding established salary or
personnel limitations.

b. Does not alter the existing requirement that executive agencies will perform
for themselves those basic functions of management which they must perform
in order to retain essential control over the conduct of their programs. These
functions include selection and direction of Government employees, assignment
of organizational responsibilities, planning of programs, establishment of per-
formance goals and priorities, and evaluation of performance.

c. Does not apply to professional staff and managerial advisory services such
as those normally provided by an office of general counsel, a management and
organization staff, or a systems analysis unit. Advisory assistance in areas such
as these may be provided either by Government staff organizations or from private
sources as deemed appropriate by executive agencies.

d. Does not apply to products or services which are provided to the public.
(But an executive agency which provides a product or service to the public
should apply the provisions of this Circular with respect to any commercial
or industrial products or services which it uses.)

e. Does not apply to products or services obtained from other Federal agencies
which are authorized or required by law to furnish them.

f. Should not be applied when its application would be inconsistent with the
terms of any treaty or international agreement.

5. Circumstances under which the Government may provide a commercial or in-

dustrial product or service for its own use.-A Government commercial or in-

dustrial activity may be authorized only under one or more of the following
conditions:

a. Procurement of a product or service from a commercial source would disrupt

or materially delay an agency's program. The fact that a commercial or industrial

activity is classified or is related to an agency's basic program Is not an adequate
reason for starting or continuing a Government activity, but a Government
agency may provide a product or service for its own use if a review conducted
and documented as provided in paragraph 7 establishes that reliance upon a
commercial source will disrupt or materially delay the successful accomplish-
ment of its program.

b. It is necessary for the Government to conduct a commercial or industrial
activity for purposes of combat support or for individual and unit retraining
of military personnel or to maintain or strengthen mobilization readiness.

c. A satisfactory commercial source is not available and cannot be developed
in time to provide a product or service when It is needed: Agencies' efforts to find
satisfactory commercial sources should be supplemented as appropriate by ob-
taining assistance from the General Services and Small Business Administrations
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or the Business and Defense Services Administration. Urgency of a requirement
is not an adequate reason for starting or continuing a Government commercial
or industrial activity unless there is evidence that commercial sources are not
able and the Government is able to provide a product or service when needed.

d. The product or service is available from another Federal agency: Excess
property available from other Federal agencies should be used in preference to
new procurement as provided by the Federal Property and Administrative Serv-
ices Act of 1949, and related regulations.

Property which has not been reported excess also may be provided by other
Federal agencies and unused plant and production capacity of other agencies
may be utilized. In such instances, the agency supplying a product or service to
another agency is responsible for compliance with this Circular. The fact that
a product or service is being provided to another agency does not by itself justify
a Government commercial or industrial activity.

e. Procurement of the product or service from a commercial source will result
in higher cost to the Government: A Government commercial activity may be
authorized if a comparative cost analysis prepared as provided in this Circular
indicates that the Government can provide or is providing a product or service
at a cost lower than if the product or service were obtained from commercial
sources.

However, disadvantages of starting or continuing Government activities must
be carefully weighed. Government ownership and operation of facilities usually
involve removal or withholding of property from tax rolls, reduction of revenues
from income and other taxes, and diversion of management attention from the
Government's primary program objectives. Losses also may occur due to such
factors as obsolescence of plant and equipment and unanticipated reductions in
the Government's requirements for a product or service. Government commercial
activities should not be started or continued for reasons involving comparative
costs unless savings are sufficient to justify the assumption of these and similar
risks and uncertainties.

6. Cost comparisons.-A decision to rely upon a Government activity for rea-
sons involving relative costs must be supported by a comparative cost analysis
which will disclose as accurately as possible the difference between the costs
which the Government is incurring or will incur under each alternative.

Commercial sources should be relied upon without incurring the delay and
expense of conducting cost comparison studies for products or services estimated
to cost the Government less than $50,000 per year. However, if there is reason
to believe that inadequate competition or other factors are causing commercial
prices to be unreasonable, a cost comparison study will be directed by the agency
head or by his designee even if It is estimated that the Government will spend
less than $50,000 per year for the product or service. A Government activity
should not be authorized on the basis of such a comparison study, however, un-
less reasonable efforts to obtain satisfactory prices from existing commercial
sources or to develop other commercial sources are unsuccessful.

Cost comparison studies also should be made before deciding to rely upon a
commercial source when terms of contracts will cause the Government to
finance directly or indirectly more than $50,000 for costs of facilities and equip-
inent to be constructed to Government specifications.

a. Costs of obtaining products or services from commercial sources should
include amounts paid directly to suppliers, transportation charges, and expenses
of preparing bid invitations, evaluating bids, and negotiating, awarding, and
managing contracts. Costs of materials furnished by the Government to con-
tractors, appropriate charges for Government owned equipment and facilities
used by the contractors and costs due to incentive or premium provisions in
contracts also should be included. If discontinuance of a Government com-
mercial or industrial activity will cause a facility being retained by the Govern-
ment for mobilization or other reasons to be placed in a standby status, the costs
of preparing and maintaining the facility as standby also should be included.
Costs of obtaining products or services from commercial sources should be docu-
mented and organized for comparison with costs of obtaining the product or
service from a Government activity.

b. Costs of obtaining products or services from Government activities should
include all costs which would be incurred if a product or service were provided
by the Government and which would not be incurred if the product or service
were obtained from a commercial source. Under this general principle, the
following costs should be included, considering the circumstances of each case:
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(1) Personal services and benefits: Include costs of all elements of compensa-
tion and allowances for both military and civilian personnel, including costs of
rtirement for uniformed personnel, contributions to civilian retirement funds
(or for Social Security taxes where applicable), employees' insurance, health,
and medical plans (including services available from Government military
or civilian medical facilities), living allowances, uniforms, leave, termination
and separation allowances, travel and moving expenses, and claims paid through
the Bureau of Employees' Compensation.

(2) Materials, supplies, and utilities services: Include costs of supplies and
materials used in providing a product or service and costs of transportation,
storage, handling, custody, and protection of property, and costs of electric
power, gas, water, and communications services.

(3) Maintenance and repair: Include costs of maintaining and repairing
structures and equipment 'which are used in providing a product or service.

(4) Damage or loss of property: Include costs of uninsured losses due to fire
or other hazard, costs of insurance premiums and costs of settling loss and
damage claims.

(5) Federal taxes: Include income and other Federal tax revenues (except
Social Security taxes) received from corporations or other business entities (but
not from individual stockholders) if a product or service is obtained through
commercial channels. Estimates of corporate incomes for these purposes should
be based upon the earnings experience of the industry, if available, but if such
data are not available. The Quarterly Financial Report of AManufacturing Cor-
porations, published by the Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and
Exchange Commission may be consulted. Assistance of the appropriate Govern-
ment regulatory agencies may be obtained in estimating taxes for regulated
industries.

(6) Depreciation: Compute depreciation as a cost for any new or additional
facilities or equipment which will be required if a Government activity is started
or continued. Depreciation will not be allocated for facilities and equipment
acquired by the Government before the cost comparison study is started. How-
ever, if reliance upon a commercial source will cause Government owned equip-
ment or facilities to become available for other Federal use or for disposal as
surplus, the cost comparison analysis should include as a cost of the Govern-
ment activity, an appropriate amount based upon the estimated current market
value of such equipment or facilities. The Internal Revenue Service publication,
Depreciation; Guidelines and Rules may be used in computing depreciation.
However, rates contained in this publication are maximums to be used only for
reference purposes and only when more specific depreciation data are not avail-
able. Accelerated depreciation rates permitted in some instances by the Internal
Revenue Service will not be used.

(7) Interest: Compute interest for any new or additional capital to be invested
based upon the current rate for long-term Treasury obligations for capital items
having a useful life of 15 years or more and upon the average rate of return on
Treasury obligations for items having a useful life of less than 15 years. Yield
rates reported in the current issue of the Treasury Bulletin will be used in these
computations regardless of any rates of interest which may be used by the
agency for other purposes.

(8) Indirect costs: Include any additional indirect costs incurred by the
agency resulting from a Government activity for such activities as management
and supervision, budgeting, accounting, personnel, legal and other applicable
services.

7. Administering the policy.-
a. Inventory: Each agency will compile and maintain an inventory of its

commercial or industrial activities having an annual output of products or serv-
ices costing $50,000 or more or a capital investment of $25,000 or more. In addi-
tion to such general descriptive information as may be appropriate, the inven-
tory should include for each activity the amount of the Government's capital
investment, the amount paid annually for the products or services involved, and
the basis upon which the activity is being continued under the provisions of this
Circular. The general descriptive information needed for identifying each activity
should be included in the inventory by June 30, 1966. Other information needed
to complete the inventory should be added as reviews required in paragraphs
7b and c are completed.

b. "New starts":
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(1) A "new start" should not be initiated until possibilities of obtaining the
product or service from commercial sources have been explored and not until
it is approved by the agency head or by an assistant secretary or official of equiva-
lent rank on the basis of factual justification for establishing the activity under
the provisions of this Circular.

(2) If statutory authority and funds for construction are required before
a "new start" can be initiated, the actions to be taken under this Circular should
be completed before the agency's budget request is submitted to the Bureau of
the Budget. Instructions concerning data to be submitted in support of such
budget requests will be included in annual revisions of Bureau of the Budget
Circular No. A-11.

(3) A "new start" should not be proposed for reasons involving comparative
costs unless savings are sufficient to outweigh uncertainties and risks of unan-
ticipated losses involved in Government activities.

The amount of savings required as justification for a "new start" will vary
depending on individual circumstances. Substantial savings should be required
as justification if a large new or additional capital investment is involved or if
there are possibilities of early obsolescence or uncertainties regarding mainte-
nance and production costs, prices and future Government requirements. Jus-
tification may be based on smaller anticipated savings if little or no capital
investment is involved, if chances for obsolescence are minimal, and if reliable
information is available concerning production costs, commercial prices and
Government requirements. While no precise standard is prescribed in view of
these varying circumstances a "new start" ordinarily should not be approved
unless costs of a Government activity will be at least 10 percent less than costs
of obtaining the product or service from commercial sources.

A decision to reject a proposed "new start" for comparative cost reasons should
be reconsidered if actual bids or proposals indicate that commercial prices will
be higher than were estimated in the cost comparison study.

(4) When a "new start" begins to operate it should be included in an agency's
inventory of commercial and industrial activities.

c. Existing Government activities:
(1) A systematic review of existing commercial or industrial activities (in-

cluding previously approved "new starts" which have been in operation for at
least 18 months) should be maintained in each agency under the direction of the
agency head or the preson designated by him as provided in paragraph S. The
agency head or his designee may exempt designated activities if he decides that
such reviews are not warranted in specific instances. Activities not so exempted
should be reviewed at least once before June 30, 1968. More frequent reviews of
selected activities should be scheduled as deemed advisable. Activities remaining
in the inventory after June 30, 1968, should be scheduled for at least one addi-
tional follow-up review during each three-year period but this requirement may
be waived by the agency head or his designee if he concludes that such further
review is not warranted.

(2) Reviews should be organized in such a manner as to ascertain whether
continued operation of Government commercial activities is in accordance with
the provisions of this Circular. Reviews should include information concerning
availability from commercial sources of products or services involved and feasi-
bility of using commercial sources in lieu of existing Government activities.

(3) An activity should be continued for reasons of comparative costs only
if a comparative cost analysis indicates that savings resulting from continuation
of the activity are at least sufficient to outweigh the disadvantages of Govern-
ment commercial and industrial activities. No specific standard or guideline is
prescribed for deciding whether savings are sufficient to justify continuation of
an existing Government commercial activity and each activity should be eval-
uated on the basis of the applicable circumstances.

(4) A report of each review should be prepared. A decision to continue an
activity should be approved by an assistant secretary or official of equivalent
rank and the basis for the decision should appear in the inventory record for the
activity. Activities not so approved should be discontinued. Reasonable adjust-
ments in the timing of such actions may be made, however, in order to alleviate
economic dislocations and personal hardships to affected career personnel.

8. Implementation: Each agency is responsible for making the provisions of
this Circular effective by issuing appropriate implementing instructions and by
providing adequate management support and procedures for review and follow-up
to assure that the instructions are placed in effect.

79-459-67-pt. 1-4
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If overall responsibility for these actions is delegated by the agency head, it
should be assigned to a senior official reporting directly to the agency head.

If legislation is needed In order to carry out the purposes of this Circular,
agencies should prepare necessary legislative proposals for review in accordance
with Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-19.

9. Effective date: This Circular is effective on March 31, 1966.
CHARLES L. SCHULTZE,

Director.
Mr. STAATS. Are you addressing the question to me?
Representative CuRTis. Yes, to you, because we have this before us

in our hearings-we had this in our hearings last year,2 and I know
the General Accounting Office has been following this with interest,
too.

Mr. STAATS. This is correct, Mr. Chairman. The area of decision-
making as to when the Government engages in a commercial or indus-
trial type activity as against going into the commercial market for the
same item of services is one we have had a great deal of interest in,
and it obviously involves cost consideration in a great many cases.

The Budget Circular A-76 in its present form was issued on March
3, 1966. It was accompanied by a very strong statement of policy by
the President at the time the Budget Circular was approved, in which
he emphasized that we must seek very feasible way-I'm reading from
his statement-"to reduce the cost of carrying out the governmental
programs."

'He also pointed out, however, that "we must remember that our
budgetary costs, our current out-of-pocket expenditures, do not always
provide a true measure of the cost of Government activities. This is
often true when the Government undertakes to provide for itself a
product or service which is obtainable from commercial sources."

I will not read the whole statement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, the full statement will be

printed in the record at this point.
Mr. STAATS. Very fine.
(The memorandum referred to follows:)

PRESIDENT JOHNSONS MEMORANDUM ON GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
Washington, D.C., March 8. 1966.

MEMORANDUM FROI THE PRESIDENT TO HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

Each of you is aware of my determination that this administration achieve
maximum effectiveness in the conduct of day-to-day operations of the Govern-
ment.

We must seek in every feasible way to reduce the cost of carrying out gov-
ernmental programs. But we must remember that our budgetary costs-our
current out-of-pocket expenditures-do not always provide a true measure of
the cost of Government activities. This Is often true when the Government
undertakes to provide for itself a product or a service which is obtainable from
commercial sources.

At the same time, it is desirable, or even necessary, in some Instances for
the Government to produce directly certain products or services for its own
use. This action may be dictated by program requirements, or by lack of an
acceptable commercial source, or because significant dollar savings may result.

2 Hearings, 1966, p. 137.
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Decisions which involve the question of whether the Government provides
directly products or services for Its own use must be exercised under uniform
guidelines and principles. This is necessary in order-

To conduct the affairs of the Government on an orderly basis:
To limit budgetary costs; and
To maintain the Government's policy of reliance upon private enterprise.

At my direction the Director of the Bureau of the Budget is issuing detailed
guidelines to determine when the Government should provide products and
services for its own use. These guidelines are the result of long study, based
on experience over the past 6 years since the current guidelines were issued.

Each of you is requested to designate an assistant secretary or other official
of comparable rank to-

Review new proposals for the agency to provide its own supplies or serv-
ices before they are included in the agency's budget;

Review experience under the new guidelines; and
Suggest any significant changes to the guidelines which experience may

indicate to be desirable.
I do not wish to impose rigid or burdensome reporting requirements on each

agency with respect to the new guidelines. However these guidelines will re-
quire that appropriate records be maintained relative to agency commercial or
industrial activities. I am also requesting the Budget Director to report to
me from time to time on how the new directives are being carried out, and
whether experience suggests changes in the guidelines or in agency reporting
requirements.

LYNDON B. JoHNsoN.

Mr. STAATS. The circular lists a number of policy or operating con-
siderations which might make it justifiable for the Government to con-
tinue or undertake a commercial operation. But absent those deter-
minations which must be made by the head of the agency, then a cost
analysis should be undertaken, and the Budget Circular A-76 sets
forth in considerable detail the cost criteria which should be applied
consistently by all the agencies in making such a cost determination.

Representative CulrTIs. That would be a determination of something
new. This is something which is already in, which would be a
redetermination.

Mr. STAATS. It applies to both, Congressman Curtis. But the rule
for new starts, as it is called, new determinations, is a tougher rule
than for an existing activity because it was felt that on balance there
could be a margin of error, and the burden of proof really ought to be
on the Government as to why it needs to perform this function in-house.

There has been a good deal of controversy as to whether or not all of
the costs applied on the Government side are correct, and there has
been much negotiation, both by the General Accounting Office and by
the Bureau of the Budget with a number of groups outside as to
whether or not these tests are exactly correct.

AMENDED CRITERIA CONSIDERED

We have had it up with our consultant panel of very distinguished
accounting people, and we are currently considering some changes in
these criteria with the Bureau of the Budget.

We have a meeting scheduled this week, in fact, to review some
changes which have been proposed in this regard. But this is a very im-
portant area and without some kind of criteria applied uniformly and
consistently by the agencies, the Government will not only be going
unnecessarily into private enterprises' domain, but will also run the
risk of substantially increased costs.
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Representative CURTIS. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Are there any other questions? Congressman

Mathias?
CONGRESSIONAL ATTITUDES

Representative MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, if I may comment further
on Mr. Curtis' line of thinking, I think we ought to give credit where
credit is due. The Comptroller General issued a very full and complete
report on the Naval Academy Dairy Farm which confirms my feeling
on it. Then Secretary Nitze went forward and took the necessary steps
within the Department of the Navy to do what ought be done. I am
afraid that the slowdown is not due to either the Comptroller General
or to the Department of the Navy, but the root of the problem today
will be found in the report of the special subcommittee on the proposed
disposal of the U.S. Naval Academy Dairy Farm published by the
Committee on Armed Services. So, we ourselves have a little self-
discipline to do in the Congress.

Representative CURTIS. Is that the House Armed Services
Committee?

Representative MATHIAS. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. Is this where they claim they cannot get

rid of any of these things without referring it back to the Armed
Services Committee?

Representative MArHIAs. Well, the final conclusion and recom-
mendation was that no disposal proceedings be instituted by the
Secretary of the Navy.

Representative CURnS. I think there is a law, is there not, to the
effect that certain dispositions of properties by the military must be
referred to the Armed Services Committee of the House and the
Senate; am I correct? Does anyone know?

Mr. STAATS. Yes, this is correct. A report must be made to the com-
mittee 30 days prior to action being taken, if the estimated value is
more than $50,000. I believe, however, that that may not be the
specific problem in this particular case.

Representative M TH~sS. I know the law you are referring to which
holds that before property goes to surplus for ordinary surplus dis-
posal the services have a last crack at it, and the committee has a
last crack at it.

But the problem here, before you even get to the disposal of the
real estate, is the shutting down of the farm, which is a purely execu-
tive function, which is-

Representative RUiISFELD. Is the gentleman saying the approval
has to be made by the committee or by the House and Senate?

Representative CURTiS. Regrettably the way that law was written
it said the committees of the House Armed Services Committee.

Representative RumsFELD. Is that a violation of the rules of the
House?

Representative CURIS. Not when we go ahead and pass a law. But
we run into that in my own Committee on Ways and Means frequently,
where I have insisted that it not be the W1rays and Means Committee,
but that it be the House of Representatives. I know Speaker Ray-
burn was quite jealous that it be the House and not a committee. You
are right in saying there needs to be some self-discipline because some
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of these committees in their over-enthusiasm actually write them-
selves into the law.

NEED FOR FOLLOWUP ON SPECIFICS

Senator PERCY. Mir. Chairman, I would like to commend Congress-
man Mathias for bringing this case to our attention. It is very easy
to deal in broad principles. It is much harder to get down to speci-
fics. It is easy for the Congress to condemn the executive branch of
Government, and yet when you follow something through it often
ends up right in the lap of the Congress again. If we cannot follow
through and see progress, something is wrong with the way we are
operating.

Chairman PROX2I1RE. I share those sentiments very warmly. I think
it is agreatserviceyou perform for us.

Congressman MATHIAS. Thank you very much.

SLOPPY INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Chairman PROXMIRE. There is no group that needs this understand-
ing kind of sympathy from the Federal Government more than the
dairy farmers.

Mr. Staats, I want to commend you on a most remarkable statement,
well-documented and thorough and specific, and in giving us a great
number of factual instances.

Because you are a man who believes in fact and deals so much in
facts and does not like to use generalities, I realize that you do not
want to characterize the overall inventory management we have in the
Defense Department with any adjectives, I suppose, but I cannot come
to any conclusion except that it seems incredibly sloppy, a clear dere-
liction of duty in the management of inventory, a cost to the taxpayers
of hundreds of millions of dollars, and maybe even billions and billions
of dollars.

FACTS-PREREQUISITE TO INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

I understand that former Secretary Forrestal said we cannot pos-
sibly manage inventory if we do not know the facts about it. If you
do not know what it is, where it is, how much you have, its condition,
and so forth, you cannot manage it. It seems that you have documented
very thoroughly the failure on the part of the Defense Department to
have that kind of information.

You say: "In general, we have found agency management receptive
to our suggestions." This is on the list of specific suggestions you give
with reference to civil agency construction.

"Actions have been taken or planned in response to most of our
recommendations, which, if effectively implemented, should result in
significant improvements."

AGENCY COMPLIANCE TO GAO SUGGESTIONS

Can you give us specific agencies that have responded, the agencies
that have not, the extent to which they have not responded and the
extent to which they have?
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Mr. STAATS. I would like. Mr. Chairman-
Chairman PROXMIRE. I know this is something you may not care to

do right now orally, because it would take quite a while to do that.
Mr. STAATS. I think it would.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But if you could document it to some extent

at least itwouldbehelpful.
Mr. §TAATS. We have found GSA particularly cooperative on the

matters we have brought to their attention. We have found the Corps
of Engineers very receptive.

We find, Mr. Chairman, in a great many cases that the External
Auditor, if you will, the General Accounting Office, going in is able
to develop factors in a, way which is persuasive to the top manager
where he does not previously have that information available to him,
and it may not be dereliction in all cases. It may be the fact that he
does not have adequate recording systems available to him. He may
not have an adequate internal audit arrangement available to him.

Certainly all of our reports do not carry the implication that there
is any malfeasance or misfeasance involved.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand that.
Mr. STAATS. It is a very large Govermnent.
Many of these are very complicated issues. I think what we are sav-

ing is that the GAO, as an outside organization, is able to develop its
facts in such a way that in most cases-not all, but in most cases-we
can persuade management we are right, and some corrective action
needs to be taken.

We would be very happy to supply for the record a series of illus-
trations of this type.

(The following material was subsequently filed:)

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CVmL AGENCY REACTIONS To GAO REPORTS ON CONSTRUCTION

1. We found that the Federal Aviation Administration had approved the con-
struction of control towers without having analyzed the relative benefits and
costs of the tower design, and that as a result, the Administration would incur
additional costs of about $2.3 million in constructing 28 towers of a new design.
The Administration agreed with our findings and proposals for corrective action,
substituted a lower cost tower design at four locations already scheduled for
new towers, and revised its policy and operating procedures in a manner which
should, if properly implemented, prevent the recurrence of similar situations.

2. In a review of contracts awarded by the Public Buildings Service, General
Services Administration, we found that in 15 out of 28 buildings, the Government
had encountered construction difficulties because of foundation design problems
and unanticipated soils conditions. We found that the professional engineering
staff of the Service did not include specialists in soils mechanics and founda-
tion engineering and concluded, on the basis of our review, that had such
specialists been available, certain of the construction difficulties experienced by
the Service could have been avoided and the costly effects of others minimized.
In response to our proposal, the General Services Administration advised us that
the needed in-house soils mechanics and foundation engineering capability would
be expanded and certain other corrective measures would be taken.

3. We found that the Bureau of Reclamation and the Bonneville Power Ad-
ministration, Department of the Interior, had adopted different practices in con-
structing tower footings for high-voltage transmission lines without fully evaluat-
ing alternative methods of construction. We believed that the results of our review,
which considered the substantial differences in the costs of footings under the
practices of the respective agencies, indicated a need for centralized coordination
to provide reasonable assurance that, when improved systems or techniques are
developed they will be promptly implemented by all the agencies which can bene-
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fit from their use. The Department did not agree with our proposals directed to-
ward achieving the needed coordination. We do not agree with the Department's
views on the matter, and intend to pursue the need for coordination through addi-
tional review work.

ADEQUACY OF INTERNAL AUDITS

While I am talking on this point, I would like to emphasize some-
thing else that we are doing, and that is a series of reports we are
making to Congress on the adequacy or inadequacy of internal audit
in the agencies. This is where the responsibility basically rests. that
is with the agency head. If we can help them strengthen internal audit,
it not only helps solve some of our problems, but it also puts the re-
sponsibility basically where it belongs, namely with the agency head.

CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Chairman PROXMINIRE. I agree with that. This takes exactly that
kind of specific correction, and the highlighting of errors and the
need for improvement.

But I just cannot get around the fact that we are human, and un-
less attention is called to this in a vigorous way and a vehement way
by those in Congress who are elected to discharge a public duty, we
just know that this big Government of ours is going to continue to make
big mistakes at a big cost.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR NOT IN ACCORD WITH GAO

Mr. WEITZEL. Mr. Chairman, for your information, in the meantime
we might just observe that of all of the examples that were given in
the Comptroller General's statement, the only one where we think
the Department is not wholeheartedly in accord with our conclusions
is the first one, the Department of Interior, which feels it is a healthy
situation to let two of its bureaus, Bonneville Power Administration
and the Bureau of Reclamation, find solutions which they feel will meet
their own peculiar conditions, and they felt that, perhaps, our report
did not go sufficiently into underlying conditions when we made
the recommendations that we did as to footings and so forth. We still
stand on the conclusions that we made in our report to Congress.

In the second case, that of the Post Office Department, we had recom-
mended that a provision be put into legislation that was pending for
long term leasing authority for the Postmaster General. We are in-
formed now that the Post Office Department and GSA standards will
be more applicable to post office building construction. So, that has
been taken care of administratively.

The other agencies have gone along generally with our recom-
mendations.

INSUFFICIENT RENTALS COLLECTED FOR USE OF GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very good. That is, as far as the itemized
corrections of the Comptroller General's statement are concerned.

Mr. Staats, where you say "although corrective action was promised,
the incidence of discrepancies"-this refers to some floor checks and so
forth, inventory control-"The incidence of discrepancies rose from 7.5
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percent of items tested during late 1964 and early 1965, to 13.5 percent
of items tested during the first 9 months of 1966. The approved status
of the contractor's system had not changed."

What is the significance of this?
Mr. STAATS. It results in some cases in the Government's not collect-

ing rent for contractors' commercial use of Government-owned equip-
ment. I think the general significance, Mr. Chairman, is that we do not
feel that there has been adequate attention given to the problem which
had been earlier identified.

INADEQUACIES NOT UNUSUAL

Chairman PROXMIRE. How typical is this? Do you think this is
unusual or is this general?

Mr. STAATS. I would not say it is unusual, no.
Chairman PROXiuIiRE. You also say:

REPORTS OF COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

A large percentage of the actions which were classified and reported to higher
management levels within the Department of Defense as competitive procure-
ments, in our opinion, were in fact, made without competition.

I think you make a most convincing case that this is without compe-
tition. What is the argument, what is the Defense Department's argu-
ment here?

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Newman can respond to that.
Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, as you know, a copy of this report

just went to Defense. They have not had a chance to comment on it and
we have not had a chance to discuss it with them.

Chairman PROXxIiRE. We can ask Mr. Ignatius when he is up.
I just wondered if you could indicate to us what the merits of their

feelings were.
Mr. NEWAIAN. Well, I believe, frankly, that it is a case of misinter-

pretation and also a need for clarification of the existing ASPR's on
what is to be reported to the Pentagon in support of the cost reduction
program and really what criteria should be used in determining when
we have competition. This is one of the problems we are having today,
Mr. Chairman.

As you know, under Public Law 87-653 competitive procurement is
not under that category, that is, if the contracting officer decides he has
competition, he does not need cost data upon which to negotiate. In
a majority of these cases an audit by Defense Contract Audit Agency is
not requested by the contracting officer.

We are finding in this area that the door is sort of wide open. We
have to get better criteria to determine what is competition, especially
because, in many cases, contracting officers feel that if two individuals
can do the job, this is competition so long as they have a technical,
engineering know-how. We feel that price competition is of vital im-
portance in any negotiations.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. In other words, if all can do the job or three
can do the job all at the same price you do not consider it competitive.

Mr. NEWIMAN. Well, it may be competitive pricewise, but it is a case
of picking the one who has the best record of performance.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, you know, price the same to the last third
decimal.

Mr. WEITZEL. Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Armed Services Pro-
curement Act requires awards be made to the bidder whose bid, price
and other factors considered, is most advantageous to the Govern-
ment, so in some cases other factors such as improved performance
can come in.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand that. It does not always have to
go to the lowest bidder.

Mr. WEITZEL. One simple example here: We found a contract was
awarded for 244 aircraft valves at a total price of some $11,000. Re-
quests for proposals had been sent to two firms. Only one proposal
was returned accompanied by a letter stating that the two firms solici-
ted had been consolidated.

This proposal was accepted and the contract was awarded to the
consolidated company.

The buyer, even though he had prior knowledge of the merger, stated
that he considered this to be a competitive award since two sources
were solicited. Maybe that is a horrible example, but we feel that the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation, as presently drawn, per-
mits a lot of procurements to be reported as competitive which are
really not, even though two proposals are sent out.

One company could be out of business, it might not return the pro-
posal, but just so long as the other one responds, the contracting
officer can say, "I sent the proposals out to two," and he can report
that as competitive.

PURCHASES UNDER $2,500 REPORTED AS COMPETITIVE

Then, on this point as to the purchases under $2,500, as the Comp-
troller General pointed out, 69 percent or $55 million of the total we
reviewed were actually not competitive. But under the present form
of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation it can be reported
as competitive.

This is why we are suggesting the amendment of the regulations
to permit proper classification and greater information to top man-
agement.

Chairman PROxmIRE. I can see we have quite a session here, because
my time is up.

Congressman Curtis?
Representative CURTIS. I want to join in the chairman's recommen-

dation to you, M. Staats, and the hard work that the General Ac-
counting Office has been doing in this area for so many years. Also, I
want to express the appreciation I personally have for the manner in
which you have presented the cases that we have asked you to look
into and the general problems over a period of years.

FUNCTION OF JOINT ECONOMIC COMMIrTEE

I am anxious to make clear what my concept of the function of
the Joint Economic Committee is in this area.

I think Senator Percy expressed it quite well. In our understand-
ing of the fundamentals for broad policy it is important to exam-
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ine structure and also how structure is being used, because if the
structure is sound but not well used then, of course, we do not want
to change the structure, we want to get at the details.

On the other hand, if the structure is not sound, it is important
that we review basic policy, such things, of course, as the impact or
rather the relationship of the private sector with the governmental
sector, as is illustrated in this bulletin A-76 as an indication. (See
p. 35.)

But when you get into such things as whether offshore procurement
where buy American should exist, it involves problems of balance of
payments, cost to the Federal Government. Also involved here is the
impact on the private economy itself, which is the basis of our
financing any endeavor.

I want it clear that as I view our committee's work, it is to avail
itself of the activities of the various legislative committees of the
Congress, where they are concerned about the specifics that we are
going on over here. We should avail ourselves of their work, and in
no sense compete with them.

I know in many of these illustrations you have given us here, this
material has been referred to or is being looked at by legislative
committees of the Congress.

It would be helpful to me if you would go through your testimony
and give to this committee a list of what committees are looking into
this matter. If none are, this would be helpful for us to know.

In some instances, I think probably maybe more than one committee
is looking into the same thing, and rightly so, because they are looking
at it from different angles.

I daresay the Government Operations Committees of both the House
and Senate tend to look over these generally. If you would care to
respond to that I would appreciate it.

DISTRIBUTION OF GAO REPORTS

Mr. STAATS. I would like to respond in general terms.
First, our general practice is to try to be sure that any committee

that, to the best of our knowledoe, has any continuing interest or any
special interest gets copies of all of our material. We go beyond that
and make an effort to sit down with the staffs of those committees and
brief them as to our findings and answer questions, and try to relate
our reports more directly to that committee's interest.

Speaking personally, I feel that long-term effectiveness of the Gen-
eral Accounting Office can be increased still further as we can relate
our work more closely to the work of the committees of Congress.

GAO RELATIONSHIP WITH SUBCOMMITTEE

Now, a second point I would like to make would be that in the area
of construction and procurement which has been the concern of this
committee particularly, which has been the burden of our statement
here today, there is no place in the Congress today that has the same
kind of interest and overview of this problem as has been demonstrated
by this committee in the past. We are not just trying to pass out
bouquets. We feel that this is an area which is terribly important. It
is one-third of the total Federal budget, for one thing.
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Second, it goes right to the heart of the Government's relationship
to the private sector. So that it is important, in our opinion, that there
be an overview of this area.

Now, as far as giving you a list here of specific committee actions,
I would prefer not to attempt a detailed listing of specific actions by
the various committees. Some of the points covered, in today's testi-
mony are new and have not been brought to any other committee's
attention before today. Also, we may not be aware of all committee
actions because some of them may have been informal. It would not be
fair, I believe, to list only formal hearings. Other less formal com-
mittee action sometimes is sufficient.

Representative CURTIS. I appreciate your further statement that
no other committee is taking this comprehensive view. That is my
judgment, too. Yet I find sometimes my colleagues say, "What is the
Joint Economic Committee doing in this area?"

I try to point out that we are trying to keep this comprehensive
approach and using the specifics, as Senator Percy so wisely observed,
to set out what is being done in some of these areas of broad govern-
mental policy to see whether it does need changes. There is nothing
like a specific to get us right back to what we are talking about.

REPORT ON FINANCING AGENCY PROGRAM

I would like to refer to a report that you have just issued on various
methods of financing agency programs, of May 1967. (See app. VI,
p. 317.)

One of the items in this report talks about revolving funds, and
if I may read just briefly:

As of June 30, 1966, the Treasury Department showed 117 such funds with
cash and fund balances over $11 billion, investments and securities of over $2
billion, and budgetary authorizations of about $23 billion."

APPLICATION OF COMMON ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

I want to ask a general question: Did you find common accounting
principles in the various funds that you looked into?

Mr. STAATS. I wonder if I might ask Mr. Borth to comment on this
question.

Mr. BORTH. I am Daniel Borth. I am Associate Director of the De-
fense Division.

The answer to your question, Congressman Curtis, is no, we did not,
if you are speaking of systems throughout the executive branch.

Representative OURTis. In other words, you are saying that-
Mir. BORTH. There was quite a variation in application of principles

of accounting and reporting.
Representative CJRTIS. Quite a variation.
Of course, one thing that has been worrying this committee is that

we found two of the services-I think it was the Army and Navy-
used the stock fund principle broadly, at least as far as inventory con-
trol was concerned, and the Air Force did not. We raised the question,
"Well, if it is a good technique for inventory control of certain stocks
why wouldn't there be uniformity?" 3

I presume then that in looking into some of these revolving funds
you did not see a uniformity of philosophy either or did you?

3 Hearings, 1960, p. 175.
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Mr. BORTH. We did not evaluate the underlying philosophy of re-
volving funds. as you may well know. In answer to your question with
reference to stock funds in the Air Force, we were unable to discern
the very point you are mentioning, mainly, the question as to whether
the experiences of the Army and the Navy in the use of stock funds
has been fully pursued by the Air Force. In other words, there is a
need for common criteria within the Department of Defense.

Representative CuRIJS. Thank you very much.
Let me say another thing, and this will bear out one of my points:

The Ways and Means Committee is going to start holding hearings
on the debt ceiling again, and we are going to go into participation
sales certificates.

In your report that I just referred to, you list many of the agencies
under programs which generate many of these kinds of capital assets
that are not subject to the debt ceiling, although, strangely enough,
there are a couple of aberrations. The Ways and Means Committee,
however, has not been able to develop this material up to date. So
even if we were to develop this kind of material here, it would not
be duplicated.

Mr. STAATS. To the best of my knowledge, Congressman Curtis, this
is the first time a compilation of this kind has been put together.

Representative Cur-Rs. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. And I would think it would have interest to the Ways

and Means and the Appropriations Committees and other committees
as well.

Representative CuRrIs. Yes, because I won't have time to get into
any of these things in detail. I now want to refer to another report
that you have referred to. I refer to the March 1966 report B- -140389
on Cost of Sales or Surplus Property and Disposition of Proceeds.4

I have been particularly concerned about the fact that this money is
not always turned back into the Treasury. Some of it operates as a
revolving fund. I refer to the one the military calls the "punkin" fund.
I just picked up this colloquialism, and I would say it is quite appro-
priate. Here is one of the points:

Until fiscal year 1960, the Department of Defense was authorized
to use a certain sum derived from receipts of the sales of surplus
property. For example, in 1958 it was $41 million; in 1959, $49 million.

Then the authorization language was changed on the recommenda-
tion of the DoD staff which said that they could do a better job if they
were not limited in the use of receipts. They needed flexibility in
financing, and on page 56 of the staff report you discuss that.

Now, in 1960 they spent $78.4 million; in 1961, $84.6 million; in
1962, $78.1 million.

In the meantime, the percent of sales costs to gross proceeds went
up in 1958,23 percent; in 1959, 27.5 percent; in 1966,77.2 percent.

Now, since there have been reports of improper use of the "pump-
kin" fund, we asked GAO to make a study and report on that, and
that is this report I have just referred to.

I am going to be asking Secretary Ignatius and Admiral Lyle about
this thing, but I would like to ask for any comments you would like
to make on it.

4 Hearings, 1986, p. 273.
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DOD TO INSTALL IMPROVED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

Mr. STAATS. We have a very recent letter, Congressman Curtis, on
this point from the Defense Department in which they advise us that
they have a target date of July 1 this year for installing an improved
accounting system which they believe, at least, will meet our objec-
tions, which I believe have been about the same as yours.

Representative CURTIS. Yes. You have not yet received that?
Mr. NEWMAN. No. It is an informal letter.
Representative CURTIs. It is informal?

DEFENSEWVDE AUDIT

Mr. NEWMAN. Congressman Curtis, after the hearings we had and
your interest in the "pimkin" fund, Secretary Ignatius had an
audit-a defensewide audit-made by the DOD auditors, and they
finished that up last December. So they have gone into the heart of this,
and based on information we have here at the moment they are set-
ting up an improved cost accounting and financial management re-
porting system, and to me it looks like they are getting on top of the
job. WVe will know the sales, costs, and net results of operations, and
what happens to the net receipts.

Representative CuIRTis. Yes. Very good. I see my time has ex-
pired.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Symington?
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TECHNICAL DATA FOR PROCUREMENT

Mr. Comptroller General, I was interested in the questions asked
by the chairman about procurement by the military. In your state-
ment you say:

Our recent survey indicates that incomplete or inadequate technical data still
contributes significantly to the award of noncompetitive procurements.

Later on you say:

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT REPORTS

A large percentage of the actions which were classified and reported to higher
management levels within the Department of Defense as competitive procure-
ments, in our opinion were, in fact, made without competition. (See p. 9.)

You do not use the word there, "classification," as putting a mark of
secret on the document?

Mr. STAATS. No, a matter of definition.
Senator SYNINGTON. Then you say:
In addition, the Armed Services Procurement Regulation permits purchases

of $2,500 and under to be reported as competitive even though many are not.
(See p. 9.)

This is a pretty broad criticism of the -way these procurement regula-
tions are drawn up, is it not?

INTERPRETATION OF ''COMPETITIVE"

Mr. NEWMAN. I would not say, Senator Symington, the way they
are drawn up. In some cases they need clarification. But the way they
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are being interpreted by the contract officers is what we are talking
about. They are sort of stretching a point to report it as competitive.

Mr. STAATS. I think there may be some overzealousness in wanting
to report, you might say, what top management wants to hear. That
may be an element. That is only surmise on my part. It may be lack
of a fair understanding, a very sincere lack of clear understanding, by
the contracting officer as to the interpretation of the regulations.

These regulations axe pretty voluminous, and there are some cases
of fairly heavy turnover of personnel in these procurement offices.
This may be a factor, too.

Senator SYMINGTON. Not to be the devil's advocate, but let's think
about the problem from both sides of the street. If you take an orig-
inal order, you have done all the design engineering, all production
engineering, all tool-designing engineering, all tool production. In it-
self, this is a very large percentage of total cost; so you are in a
specially good position to make a future quotation on spare parts much
better than a newcomer would be on that particular article. I was
thinking about that illustration of two companies, first quoting, then
merging. But if they were the only ones who had the tools, if you
wanted a good price, 1 do not see where you go except to the people
who had done the original work. Is that situation taken into considera-
tion?

PROCUREMENT OF AERONAUTICAL SPARE PARTS

Mr. NEWMIAN. It certainly is, sir.
We have cases of aeronautical spare parts where the Navy will go

back to the prime on a sole-source basis, and the Air Force will go
out on competitive bid basis for the same part. This happened years
ago and is still going on, and the part is used for the same engine.

So you have got one service doing one thing and another service
doing another for the same identical item.5

Senator SYMINGTON. Naturally, if you had overall control-
Mr. NEWMAN. That is what is needed.
Senator SYMINGTON. And proper inspection of the product regard-

less of the spare parts.

DEFINITION OF "4COMPETITION 1

Mr. WEITZEL. The problem, Senator Symington, seems to be that the
contracting officers themselves are interpreting the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation as meaning that competition depends on the
number of companies solicited and, as we all know, the company may
have moved away or may just not care to respond.

So we just do not feel this is a realistic basis on which to get these
reports. When it comes to the under $2,500 figures they are just lumped
in as competitive. We have gone down to the installations and found
that, in our opinion, they can easily furnish this additional informa-
tion, and in this way Secretary McNamara could have a better basis
for determining what progress he is making in his campaign to convert
to competition where it is feasible and practicable and can be done
without injuring the interests of the Government.

s See p. 9, supra.
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COMPETITION POSSIBLE ON SMALL PURCHASES

Mr. STAATS. I think what we are really saying are two things: One
is that the reporting may be subject to misinterpretation as to the
actual extent to which we have competition.

But, secondly, we feel particularly in this under $2,500 category
there may be some opportunities for very substantial savings through
competition because of it being in that area that the problem you are
pointing out probably would not exist. It would be mostly for smaller
type items.

Mr. WEITZEL. In the other example the Comptroller General gave,
nearly half the amount of the contract was saved when they canceled the
sole source contract with the prime contractor and went down to the
source of supply.

VARIANCE IN NAVY AND AIR FORCE METHODS

I recall a report which we made several years ago involving an air-
craft bearing, I believe it was, which the Air Force was buying com-
petitively and the Navy would not, and we finally persuaded them to
buy it competitively. But they still insisted on a quality assurance,
which cost them money, because they just did not trust these people and
they said they did not want to trust their pilots' lives to bad bearings.
Well, of course, neither the Air Force nor the Comptroller General
wanted this kind of a situation.

Senator SymENINToN. So?
Mr. WEITZEL. So finally the Navy did go to competitive procurement,

and I hope none of the planes came down because of it. [Laughter.]

RULES AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

Senator SYMINGTON. Then the criticism if not concerning the clarity
of the rules laid down, has to do with the functioning of the various
buyers under the rules; is that correct?

Mr. NEWMAN. They are all involved.
One of the biggest problems we have, Senator, as you well know.

is people, and we have a constant turnover. The training of people
is a problem.

In this whole procurement area, we went into supply, and, gentle-
men, these problems are going to be with us as long as we live because
the Department of Defense is doing everything it possibly can. There
are some areas like the first one mentioned in our statement under
"Supply Responsiveness" concerning the Army's need to change its
organization. That is a separate problem.6

The Air Force does not have this problem; but the Air Force has
problems, gentlemen. I mean they have problems in manpower, and
they have problems of buying and inventory problems. But they are
not as gigantic as those that exist in the Army area.

Senator SYmiNGToN. Has that anything to do with centralization
or decentralization?

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, it does. As a matter of fact, I would prefer not
to comment on it here. I might say it is the first time we have per-
formed such a broad survey. Personally we are proud of it, because

e See p. 4, supra.
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I think -we got to the heart of some of the problems. However, -we
will be on these individual problems for years to come until they are
solved.

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT IN-VIETNA-M

Senator SYMINGTON. One final series of questions. Thanks to your
office, I talked with your people in Thailand. They told me on one
group of private contractors-I throw this in to present that the
Government does not make all the mistakes-worth $300 million, a
group of private contractors, they, the contractors, had lost $140 mil-
lion. That seems to be par for the course. Did anyone yet find out
where the $140 million went?

TMr. STAATS. I do not think we have. We have a report in process
that is coming to the Congress in another 10 days or 2 weeks which
we are going to outline all of our findings on the construction contract
in Vietnam. But Mr. Stovall might want to respond further on this
particular point that you are referring to.

Senator SYMINGTON. Incidentally, I was impressed with your men
out there. They seemed to know what they were talking about.

Mr. STAATS. This is Mr. Stovall.
Mr. STOVALL. I am Director of the International Division.
We have this work that was being done in Thailand while you

were there, being brought together now. We do plan a report on it. I
do not know the results of it yet. It is just being put together now.
It will be a successor report to our review of the construction in
Vietnam because we hope to sort of link the two of them together,
particularly in relation to the use of excesses. But we do not have a
clear answer to your question.

RESUME OF REPORT ON CONSTRUCTION IN VIETNAM

Senator SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, would it be in order to ask
unanimous consent that a resume of that report be inserted at this
point?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed.
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you.
(The information requested, subsequently supplied by GAO, fol-

lows:)
The report of the United States General Accounting Office on its survey of

United States construction activities in the Republic of Vietnam will show
that the joint venture contractor, known as RMKI-BRJ, which was performing
about three-fourths of the total construction, has been unable to maintain con-
trol over the hundreds of millions of dollars worth of materials and equipment
that have been purchased and shipped to Vietnam for the construction program.
The contractor was not prepared to control the receipt, storage, and issue of the
steady stream of materials and equipment that began to arrive in Vietnam as a
result of the tremendous escalation of the construction program in late 1965 and
early 1966.

The report will show that the contractor was unable to cope with the mount-
ing problem of controlling these supplies and equipment which were unidentified,
unsegregated. and unprotected from the elements or theft. The magnitude of this
problem is illustrated by the fact that at the time of the General Accounting Of-
fice survey, the contractor could not account for the whereabouts of approxi-
mately $120 million worth of materials which had been shipped to Vietnam
from the United States. These materials were accounted for in the contractor's
books as being in transit; however, the contractor's representative having re-
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sponsibility for material control acknowledged that much of it had in fact been
physically received in Vietnam.

The report will state that the principal reasons contributing to the lack of
control were (1) lack of an effective system for material and equipment control,
(2) shortage of experienced personnel, (3) lack of adequate staging areas and
warehouse facilities, and (4) inadequate security measures to prevent unau-
thorized appropriation, pilferage and theft.

Chairman PRoxmIRE. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Comptroller General, I'm impressed with the thoroughness of

your report. You are doing a good job. You and your staff have gotten
into this in an admirable way, and you point up the way to continue
the effort with more zeal and energy as we go forward.

$ 77 BILLION ANNIJAL PROCUREMENT

I want to talk about some general aspects of the problem because
I think few people realize that the Government procurement amounts
to $77 billion worth of goods and services a year, which, as you have
indicated, is 10.4 percent of the gross national product. That is a
substantial volume of business.

You have divided your audit and review work down to the Civil
Division and the Defense Division and the International Division.
Have you divided this procurement down into those three divisions,
that $77 billion? Do you have a figure offhand of how much of it is
civil and how much

Mr. STAATS. The breakdown?
Senator JORDAN. How much is "Defense" and how much is "Inter-

national" ?
Mr. STAATS. I do not have it so that I can give you precise figures

at the moment. The bulk of it, of course, is in the Defense Department.
Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. In fiscal 1966, these figures I have given you on a cal-

endar basis, but the fiscal 1966 figures on defense procurement was
about $48 billion.

Senator JORDAN. Yes.

$60 BILLION DEFENSE PROCUREMENT IN 1966

Mr. STAATs. And the remainder would be-on a calendar year basis.
Mr. Weitzel has just given me the figures for the national defense
category which show purchase of goods and services as $60 billion in
1966.

Senator JORDAN. That defense procurement, of course, is the major
portion of the total procurement.

Mr. STAATS. That is right. You understand, of course, in that figure
is included military personnel as well as procurement.

Senator JORDAN. Yes; and services. That is in the service depart-
ment.

Mr. STAATs. Yes, that is correct.

COMPETITIVE AND NONCOMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Senator JORDAN. And that portion of materiel which applies-
speaking of Defense Department alone-what percent of Govern-
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ment procurement of materiel for defense purposes is on a competitive
bid basis, what percent was on a negotiated or incentive basis, and
what percent is on cost plus?

Mr. NEWMAN. You mean the "advertised fixed price" competitive?
Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. NEWMAN. Very small.
Senator JORDAN. A very small percentage?
Mr. NEWMAN. I would not want to say over 15 percent.
Mr. STAATS. About 45 percent is defined by the Defense Depart-

ment as being competitive. The figure that I recall is-
Senator JORDAN. But it would not meet the definition you have just

supplied.
Mr. STAATS. One of the reasons we have included this point in our

review is that we felt that the problem of definition is a fairly im-
portant one in terms of understanding what that figure means.

Senator JORDAN. I should say it is. If there is a difference between
your interpretation of competitive -bidding as being 15 percent and the
Department's idea of it being 45 percent, I would say there is a wide
difference.

Mr. NEWMAN. The figure I just gave was advertised fixed-price.
Senator JORDAN. That is right.
Mr. NEWMAN. Now, what the Department of Defense calls nego-

tiated contracts, would get up to a good high percentage. In other
words, we have only 20 percent in cost reimbursement type and 15
percent in advertising fixed price, the remainder is in other types of
negotiated contracts.

PROGRESS IN REDUCING COST REIMBURSEMENT TYPE

Mr. STAATS. This is the area in which the greatest progress has been
made in the last 4 or 5 years, in reducing the portion of the contracting
which is cost reimbursement type.

Senator JORDAN. Then it has been commendable.
Mr. STAATS. Yes, indeed.
Senator JORDAN. Because testimony in previous years before this

committee has indicated the tremendous saving in getting defense
contract awards, any kind of purchasing, over into a competitive basis
from a cost-plus fixed fee.

AREAS WHERE IMPROVEMENT CAN BE MADE

Mr. STAATS. I might point out at this point, Senator Jordan, that
while our testimony here is critical it may be easy to take out of per-
spective the total problem. As to the progress which has been made
in this field, we do not wish to derogate that at all. But our function
is to criticize and our function is to point out areas where improve-
ments can be made; and that is, of course, what we feel you are inter-
ested in at this particular point in time.

Senator JORDAN. That is right. While this is a critical report, I
think it would be well, Mr. Staats, to put in a statement of the progress
which has been made in getting this procurement under better man-
agement and under better control.
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CONTROL OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED PROPERTY

I turn now to a specific item in your report-and there are so many-
but I shall confine myself in the brief time I have left to the matter of
control over Government-owned property and defense contracts.

This is a problem which has plagued us back through the years, and
it seems to me we are making progress slowly-slower here than we
have, perhaps, in other areas.

$11 BILLION CONTRACTOR CONTROLLED GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

You say we now have Government-owned facilities and materiel
in the possession of contractors of the approximate value of $11 billion
located in 5,500 plants? This does not include the value of special
tooling, special test equipment and military property of the Defense
Department, and it does not require contractors to report the value of
such property in that position. My question is why not-why don't
they?

WHY NO CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROPERTY ?

Mr. NEWMAN. They should have control over it and get reports.
Senator JORDAN. They should, but they do not.
Mr. NEWMAN. Well, that is the way the regulations are today.
Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Air. NEWMAN. I think we covered that in our report sent to the

committee.
RESPONSIBILITY?

Senator JORDAN. Yes; but where does the main responsibility lie for
inventory control?

Mr. NEwMAN. Well, the first thing, of course, is to get regulations
out to the contractors, contracting officers, and the Defense Contract
Administration Service. Until the policy is established topside noth-
ing much can be done about it. We have to get the ASPR changed so
it will include the accounting system. DOD is now working to get on
top of this job. It will cover, we hope, special tooling, special test
equipment, and military property.

So, any assets in the hands of contractors will be under good account-
ing and financial reporting system.

Another thing, more emphasis and attention has to be given in this
area to the property administrator. I believe this will come under the
Defense Contract Administration Service.

It is a new organization just getting started, but it should have
specialists who will keep on top of this area, Senator Jordan. It has
been neglected for years and years. We can go back to World War II
on this one.

Senator JORDAN. Indeed it has, and it requires a lot of attention and
a lot of fact-finding, and perhaps some hard and fast criteria and
guidelines set down to bring it into line.

Mr. NEWMAN. But back to your specific question of who is respon-
sible, it has got to be the contractor. When he signs for a piece of
equipment it starts at that point. He must be required to maintain
an acceptable accounting, adhere to proper standards of accounta-
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bility, and make complete, accurate, and current reports to DOD man-
agement. Also we have got to see that we get the equipment back.

Senator JORDAN. You say this very definitely states that many con-
tractors do not maintain financial control accounts for Government-
owned materials.

Mr. NEwMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. They did not maintain them.

GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT ON NONDEFENSE WORK

Yet we find that a lot of equipment, Government-owned equipment,
in the hands of contractors is being used for nondefense work.

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. Even at the time when this very Government-

owned equipment is of a critical nature and needed elsewhere for de-
fense work?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct, sir.

USE OF 8,000-TON PRESS

Senator JORDAN. For instance, you quote an example of this 8,000
ton press costing $1.4 million installed in a contractor's plant. 75 per-
cent of the use of the large press was for commercial work, while
the defense work was being done by the smaller presses, perhaps, and
not being done as well. If there was need for the 8,000 ton press in
the first place, there would certainly be a need for it in a critical area
of defense work.

LACK OF UNIFORMITY OF NOTES

You also go into the lack of uniformity in rates charged for rentals
of Government-owned equipment. I think this whole area needs to be
ventilated, needs to be gone into, with a great deal of care to determine
what is a proper rental basis, what is a proper reporting basis, what
kind of accountability can we assess against this contractor who uses
this equipment for nondefense uses, for commercial use, and so on,
Mr. Staats.

What are your plans for continued surveillance?

GAO PLANS

Mr. STAATS. We do plan to continue our work in this area. The new
report is as Mr. Newman points out. The important thing I would like
to emphasize here is the Defense Contract Administration Services
organization can, we feel, perform a very important role here in try-
ing to be sure that the services are on top of this and following up with
the individual contractor. A contractor does assume responsibility for
accountability of these records. Somebody has to be sure that the con-
tractor is performing.

Senator JORDAN. Yes. I should think it would be very important that
we get on top of that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have used my time.
Thank you, Mr. Comptroller General.
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REPORTING ON SMALL PURCHASES

Chairman PRoxxiRE. You have stated, Mr. Staats:
In addition, the Armed Services Procurement Regulations permits purchasesof $2,500 and under to be reported as competitive, even though many are not.
Then you go on to show that on the basis of your checking that 69percent of a total of $80 million in procurement actions were not com-petitive, were noncompetitive procurements. (See p. 9.)
It would seem to me that this is a regulation the Armed Services cer-tainly ought to change, if, in fact, they are assuming that procure-ments of less than $2,500 are competitive, and you say that about 70percent, better than two-thirds, are not competitive. This is just a mat-ter of deception, they are deceiving themselves, and deceiving theCongress, correct?
Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Hammond, would you comment on that, please?Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you identify yourself, please?Mr. HAMMOND. James Hammond, Associate Director of Procure-ment.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Fine.
Mr. HAMMOND. The local contracting officials know that these itemsare purchased noncompetitively, and this information is recorded onlocal forms. But when the reports are made to Defense there is noprovision for reporting these as noncompetitive, and the total is re-ported as competitive.
Chairman PROXmIRE. I am sure, as you indicate in your answer, no-

body is trying deliberately to deceive. It is just a matter of complying
with regulations, and the regulations are wrong.

What-would it be difficult, would it be onerous, to specify a com-petitive and a noncompetitive procurement when the procurements
are this small? When they are this small would it be too much paperwork?

Mr. HAMMOND. No. They are already identified. And it is just amatter of reporting them as two items instead of one. I think it would
be a simple matter to get it corrected.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF TIRES AND OTHER ITEMS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Comptroller General, in your statement
you give this automobile tire example, and you point out that it has
every element necessary for competitive bidding.

I wonder if you feel that this is an isolated situation which is being
overlooked by the Defense Department or a fairly common one? In
other words, if they would sit down and go over their procurement
and try to classify them, those that meet these criteria that you have
here, and those who do not, and then move into competitive bidding
or where they met the criteria, do you think they would pick up anumber of other procurements?

Mr. STAATS. Our impression is that they could. But as to the pur-pose of our pointing this up, it is a part of our program to go in and
test other areas of this kind to be sure that the agency has thoroughly
looked into the possibility of competitive procurement.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. But, of course, the difficulty is you have a
small staff and you have a whale of a big responsibility. Whereas you
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can step in in a tire situation and save a lot of money and get them
moving in there unless it is suggested to the agency itself, to assume
the responsibility for seeing what else they can pull in, it is going to
be an endless job for you.

Mr. STAATS. That is right. We cannot do the whole job. We have to
look at these things on a highly selective basis, and we do it sometimes,
well, many times, we do itlbecause a problem will come up in another
connection. We, in effect, stumble into some of these situations.

But also we deliberately try to go in and test different situations
that either involve heavy procurement or lots of dollars, hoping that
as a result the agency will, if our report is correct and accepted, extend
it to other areas themselves.

ADEQUATE INTERNAL AUDITS

This gets back again to the importance of adequate internal audit
in these agencies which many of them do not now have.

I must say that in the General Services Administration, Mr. Knott
came over to see me not so long ago on the basis of a report we did,
and he is going to develop a strong internal audit in the GSA. In my
mind, this gets at the heart of the problem.

ChairmanPROXMIRE. Fine.
Mr. WEiTZEL. Mr. Chairman, to give credit, I believe, where credit

is due, we might point out that in the tire area several years ago we
did a survey in which we made recommendations that GSA have
more competition. We felt they could lower the prices they paid
partly based on findings in the case of some contracts in the Defense
Department where they were getting lower prices than the Federal
supply schedule prices GSA had. That was aircraft tires.

is articular report that you are just now mentioning happened
also to be a GSA report on the Federal supply schedule. But your
point is a good one, that it takes a case by case review of these situa-
tions to see if things can be bought competitively.

Mr. NEWMAN. When we had our conference with the big tire manu-
facturers several years ago we had problems in getting the report
out, because each one of them wanted a separate conference.

At an overall conference we asked them, "How can the Government
buy tires cheaper?" And the spokesman for the group said, "Yes,
they could offer them cheaper." That is, commercial tires that are
used by the Post Office Department, Department of Agriculture, De-
partment of Defense, and other agencies. The tires could be built
during off-seasons, and he said, "We would give them a third under
the regular price."

So here we have procurement of commercial tires where, if we got
everybody in the Government to combine all their requirements, we
could buy them, and the companies said they would store them until
needed at a third less than what we were paying. So much for the tire
area-I imagine there are other commodities, too.

ARCHITECT-ENGINEER FEES

Chairman PROXMIPE. You have a very constructive analysis, I think,
of the architect engineer fees that are paid, and in your statement
you say:
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However, because the agencies concerned and the professional architectural
and engineering societies do not agreed with us that the competitive negotiation
provisions of the statute are for application in the procurement of such services,
we suggest that the Congress clarify the intent in this regard. (See p. 11.)

Will you draft legislation or indicate legislation of this kind that
could be introduced by us or indicate-you do not have to draft it,
but indicate what-what do you think we ought to cover so we will
be ina position to act on this?

Mr. STAATs. We will be happy to develop that. We have a full
report on this, which has been made to the Congress. I think the statu-
tory change required would be very, very small.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Good.

4"TRUTH1 IN NEGOTIATIONS" LAW

Now, I would like to ask you about a series of brilliant articles, that
appeared in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, Cleveland, Ohio, by Sanford
Watzman. He did a superb job, I think, of highlighting what you have
highlighted, reporting it very well.

The "Truth in Negotiations" law and the failure of the Defense
Department to pay any attention to it; this is a law that seems to me
to be very good. It requires accurate, complete, and current data to be
made available by contractors, and their costs, and the Defense De-
partment has been acting as if it is something that they can take or
leave, and decided to leave it. I think you have done a very fine job
of developing this fact.

Let me ask you this: your study of defense contracts over a 10-
year period has turned up some $130 million in overcharges to the Gov-
ernment, and you have recovered half that sum from the corporations,
is that right?

Mr. STAAS. Yes, that is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. This results from just minimal spot-checking

on your part?
Mr. NEwwN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PRoxiRE. Can we have a projection of that figure, how

much overpricing occurs every year, the total?
Mr. STAATs. I raised the same question myself, Mr. Chairman. I

do not know that there is any good way that we can project an accu-
rate figure, and that is the reason we did not actually include such a
figure in our report. But you would have to do a lot of extrapolating
which may be very difficult to do, but I think it is still enough to
indicate that it would be a very substantial amount of money.

DELAY IN ENFORCING

Chairman PRoxm1BE. Well now, let me get back to this truth-in-
negotiations question. It has been on the books for more than 4 years.
What is taking the Defense Department so long? They seem to indi-
cate that it is vague and indefinite. They have trouble applying it, yet
they do not come to Congress, they have not for 4 years come to Con-
gress, for any clarification of it.
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GAO CONSIDERS LAW CLEAR

Mr. STAATs. We do not believe they need any clarification. This is
really a matter of being sure that the law was fully complied with by
the contracting officers. The law that you are referring to has been
referred to as the "Truth in Negotiations" law.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Right.
Mr. STAATS. Our purpose in undertaking the study was to find out

really whether or not it had been carried out in accordance with the
intent of Congress.

SERIOUS LACK OF COMPLIANCE

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you agree there is a serious lack of
compliance?

Mr. STAATS. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. And a comprehensive lack of compliance?

242 CASES TESTED BY GAO

Mr. STAATS. Yes. We felt the matter was so important that we were
not willing to rest just on a few isolated cases, and that is the reason we
took 242 cases of either prime or first-tier subjects.

Chairman PRoxmIRE. What were the results of your finding in some
of those cases?

Mr. STAATS. In our report which we sent to the Congress, which is
dated January 16, it indicated very widespread noncompliance with
the law.7

Our review was during the period April 1965 to June 1966. Thus,
we picked a period when the law had been in effect for 2 years, so
there would be adequate time for somebody to issue the regulations.

185 OF 242 CASES AWARDED UNDER LAW

We found 185 of the 242 procurements examined in the first phase
were awarded under requirements of the law and procurement regu-
lations for submission of cost or pricing data and certification that
the data submitted was accurate, complete, and current.

IN 165 OF THE 185 CASES RECORDS LACKING

However, in 165 of these awards we found that the agency officials
and prime contractors had no records identifying the cost or pricing
data submitted and certified by offerors in support of significant cost
estimates.

NO RECORDS FOR REMAINDER

We also found that of the remaining 57 of the 242 procurements
examined, agency and contractor records of the negotiation indicated
that cost or pricing data were not obtained apparently because the
prices were based on adequate price competition or on an established
catalog or market price of commercial items sold in substantial quan-

7 See staff study, 1967, p. 273.
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tities to the general public. But there was not a record showing the
basis for the contracting officer's determination.

20 OF 185 CASES IN FULL COMLPLIANCE

Chairman PROXMIRE. So really what you are saying is in these 185
cases only 20 were in compliance with the law.

Mr. STAATS. Full compliance.
Chairman PRoxxIu. About 10 percent compliance, really.
Mr. STAATS. At the time of our review a new form, dated December

1964, had been developed by the Defense Department. However, in
most cases we found that the revised form was not being used.

Chairman PRoxxiRE. What did they say? Have they given any re-
sponse to you?

Mr. STAATS. Yes. We include in our report the full response of the
Defense Department?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would this involve any burden, any big se-
rious burden, on their part?

Mr. STAATS. Not in our opinion.

ACCURATE DATA ESSENTIAL

Chairman PROXmIIRE. Is it possible for the Defense Department to
determine, especially in view of the lack of competition, is it possible
for the Defense Department to determine the real assessment on these
contracts without having accurate, up-to-date cost data?

Mr. STAATS. It cannot be done.
Chairman PROXMUIE. They cannot do it?
Mr. STAATS. We could not do it. All we could find out was that the

negotiation file was not documented to show that necessary data had
in fact been made available to the contracting officer.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It seems to me it would be a big temptation-
it seems to me most of these contractors are patriotic, honest business-
men, but there is a temptation when the costs are not given to the
procuring agency, a terrible temptation, to overcharge.

AUDITING REQUIRES BACK-UP DATA

Mr. WEITzEL. Even if they are given, Mr. Chairman, no one can
come along later and find out what costs were given at the negotiating
table, and if you do not have something to measure against then you
do not know whether the Government has been overcharged as a re-
sult of the failure to furnish the information because you do not know
whether it was furnished or was not furnished.

In effect, you could walk into this room and it would be filled with
file cases and you would not know which things in the file cases were
presented to the Government and which were not.

But if they identify them and use the form and give the other in-
formation that is necessary, the Defense Contract Audit Agency or
the GAO auditors would be able to follow this up and make a com-
parison.
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LAW PROTECTS CONTRACTOR

Mr. STAATS. The law is a good law from the standpoint of the con-
tractor as well, because if this information was, in fact, made avail-
able to the contracting officer and the information was current, ac-
curate, and complete, then the Government does not have any recourse
if it later develops that costs are less than anticipated.

GOVERNMENT HAS RECOURSE IF PRICES MISQUOTED

However, if that information were not made available, and it is
determined that his prices quoted were inaccurate, then the Govern-
ment does have recourse.

Mr. WEITZEL. You have such a case as that if the contractor pre-
sented information indicating that he was going to pay $500,000 for a
particular component to his assembly that he is furnishing the Gov-
ernment. As a matter of fact, he could have a rather firm bid for
$300,000. This is close to an actual case; it is not an actual case.

In that event, and if the contractor had certified that he had fur-
nished the most accurate, current, and complete information whereas,
in fact, he had not, and the Government found on audit that he had
not, then the Government could have a basis for a claim because of
the contractor's failure.

DOD RESPONSIBILITY

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now this seems to be a clear responsibility of
the Defense Department.

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Because the contractors haven't even got the

forms, is that correct?
Mr. NEWMAN. They have forms now.
Chairman PROXMImE. Form 633, I understand, has not been dis-

tributed by the Defense Department.
Mr. NEWMAN. At that point in time they had not been distributed.

When we were out working on the audit of 242 contracts, the forms
had been sent to the warehouse instead of to the contracting officers, so
we got them to get them out of the warehouse and send them to the
contracting officers.

Chairman PROXMRE. But you are making a report based on what
you found at this time when the reports were in the warehouse.

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
Chairman PRoxrEnm. So a contractor can hardly be held liable for

something that he is not given the form on which he is to report.
Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.

DCAA RESPONSIBILITY

To give you another illustration, Mr. Chairman, as you know, we are
vitally interested, and it has been discussed here at the hearings, about
internal audit. DCAA, which was set up, I think, about 21/2 or 3 years
ago, is responsible for all the contract auditing.

Senator SYMINGToN. What does that mean?
Mr. NEWMAN. Defense Contract Audit Agency.
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POSTAUDIT NEEDED TO DETERMINE REFUNDS

We issued an audit report in February 1966 to the Congress criticiz-
ing the Department of Defense for DCAA not making the postauclit
to determine the amount of refund that should be made.8

Now, you see that is from December 1962. From the time the legis-
lation was effective to February 1966, Defense had not done anything
in this area.

Finally, they got on the bandwagon and made up an audit program
and began making postaward audits.

INADEQUATE POSTAUDITING

But even today, for instance, there is not, in our opinion, sufficient
numbers of these contracts being postaudited to determine if adjust-
ments should be made in the price.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So today has that form been distributed; is it
in use?

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Are they complying with the Truth in Nego-

tiations Act, in your judgment?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, insofar as furnishing the Form 633 is concerned.
Chairman PROXMTRE. Are they complying?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, they are using that form today.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand.
I am told that a rollcall is imminent. I know Congressman Curtis

has a number of questions, and I would like to ask him to take the
Chair while those of us who have to respond to the rolleall will do so
and we will be back.

Representative Cuims (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

GAO REPORTS TO CONGRESS

Following up on this, Mr. Staats, you referred to two reports that
you made to te Congress, one on this auditing. To which group in
the Congress did you make that report or was it to an individual.

Mr. STAATS. We refer to a report to Congress, Congressman Curtis;
a report we send normally to the Speaker and to the President of the
Senate.

REPORTS TO COMMITTEES

Representative CuIRTis. I see. One that would be made in response
to this committee you would address to this committee?

Mr. STAATS. We would also make reports to committees which are
at the specific request of the committee.

Representative Cuxrms. Of course; but these reports were to the
Congress ?

Mr. STAATS. That is correct. It was a public report.
Representative CuRIs. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. All reports to the Congress become public reports,

whereas a report to the committee may or may not in the discretion
of the committee.

6 Staff study, 1967, p. 85.
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Representative CunRis. I was interested in seeing where the respon-
sibility in the Congress might come to rest.

Let me ask you this: I should know, but I do not know. The Truth
in Negotiations Act-did that come from our committee or from the
Armed Services Committee?

Mr. STAATS. The Armed Services Committee.
Representative CURTIs. Did this report to them, to the Congress-

was that referred to the Armed Services Committee, do you know,
and did they hold any hearings on it?

Mr. STAATS. There has been no hearing held on it. It was made
available to the Armed Services Committees as well as Government
Operations and to the Appropriations Committee.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.

GAO AND RENEGOTIATION BOARD

This committee, of course, has been interested in this subject for
some time, and I do want to pursue it further, and yet there is an-
other committee on which I serve which has an interest in this in an-
other way, the Ways and Means Committee. Does the Renegotiation
Board ask the Government Accounting Office to assist them in any of
their work that they do in renegotiation?

Mr. STAATS. Not directly, to the best of my knowledge. Our ma-
terial is made available to them.

Representative CuRTIS. But you have not had any specific request
for personnel or assistance in the running down of some particular
case they might have?

Mr. STAATS. I am sure we would cooperate with them. We would
not feel that it would be appropriate for us to assign personnel to
them as an agency of the executive branch.

Representative Cuaris. Even though they requested it? I am, first,
trying to find out what the relationship is.

(The GAO subsequently filed the following information for the
record:)

STATEMENT ON GAO RELATIONSHIPS WITH RENEGOTIATION BOARD

The following working relationships have evolved to provide assistance to
the Renegotiation Board and to our Office in carrying out the respective respon-
sibilities.

Copies of our audit reports to the Congress relating to contractors whose Gov-
ernment business is subject to renegotiation are provided to the Board for use
in conducting renegotiation proceedings.

A list of contractors on which audit reports are in process in the General
Accounting Office Is sent each month to the Board in Washington for its infor-
mation and use in renegotiation proceedings. If further information as to a
specific contractor is desired by the Board, representatives of the General Ae-
counting Office have authority to discuss the examination and the tentative
findings; however, draft copies of audit reports are not provided to the Board.

Representatives of the General Accounting Office may discuss with repre-
sentatives of the Board, Information in their files relating to a specific con-
tractor being examined or scheduled for examination by us.

Mr. STAATS. I think it would present some problem of precedent
to us to either undertake assignments or assign personnel directly
to an executive agency.
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Representative CuRTis. Let me ask you the other question: has theRenegotiation Board ever referred to the Congress any problemsthey have seen develop as a result of their casework?
Mr. STAATs. Not that we are aware of. We could check that to be100 percent sure.
(The information below was later supplied for the record:)

STATEMENT ON WHETHER PROBLEM AREAS ARE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF
CONGRESS BY THE BOARD

The Board has informed us that, except for matters which have been discussedwith the appropriate legislative committees during the consideration of the sev-eral extensions of the Renegotiation Act, problem areas have not generally beenbrought to the attention of the Congress. However, the Board refers to the appro-priate procuring department information obtained in its work which it considersto be of interest to the department.

EFFECTIvENESS OF RENEGOTIATION BOARD RE USE OF GOVERNMENT
PROPERTY

Representative CtmRTIs. The record might as well show here thatI have been very critical of the Renegotiation Act for years becauseI felt that it was not serving a good function. If anything, it was pro-viding sort of a crutch that enabled our procurement officers and othersto say, "Oh, well, we don't have to worry too much about this. If itis too bad in the pricing, and so forth, the Renegotiation Board willpick it up."
Yet when we examine the activities of the Renegotiation Board Ifind that they pickup very little, if anything. Actually some of thethings they do pickup go the other way and discourage contractorswho are doing a good job from bidding on Government work. For thispurpose I was seeking whatever information you might have as towhether or not the Renegotiation Board might have picked up some ofthis use of Government property in the fulfilling of some contract theyhave with the Government in their negotiating of that particularcontract.
Mr. STAATS. We could check this point.
Representative CuRTs. Would you? I would be very interested inknowing whether they have because-
Mr. STAATS. I can see the relevance of your question.
Representative CuRTIs. Yes. You see, this would be an immediatething that the Renegotiation Board ought to look at and they say theydo in renegotiating a contract. They will say, "Well, how much equip-ment was furnished by the Government," and so forth, and in many ofthese contracts the Government has furnished equipment. But I havenever heard them make the point that the records were inadequate sothat they did not have the information or anything of that nature.I would have thought that this Truth in Negotiations bill wouldhave been of tremendous advantage to the Renegotiation Board.
Mr. STATs. We would be happy to supply a statement on this forthe record.
Representative CuTtns. Yes.
(The informatoin referred to follows:)
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CONSIDERATION GIVEN BY THE BOARD TO GOVERNMENT PROPERTY IN THE HANDS OF
CONTRACTORS

The Renegotiation Board has informed us that-
(1) Contractors on request submit information to the Board showing the

total amount of Government plant, equipment, and materials furnished by
Government departments;

(2) Generally, the Government-furnished plant and equipment informa-
tion, as furnished by the contractors, has been accepted by the Board for
purposes of renegotiation;

(3) When the Board has occasion to question the Information supplied
by a contractor, the matter is referred to the appropriate Government
department for confirmation.

Representative CURTIS. Now, let me ask another procedural
question.

On these cases that are brought out here, it looks as if-in some in-
stances, as Senator Proxmire was bringing out-the contractors them-
selves have not been furnished the forms, it would be hard to put the
onus on them.

Yet, on the other hand. the fact still remains they have been using
Government property without adequate payment.

RECOUPING FROM CONTRACTORS

What procedures do we have for recouping these funds or these
amounts from these contractors? Can you comment on that?

What is done with respect to recouping?
Mr. STAATS. I wonder if we could ask Mr. Keller, our General

Counsel, to respond to these questions?
Representative CURris. Yes, of course.
Mr. KELLER. I think the question, Mr. Curtis, breaks down into

two parts. On certifications of cost data as required by Public Law
87-653, if the certificate does not identify the data on which the cer-
tification was based you do not have much of a case for a price ad-
justment because you have lost the identification of basic element
you need for the price adjustment. That is, the data on which the
Government relied in negotiating the contract.

Representative CuRTIS. Let me interrupt for just a minute.
On the basis of at least the cases that the General Accounting

Office checked, although they actually used the equipment, although
they actually did not fill out the form, once you have that information
I would think you could have a recoupment.

Mr. KELLnR. That is the other part of your question.
Representative CIURTIS. All right.

USE OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY ON COMMERCIAL WORK

Mr. KELLER. Where a contractor has utilized Government property
for commercial work without approval of the Government, I think
the Government has a case to recover a reasonable charge for the use
of that property. Such a recovery would be pursued by the
Government.

Representative CuTsIS. Who would pursue them; would the Defense
Department pursue them?
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Mr. KEuLER. It would be up to the contracting agency to seek a pay-
ment from the contractor for the use of Government equipment on
commercial business.

Representative CURms. But is all this property actually assigned
out, say, to the Defense Department and then, in turn, assigned to
the contractor? GSA could own some of it.

Mr. KELLER. It could be in the hands of GSA or Defense or any of
the contracting agencies. I think GSA and Defense would be the two
major agencies.

Representative CuIRTs. In that instance then the person who would
have to move toward the recoupment would be the agency to whom this
equipment was assigned, is that correct?

Mr. KyLER. That is correct, sir.

ROLE OF JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Representative CURTs. Would the Justice Department ever get into
this area to collect claims of this nature? I am not thinking of the
civil rather than criminal aspect.

Mr. KELLER. I think they would if it comes to a case where the
Government is contemplating court action or is in a position of de-
fending a suit. Short of that, I do not see Justice in the picture.

Representative CURTIS. Many of the defense contracts have renego-
tiation clauses in them, and this would be another area where some of
this could be followed through. It is very difficult for me to under-
stand how the Defense Department could do a very good job of re-
negotiating if they have not gotten this information back on their
reports. Would you comment on that?

Mr. KELLER. It would be certainly difficult for them. I guess if you
do not have information maybe your problem is not too difficult. We
think they should have the information.

Representative Curms. Yes.

NEGOTIATION WITHOUT RECORDS ON GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY

I do not know how you could really negotiate a contract with much
intelligence if you did not have records of what Government property
is owned and might have been used in this.

DEFENSE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICE (DCAS)

One other basic comment: This committee has shown considerable
interest in the development of the Defense Contract Administration
Service. They are a key to this problem. The qualifications of the per-
sonnel responsible for following through is important. Secretary Mc-
Namara created a service so that there would be an esprit de corps,
and improved training of this kind of personnel.

ROLE OF DCAS IN NEGOTIATIONS

Incidentally, in my interrogations on how far we were going, I was
looking into what jurisdictions were given to the contracting service
officers. I was disappointed to learn that they had nothing to do, ap-
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parently, with the renegotiating of contracts. They are apparently
simply to continue to take a contract that has been negotiated, follow
through for deficiencies, compliance, and so forth, but they were not
involved in the original negotiations and, therefore, not involved in
the negotiations themselves.

But, inasmuch as you have touched on the problem of turnover of
personnel and lack of expertise, would you comment on this specific
effort on the part of the Defense Department to create a special service?

GAO REPORT ON DCAS

Mr. STAATS. Perhaps I might respond first, Congressman Curtis, by
referring to a report which we just sent to the committee. It was sent
to this particular Subcommittee on the development of the Defense
Contract Administration Services, and our suggestions with respect
to strengthening and improving the work of that service.9

Representative Curris. Very good.
Mr. STAATs. This is a very recent one. If I could read one para-

graph
Representative CuRTIs. Please do.
Mr. STAATS (continuing). Which I believe summarizes better than

anything else I could say on the subject:
During our survey we observed a number of areas which we believe warrant

further management attention. These areas include (1) military department's
retention of plants and contract administration function-

that is the function not having been centralized yet, but we feel it
should be centralized-
(2) elimination of delays in the payment of contractors' invoices and loss of
cash discounts reported at $2.3 billion for the year ending November 30, 1966-

that is the figure only with respect to those areas that we checked-
and (3) agency efforts to anticipate and minimize delinquencies In contract
deliveries, (4) agency technical evaluations of contractors' price proposals,
(5) agency efforts to eliminate unneeded quality assurance inspection require-
ments imposed by procuring activities.

We feel this is a desirable development, we applaud it. We think
that these are things that ought to be looked at by the Defense Depart-
ment in an effort to try to improve on it.

Representative CuRTIs. Thank you very much. My time is up.
Chairman PROX31IRE. Unfortunately, that is another vote I have got

to go down for. But let me ask a couple of questions.

GAO REPORT ON "TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS," FEBRUARY 1967

The Cleveland Plain Dealer series also mentioned a GAO report
issued in February.10 You say in this report that the Defense Depart-
ment has been derelict in not requiring its contractors to adopt formal
business-like cost estimating systems. Apparently the Defense Depart-
ment's own auditors, not just the GAO, have been urging this same
step for some 10 years.

9 Comptroller General's Report B-161328, May 8, 1967.
10 Staff study, 1967, p. 176.
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IMPORTANCE OF COST ESTIMATING SYSTEMS

Will you please tell the committee why estimating systems are so
important.

Mr. STATS. Well, this, of course, goes to the heart of the negotia-
tions. Unless the Government has the basis of estimating what the
costs are going to be, has the data with which to enter into those
negotiations, then it is likely to be kind of one-sided.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This is because, as you have well-documented,
such a small percentage of the procurements are competitive. There-
fore, you have to rely on cost estimating systems to get a fair price.

Mr. STAATS. That is correct.
Chairman PROXmIRE. How do you account for Mr. McNamara's

tardiness in -this area?
Mr. STAATS. Well, again, about all I can say on this is there's been

considerable progress made in this area, but there is a lot more to
be done.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you satisfied with their February re-
port, with their answer to your February report? Their response?

Mr. WEITZEL. They certainly have been cooperative in what they
said they were going to do. [Laughter.]

Mr. WEITZEL. I am not saying that facetiously. They have to have
time, but they did, as I recall, adopt our proposals and said they were
going forward with them.

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.

VOLUME OF BUSINESS REQUIRES A SYSTEM

Mr. W;EEITZEL. We feel that because there are so relatively few GAO
auditors and, Defense Department auditors, although there are 3,600
of the Defense ones, compared to the total volume of procurements,
the more you can systematize and get a reliable system in operation in
a contractor's own operations, the more dependable that will be and
the less independent review work will have to be done after an
estimating system is appraised.

Chairman PRoxhIRE. This is another very important reason for
your "truth in negotiation" compliance.

Mr. NEWMAN. Correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Your limited auditors.

NEED FOR FEEDBACK FROM DCAS TO DCAA

Mr. WEITZEL. In that same report we also suggested, as I recall,
that the defense contract audit people should make broader reviews of
contract pricing proposals. They should have better access in some
cases to the contractors' records, and also there should be more feed-
back from the contract administration people-the contracting of-
ficer to the auditor-so that the auditor can see whether his
recommendations are used and adopted. As I recall, Mr. Newman, the
Defense Department, responded that they were taking steps to put this
into effect. The access to records may be a rather difficult one in some
cases.

79-459-67_pt. 1-6
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POSTAUDIT SYSTEM

Chairman PROXMIRE. About a year ago you issued a report urging
the Defense Department to adopt a postaudit system on defense
contracts. That is to check back to see whether the Government had
been cheated.

Do you mean to say the Department had no such program of its
own until you prodded it into adopting one?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. No program of this kind?
Mr. WEITZEL. This was a postaudit program as I recall.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Isn't it logical that they should have some-

thing like that?
Mr. WEITZEL. To us, yes, sir.

GAO AND DOD DISAGREEMENT ON INTENT OF ACT

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes. You must understand, Mr. Chairman, from the
period December 1962 to October 1964 we were having serious dis-
cussion with the procurement people in defense.

When the Truth in Negotiations Act came out we interpreted the
act differently than they did. Of course, we helped write it. As a result
there was quite a bit of discussion in getting out the ASPR's. When the
original ASPR's were put out, we didn't agree with them. We kept
constantly prodding them to make changes and it wasn't until about
October 1964, almost 2 years later, that the ASPR's were put in such
shape that we could live with them.

Now, all that was going on up to October 1964.

DCAA POST AWARD AUDITS

Now you must realize that the Defense Contract Audit Agency prior
to the time it was set up, was in the three different departments, and
they all had different regulations. So the Defense Contract Audit
Agency had just been established about a year, when in February
1966 we issued a report telling them they should make postaward
audits. Immediately by March 1966 they had an audit program. How-
ever, as I understand it from figures that have been submitted to us,
they made very few postaward audits up to the end of 1966.

Chairman PROxMIRE. How is it working now?
Mr. NEWMAN. We haven't had a chance to look at it.
Chairman PRoxmInm. At the end of 1966, which is quite recent.
Mr. NEWMAN-. Yes, sir.
Chairman PRoxmmE. It hadn't done as much as you would expect.
Mr. NEWMAN. Well, for instance, one DCAA regional office I went

into had, I think, 13 postaward audits completed.
Chairman PROxMrRE. What does this mean, put this in perspective.
Mr. NEWMAN. Well, they had made an audit on price proposals of at

least a thousand. So there was a very, very small percentage of post-
audit. But they are devoting more and more time to it and we are
going to keep on their heels.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I hope so, because after all, isn't it true that the
amount of money you save in terms of the cost of conducting these
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audits is overwhelming? It's what-is it, 10 to 1, 100 to 1, a 1,000 to 1?
Anyway it's a tremendous proportionate saving. The best kind of
investments the taxpayer can make.

AUDITOR'S ACCESS TO RECORDS

Mr. NEWMAN. Well, if they are utilized properly. We have an in-
ternal audit report coming out which will cover the subject, and we
feel more and more that they should have the authority that we have in
this area.

They are having their access to records problems. It was only yester-
day I got a call from our west coast office about it and it is surprising
to find out that some contractors refused to let them even look at the
records, so they have their problems as well as we have ours in getting
these records to make a proper audit.

Mr. WEITZEL. There has been some discussion as to whether a law
is needed to give Defense auditors access to the records or whether it
can be accomplished administratively, which we feel it could by chang-
ing the form of the contract.

Mr. NEWMAN. We recommended that in February 1966, but nothing
has been done to date.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes. Congressman Curtis will take the chair
while I go to the floor to vote.

RECOUPING THROUGH RENEGOTIATION BOARD

Representative CURTIS (presiding). Have you ever used the ma-
chinery of the Renegotiation Board? Of course, the essence of this is
through the tax laws or recouping some of the price on the ground
that in these originally negotiated contracts, where no one really knows
what the costs are, there being new weapons or something new, so that
they then come back and take a look to see whether to renegotiate the

rice. Then the Government recoups it through the Internal Revenue
Service, in the renegotiation process. I would think that a lot of these
kinds of things that you have mentioned would be the basis for starting
a case over in the Renegotiation Board.

Mr. STAATs. I really can't answer your question. I suppose it really
would have to come from the Renegotiation Board itself. I do know-

Representative CtRTIS. I would think a case can start on their initia-
tive or it could start on anyone's initiative. I ought to know this but
I don't.

Mr. WEITZEL. Mr. Curtis, one of the problems, I believe, and only
-one, of course, is that the Renegotiation Board is more concerned with
a contractor's total position on his total business with the Government,
whereas we, and the Defense Department under the Armed Services
Procurement Regulations, are concerned with individual contracts.

Representative CURTIS. Well, there is his total in a sense, but they
have to be concerned with the individual contract. In fact, that is the
way they develop the data in order to determine whether there is a-

Mr. WErEzEL. They are concerned with the performance and whether
it is efficient or whether they have saved all the money that they could
have, but it is possible for a contractor to make a million dollars on
-one contract and lose a million on another, and while I am no expert
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on renegotiation, I think then he wouldn't be renegotiated as
substantially.

Representative CURTIS. You would be renegotiated. Maybe that is
sort of a saving grace that was put in and I think probably legiti-
mately to protect someone. But it doesn't deter the Renegotiation
Board from making a determination of what they think is reasonable
profit. One of the big arguments I have had with them over the years
was with the airframe companies. They said, "well, we should only
give them x-percent return because so much of the equipment fur-
nished and capital is Government equipment and Government capital."
And I then ask, "why is it that the percent of Government capital in
the airframe industry hasn't been reduced over a period of say, 10
years?" And they answer, "well, you can't expect people to put their
money into such a risky business." Then I go back to the original
point, "well, maybe you aren't giving enough return for people to
risk it."

GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

Well, whatever it is, I am just bringing that out to demonstrate
that they do go into specific contracts in order to get results.

One of the big items that they are constantly looking at-they say
they are-is how much capital has been provided by Government in
machinery or whatever, and how much has been provided by the con-
tractor himself. So they are very much in the area of our discussion
here.

Mr. WErrZEL. They may have some difficulty. I believe the report
that we are working on on Government property in contractors' plants
will point out that special purpose tooling isn't even included in the
accountability by contractors. We think it should be.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. WErTzEL. That is the basis of it. It could obviously be used as

you were pointing out for the particular purpose for which it was
put into the plant.

Then another thing, a contractor's complement, you might say, of
Government furnished tooling could be maintained and even increased
in value by the replacement of existing Government-owned equip-
ment though they have an ultimate policy, supposedly, of reducing
the Government-owned equipment in the plant.

Representative CURTIS. Mr. Comptroller General, you have been
very kind to suggest that you would look into some of this. I wonder
if you would look somewhat fully into how the renegotiation process
fits into what we are talking about here. And also whether or not
that might be a tool to be of some assistance.

Mr. STAATs. I think the question is a very relevant one and we would
be glad to.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.

USE OF SALES RECEIPTS "CACKDOOR SPENDING"

Now I have another line of questions that relates to your reports
on the cost of sales of surplus properties and distribution of proceeds,
and on various methods of financing agency programs.
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There is a general term used in the House and I guess in the Senate
too, about "backdoor spending." I am concerned about how the re-
*ceipts that are obtained from the disposal of the property, for exam-
ple, are actually used.

RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF REAL AND RELATED PERSONAL PROPERTY

I pointed out the so-called "punkin" fund that has to do with the
-Defense Department's use of some of these receipts. But I found out
that is also true, apparently, on some of the sales of real and related
personal property under the GSA Act. These do not go to Miscellane-
ous receipts but to the land and water conservation fund, which the
Interior Department administers.

Have you looked into that aspect and have you any comments on
that?

Mr. STAATS. Well, that one might be regarded in the sense as an
earmarked fund-it is a hybrid actually. Part of the receipts that go
into the fund are made up by the people who visit the parks. It is
the same as a user charge, but part of it also arises from the sale of
land.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. So it is a hybrid type of fund.
Now, those moneys have to be appropriated out of that fund.
Representative CURTIS. Through the regular appropriation process?
Mr. STAATS. Yes.

USE OF RECEIPTS FROM SALE OF SEALSKINS

Representative CURTIS. Then how did this happen? Some of the
funds come from the sale of sealskins or the skin processors and yet
they used that fund, I think, without appropriation to try to develop
a competing source of tanning and curing sealskin pelts. In fact, as
I understand it, they used all the receipts so that the State of Alaska
did not get its share in it and that was not through an appropriation
process.

WIDE DISCREPANCY IN USE OF RECEIPTS

Mr. STAATS. I think you are correct on that one. I think about all
that can be said is, it is this kind of an accretion of history of a num-
ber of different actions taken by Congress which results in a wide
discrepancy in the way in which money goes into these special funds
and the way in which it is authorized to be spent, some of it subject
to appropriation, some of it not.

Representative CUrris. This is a good beginning to your report, but
I repeat, only a good beginning.11

The administration has recommended further reliance on the user
fee technique of gaining funds, and I happen to favor an increased
use of this technique-to the extent that it is appropriate. But if we
are going to move in this direction. I want to know what these user fees
are and how they are going to be spent. If I read your report correctly,
we have developed no uniform system of how receipts from user fees

1" See hearings of Subcommittee on Foreign Aid and Expenditures of the Senate. Gov-ernment Operations Committee, Sept. 23, 1965.
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or sale of surplus personal property or real estate can be used. You
did say in this one fund it was supposed to be appropriated. But 1
pointed out a case where it didn't follow the appropriation process.

Would you comment on my observations?
Mr. STAATS. Mr. Keller would like to respond to part of the question.
Mr. KELLER. Mr. Curtis, on the question of the use of receipts from

the sale of property, the Federal Property Administrative Services
Act authorizes the use of receipts under certain conditions.

The act authorizes the administrator to use receipts for the utiliza-
tion of excess property and the disposal of surplus property including
the expenses of sale, the payment of auctioneers, appraisers, et cetera.
Also funds from the sale of property that was originally purchased
from funds that are not appropriated funds or are revolving funds,.
would go back to the funds from which the purchase was made. Funds
are authorized to be placed in a special deposit account to take care of
any question of refunds that may be due to contractors. Also, funds can
be applied against work performed by a contractor, under certain con-
ditions.

The latter may be the sealskin-operation you were talking about,
I am not sure of that because I haven't checked into it.

Representative CumRIs. Yes. If you would check into that.
(The following material was subsequently filed relative to the fore--

going:)

STATEMENT RELATIVE TO PROTECTION, HARVESTING, AND SALE OF PRIBILOF

FUR SEALS

The act of February 26, 1944, as amended, and subsequently repealed and
replaced by the Fur Seal Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 1091), declared the Pribilof
Islands to be a special reservation for Government purposes and gave the Secre-
tary of the Interior authority to protect and harvest the fur seal herd, to furnish
the necessities of life to the native inhabitants of the islands, and to provide
for their comfort, maintenance, education, and protection. The act also provides
that the proceeds from the sale of sealskins shall be deposited in a special fund
in the Treasury (Pribilof Islands fund), and that there is authorized to be
appropriated annually, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the act,
an amount not exceeding the total proceeds of such sales covered into the'
Treasury during the preceding fiscal year. Beginning with fiscal year 1959. the'
State of Alaska (72 Stat. 339) has received 70 percent of the net proceeds from
the sale of sealskins as determined by the Secretary of the Interior after deduct--
ing costs of administering the Pribilof Islands.

Since 1921, fur seals harvested from the Pribilof Islands have been processed
and sold by the Fouke Fur Company under successive contracts with the De-
partment of the Interior. We understand that the expenses of processing and
marketing the sealskins have been met from the gross proceeds resulting from the
sale of the sealskins and the net proceeds have been deposited into the
Treasury. This practice appears to be a reasonable interpretation of the laws
applicable to the harvesting and sale of fur seals from the Pribilof Islands and'
has been recognized by the Congress. See for example House Report No. 3052, 81st
Congress.

The current contract with the Fouke Fur Company entered Into on April 30,
1965, provides that seven-eighths of the sealskins harvested during 1963 through
1967 will be made available to Fouke for processing 'and sale. Pursuant to a deter-
mination by the Secretary of the Interior the remaining one-eighth of the seal-
skins harvested during 1963 through 1967 are to be retained by the Government
for use under experimental contracts with other interested firms.

The initial research and development contract was entered into with the
Pierre Laclede Fur Company on August 30, 1965, pursuant to authority contained'
in the act of February 26, 1944, as amended, and provided for the Government
to furnish the contractor about 5,000 sealskins for research and development
purposes. The total cost of the contract to the Government was estimated to he
$377,636, including a fixed fee of $30,000, which was to be financed out of pro-
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ceeds for the sale of any sealsins processed by the contractor. In the event, pro-
ceeds from sales were insufficient to reimburse the contractor for allowable costs
of the contract, the deficiency was to be paid the contractor out of funds appro-
priated for administration of the Pribilof Islands.

NO FORMALIZED ACCOUNTING ON USE OF RECEIPTS

Representative CURTIS. By the way, and have you all made any
recommendations as to how we might formalize the accounting of
this ?

Mr. STAATS. The answer is that we have not. As I have mentioned
earlier, to the best of my knowledge, this is the first time this over-all
type of compilation has been put together in this particular form.
I think it would be of use to a number of the committees of Congress.

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON BUDOET CONCEPTrs

I cannot speak finally for the President's Commission on Budget
Concepts, but I would think that it would be almost inevitable that
that Commisison will address itself to this same issue.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
You can see in the Ways and Means Committee why we would be-

come involved.
First, we have never developed capital budgets in the Federal Gov-

ernment. I think we badly need them because we get proceeds from the
sale of capital assets. We were talking about one today.

Second, we get proceeds from user fees.
Apparently we haven't developed any uniformity about how the

receipts from either of those two sources might be used. How do we
develop some sort of uniformity in this area?

CATEGORIES OF SITUATIONS RE USE OF RECEIPTS

Mr. STAATS. If I may say so, it seems to me you have three fairly
distinct categories of situations.

BUSINESS-TYPE ENTERPRISES

One is the business-type enterprise where the Congress is inter-
ested in knowing what the shortfall is between receipts and outgo.

Representative CURTIs. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. I am thinking of power.
Representative CURTIs. TVA, and so forth?
Mr. STAATS. Yes.

REPAY=MNTS TO LOAN FUNDS

The second type situation is where you have a loan fund into which
repayments are made, and the question of whether those repayments
become available for new loans under a revolving loan fund concept.

USER CHARGES

The third is the situation you have been referring to, namely, where
you have user charges for people who receive some special service or
benefit from the Government and are therefore charged, in effect, a tax,
and how that money gets spent. Whether it is earmarked. The gasoline
tax for highways is a case in point.

Representative CURTIS. Or stamps.
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SALE OF STAMIPS

Mr. STAATS. Or postage stamp revenues for use in the postal fund.
So you have three fairly distinct categories, and how you treat it de-
pends a little bit on your philosophy with respect to every one of these
three.

Representative CuRTIS. Yes.

RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF PROPERTY

I think that is true. Yet in this one area of your report where we
are talking about the sale of surplus properties, I think it looks like
there can be some uniformity.

Then in these other funds-122 of them, which would include revolv-
ing funds and other things-there needs to be some rationale, and I
think you are recommending that, too.

Mr. STAATs. Right. I think the question we might advantageously
look into as a general accounting office would be the question of the
sale of physical assets, what becomes of the proceeds on the sale of
physical assets.

I think that is a somewhat different problem than the three cate-
gories referred to.

Representative CuiRTis. Well, I agree, and that is where I originally
started my interrogation. But then when I got into this specifc case
we found they were commingling those funds with user fees and so
forth.

Mr. STAATS. Right.
Representative CuRTIS. First, we ought not to commingle. Then we

get into this thing of the Pribilof Islands and the seals. This is the most
unique kind of thing for the Federal Government. Possibly, it isn't
as unique as I think it is, but it isn't a user fee, and it isn't a sale of
an asset that we procured. It illustrates some of the problems that exist
in both the user fee technique and the sale of physical assets.

Well, my time is up, and I will turn it back to the Chairman.

ACCESS TO COMPANY RECORDS

Chairman PROXMIRE. That post audit report also mentions the mat-
ter of access to company records for the purpose of comparing actual
costs, costs estimated at the time of negotiation. As I understand it,
Mr. McNamara is not sure of his authority in this situation, and you
recommended that he could assert his authority by way of regulations.

It has been more than a year since your report was issued. How
has this problem been resolved?

Mr. STAATS. I don't believe there has been any resolution on it.
Mr. NEwMAN. No.

DOD EXPLORING PROBLEM

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Keller tells me that Defense has a subcommittee
that has been exploring this, reviewing it.

Mr. NEWMAN. For a year.
Mr. STAATS. We do not know what the current status is.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. In the time it's taken the Defense Department
to ponder this point, how much money do you think they have lost in
overpricing defense contracts-

Mr. STAATS. I have no way of knowing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Plenty.
Mr. WErTzEL. Mr. Chairman, one of the complications in this

area
Chairman PROXMikRE. Let me say either he has that authority now or

it could be provided by an Act of Congress, is that correct?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. WErrzEL. Yes, we think they could do it administratively but

during the Holifield hearings on Defense contract audits by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office, I believe a question was raised by the subcom-
mittee as to whether this question was not of such moment that it
should be referred to the Congress for action. I think this may be
contributing to the delay in resolution of the problem, the fact that
the Holifield committee felt as it did. For example, on page 13 of the
report on Defense contract audits which was House Report 1344 of
the 89th Congress, the subcommittee said, "it would seem that if the
Department of Defense is to acquire the access privilege on a sustained
or permanent basis, it probably should be a matter of congressional
rather than administrative decision." Thatis all I will read.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Who said that?
Mr. WEITZEL. This was the report of the Military Operations Sub-

committee of House Government Operations, back in March, 1966-
the Holifield Subcommittee Report.

Mr. NEWMAN. Congressman Chet Holifield's subcommittee.

REVIEW OF NEGOTIATION PROCESS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Every step along the way-here step No.
1, you don't have competitive bidding, you can't have it as completely
as we would all like to have it. We all agree on that. We would like
to have more. We don't think we have enough. So you would like to
have more. So you have to estimate the costs. The second stage or cost
estimate has been called delinquent, it certainly has not been adequate.

Then in a third stage or followup the opportunity of the Secretary of
Defense or his auditors to actually check the cost records, the post
audit, they can't do that. So that it would seem that it puts the Govern-
ment in a most disadvantageous position, and it would seem to me that
if Congress is going to be responsive to taxpayers under these circum-
stances they certainly ought to provide at least some access to records
in the event the Secretary of Defense tells us that in his view he doesn't
have that authoritv now.

Mr. WEITZEL. We feel their auditors certainly should have that
access.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Why do you think they should have it?

ACCESS AUTHORITY TO REVIEW CONTRACTOR S RECORDS

Mr. WEITZEL. We think they should have it if they are going to get
at the bottom of these situations. We have it and we exercise it subject
to some question on occasion, but what you were saying just makes the
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point that was made by Representative Hardy in proposing the amend-
ment to the Armed Services Procurement Act, and the Federal Prop-
erty Act, which gave the GAO auditors access to contractors' records
in cases of negotiated contracts. He said-

Chairman PROXMIRE. You have that Hardy amendment which is in
the law?

Mr. WEITZEL. That has been in the law.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You act under that. But do they have any

corresponding authority?
Mr. WEITZEL. They do not, but they also have the authority to make

a contract as one of the parties to the contract, the other one, of course,
being the contractor, and we feel that it is, let's say, consistent with
good management to insure that you have such access to records in the
case of a negotiated contract so that you will be able to determine
whether you had the proper information.

Representative CURTis. Will the gentleman yield?
On the renegotiation clauses or redetermination clauses that are

put in those contracts, that is the essence of them, isn't it, that they
have access to this information?

Mr. WEITZEL. A price redetermination clause would have pro-
visions for furnishing cost information on which a redetermination
could be based. But, Mr. Hardy said that the contractor would have
his lawyers and accountants and he felt that the Government was at
least entitled to the benefit of an audit report and we think they are
entitled to the benefit of a Defense audit report, but this has been a
matter of some discussion as you can see.

DOD HAS ACCESS TO CERTAIN DATA

Mr. KELLER. I would like to clarify one point on the access problem.
It is a question of degree or extent of access with the Defense Depart-
ment. They do have access to the data used in negotiating the contract.
We think they should also have access to the cost of performing the
contract.

Chairman PROXMIRE. They do have access to what.
Mr. KELLER. The data used by the contractor in negotiating the

contract.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And they also ought to have access
Mr. KELLER. To the cost of performing the contract as well as the

data used in negotiating the contract.
Mr. STAATS. Under Public Law 87-653, the Truth in Negotiations

law, the contracting officer would have access to any available informa-
tion at the time the contract is negotiated. What Mr. Keller is referring
to then is what actually takes place after the contract is entered into.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Well, the Truth in Negotiations Act isn't en-
forced or hasn't been, we haven't had any evidence that it is being re-
spected. And absent that we don't have the postaudit either.

"TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS' AND POSTAUDIT

Mr. STAATS. We don't really have either effectively, now.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yoa don't have anything. You don't have

either effective now, you say.
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PECKING AT THE PROBLEM

Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, it is just impossible for the General
Accounting office to audit all these contractors. We are pecking at it
as best we can.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Right.
Mr. NEWMAN. But there are some 3,600 auditors over in DCAA that

should devote considerable of their time to postaudit.

POSTAUDITS FORECLOSED BY DCAA IF "COMPETITION" CLAIMED

The other area under this Truth in Negotiation that the DCAA
auditors cannot touch is when the contracting officer decides that he
has competition. The only one who gets into that area is the General
Accounting Office and this we don't like because we have noticed in
statistics that have come through recently that this type of procure-
ment has jumped from $5 billion to $10 billion in 1966.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT JUMPED FROM $ 5 BILLION TO $10
BILLION IN 1966

Chairman PROXMIRE. $5 billion to $10 billion?
Mr. NEWMAN. In one year, in this area.
Representative CURTIS. They claim were negotiated?

GAO DISAGREES ON DEFINITION OF "COMPETITION"

Mr. NEWMAN. The contracting officer claims it is awarded on the
basis of competition 'but we found that in some cases there was not price
competition.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I see.
Mr. NEWMAN. There has got to be definite criteria set up as to what

is competition.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They claim competitive negotiation has

jumped from $5 to $10 billion? That doesn't seem reasonable.

AUDITS REQUESTED BY CONTRACTING OFFICER

Mr. NEWMAN. But there is no audited proposal, you see. The audi-
tors don't get into that proposal unless requested by the contracting
officer. We found very few audits made in this area.

COLLABORATION BETWEEN PROCUREMENT OFFICER AND AUDITORS

Chairman PROXMIRE. This brings up another question:
Your report on estimating systems mentioned that Mr. McNamara

has so far been unable to get his auditors and procurement officials to
get together. Apparently certain information is denied to auditors by
their colleagues. As I understand, Mr. McNamara personally ad-
dressed himself to that problem 3 years ago in a memorandum. Has
he had any success to this day?

Mr. STAATS. You are quoting from the Cleveland Plain Dealer
article?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
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Mr. STAATS. I can't really say to what extent. I think this is one that
might well be addressed to the Defense Department witnesses when
they appear here.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We will do that.
Mr. WEITZEL. As you know there has been a procurement policy

directive by the Defense Department in January of this year, but that
is only recently.

GAO AND INDUSTRY REVIEW ASPR'S

Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, as you know, when an ASPR is writ-
ten over in the Department of Defense, we now have a procedure set up-
so we review and comment. We are working very closely with DoD.
At the same time the ASPR goes to the industry for review and com-
ment. When an ASPR goes to industry giving the auditors more au-
thority-I leave it to your own conclusion.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I can understand.
Mr. NEWMAN. It is one of the big problems.
Chairman PnOXMIRE. Mr. Staats, is there anything this committee

can do or the Congress can do to achieve better enforcement of the
Truth in Negotiations Act?

COMMITTEE SUPPORT WOULD HELP GAO

Mr. STAATS. I think if you agree with our conclusion, a statement on
the part of this committee would be most helpful. I think the Cleveland
Plain Dealer series has been a public service. I think this is a very im-
portant report that we have issued. We were frankly a little surprised
that it did not receive more attention than it did. But I think that
specifically the only suggestion I would have would be your considera-
tion of our findings and if you agree with our position, some support
for it.

Chairman PROX'MIRE. In your statement, where you refer to the De--
fense Supply System-does the Secretary of Defense have the author-
ity to correct the situation?

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Your overall observations in general.
Mr. NEWMAN. The Department of Defense is really working on them

right now.

NEW REGULATIONS ON STOCK FUND DEFICIENCIES

Chairman PROXMIRE. They are working on them, there is no ques-
tion? The stock fund-I thought the situation was corrected as a result
of earlier reports by the GAO at the request of this committee? If I
get it, this fund, stock on hand, is not issued in the Pacific in some
instances unless the requisition is

Mr. NEWMAN. What are you reading from, sir?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Page 20, "Responsiveness of Supply Systems."
Mr. NEWMAN. Of the statement or the report?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Your report.
Mr. NEWMAN. I want to be responsive. I have it now. Stock fund

financing.
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Chairman PRoxmnzE. That is right, and my question is, I thought
the situation was corrected as a result of earlier reports of the GAO
at the request of this committee.

Mr. NEWMAN. Well, in some cases these were and in other cases
they weren't. But I can say now that under the new accounting system
and the new regulations coming out for stock funds, I understand
from Mr. Anthony, the Comptroller, that the situation we have de-
scribed won't exist in the future.

Chairman PROXmXRE. The stock on hand is not issued in the Pacific
in some instances umless the requisitioner has stock fund obligation au-
thority to pay for the orders-

Mr. NEWMAN. There won't be any stock fund obligation in the
future.

Chairman PROXmIRE. They won't have that in the future?
Mr. NEWMAN. In the future, when a GI wants a part he has

to make sure he has the right requisition number, that's all.
Chairman PROxMIRE. He was prevented just by accounting

obstacles.
Mr. NEWMAN. Accounting variance as well as stock funds.
Chairman PROXMTRE. Even though he needed it for a mission in

Vietnam?
TMr. NEWMAN. That is right.

DOD COMPTROLLER SUPPORTS STOCK FUND CONCEPT

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Anthony is a strong supporter of the stock fund
concept. They have not been sensitive enough particularly on three
points: one is what happens in a period of rapidly increasing demand.The second is what do you do about identifying slow moving items
in your inventory so that you clear those out, otherwise you can build
up the amount of your stock fund without really serving any useful
purpose.

The third, the problem of crowding up against your total ceiling
and then you get a new ceiling put on your stock fund and all of a
sudden you have a big surge of demand to fill up that stock fund which
may result in inadequate use of current inventory some place else or
improper buying practices.

TRYING TO REMEDY DANGER POINTS

All three of these are danger points, but he feels that the problem
doesn't go to the basic concept of having stock funds, but rather to

-try to identify these situations and try to remedy them.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Gentlemen, the hour is late, it is 1 o'clock and

you have all been very patient. I have some other questions. I am
going to ask Mr. Ward to go through them and if he thinks that they
should be answered for the record you can provide them for Mr.
Staats. (See app. I, p. 270.) Of course, if Congressman Curtis wants
to ask further questions at this time he is free to do so.

Representative CURTIS. No, I appreciate their patience, too, and
I won't bear on it. I have probably some other questions which I will
submit them for the record and will welcome your response.

Mr. STAATS. We appreciate the opportunity, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman Pwox}Imm. You have been an excellent witness and cer-
tainly given us a great deal of very, very helpful information.

Tomorrow we meet in hearing hoom 4221, New Senate Office Build-
ing, at 10 o'clock. Our first witness will be Assistant Secretary of De-
fense, Paul Ignatius, followed by Vice Admiral Joseph Lyle, director
of the Defense Supply Agency.

The GAO, we hope, will have some representatives in attendance.
(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Tuesday, May 9,1967.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1967

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuncoMMrrrEE ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

OF TM JOINT ECONOMIC COmMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 o'clock a.m.,in Room S-407, the Capitol, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of thesubcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Proxmire; Representatives Curtis and Rumsfeld.Also present: John R. Stark, executive director, and Ray Ward,economic consultant.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The Subcommittee on Economy in Govern-ment will come to order.
We are pleased to have another excellent and able witness withus this morning, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Installations andLogistics the Honorable Paul R. Ignatius who will discuss for usa number of topics which I outlined by letter of April 27, 1967. Inaddition I am sure that other members who will be here shortly willhave a number of questions based upon yesterday's testimony by theComptroller General of the United States. At this point I will includein the record a copy of the letter sent to the Department of Defense.(Letter referred to follows:)

APRIL 27, 1967.Hon. ROBERT S. McNAMARA,
Secretary of Defense,
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This confirms conversations between your staff and thestaff of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint EconomicCommittee relative to the Subcommittee's hearings on May 8, 9, 10, and 16.Department of Defense witnesses are scheduled to appear May 9, 1967, 10: 00a.m. (Hearing room to be announced later.)
We will want a progress report on the general Department of Defense CostReduction Program and detailed information about the Defense Supply Agencyand its component agencies. In this regard, a comparison of conditions in themanagement of commodity groups, i.e., medical, subsistence, etc., now and beforesingle managers were set up a number of years ago would help to show progressin use of space, turnover of stock, stock losses, use of manpower, etc.The specific recommendations affecting the Department of Defense in the May1966 report of the Subcommittee on Procurement and Regulation should alsobe covered in the testimony.
We are giving emphasis this year on the development of programs designedto identify, analyze, and organize common type activities and projects as stepstoward the elimination of unneeded duplication of effort and expense. In thisregard, a short review of progress in effectiveness and efficiencies in the opera-tion of common type agencies in addition to the Defense Supply Agency, namelyDCA, DIA, MTMS, etc., will be of benefit.
Any other common programs identified, developed, or planned under yourProject 81 should also be discussed as we believe that unremitting effort alongthese lines is required in achieving economy in Government.
We need information also on the DOD program in being or planned respectingthe President's memorandum of March 3, 1966, and the implementing BOB Cir-
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cular No. A-76 as to procurement of goods and services and on the related
program of screening and disposal of nonessential real properties.

As in the past, the DOD witnesses may divide the subject matter to be covered
as they may decide.

Please submit 100 copies of prepared statements at least one day before the
appearance date, and refer any questions you may have to Mr. Ray Ward, Staff
Director of the Subcommittee, phone 173-8169.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE, Chairnan.

Chairman PROXmRE. Mr. Secretary, you have an awesome respon-
sibility in regard to the economy of the United States. This subcom-
mittee has often expressed the thought that the scope of military
operations for procurement, transportation, storage, communications,
and disposal in addition to real and personal property holdings valued
at billions of dollars is of vital importance to the economy. In fact, the
how, when, where, and by whom in each of these areas affects the
national economy and that of States and local communities. A decision
to build a facility or eliminate one is important, even critical to many
people.

Since the procurement program is, to a great extent, done by nego-
tiation and not by the time-honored advertised competitive bid pro-
cedure, it is a subjective matter and hence open to the pressures that
may be exerted by numerous forces. So we as the Subcommittee on
Economy in Government are interested not only in the scope of your
responsibilities but quality of its performance.

I have read your statement carefully and I am sure that you have
achieved many economies during the past few years. But I am con-
cerned, as are other members of this committee, at the long list of
deficiencies which have been brought to our attention, and brought
to our attention very emphatically and with excellent documentation
by the Comptroller General just yesterday.

In an operation so large, involving millions of transactions, thou-
sands of installations and facilities, and billions upon billions of dol-
lars, it becomes apparent that long lists of economies and deficiencies
are possible at the same time. So what we want to know is this-are
we making enough progress?

Since Admiral Lyle, Director of the Defense Supply Agency will
also testify today, we will defer questions in order to conserve time
until Secretary Ignatius completes his prepared statement.

I undestand that Congressman Curtis who has been very diligent
in this area will be here shortly. You may introduce your associates
and proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL R. IGNATIUS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE (INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS), AND VICE ADM.

JOSEPH M. LYIE, DIRECTOR, DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY; ACCOM-
PANIED BY PAUL H. RILEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF

DEFENSE (SUPPLY AND SERVICES); JOHN M. MAILLOY, DEPUTY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PROCUREMENT); MAI.

GEN. JOHN A. GOSHORN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CONTRACT ADMIN-

ISTRATION, DSA; AND WILFRED 3. GARVIN, COMPTROLLER, DSA

Mr. IGNATIUS. On my left is Mr. Paul Riley, my Deputy for Supply
and Services, Mr. John Malloy, who is my Deputy for Procurement,
and on far right is Vice Admiral Lyle.
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Shall I proceed with my statement, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes. Handle it any way you want. You may

either read the statement in full or abbreviate it as you wish, skip
over or highlight it.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Mr. Chairman and members of the Joint Economic
Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your com-
mittee once again. I propose to review briefly some of the items of
particular interest to the committee, as evidenced by your April 27
letter to Secretary McNamara, and by the recommendations made in
the committee's report last year.

COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

In previous appearances before this committee, Secretary McNa-
mara has described the Department of Defense (DoD) cost reduction
program and I am sure that all of you are familiar with it.

When Secretary McNamara first took office, one of his basic objec-
tives was to identify those areas of the Department's logistical
operations where good business management could reap readily
demonstrable benefits. Twenty-eight areas were selected for emphasis.
A 5-year program was established, individual goals were developed,
and the results were measured, documented, audited, and reported.

The chart below provides a good example of the way in which
management emphasis in a selected area can produce desirable results.
The chart shows our trend away from noncompetitive to competitive
contracting. During fiscal year 1966, the dollar value of contracts
awarded on the basis of price competition amounted to 44.4 percent
of the total value of contract awards-up from 32.9 percent in fiscal
year 1961. Each year the actual results exceeded the goal we had
established.

CONTRACTS AWARDED ON BASIS OF COMPETITION AS A PERCENT
OF TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE Of CONTRACT AWARDS

FY 1961 1962 1963

79-459-67-pt. 1-7

1964 1965 1966 1967
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The 5-year program ended June 30, 1966, after having saved $14.2
billion, or 5 cents out of every dollar appropriated for defense in the
5-year period. The principles of that program are today being applied
by every major department or agency in the Federal Goverrnnent, by
at least one State, by most major defense contractors, and by many
nondefense contractors. The table below summarizes the cost reduc-
tions achieved in the 5-year program.

Department of Deefense cost reduction program

[In millions of dollars]

Savings realized in-

Category
Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Total

year 1962 year 1963 year 1964 year 1965 year 1966

A. Buying only what we need -412 860 1,521 2,56 5 1,665 7,013
B. Buying at the lowest sound price 160 237 553 1,150 1, 235 3,335
C. Reducing operating costs -178 289 757 1,138 1,563 3,925

Total program- 750 1,386 2,831 4,843 4,463 14,273

The initial 5-year program was a pioneer effort. Its scope, organiza-
tion, goal-setting processes, measurement techniques, and audit pro-
cedures for validating savings distinguished it from previous economy
programs.

Now that the goals of the 5-year program have been accomplished,
we plan to extend the program by establishing annual goals for sav-
ings attributable to new actions taken in each future year.

In terms of overall coverage and organization, the program remains
the same. The various reporting elements of the Department will con-
tinue to recommend their own goals with my office managing program
and the Defense Comptroller auditing it. Savings will be reported in
the year in which the decision giving rise to the savings was taken.
The annual report will reflect for each action savings realized in the
current year and, separately, estimated savings (if any) to be realized
in the 2 succeeding years. The base period for measuring progress will
always be the year immediately preceding the year in which the sav-
ings action is taken.

During the current fiscal year, the Military Services and the Defense
Supply Agency (DSA) expect to take actions which will yield savings
of $872 million in fiscal year 1967 and a total of $1.5 billion over the
fiscal year 1967-69 period. The specific goals are as follows:

Anticipated savings, fiscal years 1967, 1968-69

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Savings from Fiscal Year 1967 actions
to be realized in-

Fiscal year Fiscal year Total
1967 1968_69

Buying only what we need - _-- ----- $534 $262
Buying at the lowest sound price -104 141
Reducing operating costs -224 222
Military assistance program -10 5

Total -872 1 630
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In addition to our own program, we have maintained a strong con-
tractor cost reduction program. The savings from the contractor
program are separate and distinct from those reported under the
Department of Defense program. Eighty-nine companies are now
participating in the contractor program and over 200 of their plants
or divisions report to us semiannually on their cost reduction accom-
plishments.

In the 2 years ended June 30, 1966, companies in this program
reported cost reductions of $1.8 billion on their defense sales, exclu-
sive of firm fixed-price contracts. On February 8, Secretary McNamara
reported to the President on these industry accomplishments. In his
memorandum, he pointed out that these savings benefit the DoD by-

Reducing payments to contractors under cost-reimbursement
contracts.

Enabling Defense to share in savings under contracts with in-
centive-type arrangements.

Providing a lower base of experienced costs for reference in
pricing out subsequent contracts.

MAY 1966 COXMrITEE REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the time of our appearance before this committee last year,
we have made progress in improving our supply system and in doing
so have given emphasis to the recommendations made by the com-
mittee in its report dated May 27, 1966.

PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION

Last year the committee recommended "that the Department of
Defense undertake a thorough study to determine the most effective
and economical method of obtaining adequate control over Govern-
ment-owned property in the possession of defense contractors." I am
happy to report the following progress.

First, we have worked closely with the GAO during the past year
to develop an improved property accounting system, and have provided
the GAO with a number of proposals for review and comment.

We are revising the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR) to provide our property administrators with more definitive
guidelines. The new regulation will require closer surveillance of con-
tractors' property control systems and more frequent utilization
surveys.

The Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center has also made
progress during the past year. The Center has expanded its program
of reconciling Government and contractor property accounts. More
mechanized records have been developed to improve responsiveness
and more utilization spotchecks are being made.

Another program that will materially assist in improvement has
been the recent formation of contract management review teams in
the DSA and the military departments. These teams will survey all
contract administration functions and will make property administra-
tion a special subject for review. This effort will give us a timely field
review of the control and economical use of Government property in
the hands of contractors.
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We are also attempting to improve the overall technical competency
of our property administrators. Training programs and position
classification standards are being reviewed for adequacy and possible
improvement.

The administration of Government property in the hands of con-
tractors is a big task and problems will undoubtedly continue to be
encountered. However, I believe that the efforts I outlined will go
a long way toward overcoming the difficulties addressed by the com-
mittee, 'and form a basis for further improvements.

UTILIZATION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY INVENTORIES

Inherent in any well-conducted business is the assurance that its
assets will be used to the maximum extent. The DoD probably operates
the biggest supply business in the world, and insuring the best use
of its assets is a monumental task. But much progress has been made.

The record shows that 8 years ago, in fiscal year 1958, the DoD
utilized only $213 million out of $6.1 billion worth of excess property
it generated. Since then, the utilization rate has steadily improved
to the point where in fiscal year 1966 we utilized $1.9 billion out of
$6.4 billion worth of excess property. By the end of fiscal year 1966,
our excess stocks had been reduced to $3.2 billion, an all-time low.

SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR MANAGEMENT OF 6SHORr-SHELF-LIFE ITEMS

During the past year we have completed actions designed to im-
prove the management and control of short-shelf-life items, a subject
of particular interest to this committee. On June 22, 1966, we reached
an agreement with the General Services Administration on cross-
servicing of shelf-life items. Under the agreement shelf-life items
that are potentially excess to DoD components and civil agencies may
be transferred without reimbursement. Accordingly, the market is
widened and there is greater assurance that items of this type will be
consumed before their shelf-life expires.

To implement this agreement, we issued a DoD instruction on No-
vember 18, 1966. This instruction is a comprehensive one and covers
the many aspects of shelf-life item management, not just the utiliza-
tion aspect. By November 1, 1967, a date that necessarily coincides
with some revisions to our catalog program, we expect to have the
new system and its controls installed.

SUPPLY STANDARDIZATION AND INVENTORY MTEM REDUCTION

During the 12-month period ending December 31, 1966, approxi-
mately 308,000 additional standardization status codes were recorded
in the central Federal catalog system file maintained at the Defense
Logistics Services Center. These standardization status codes are as-
signed to each item of supply after a detailed review of its technical
characteristics, application, and functional use has been conducted.
The codes indicate whether the item is (1) standard; (2) limited
standard; (3) nonstandard. This standardization information re-
ceives primary consideration in making future procurement and in-
ventory management decisions.
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In regard to the inventory item reduction program, the Military
Services and DSA have submitted "withdrawal-of-interest" and can-
cellation actions for 236,857 Federal stock numbers during the first 8
months of fiscal year 1967.

REAL PROPERTY MfANAGEMfENT DISPOSAL

The goal of our base utilization program is to insure efficient use
of our worldwide system of bases and installations. Continuous re-
view is needed to keep this system in proper balance. Changes in the
alinement of our troops and advances in weapon technology have im-
portant effects on our installations requirements. Moreover, oppor-
tunities are disclosed from the reviews we make to consolidate func-
tions and eliminate unnecessary costs, and to get rid of bases that no
longer meet a military requirement.

Since this program began in 1961, a total of 917 separate base lo-
sure or reduction actions have been taken. When they are all com-
pleted, these actions will result in the release of 1,818,249 acres of
excess land, the elimination of 207,000 jobs, and annual recurring op-
erating costs of approximately $1.5 billion. The elimination of bases-nolonger required is necessary in order that funds and manpower devoted
to defense are not expended on activities which are no longer required.

We regret the dislocations and inconveniepces which unavoidably
result from these necessary base changes. However, the closure
schedules provide for an orderly phase-out of activities, in most in-
stances over periods of several. years, in order to minimize the im-
pact on the communities involved, and to provide employees the
maximum possible opportunities for relocation. Our Office of Eco-
nomic Adjustment has assisted 56 communities in 31 States in find-
ing a variety of industrial or public uses for bases we have closed.
A Job opportunity is guaranteed for every career employee affected
by base closure actions. If the new job opportunity requires a move
to another location, the Government will pay. transportation and
moving expenses for the employee and his family. We also arrange
for retraining at our expense and continue the employee's salary
while he is being retrained.

I am pleased to report that since our guaranteed job opportunity
program was initiated, no career employee affected by a base closure
or reduction has been separated without having. received a valid job
offer.

SURPLUS SALES AND USE OF RECEIPTS

You will recall that at the end of July 1965 this committee requested
the GAO to make a study of the cost of sales of DoD surplus property
and the use of the proceeds, to determine whether any of the proceeds
were being used for nonauthorized purposes.

The GAO study concluded that no instances were observed where
proceeds from sales of surplus property were diverted for purposes
which are contrary to law. However, the report stated that established
DoD policies for the reimbursement of disposal expenses and deposit-
ing of sale proceeds were not always followed.

The GAO study contained no specific recommendations, although
four measures for improving disposal operations were suggested:
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(1) strengthening of DSA's supervisory role; (2) implementing a uni-
form cost accounting system; (3) establishing an improved reporting
system; and (4) validating the propriety of disposal expenses through
internal audit. With regard to the first suggestion, DSA's role as the
property disposal program manager was strengthened by Deputy Sec-
retary of Defense memorandum dated November 27, 1964, subject:
"Implementation of Secretary of Defense Project 26 as it Relates to the
Management of the Department of Defense Property Disposal Pro-
gram" and was further strengthened by the December 9, 1965 revision
of DSA's basic charter. We believe that sufficient guidance has been
provided to enable DSA to manage and administer the disposal pro-
gram. With regard to the other suggestions, the Defense Comptroller
will shortly issue a comprehensive DoD instruction which will estab-
lish a uniform cost accounting and reporting system for property
disposal operations. The information available to me indicates that
we are not utilizing surplus sales proceeds for any purpose other
than to meet expenses directly related to disposal operations.

RELIANCE ON PRIVATE INDUSTRY

The DoD is committed to a basic policy of relying upon private enter-
prise for the products and services it requires to the maximum extent
consistent with effective and efficient accomplishment of our pro-
grams. We believe proper application of this policy not only is in the
national interest but that it also supports the specific interests and
objectives of the DoD. By relying upon commercial sources for
products and services, we can free ourselves from day to day respon-
sibilities of managing and operating such activities in order to devote
more time to other programs. In many instances we can also avoid
the costs of constructing and maintaining facilities and the risks of
obsolescence of facilities and equipment.

This basic policy was established on a Government-wide basis by
the Bureau of the Budget about 13 years ago and was reaffirmed about
a year ago when the Bureau issued its Circular No. A-76. The DoD
participated in development of that Circular and we are now proceed-
ng to carry out its provisions. Overall responsibility for implementing

the Circular within the DoD was assigned by Secretary McNamara
to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics),
but responsibility for conducting the specific reviews and main-
taining the inventories and controls required by the Circular are
assigned to the head of each Military Department and Defense Agency.
These assignments of responsibility and general procedures for apply-
ing them were provided in DoD Directive 4100.15 dated July 9, 1966.
More detailed procedures were provided in a comparison instruction.
Copies of the directive and the supporting instruction are available for
the Committee's use or for inclusion in the record.

Circular No. A-76 provides that:
Each executive agency will complete and maintain an inventory of

the commercial and industrial activities which it manages and operates.
Existing Government-operated commercial and industrial activities

are to be reviewed once each 3 years to determine whether the products
and services involved should continue to be furnished by the Govern-
ment directly or if commercial sources should be relied upon.
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Special reviews and approvals of "new starts" will be made.
The inventory of commercial and industrial-type activities in the

DoD is nearly complete. There are 3,343 of these activities in the Army,
Air Force and the DSA. The Navy will soon complete its inventory.

A review of all of these activities will be completed within the next
3 years. We now have over 200 studies underway.

COMMON AGENCIES

In your letter of April 27, 1967 to Secretary McNamara, you re-
quested that we discuss the progress and effectiveness of common De-
fense Agencies and any other common programs planned under Proj-
ect 81. I will discuss some of the common-type agencies other than the
DSA. Admiral Lyle, the Director of DSA, wilf discuss the progress
within that agency. With respect to DSA, I would like to say that it
has made significant progress and has performed in a highly efficient
manner in providing common-type supply support to the forces in
Vietnam.

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY (WxA)

In arriving at the ultimate goal of a single integrated worldwide
communciations system, the DCA is progressing in a satisfactory man-
ner. However, much remains to be done in managing the manpower
and money associated with the five major switching systems compris-
ing the backbone of the system.

In order to strengthen the management of these large systems, the
DCA underwent an internal reorganization in November 1966. This
reorganization established under a general officer a number of program
management offices to permit management overview of the implementa-
tion of the major systems comprising the worldwide communications
network. These management offices work directly with their counter-
parts in the military departments to insure that each of the major
programs is properly implemented.

MLrrARY SEA TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (MSTS)

The effectiveness of the Navy's MSTS can best be illustrated by its
performance in support of our operations in Southeast Asia.

In mid-1965, when the buildup began, 176,000 tons were being
shipped each month by sea to South Vietnam. In March 1967, over
796,000 tons of materiel were shipped to South Vietnam. To meet its
worldwide needs, greatly increased as a result of Southeast Asia op-
erations, MSTS now controls or operates 560 ships compared to 201 in
June 1965.

One indication of MSTS' efficiency is the fact that its shore-based
personnel have increased by only 6 percent while the ships sailing under
MSTS control have increased almost 300 percent. MSTS is charged
with getting the ships in and out of port in the most expeditious manner
and handling all phases of liaison, supply, repairs and routing of its
own ships as well as the chartered freighters and the 160 ships we have
withdrawn from the National Defense Reserve Fleet.

During the past year MSTS instituted a competitive form of pro-
curement for ocean transportation of military cargoes with the berth
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line operators. In the past, cargoes were booked to the commercial
carriers following conferences with operators' associations at rates
established by the operator groups. Under the new system competitively
established rates for North Atlantic routes were 14 percent lower than
the prior conference rates. Comparable savings have not as yet been
achieved for the Pacific routes.

MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND TERMINAL SERVICE (MTMTS)

MTMTS was created on February 15, 1964, under a DoD charter
which states "The purpose and objectives of this assignment with
respect to DoD military traffic, land transportation, and common-user
ocean terminals are:

To eliminate duplication and overlapping of effort between and
among Military Departments, Defense Agencies, and other compon-
ents of DoD.

To improve the effectiveness and economy of these operations
throughout the DoD.

To insure that the approved emergency and wartime requirements
of the DoD are met."

MTMTS has eliminated overlapping and duplicating functions by
taking the following actions:

It has converted some 15 unilateral or bilateral military ocean termi-
nal organizations to four common-user terminals under MTMTS
control.

It has converted 15 military. departmental elements at aerial ports
of embarkation to seven Military Air Traffic Coordinating Offices
under MTMTS control.

It has eliminated-five Defense Traffic Management Service Regional
Offices and established two MTMTS Area Headquarters for CONUS
traffic management and terminal command control.

Economies have resulted from these actions. The MTMTS cargo
workload has increased 150 percent since 1965, but the number of peo-
ple it employs has risen only 12 percent.

MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMfAND (MAC)

Since the establishment of the single manager for airlift services,
significant improvements have been made in management efficiency
and cost effectiveness. MAC has increased airlift effectiveness and
fostered the development of an expanded civil reserve air fleet pro-
gram to provide flexible expansion of augmentation airlift from com-
mercial carriers to meet defense needs. In 1965, MAC flew 120,000 tons
of cargo to South Vietnam. In 1966 this tonnage increased 150 percent
to 300,000 tons.

During the past year progress has been made toward the goal of
providing direct through-plane airlift service from the point of cargo
generation in CONUS to the overseas destination. With the introduc-
tion of the C-141 aircraft, MAC has been able to initiate direct service
to point within South Vietnam from aerial ports on the east coast
and in Texas as well as from the normal west coast ports. This new
operational pattern has resulted in both improved operational effective-
ness and cost savings. These C-141 aircraft operating from east coast
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aerial ports to South Vietnam make possible the delivery of a ton of
east coast originated priority cargo to Saigon in 38 hours at a cost of
approximately $709. In the past, using C-124 aircraft and west coast
aerial ports, this same movement would have required a minimum of 95
hours at a cost of approximately $1,425.

In addition to the economies realized through introduction of the
jet-powered C-141 aircraft and the direct polar routings permitted by
such aircraft, significant improvements have been achieved in the
cost effectiveness of our commercial airlift augmentation. In fiscal
year 1962 the Civil Aeronautics Board's approved minimum rates for
roundtrip chartered airlift procured by MAC were $.029 per passenger
mile and $.1375 per cargo ton-mile. By fiscal year 1967, through the
efforts of MAC in reviewing and analyzing actual commercial costs
in coordination with the CAB, these rates had been reduced 30 percent
for passengers and 34 percent for cargo. These efforts have continued
each year, since fiscal year 1962. To appreciate the significance of these
efforts, it is necessary only to look at recent history. Based upon the
fiscal year 1965 minimum rates, for example, the MAC commercial
buy for fiscal year 1966 and fiscal year 1967 would have cost approxi-
mately $150-$200 million more than the DoD actually was required to
pay at the rates established by the Board after coordination with
MAC.

At present the Board has not issued its final decision regarding the
minimum commercial charter rates for fiscal year 1968. However, based
primarily on the MAC analysis of commercial air costs, the Board
in March 1967 did propose new minimum rates which would reflect
cost reductions of as much as 22 percent below fiscal year 1967 levels.
It is important to note that despite these rate reductions, the air car-
riers have continued to offer increasing numbers of modern turbine
powered aircraft to MAC and have provided capability far beyond
their contractual commitments during the build-up of forces and oper-
ations in Southeast Asia.

PRoJEcT 81

Your April 27 letter also asked us to review with you any other
common-type activities developed under "Project 81."

Project 81 was one of many study projects assigned by the Secre-
tary of Defense to various DoD components early in 1961. It was de-
signed to identify selected "common services" where efficiencies and
economies might be realized through consolidation of these services or
through other changes in organization and management. The initial
identification produced a large list of possible areas, some clearly
adaptable to consolidation and others clearly not. The areas that ap-
peared to offer the most promise for savings and increased efficiency
were studied in further detail to determine the feasibility of consolida-
tion as well as to identify savings and appropriate management
arrangements. Based on the findings of these studies, action was taken
to consolidate functions or improve management in order to achieve
savings and increased efficiency.

Today, Project 81 is no longer carried on as a separate study project.
Each of the Assistant Secretaries of Defense is responsible for rec-
ommending changes to the DoD structure to accomplish the objectives
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of increased effectiveness and efficiency. The focal point for changes in
the management of DoD has been established in the Office of the Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense (Administration). Thus, analyses and studies
of various potential areas for consolidation or improved management
are a continuous process in DoD and are not linked to a special project.

Major consolidation actions which have been reported to the com-
mittee in previous testimony include:

Formation of the DSA in November 1961 with responsibilities for
the organization, direction, management, administration and control
of the supply and service functions previously fragmented among
various DoD agencies.

Establishment of the Defense Contract Audit Agency to audit all
DoD contracts, replacing contract audit activities of the separate
Military Departments.

Establishment of the MTMTS to consolidate the operations of mili-
tary traffic, land transportation, and common-user ocean terminals
under the Secretary of the Army.

Establishment of a special assistant for strategic mobility in the
Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to provide the Secretary of Defense
with a single point of contact regarding strategic mobility matters.

Establishment of the defense attache system under which the senior
military attache at our diplomatic posts represents the Department
of Defense as a whole, rather than representing only his parent service.

Establishment of an Electronics Compatibility Analysis Center
under the management of the Secretary of the Air Force to gain a
more efficient operation in our analysis of electromagnetic radiations.

Consolidation of field contract administration offices of the Military
Departments under the Defense Supply Agency to unify and improve
the administration of our contracts following their award to industry.

Consolidation of all language and information training under the
Department of the Army.

Consolidation of advanced sensor interpretation training under the
Department of the Air Force.

Consolidation of executive-level computer training under the
Department of the Navy.

These actions, plus many minor modifications, typify the progress
made in recent years.

The committee asked that we identify similar studies that are now in
progress or being planned. At the present time we have several areas
under examination to determine if changes should be made in the
existing management structure to obtain improved performance. These
are:

Audio-visual activities, to eliminate duplication and overlap among
the military services.

Expansion of the Defense Communications System (DCS) under
the Defense Communications Agency to establish maximum integrity
of the DCS under one manager.

Environmental services, i.e., meteorology, astronomy, and oceanog-
raphy of the Military Departments to insure that these resources are
being managed properly and applied equitably among the users.

Food service procedures and practices of the Military Departments
to determine if a common ration base, master menu, and research and
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development activities can be standardized to effect savings and
efficiency.

Procurement of ADPE for command and control from off-the-shelf
commercial sources to standardize computers and obtain savings by a
single large buy.

In addition to the above items now under examination we have com-
pleted a study of DoD management of publications and printing.
Actions on the recommendations of this study were deferred at the
request of the chairman of the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP)
in March 1966, pending the outcome of a JCP survey of the Federal
printing program. To date, the JCP study findings have not been
made available.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, we deeply appreciate the counsel we have received
from your committee in the past and solicit your continuing advice
and support. With me are Mr. Paul H. Riley, my Deputy for Supply
and Services, Mr. John MI. Malloy, my Deputy for Procurement, Vice
Admiral Joseph M. Lyle, Director of the Defense Supply Agency,
and other key departmental officials. We are prepared now to respond
to questions or comments that you or the members of your committee
may wish to direct to our attention.

Chairman PROX3IIRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Ignatius. As you
know, the report of the Comptroller General and the statement that he
made yesterday were critical in some very, very important respects.
I would like to start off with what you started off with in your state-
ment.

CONFLICTING STATEMENTS ON COM11PETITIVE BIDDING BY GAO AND DOD

You emphasized the increase in competitive bidding as an indica-
tion of the more efficient procurement in reducing the cost of procure-
ment. It seems to me that any reading at all of the Comptroller Gen-
eral's statement yesterday would tend to challenge the argument that
this competitive bidding is competitive-is really effective competi-
tion. I would like to read just one part of what the Comptroller Gen-
eral said yesterday, and then ask for your comments. He said:

Our survey showed that of about $2 billion worth of aeronautical spare parts
bought in fiscal year 1966 by four major purchasing centers, about $425 million
or 21.5 percent was reported to have been purchased competitively. Of this
amount $114 million, or less than 6 percent of the total was accomplished by use
of advertising while $311 million or 16 percent was procured by competitive
negotiation wherein the number of firms requested to bid was somewhat limited.

A large percentage of the actions which were classified and reported to higher
management levels within the Department of Defense as competitive procure-
ments, in our opinion, were in fact made without competition.

The primary cause for misclassifying procurements as having been awarded
on the basis of price competition appears to stem from the criteria in the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation. The regulation permits a contract award to be
classified as competitively priced, even when only one response is received, as long
as two or more proposals were solicited and the accepted proposal meets certain
other evaluation tests. (See p. 9, supra.)

Then they went on to point out that you have a situation of pro-
curement of less than $2,500, which are automatically classed as com-
petitive, whereas their study of a typical amount of $80 million of pro-
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curement actions found that $55 million or about 70 percent, 69 percent
to be precise, were not really competitive at all.

Then he went on to say that:
Our survey tests of $174 million in procurements classified as noncompeti-

tive showed that about $103 million or 59 percent was procured noncompeti-
tively because of determinations that technical data were either not adequate
or not available.

He makes an illustration of that and concludes, "However, we
found that adequate technical data to support a competitive procure-
ment was on hand. Under these circumstances it would seem to me
that Congress would be better informed, the public would be better
informed, you would have a better understanding of what competitive
procurements means, if we were more precise and accurate in our
definition of what procurement is. Don't you feel that that is correct?

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, I would like to respond to those comments.
First this was a draft report which my office received only last night,
Mr. Chairman, and therefore I am not able to comment on the report
as such.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand, because it was just brought to
our attention last night.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Mr. Malloy just learned about it this morning.
Let me, however, speak to these points, because they are important

ones that he has raised. First he points out that we may be overstat-
ing competition because we may count something as competitive when
only one bid is received. I would like to read from the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course our quarrel is with the regulation.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Sir?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Our quarrel-my quarrel-is with the

regulation.
Mr. IGNATIUS. What I would like to do is read it and then attempt

to give you my view on it.
Chairman PROXMiRE. All right.

COMPETITIVE BIDDING

Mr. IGNATIUS. Then the committee certainly will want to question
me or to judge for itself. What it says is:

"This may include awards"-may include awards-"made follow-
ing the solicitation of two or more sources for price proposals where
only one proposal was received and accepted as the lowest evaluated
price."

This has been in effect since 1959 in the Department, and what it is
intended to cover, Mr. Chairman, is a situation like this:

Supposing the last time we bought something we solicited three
companies, and let's say the low bid for the item was $5. We went out
again, and solicited three companies. We got a bid of $4.90, only
one bid. Now under that circumstance, we had a baseline of a $5 price
that was established when we had three bids.

The procurement was made in a competitive atmosphere, that is to
say three companies were solicited. In fact, only one responded, but
the price of $4.90, in this hypothetical example, was slightly less than
the last time it had been bought competitively.
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The rule was established in 1959 to accommodate situations of that
kind, where to a reasonable man in effect a competitive price was
achieved even though only one bid in fact was submitted.

Chairman PRox1mum. No. 1, I think that I would certainly chal-
lenge that as competitive, because the $4.90 figure may or may not be
competitive in any real sense, because of efficiencies, because of lower
costs, because of all kinds of things that might have developed, that
$4.90 may be way out of the ball park.

It would just seem not only a matter of commonsense but a matter
of common understanding that where you do not get actual competi-
tion it is not competition, even though you can make assumptions that
it has some elements of competition within it. Competition it would
seem to me, and I think to the overwhelming majority of people, means
that you have two or more people trying to compete for procurement.
If you only have one, only one responds, it is not competitive. I under-
stand your viewpoint.

Mr. IGNATIUS. This, as I say, has been consistently followed since
1959.

ASPR TO BE REVIEWED

Chairman PRoxmIRE. I hope you will reconsider that regulation.
Mr. IGNATIUS. We will certainly look at it. We will do more than

that. We will try to determine whether there is any abuse of this.
It is certainly not our intention to overstate. We made a sincere effort
to increase the amount of procurement that we have awarded competi-
tively.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You see the point I am making is not just the
point that a Senator makes here in criticizing your work. It is a point,
as I say, that is documented by the Comptroller General, who has gone
into great detail and has experts making this assessment, and when he
concludes-when they conclude-and as you know, they are careful in
their conclusions, that such a large proportion of this is noncompetitive
that you classify as competitive, it seems to me it should shake the
notion that you continue with calling this competitive bidding.

Mr. IGNATrUIS. Let me say once again that it is a draft report, we have
not had a chance to look at, and I am sure the Comptroller General
would certainly say, were he here, that often when draft reports are
submitted, and the agency, whether it is Defense or any other agency
of the Government, has had an opportunity to comment on it, the final
reports are often modified in the light of the comments. We accept these
reports in a constructive way, Mr. Chairman, and will certainly look
at it in that manner, but I did want to state that this is a practice that
has been followed for a number of years, and to give the reason why.

PROCUREMENTS OF $2,500 AND UNDER

Now I would like to turn to the area of procurements of $2,500
and under, and here I think there is a matter of some importance.

We require in procurements of a dollar amount of $250 to $2,500
that three bids be obtained if at all possible, and we don't require that
more than three bids be obtained, because of the time involved in get-
ting them. We try to have more streamlined procedures for our small
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dollar value purchases to be able to concentrate our effort on the
large dollar value purchases.

7,600,000 PROCUREMENTS UNDER $2,500 IN FISCAL YEAR 1966

To give you some notion of the magnitude of this, Mr. Chairman, in
fiscal year 1966 we made 7,600,000 transactions in the category of
$2,500 and under. If we were to establish a reporting system that
showed in each of the 7,600,000 cases whether in fact the three bids
were received or not, it seems to me that we would be greatly over-
burdening our reporting system, and without any-

Chairman PROXMIRE. May I just interrupt to say I raised this precise
point yesterday with Comptroller Staats, and they responded, the
Comptroller General responded that they had no difficulty at all in
analyzing this $80 million in procurement actions as to which were
competitive and which were not. They said all they had to do was read
and they could tell at once.

7,600,000 PROCUREMENTS EQUALLED 4.6 PERCENT OF DOLLAR VOLUBIE

Mr. IGNATImS. The point is-if I can get one more point out that I

don't think was mentioned-these 7,600,000 procurement transactions
in 1966 amounted to only 4.6 percent of our procurement dollars. In

other words, less than 5 percent of our dollars were associated with
almost 8 million procurement actions.

Again, the only point I am trying to make, Mr. Chairman, is that
I think you have to apply a cost/benefit analysis to reporting. In fact
in this area, as in the other area, we have consistently followed this
rule since 1959. Therefore, the increases I reported, from 1961 when
we went up from 32 percent competitive to 44 percent in fiscal 1966
have the same reporting base. That is to say, we consistently followed
this rule.

This is de minimis, in other words; and if we were to establish an
elaborate reporting system for almost 8 million transactions that in-
volve less than 5 percent of our dollars, it seems to me that we would

be subject to criticism.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I raised that point with the Comptroller Gen-

eral as I say, and his response was that they were able to find it out

without any difficulty. Of course they have a very small auditing staff
compared to what you have. It would seem to me this again is a regu-
lation that ought to be reexamined. It is true that the procurements
of less than $2,500 are not the biggest or the most substantial part of
your procurement. As you say, they are less than 5 percent.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Less than 5 percent; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Nevertheless, this is a distortion. It would

seem to me that it would be worthwhile for the Congress and for the
public to know what is competitive and what is not. Let me move
into another area.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Sir, I don't believe it is a distortion if we followed
it consistently in our reporting. I will look at it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I will say this. It is a consistent distortion. In
other words, it was a distortion before and it is still a distortion. It is

either competitive or it is not. They say it is not competitive and you
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say well, it is too hard to report whether it is competitive or not. They
say they were able to get the information without difficulty, and their
judgment is it is not more difficult to report.

Mr. IGNATrus. As I say, we will look into that, but I think we have
always got to apply the standard of cost effectiveness to reporting sys-
tems, and we will check with them and ask them perhaps to make some
kind of estimate of man-hours and costs, if we were to install this
kind of a reporting system.

PROCUREMENT OF TIRES

Chairman PROXIMIRE. In his report he pointed out that automobile
tires-about $17 million worth of automobile tires and tubes-are pur-
chased annually under negotiated Federal Supply Schedule contracts.
This would apparently affect not only your agency but other agencies,
too. This isn't a great deal of procurement compared to what you have
altogether, but it raises a very significant point in my mind. They
found that there is no reason in the world why the purchase of auto-
mobile tires shouldn't be competitive. It meets all of the requirements.
You have an ample number of suppliers. You have a homogeneous
product that you are purchasing.

It is standardized and so forth. And yet until the Comptroller Gen-
eral moved in on this and called attention to it, procurement was made
without competition. Under these circumstances it would seem to me
that it would be wise not only to correct this situation here, but for the
Defense Department and the GSA, which I think was the particular
agency that he quoted here, for your agencies to analyze all your pro-
curements, to find out what particular products would fall into this
competitive area, and then insist in these areas where you have an
ample number of suppliers, a standardized product and so forth, that
procurement is by competition.

Mr. IGNATFUS. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with the general
proposition, and that is in fact what we have done and that is
why we have been able to increase so significantly our competitive
procurements.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Has this been done?
Mr. INGATIUS. With respect to tires, GSA buys tires. The only tires

we buy are special aircraft tires or special sizes associated with tactical
vehicles.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The reason I raised this is we did not have this
example with regard to your agency. It may be that you could establish
this across the board, but I would feel better if you, the biggest pro-
curement agency in the Government, could tell me now that you have
or will make an analysis because GSA apparently has done it, and
that is a fine and efficient outfit, an analysis of your procurement to
determine the products you procure, where there are a number of sup-
pliers, where it is a standardized pr where where it is possible to have
competitive procurement, that in fact you insist that the procurement
officials purchase competitively.

Mr. IGNATIUS. We have made such analyses many times in the past.
Chairman PRoxmR. Can you provide the committee with docu-

mentation on this?
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Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir, we can. This is really in the area of the
potential for competition. For example, some of our largest dollars
are in areas where there is no potential. The POLARIS missile is an
example.

I suppose theoretically it would be possible to have two sources of
the POLARIS missile, but it would be so costly to set up the duplicat-
ing tooling and incur the learning associated that as a practica mat-
ter you can't do it, so that we deal with one company following de-
sign competition.

'In other areas, for example-let's say a relatively simple radio-
it is our policy to buy competitively as soon as we can, and the com-
petitive potential in that area is good. We have made analyses of
this kind. We have followed them vigorously, and it is because we
have done that that we have been able to increase our competitive
procurement since 1961 from 32 percent of our dollars to over 44
percent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up. I want to get into the next
and to me the far most interesting part of it in my next questioning
period. Congressman Curtis?

Representative CuRTIs. Well, Mr. Chairman, after reading this
paper and listening to these answers, it is almost like going back to
1951. When you say the POLARIS missile has to be a single con-
tract, after all the discussions we have had for years about breakout
contracts and competition, it just typifies your testimony, Mr. Secre-
tary, which amounts to excuses and the avoiding of the basic issues.

Now, this committee relied upon, as one of the key factors in fol-
lowing what we thought was progress, the definition of competition.
There is no question that you understood it just as we understood it,
and when you fall back on the way you did it in 1959 as an excuse,
well, that is what it amounts to. What you have done is to take a per-
fectly good product, labeled competitive, which has meaning, and
corrupted this meaning-if this testimony that we have received is
accurate, and I have every reason to believe that it is.

Now, there are other reasons why you would like to put competitive
labels on. If it is noncompetitive, then you come in and hopefully do
some auditing on those, and this is a key point.

Also if it is noncompetitive or negotiated, it comes at least under
whatever discipline might exist in the Renegotiations Act. I must say
that I don't see any point in carrying on the interrogation.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Mr. Curtis, it would be very helpful to me if you
could give me the reasons why you have come to that conclusion. You
have commended us many times in the past for the efforts we have
made, the figures we have reported, which indicate the substantial in-
crease in competition in the last 5 years that has come about as a result
of devoted and sincere effort on the part of our military and civilian
people. The facts speak for themselves.

DEFINITION OF COMPETITION

Representative CuIRTis. The trouble we have here is that we thought
we understood definitions, and as I say, you have corrupted your labels.
When you come in with this kind of answer in respect to what is com-
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petition, and defend it in this fashion, I say it makes almost meaning-less the things that I have said in praise, as I frankly have thought thatwe were moving in this direction.
When I heard the testimony yesterday in regard to the noncompli-ance with the Truth in Negotiations Act, when I still see, after all mycorrespondence on getting Government out of business the militaryin this instance, engaging in the generalities we have had before with-out zeroing in on crucial questions like commissaries and so forth, andI don't want to get into a hot subject particularly, because I find that Ican't cope with that, but at least I would like to have the list of theinventory that you mention in your statement.
I think the better way for me to proceed is to go over this statementand your answer, and as best I can present the reasons why I have madethese statements.
I can't express my disappointment more. This generality that youhave given us here, and te evasive answers, after all the work thatwe have been trying to do in this thing-
Mr. IGNATIJS. Mr. Curtis, I must respond because of the admirationI have for the guidance you have given us, and when you say evasiveanswers, if you will give me an example of that, I will be as forthrightas I possibly can. I thought I was being forthright in saying that wehave followed rules-
Representative Cu-RTis. Well, for example, in saying that it onlyapplies to 4.6 percent of your procurement. What has that got to dowith the issue?
Mr. IGNATITS. What it has to do with the issue is that we must bevery careful, particularly in a hearing associated with economy in Gov-ernment, that we not spend money beyond the benefit that is attainedfrom it.
Representative Cturris. Of course that is an understandable prin-ciple, but that is not an answer. If what the GAO tells us is true, thesesmall contractors just automatically put it on their own records,whether it was bid or not, and then you give us this answer that it willrequire a great reporting system. When we come to the detail, this is thekind of thing I regard as an evasive answer. The Federal Governmenthas an annual bill that is approaching $2 billion in the use of computers,so that we can bring about this kind of reporting by process. You dis-miss this matter and say you are following procedures of 1959, and thatit only applies to 4.6 percent, which I suspect is about $2 billion worthof goods.
But the main thing I am concerned about is the coverup or the mis-use of the term "competitive bidding" which has become sort of acheckpoint that I have used myself over a period of years, to test outthe progress. Now I find, after listening to this, that I am going tohave to review in my own mind all that has gone on in the past.I know you are well aware that the Armed Services Committee hasbeen accusing the Defense Department of rigging figures for yearsin their claims of benefits. I have defended you on the floor of theHouse. I was shaken a bit when I made a suggestion that maybe weget some outside people to evaluate your savings. I did not get a verygood response in the Defense Department on it. Frankly, it just shakesme to the point where maybe I have to review what I have said inthe past our progress here.
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TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT

I think probably as shocking a thing as I know was the apparent
failure of the Defense Department to implement the Truth in Negoti-
ations Act, and the statement of the General Accounting Office that
although they do do post auditing, that the Defense Department says
they can't do post auditing, that DoD can't get access to the books.

We interrogated to find out. Well, surely if these are negotiated
contracts, and these are independent contracting parties, namely the
Government and private contractors, you can put into the contract
itself the right to look at books and records and whatever is necessary.
Maybe we ought to have a response to that.

Is it the Defense Department's position that they can't have post-
audits, that they can't do this kind of auditing of these contracts that
GAO has been doing, and come up with some of these points that
they have made to us?

Mr. IGNATIUS. We will respond to that. Let me say in regard to
competition I will welcome your comments after you have had a
chance to review the situation again.

Let me simply say that in 1966, despite the urgency of many of our
procurements in support of our operations in Vietnam, the DoD as
a whole increased the amount of its price competitive procurement
from 43.4 percent in fiscal 1965 to 44.4 percent in fiscal 1966, despite
the exigencies of the war. Secondly, if I may say so-

Representative CURTrIS. Wait, let me stop you there just a minute.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. This is true if we can count on the definition

of "competitive." That is why I say we go right to the heart of this
thing, and now I am finding that I have to review very carefully
what the Defense Department has called competitive.

Mr. IGNATIUS. The definition is-
Representative CURTis. Now on the other thing, the exigencies of

the war are there. But one of the points that I have thought was very
good that the Defense Department has said was that they were able
to handle this war with great efficiencies. Also, you have said that the
war is a lesser percentage of the gross national product than any
previous one, and so forth.

'I recognize the problems that exist when you have a heated-up
situation. But let's don't argue both ways. Let's get to the one ques-
tion I did ask on this proposed auditing. What is the position of the
Defense Department? Can you or can t you postaudit? Do you or
don't you postaudit?

Mr. IGNATIUS. The question with respect to postaudit differs by
type of contractor-whether it is cost reimbursable or whether it is
fixed type.

We also postaudit under cost-reimbursable contracts. With regard
to fixed-price-type contracts our practice with regard to postaudit
has been limited to an audit up to the time of award under fixed-price
contracts, and not afterwards. The question of whether it should be
extended beyond that in the case of firm fixed-price contracts is now
under study in the Defense Department, between the Comptroller's
Officer and my office, and no decision has been reached as yet.
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Representative CURTIS. May I ask what do you have to study this
for? Is there any question in your mind of the actual essentiality of
postaudit in these cases?

Mr. IGNATIUS. I think the question, Mr. Curtis, has to do with the
nature of the firm fixed-price contract. This is the preferred type of
contract. It is preferred because it costs the Government the least to
administer, and secondly, it provides the greatest incentive to the
contractor to reduce costs.

Under this kind of a circumstance, where the contractor bears the
risk, if the price is $1 and his costs are $1.05, he is still paid only $1.

If by greater efficiency he is able to bring his cost down, we take
the position that he is entitled to the profit he would make as a result
of this. If you begin to do too much auditing of costs under a firm
fixed-price contract, following award, we believe that you might be
damaging the basic intent of the firm fixed-price contract, and in effect
converting it to a redeterminable contract, which we have tried to avoid.

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR CONTRACTOR INVENTORY

Representative CumTis. Well, that is very interesting. One other final
point, because my time is up anyway. In our efforts to find the account-
ing for equipment that is furnished to the contractors, the Defense
Department is responsible for a great deal of this. This has been an
issue that we have raised continually, and the reports from the GAO
indicate almost no system at all. That is what it looks like. Will you
comment on that? Do you think that the Defense Department has some
system established of accounting for this equipment?

Mr. IGNATIUYS. Yes, sir, we do. I pointed out in my statement that
this is a difficult area. This last year-

Representative CURTIs. Let's stop there. Why is it so difficult just to
have an inventory of what the equipment is? Some of this, of course,
is very valuable. Why is that more difficult than some of these other
things? Any area is difficult.

REPORTING USE OF EQUIPMENT

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes. It is not difficult in terms of an inventory. It is
difficult in order to maintain an efficient reporting system with regard
to the utilization of the equipment by contract.

Representative CURTIS. Well, that is the issue. Why is it difficult
to maintain a system of reporting inventory? That is a problem that
everybody in business has. What is so difficult about it?

Mr. IGNATIUS. I would say that the number of pieces of equipment
involved, the number of contractors involved, and the varying use.
Now let me comment on this.

Representative CURTIS. Well, that is what I mean by an evasive
answer.

DCAS SURVEYS OF CONTRACTOR'S SYSTEM5S

Mr. IGNATrUS. Well, if I could complete my statement, sir. This
last year the Defense Department Contract Administration Services
surveyed some 4,389 contractors out of the total of some 4,466 that
were large enough in terms of the number of pieces of equipment,
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Government properties they had, to require a reporting system. This
survey-

Representative CuIRrIs. Let me stop you there. Do you mean that
because one company might just have one piece of equipment, there-
fore you forget it, that your system would say the only ones we are
going to talk about are those that have maybe eight or 10 or 100 pieces?
Now that is what I mean by saying it is not a system, if you don't
include every item.

Mr. IGNATIUS. No-
Representative CuRTis. I don't care whether it is one small com-

pany, if it has got a machine that is worth only $5,000 if you have a
system, you should have that included.

TOOLS OF $1,000 REPORTED TO DIPEC

Mr. IGNATEUS. We do have such a system, and all machine tools of
$1,000 or over must be reported to our centralized management office
for this, the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center.

Now where large numbers are involved, the system is more complete
than it is when smaller ones are. As I was saying, our Contract Ad-
ministration Agency this last year surveyed about 4,400 in round
numbers out of 4,500 of these companies, and they found all but 725
had systems that met the standards, and in the case of the 725, there
were some deficiencies.

Since then, and as of March 31 of this year, all but 159 of those
725 have been corrected. We have done a number of other things in
this area to improve performance, as I indicated in my prepared
statement.

Representative CuRTIs. Then this of course is very proper. You are
asking time to respond in depth to the reports of the GAO and this
would require that you are looking at their reports, which is quite
inconsistent with vour testimony.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Let me say, Mr. Curtis, we just got the GAO re-
port. It is a draft report. We intend to study it. We have begun that
already, and if there are any indications of improper utilization on
the part of our contractors, we will stop it.

CONCERN ABOUT ITS SYSTEM

Representative Curis. I am concerned about the fact that they
make spot checks, Mr. Secretary, to test the system. If these spot
checks were done on a random basis, a scientific basis, and that is the
way you reported them to us, then we can conclude something about
the system. We are not concerned about calling to your attention a
specific, whether it is a prior contract, but only as that illustrates the
system itself.

What I am saying is that if the GAO report of the sampling of this
system is accurate, then there is complete inconsistency between your
testimony and that, but I do think you make a very proper point that
you haven't had a chance to look at the report.

Our testimony here is probably too early. I would like to have you
back after you have had a chance to look at those reports, and get your
statements there, and then I will interrogate you on those. I will do a
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little homework of my own and report back to you, but I can't avoid
making the temporary conclusions I have made.

I am always subject to change after thinking about them, but I
frankly have been shocked by the testimony yesterday and the testi-
mony here today which I just regard as generalities. It is like going to
a high school or even a grammar school course in management and
procurement practices.

We have been in this thing in depth and this committee is ac-
customed to talking about specifics, not generalities, and I am just left
cold by this presentation. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Rumsfeld?

VIETNAM CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR $1.2 BILLION

Representative RuMsFELD. Mr. Secretary, is this contract, the con-
struction contract in Vietnam of $1.2 billion, under your jurisdiction?

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir; this is the contract with the joint venture of
Raymond, Morrison, Knudsen, Brown and Root, and J. A. Jones-

Representative RUMSFELD. The so-called combine.
Mr. IGNATIUS. The specific responsibility is within the Navy-the

Navy Facilities Engineering Command.
Representative RUMSFELD. Right. How you describe the contract?

It is a unique contract as I understand it ?
Mr. IGNATrus. Yes. There was a civilian contractor-
Representative RuxSFELD. No, the specific words I am thinking of.

Is it a cost-plus incentive fee?
Mr. IGNATIES. Cost-plus award fee.

COST-PLUS AWARD FEE

Representative RuMSFELD. Cost-plus award fee?
Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir. It was initially a cost-plus fixed fee I be-

lieve, where the fee did not vary based on performance, but rather was
paid as a percentage of the originally estimated cost, and the Navy
thought it would be desirable to change this to an award fee, where the
amount of fee varied with the quality of performance and instituted
that change a couple of years ago.

Representative RUMSFELD. It is my understanding that under the
cost-plus-award-fee contract as it now stands, the award fee in fact
includes a percentage of cost as a major portion of determining what
the award fee will be.

Mr. IGNATIUS. I am not prepared this morning to respond specifi-
cally to the details of the award fee. I am sure the Navy could develop
that information. We could provide it for the record, should you de-
sire us to, but the basic change-

Representative RmsMFELD. Have you not been involved with this
particular contract? It is the biggest one you have, isn't it?

Mr. IGNATIUS. The administration of the contract is assigned to
the Navy, formerly the Bureau of Yards and Docks, now the Facili-
ties Engineering Command.

Representative RUJMSFELD. Under your jurisdiction.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Under Secretary tannerman's overall jurisdiction

in the Navy Department, under Rear Admiral Husband's immediate
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supervision in the Navy's Facilities Engineering Command. It comes
under my general area of policy surveillance.

I am familiar, as I indicated, in my response earlier, with the con-
tract, with the fact that the CPFF arrangement was converted to a
CPAF arrangement. I know generally the terms of it. In specific
detail we would need to get this furnished for the record.

Representative RuMsrELD. What is the Government's policy with
respect to contracts that are cost-plus a percent cost?

Mr. IGNATIUS. They are illegal. Cost-plus percentage of cost con-
tracts were used in World War I and were declared illegal.

Representative RmUSFELD. That is my understanding, that they
are illegal, and I would like to know from you whether or not cost-
plus award fee isn't really a euphemism for cost-plus percentage of
cost.

Mr. IGNATIUS. No, sir, it isn't.
Representative RuMSFELD. In what way?
Mr. IGNATIUS. It would be an illegal contract if it were.
Representative RuJ~rsrELD. I have studied the contract, and I must

confess I don't pretend to be an expert in it, but there is no question
in my mind but that it is a cost-plus contract, and the plus, at least a
portion of the plus, is a percentage of cost.

Mr. IGNATIUS. What it is, Mr. Rumsfeld, is an attempt to get a
little more incentive into what otherwise would have been a situation
without any. The cost-plus fixed fee contract is a legal contract, which
we don't like to use, incidentally. One of the things we have done in
the last 5 years is to reduce the use of the CPFF contract from 38
percent of our dollars in 1961 to less than 10 percent today. Under
certain circumstances it is used as in this construction contract, where
the nature of the work and the uncertainties involved precluded a
firmer type of contract, this CPFF type of contract was first used.
Later on, in order to get some kind of incentive for performance, the
Navy converted it from CPFF to CPAF, varying the fee in terms of
the performance attained. It is not

LEGALITY OF VIETNAM CONTRACT

Representative RUMSFELD. Do you have a ruling from somebody
saying that this is a legal contract?

Mr. IGNATUS. Well, this was approved within the Facilities En-
gineering Command and in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy, and the legal counsel always participates in decisions of
this kind.

Representative RUMSFELD. In my study of this contract I note that
the Defense Department has had a great deal of difficulty in perform-
ing audits, and has been rather slow on it.

Mr. IGNATrs. In performing audits on this?
Representative RuMrsFFLD. On the contract.
Mr. IGNATrS. The Navy Auditor was involved in this. Subsequently

the Defense Contract Audit Agency was.
Representative RUMSFELD. They were doing it from the United

States and Japan.
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AUDITING THE VIETNAM CONTRACT

Mr. IGNATIUS. Initially, they established an audit Office in Cali-
fornia, in the general area of San Francisco, where RMK, this firm,
maintains its West Coast headquarters, the United States headquarters
for this effort, and where it does its purchasing and other efforts. Sub-
sequently I believe Defense Department auditors, from Mr. Petty's
Defense Contract Audit Agency, were sent to Saigon to conduct audits
of the contract.

Representative RuMSFELD. I don't see any particular mention of
this activity in your statement. In retrospect are you proud of the way
that contract has been handled with respect to auditing?

Mr. IGNATIUS. First my statement was responsive to the Chairman's
letter of April 27th, in which he outlined the subjects that he wanted
me to discuss. I could have discussed to this had he so asked me to do.
That is why it is not in my statement.

Secondly, with respect to the performance of the contract, this has
been a tremendous effort as I am sure you know. We went into Viet-
nam at a time when there was only one port able to receive deep draft
ships. We made a large-scale deployment in a short period of time.
General Westmoreland-

Representative RUMSFELD. I am not talking about the buildup in
the contract. Once the contract is signed and you decide what you
are going to do, you still ought to know whether or not and, if so, how
you are going to audit it.

My study of it is that you were trying to audit it with one or two
auditors located many thousands of miles away. It seems to me that
as the Secretary in charge of this portion of the Defense Department's
responsibilities, that this is clearly not an adequate auditing system,
and anyone who has studied it I think has come to exactly the same
conclusion.

Mr. IGNATIES. First, Mr. Rumsfeld, audit is not my responsibility.
It is the responsibility of the Comptroller of the Defense Department,
who is responsible for auditing activities, and not me. Now, secondly,
this contract-

Representative RuMsFEID. Let's stop right there.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes.
Representative RuMsFELD. Your title is Assistant Secretary of De-

fense for Installations and Logistics. Within that category don't
you have auditors in the staff ? I know you have a Defense Auditing
Agency that is somewhat separate, but don't you have auditors?

Mr. IGNATIUS. I am not responsible for auditing activities of the
Department of Defense or its components. The Assistant Secretary
of Defense-Comptroller is, and his counterparts in the Military De-
partments, namely the Assistant Secretaries for Financial Manage-
ment, are responsible for audit rather than the Assistant Secretary for
Installations and Logistics. This is in keeping with normal practice.

Representative RuMSFELD. Yes. I was under the impression it was
in the administration of the contract that there was an audit respon-
sibility, and that in addition there was the Defense separate audit
responsibility. Apparently I am incorrect.
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CONTRACT AUDIT AND ADMINISTRATION

Mr. IGNATrUS. No, sir, I don't think you are in that last phrase, be-
cause you made a distinction between administration and audit. Ad-
ministration of the contract, namely post-award after the contract is
awarded is, broadly speaking, within the procurement function, the
post-award function of contract administration as it is called.

Representative RUMSFELD. That is my information.

AUDIT SEPARATE FROM OPERATION

Mr. IGNATrOS. But audit has always been, in business or in Gov-
ernment, tended to be independent of the operating people, in order
that the auditing people can be objective and detached. For that rea-
son, the auditing function is the responsibility of another supervisory
channel, and not in the supervisory channel of the operators. In other
words, you don't want to audit yourself.

Representative RMmsFFLD. Is the construction contract in other
countries in Southeast Asia the same kind of a contract?

Mr. IGNATrUS. We have a contract in Thailand with Dillingham,
Zachary, and another one in Thailand with Utah, Martin and Day,
both under the administration of the Navy's Facilities Engineering
Command. I believe, but will need to check the record, that these may
also be on the award-fee basis. Those contracts are important, but they
are smaller in scope than the RMK contract in Vietnam is, one less
than $100 million and the other around $160 million.

I will have to check the record to see the amounts. We have aug-
mented them and the current value I would think of those contracts
would not aggregate $300 million.

Representative RUMSFELD. Mr. Secretary, my time is up. I would
just want to echo the concern that Mr. Curtis expressed. It may be
that your testimony is responsive to the Chairman's letter.

It is not responsive to the questions that are on my mind, and it
seems to be a rather superficial and in some ways a little heavy on the
adjectives-at least your answers have been, as to what is going on.

When you say the competitive price was achieved in answer to
Chairman Proxmire, when you had one firm submitting a response
to your request for a proposal, it leads me to the inevitable conclu-
sion that you and the Department of Defense have a very different
definition of the word "competitive" than I do.

Mr. IGNATrtES. Yes.

DEFINITION OF COMPETITION

Representative RumsFELD. And it seems to me when you talk about
increasing from 43.4 to 44.4 your competitive proposals, I believe
those were the figures, that you might very well be talking about
something entirely different than I am talking about, and there is a
tendency to

Mr. IGNATIUs. Mr. Rumsfeld, if you will look at the record when it
is available, I did not say what you said I said. I used a hypothetical
example in response to the chairman's question, where an award was
made in a competitive atmosphere, and the price was competitive, even
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though only one bid was received. I did not say that you would auto-
matically have a competitive situation on the submission of one-
you said it, and I think if we check the record we will find you said it.

Representative RUMsFELD. I did not say you said that. I said you
said the competitive price was achieved, and I wrote it down when
you used the hypothetical case saying that $4.90 was the competitive
price that was achieved. And, it is not necessarily the competitive Price.
It is what you think might be a competitive price, if you had had
competitive bidding which in your hypothetical case you did not.

Mr. IGNATfUS. We got one bid, that is true, in that hypothetical
case.

Representative RumsFEm. And you don't have the vaguest idea if
that is a competitive bid or if that bid is a competitive price, other
than your previous experience.

Mr. IGNATIs. Previous experience is often useful in evaluating a
current situation. That is all I was trying to say. And if it isn't com-
petitive, we shouldn't count it as such.

Representative RUtMSFELD. It seems to me that there is a tendency
to attempt to bury the committee here in percentages and statistics,
without really getting dowiitlbthe hard facts of defining our terms and
seeing what in fact the problem has been.

The GAO report was carefully-worded. It was not a wild report.
It was very cautiously and carefully drafted-their statement, I mean,
to the committee-and the statement to the committee certainly doesn't
jibe with the considerably different picture you have painted of your
successes and lack of successes.

Now if there are problems in the regulations, if there are problems
in the procedures, I think there ought to be enough candor on the part
of the Department of Defense to come in, and talk about them and see
if we can't point towards improving them, rather than saying how you
have made the "analysis repeatedly" and you have "followed them
vigorously" and "devoted and sincere efforts" and "the facts speak
for themselves." I wrote down those four or five quotes, which don't
add to my input, and I am being very sincere.

Mr. IGNATIuS. I know you are, sir, and so am I. I believe we are at
some disadvantage with draft GAO reports that we haven't seen, and
testimony that preceded us by only a day, to answer specific comments
that are made, and without the chance to confer with the people who
have made them.
* The point that I attempted to make to the chairman is that we al-
ways are receptive to GAO reports. We learn from them. The record
speaks for itself. We welcome this look from the outside, and we will
address these reports in a systematic and objective way, as we always
do.

We have not had an opportunity to do that as yet, since we just got
them. We will do that, and if they disclose any wrong application of
the rules that govern us, we will reassess the rules as the chairman
asked me to do. We will be happy to do that. This is part of normal
administration of responsibilities.

Representative RumrnELD. Air. Curtis estimated that the portion
you were talking about-where it might not be advantageous from a
cost standpoint, to audit more fully-he estimated it was about $2 bil-
lion-the 4.6 percent. Is that pretty close?
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Mr. IGNATIUS. It is a little high. It will vary from year to year
obviously. I think in fiscal 1966 the 4.6 percent was under $2 billion,
it was about $1.7 billion, so he wasn't too far off. But the number of
transactions is the thing that I think is significant here, Mr. Rumsfeld.
There are almost 8 million purchase transactions involved in that. All
I am trying to say is not-

Representative RUMSFELD. You said the de minimis rule applies
there.

Mr. IGNATIUS. It might well.
Representative RuiMsvlLD. For about $2 billion.
Mr. IGNATIUS. This is presumably why the rule was set as it was in

1959. I checked with the people who set that rule. That was before my
time here. That is the reason that was given for doing it in that
manner.

Representative RUMSFELD. I have trouble agreeing when you argue
that the number of pieces of equipment involved and the number of
contractors involved and the quantities involved in this say $2 billion
figure is your excuse that it is, from a cost effectiveness standpoint, not
worth the effort.

It is almost like you are saying the Department of Defense is too big
to be run, that you are doing too many things, and you can't do it all,
and that the only alternative is to break it up in bits again.

Mr. IGNATIUS. That is not -what I am saying at all. I don't think that
there is any business, or even indeed in running your own house, where
you don't give more intensive effort to the more significant dollar
amounts than you do to the smaller ones. I don't spend the same time
appraising a dollar purchase that I may make in my family, that I do
a $3,000 purchase when, let's say, I am buying a car. You put the
emphasis where you have the significant values. Now in small
purchase

Representative RuMSFELD. With a small agency handling $2 billion,
they can handle the money efficiently and effectively and know what
they are doing.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Sir, it is not the $2 billion. It is the 8 million trans-
actions. A small agency couldn't make 8 million transactions. This
couldn't be done by a small Agency.

Representative RuwsFELD. My time is up.
Mr. IGNATIUS. The second point is that these are local purchases that

tend to be made in the community where we are buying in the market
place, where our rule requires that there be only three competitive
bids.

Thus, all of these things taken together on balance, led the people
who established this rule in 1959 to say, 'We will assume that all of
these are competitive procurements and report them as such, even
though in some instances they may not be."

Now, if there is any large-scale error in that, I suspect we ought to
change it, even though it won't have any real significance on the totals
reported, because it is less than 5 percent of our total. But we will look
at that and reappraise it.

Representative RUMsFELD. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for taking so
long. I do hope we can have these gentlemen back after they have had
a chance to study that report.
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ADVERTISED PROCUREMENT 15.1 PERCENT OF TOTAL

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, I agree.
Now, I would like to proceed in this competitive bidding area. I

have here a table the source of which is the Office of Secretary of
Defense Military Prime Contract Awards and Subcontract Payments
on Commitments, showing that formally advertised procurement con-
stituted 15.1 percent, and the negotiated procurement constituted
about 85 percent, 84.9.

NEED FOR SOUND NEGOTIATION

The reason that I am happy that we had this discussion on competi-
tive procurement or formally advertised procurement is it indicates
the very great importance in the negotiations of having sound nego-
tiations, on which you have full information, which brings me to the
fact we have had on the books the Vinson Law since 1962, which pro-
vided for the truth in negotiations, provided that the contract sall
specify the accurate, complete, and current costs on which the nego-
tiations are based, and yet I think we had very good documentation
that this law is not being enforced by the Department of Defense, and
I would like to ask you about it.

STATEMENT OF COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Mr. Staats said this. I refer to the transcript of yesterday. He said
first that he conducted a study, because he was so concerned about this,
and they thought it was so important that they felt that there may be
lack of compliance, so they conducted quite a comprehensive study. I
will quote from the transcript (p. 62):

Mr. STAATS. And our purpose in undertaking the study was to find out really
whether or not it bad been carried out in accordance with the intent of Congress.

Chairman PROXMRULP Would you agree there is a serious lack of compliance?
'Mr. STAATs. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And a comprehensive lack of compliance?
Mr. STAATS. Yes. We felt the matter was so important that we were not willing

to rest just on a few isolated cases, and that is the reason it took 242 cases of
either prime or first tier subjects.

Chairman PRoxmIBE. What were the results of your finding in some of those
cases?

Mr. Staats said in part:
In 165 of these awards we found that the Agency officials and prime contractors

had no records identifying the cost of pricing data submitted and certified by
offerors in support of significant cost estimates.

We also found that of the remaining 57 of the 242 procurements examined-

and there was some compliance with some of them-
of the remaining 57-

which was not compliance and which did not fall in this other category
I mentioned, there was not a record certifying that the reason for lack
of compliance was because they were based on adequate price compe-
tition.

So my conclusion on the basis of this is there was about 10 percent
compliance with this law which it seems to me is just vital, if you are
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going to have a basis for procurement of this 85 percent of your
procurement, which is on a negotiated basis.

Then I asked if this kind of Truth in Negotiations Act would in-
volve a burden on the Department of Defense. My question was:

Would this involve any burden, any big serious burden, on their part?
Mr. STAATS. Not in our opinion.
Chairman PpOxMIRE. Is it possible for the Defense Department to determine,

especially in view of the lack of competition, is it possible for the Defense De-
partment to determine the real assessment on these contracts without having
accurate, up-to-date cost data?

Mr. STATS. Not on a central basis or a post-audit review. It cannot be done.
Chairman PRoXMIRE. They cannot do it?
Mr. STAATS. We could not do it. All we could find out was that the information

was not present, that that information had in fact been made available to the
contracting officer. (See p. 63.)

Then one other point before I ask you to comment. Mr. Weitzel of
the Comptroller General's Office said this:

Even if they are given, Mr. Chairman, no one can come along later and find
out what costs were given at the negotiating table, and if you did not have
something to measure against then you do not know whether the Government
has been overcharged as- a result of the failure to furnish the information
because you do not know whether it was furnished or was not furnished.

INDICTMENT OF OUR PROCUREMENT PROCESS

This seems to me to be a most serious indictment of our procurement
process, and it seems to me that the taxpayers could well expect that
we are losing not hundreds of millions but billions of dollars because
of the failure of enforcing a law that has been on the books for more
than 4 years.

DOD REQUIRED CERTIFICATES BEFORE "TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS" ACT

Mr. IGNATIUS. First, Mr. Chairman the Department of Defense by
administrative regulation required certificates of this kind before the
law was passed.

LAW NOT APPLICABLE TO ALL NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS

Secondly, it does n6t apply to all negotiated contracts. It applies
to those negotiated contracts over $100,000 where price competition is
not present, so I don't believe the 85-percent figure is correct, but it is
still a substantial figure. It probably is of the order of 65 percent of our
dollars.

Thirdly, we have worked assiduously on this matter.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Just at that point you say it does not apply to

all of the areas that are not subject to advertised competitive bidding.
Mr. IGNATIES. That is correct. It is limited in several ways. It

is limited by dollar value, and I believe it is contracts of $100,000 or
over.

Secondly, it is limited to contracts that are noncompetitive, that
is to say where competition is not present in the form of -

Chairman PIRoxMiRE. I don't want to belabor this point, but I think
it is important to recognize that where you have competitive negotia-
tions as it is put -
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Mr. IGNATItUS. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. This kind of cost data should be extremely

important, even though you don't have a sole source.

COST BREAKDOWNS NOT REQUIRED WHERE ADEQUATE COMPETITION
IS DEEMED PRESENT

Mr. IGNATIUS. We do not require cost breakdowns in competitive
negotiations where adequate competition is deemed to be present.

Chairman PROX3IIRE. Well, I think that just from the questioning
this morning and yesterday as indicated that competition isn't ade-
quate enough to provide procurement on the basis of reasonable cost
absent cost data. Go ahead.

CONTRACTORS MIUST CERTIFY AS TO COST AND PRICING INFORMATION

Mr. IGNATIUS. Then the law require contractors to certify that the
cost and pricing information that underlies their proposal is based
on data that is current, accurate, and complete. They must so certify.

JUDGMENT FACTOR AS TO ADEQUATE COMPETITION

Now we are obtaining those certificates, and we are complying with
the law. There are two questions I think that relate more in the area of
judgment and these are, one, where does the law apply, that is to
say where does adequate competition exist. If adequate price competi-
tion exists, it is not necessary to negotiate from cost breakdowns. So
there can be a difference of judgment. The GAO has said in this and
other reports and comments to us that they have not seen adequate
documentation in the contracting officer's file in situations where he be-
lieved the law did not apply.

Now, we need to work on this to make sure that-
Chairman PROXMIRE. But what they are also saying is that in this

65 percent area, where you stipulate that there is no competition, that
in that area there obviously is a great deal of failure to abide by the
law.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And to get the kind of cost data which is

essential if procurements are going to be at a reasonable cost.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir; that is the second point. I said there were

two.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.

JUDGMENT FACTOR AS TO ADEQUATE EVIDENCE ON COSTING IN FILES

Mr. IGNATTUS. The first was where does it apply. The second is
where it applies, and we do obtain the certificate which we are re-
quired to obtain, do we have adequate evidence in the contracting of-
ficer's file that in fact data submitted were current, accurate, and com-
plete? Here there can be a difference of judgment and interpretation.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE WORKING ON PROBLEM

We are working probably harder on this point and have in recent
months than any point really in the procurement area. We have as-
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signed a special ASPR committee composed of our top people, a blue
ribbon committee headed by Col. George Thompson, who is our top-
pricing man, working on this.

We had some difficulties at first. We believe that it is improved now.
The GAO report that you addressed, Mr. Chairman, did in fact deal
with implementation in the early period. I am not trying to condone
any failures on our part. I am simply saying that this was in the early
period.

We think we have improved it, but -we need to continue to work on
what constitutes adequate compliance with respect to the documenta-
tion-that the data submitted were current, accurate, and complete.

Chairman PRoxmirRE. Yes, but it seems that the Defense Depart-
ment hasn't even gone through the simplest kind of procedure to
require compliance.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Wait a minute though. The basic form was

form 633, I understand.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir.

ISSUANCE OF FORM DD 6 3 3

Chairman PRoxmuIRE. Now this was the testimony yesterday. I said:
The cost contractors haven't even got the forms; is that correct?
Mr. NEWMAN. We have forms now.
Chairman PBOXMIRE. Form 633, I understand, has not been distributed by the

Defense Department.
Mr. NEWMAN. At that point in time they had been distributed, we were out

working on the audit of 242 contracts, and the forms had been sent to the ware-
house instead of to the contracting officers, so we got them to get them out of
the warehouse and send them to the contracting officers. (See p. 64.)

Now this was 3 or 4 vears after the law had been passed. Instead
of sending these forms which should be filled out if the law is going
to be fully complied with, instead of sending those forms out, they
were sent to the warehouse and sat in the warehouse as I understand
it for 7 to 9 months until the GAO got on top of it and insisted or at
least called your attention to it, and then they got some action.

Air. IGNATIUS. Form DD 633 was our form. I would like Mir. AIallov,
if I might, to comment on this, because he is intimately acquainted
with this part of it.

Mr. MALLOY., ir. Chairman, the DD form 633 is a form which can
be labeled a cost breakdown form. It is a form which has been used
in the Department of Defense going back into 1958 and the 1959 time
span. The form that we are now talking about is a revision of our
standard form. We put it out in late 1964.

The reason for putting out the revision was to take advantage of
the experience that we had had, that we had gained in implementing
Public Law 87-653 in the previous 2 years. We found that we had to
make improvements in the way we got data, in order to be more precise
in our implementation of the law. So we revised that form, and
published it and sent it out to the field.

It had been published to the field about 4 or 5 months as I recall,
some part of which was taken up in the distribution process getting
it out to where the forms are held in stock, when the General Account-
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ing Office made an initial review. They found that in many of our
offices, not all of them but in many of our offices, they had not yet
requisitioned the form and they were using the old form.

As a matter of fact, when the General Accounting Office people
found this, they came over to my office, not even bothering to write a
report, and reported this to me verbally. We checked it and found
there was some substance to the information we had been provided
by the General Accounting Office.

Forthwith, within a week or two, we published to all contracting
officers within the Department of Defense an instruction over Mr.
Ignatius' signature, in which we told people again that they must now
stop using the old form, and use the new form.

Now, you could comply with the law using the old form, but the
new form made it more precise in terms of what people were sup-
posed to do. That is the story.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me make sure I understand the situation.
Maybe I shouldn't have gotten off on the form situation. Are you tell-
ing this committee this morning that there is now and has been for
some time compliance, full compliance with the Truth in Negotiating
Act, the contractors are stating their cost accurately, that it is current
and that it is complete in virtually all cases?

REQUIREMENTS OF PUBLIC LAW 87-653

Mr. MALLoY. Mr. Chairman, Public Law 87-653 requires three basic
actions. It requires that we request the contractor submit cost and
pricing data in the areas in which the law applies.

The law also requires that the contractor sign a certificate that that
data that has been submitted is current, accurate and complete.

And it further requires that contracts that are subject to the law
contain a clause which gives the Government a contractual right for
a contract adjustment in the event it is later determined that the data
were not in fact current, accurate and complete.

Now as to these three basic provisions of the law, we always have
and continue to get cost or pricing data. We have been getting these
certificates and we have been including the contract adjustment cost
in all of the contracts which in our judgment are subject to the law.
There should be no question about our getting cost data in connection
with noncompetitive procurements. This is the way we negotiate a non-
competitive procurement.

In the normal situation, you will receive a quotation from a con-
tractor with a cost breakdown, because we ask for that information
when we send out our requests for proposals to him. We take

Chairman PROXMIRE. I agree with you that there is no question you
should get it. Are you getting it?

Mr. M.ALLOY. Yes, sir, we are.
Chairman PROXxIRE. You are getting it?
Mr. MALLOY. We are getting cost and pricing data generally.
Chairman PROXMfIRE. What is your answer to the charge that there

is not compliance, what is your answer to the charge that there is not
comprehensive compliance? I am trying to find the words he used

ain, but I did read them in my inquiry of Mr. Ignatius.
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Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, there are two points that the Comp-
troller General has made. In the first instance, he says that as he
looks at the decisions that the contracting officers are taking on a
case-by-case basis, that he is unable to find clear documentation in
our files as to the reasons why the judgement was made that the law
did not apply in a particular case. The Comptroller General is not
saying that the law either applied or did not apply in that particular
instance, but he could not find the documentation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is certainly a serious failure on the part
of the Department of Defense, the absence of a justification for the
exception; isn't that right?

'Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, our regulations require that there
be sufficient documentation.

Chairman PRox}iIRE. He couldn't find them.
Mr. MALLOY. There should be, I agree with you, there should be

that type of documentation. Now I could not tell whether in the given
cases that the Comptroller General looked at, whether all of the
facts might not have been able to be verified in other ways. But this
is an area in which over the past year or so we have been concentrat-
ing in our training programs and insisting that our people do this.
There is no question in my mind that this should be done, and for
the most part it is being done.

Now the second question comes up not in the case of whether or
not we are getting cost data. We are getting the cost data. We are
having the cost data audited by our auditors who go in and make an
independent check of the contractor's books and give us an inde-
pendent report, and thereafter there is a negotiation. Whereas in the
normal situation, the contractor might well take an optimistic ap-
praisal of the future from his point of view, our people might take
a pessimistic approach, and the negotiation process is to arrive at a
mutually acceptable price with give and take.

Now in that situation, you are looking at sometimes almost moun-
tains of cost data. The contractor must certify as to the factual base
on which the price was negotiated, and there are literally thousands
of facts that are potential to be certified to.

RELATING CERTIFICATE TO THE FACTS

The problem comes when the contractor executes a certificate. The
problem that we need to overcome, and it is a most difficult problem,
Mr. Chairman, is to be sure that that certificate is related to the
specific facts. Then you have to pick out which specific facts are
material. They are all involved in the transaction, but which are
material and how do you identify them.

Now our objective is to identify the major important items, because
we as anybody else are interested and vitally concerned that if it sub-
sequently turns out in a postaudit by the General Accounting Office,
by our own postaudits, and we now do postaudits, if we find data that
is not in fact current, accurate and complete, that we have a contractual
basis for a recovery. We work diligently to see that that result comes
off. But this is a type of thing, with the amount of data that is in-
volved, that we have some difficulties in being sure that this is done. I
suspect that we will always have difficulties in this regard.
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STATEMENTS CONTRADICTING COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Chairman PRoxxIRE. Let me just say-my time is up again-thatyou are saying that this is a very difficult law to carry out. The Comp-troller General said that he did not think it would constitute a heavyburden. You are saying that there is a substantial compliance or vir-tually complete compliance. He said there is a serious lack of com-pliance.
I get the feeling from your answer, Mr. Malloy, that your depart-

ment feels that there are serious difficulties in this law as it is presentlywritten to comply with it. It seems to me that a law of the Congressthat has been on the books for four and a half years, that there is some-thing wrong with it, if it is difficult for the agency which is given theresponsibility for enforcing it, that you should have been up here onthe Hill long ago indicating what is wrong with it, how it can be im-proved, how it would be possible to comply with it, if it is unrealistic
what it is unrealistic.

At the same time it is hard for me to believe, to make any con-clusion except that the position of the Comptroller General is right,and that there should be the accurate, current and complete cost datain every case, and on the basis of his findings, and I must say on thebasis of your responses, my feeling is that we aren't getting that, inthis enormous amount of procurement which costs tens of billions ofdollars a year.
Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, I-

SuGGESTED CHANGES IN THE LAW?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have any change in the law to sug-gest-so that you can comply with it?
Mr. MALLOY. I do not at this time have any changes in the law thatI would suggest to the Congress. We are working as the Secretaryindicated very diligently in defining some of the terms that are usedin the law in the way in which they will be given practical effect atthe working level.
This is the type of situation that requires training and educationand precise regulation writing, and we have made a major changealong these lines in 1964.

CHANGE DUE IN REGULATIONS

Now we are taking all of the experience that we have learned in thepast 2 years, and we are about to put out another change in our regu-lations, and adopt a major training program along with it, to be surethat the people at the working level understand clearly what the re-quirements are.
I must say, Mr. Chairman, that we have been working very co-operatively with the General Accounting Office in this regard.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I know you have, and I don't mean to becritical of your efforts, and so forth.
Mr. MALLoy. They are very helpful to us.
Chairman PRox:&Rnu. That just is very, very difficult for us tounderstand here in the Senate and in the House, when we pass a law7 9-45 9 -67-pt. I-9
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and find the Comptroller General, who is our principal adviser in this
area, who tells us that there is the lack of compliance, and I can con-
clude nothing except that it must be costing the taxpayer a whale
of a lot of money, and it is shocking.

I realize it is difficult to train people and it is difficult to get people
fully cognizant of it, and if there were a failure to comply in 1 or 2
percent of the cases, it is understandable although this would be
costly. But when the failure is so comprehensive as indicated in these
242 cases, wherein 57 of the 242 cases there was no reason for waiver
of the trust certificate entered into the file "and this constituted a
violation of the Defense Department's own regulations", it is very
hard to accept.

LAW APPLICABLE TO 18,000 CASES PER YEAR

Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, we handle considerably in excess of
18,000 procurement situations every year, in which this law applies.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You are not telling me by that answer that
the Comptroller General picked a nontypical situation?

Mr. MALLOY. No.
Chairman PROXMIRE. He finds there is this huge percentage of non-

compliance, it would seem to me it is fair to conclude that he is being
objective and fair in this selection of cases, and that you can apply
this generally.

DOD COOPERATES WITH GAO

Mr. IGNATIUS. I think this is an area, Mr. Chairman, if I may make
a. comment here, where we have been working cooperatively with the
Comptroller General. We have a number of efforts underway.

Our aim is to comply fully. If in our judgment after the passage of
further time we conclude that despite what we would regard as a
sincere and significant effort we can't do it, then we would want to
come back to the Congress. I don't think we should do that yet.

I think we need to continue to work within our own department and
in consultation and cooperation with the Comptroller General, in large
part addressing our effort toward the question of when is compliance
in fact clear and evident.

SIMILAR STANDARDS NEEDED

I think it is important that we and the Comptroller General have
a similar standard as to what constitutes adequate compliance. There
are some areas for judgment here, and it is our aim to comply fully.
We need to insure that our standards, which are in our judgment
addressed to full compliance, are similar to those of the Comptroller
General-to narrow the gap, if there is one.

It is my own assessment in looking at what is going on, that an effort
is being made, but that problems still remain. I would like to work
on this for a while longer with our own people, and in consultation
with the Comptroller General, in particular as I say to bring into focus
the question of what constitutes adequate compliance.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And you would agree that it is not simply a
matter of argument over standards, that the Comptroller General is
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very sincere when he argues, and I think he is probably right when
he argues that you simply can't know whether or not the cost is reason-
able, whether or not the profit is excessive, unless you have the kind of
information which has been lacking in a very large proportion of these
cases; is that correct?

Mr. IGNATIUS. It is correct that we need to have adequate support
for the costs and prices proposed, and the question I think, Mr.
Chairman-

Chairman PROXMIRE. And you don't have that.
Mr. IGNATIUS. No, sir, I don't say that. What I say is that we need

to have a common understanding as best we can in a situation of this
kind as to what constitutes adequate support and documentation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You think you have it and he thinks you do
not have it; is that correct?

Mr. IGNATIUS. Mr. Malloy, who has been closer to this than I have,
feels that we have been complying. I have made the statement that
there are judgment areas here. We have been obtaining the certificates.
I believe that in that sense we have been complying.

The question I think that has been raised is have we in some in-
stances failed to obtain certificates in circumstances where we should
have. This as I understand it can be a matter of documentation.

MAJOR ISSUE WITH GAO

Second, the question of documentation both of decisions and of the
support behind them, that lies behind the certificate, is the major point
at issue with the GAO.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I want to apologize to Congressman Rums-
feld, but I do want to raise this point. Mr. Staats speaking:

.165 of these 242 awards we found the agency officials and prime contractors
had no records identifying the cost or pricing data submitted, and certified byofferors in support of significant cost estimates.

If this is true, and I am sure the Comptroller General is honest, I
don't know how you can possibly accept the argument that you have
adequate cost information.

Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, that statement by the Comptroller
General does not mean that we did not have cost or pricing data. I
would almost guarantee, and I haven't seen the specifies, that we had
the cost and pricing data.

IDENTIFYING COST DATA WITH CERTIFICATE

Chairman PROXMIRE. You have no means of identifying it.
Mr. MALLOY. What he is talking about is the record of identifying

this mass of cost data which we had in great volume supporting the
certificate. That is a narrow area in which there is some difficulty.

Chairman PRoxMFIRE. That is a pretty big area where you have this
massive amount of cost and you have no records of identifying it so
that you can relate it and so that it can be specific and useful.

Mr. MALLOY. We have a great many records, Mr. Chairman,
identifying this data. It becomes a question as we try to pick out of
this total the things that are most meaningful, whether we do it in the
most precise way. It is not an easy chore, and we are working on it.
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Chairman PRoxxmnRE. He said you have no records identifying the

costs or pricing data submitted. He did not say your records may not be

adequate or precise enough or satisfactory. He just said no records.
Do you reject that?

Mr. MALLOY. Again I don't know the specific case
Chairman PROXMIRE. This is in most of the cases, 165 out of 242.
Mr. MALLOY. The question that the Comptroller General addresses

himself to here, and as I say, we have been discussing these matters
with the Comptroller General people, is the problem of documenting
the connection between this mass of data which we have and the

certificate. It is not a question of whether we are getting the data or not.

Chairman PROXmIRE. I want to come back again. Congressman
Rumsfeld?

Representative RuMSFELD. Do you agree that having this cost data

isn't really of much value unless you have the records relating to it?

Mr. MALLoY. We have the records, sir.
Representative RuMSFELD. Then the Comptroller General is wrong.

Mr. iMLr oY. I am not saying that the Comptroller General is wrong.
I am trying to explain the kind of records that we have.

NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE

In a normal procurement of the kind we are discussing here, we will

send out to the contractor a letter asking for a quotation and send him

the specifications and the requirements of the procurements, and ask

him to submit a proposal plus certain kinds of cost or pricing data.
The contractor fills out our forms and submits this data to us. We

take all this cost data, make our own preliminary analysis of it, give

it to our auditors and send the auditors back out to the contractor's
plant, where they check every one of those figures against the con-

tractor's books and records and submit it as an independent audit
report. All of these things are in the record so we have plenty of records.

After we get through the negotiation process, in which more data is

often supplied, we then have to have the contractor execute the cer-

tificate. We are asking him to do that, and we are doing our best to
insure that we know precisely what he had certified to. That was the
point in developing a new form, the revised DD Form 633, where the

instruction on that new form is much more precise than the old form.
A proper following of that form, tying the figures to source data, will
in our opinion and in the opinion of the Comptroller General be

compliance with the law.
Representative Rumsrum. I think maybe one of the problems I am

having is that this hearing is going to show literally dozens of instances
where you and the Secretary have said that you are "doing your best"
and that "it is a difficult chore" and that you are "working hard at it"
and that you are "being diligent." I don't think there is anyone on
the committee who is suggesting that you are not "doing your best,"
or that you are not "working hard at it," or that it is not a "difficult
chore."

ADEQUACY OF COMTLIANCE WITH THE LAW IS THE QUESTION

The question is whether you are complying with the law and whether
you are doing well enough, and that isn't answered by saying you are
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"working hard at it" or that "it is a difficult chore." I hope that when
you come back, we can peel through some of those things and try to
narrow down specifics as to how good a job is being done. It is for the
Congress to decide whether it is good enough or whether it ought to
be better.

GOALS SET BY DOD

Now three quick questions. In the Secretary's statement you have
your goals charted out, and you have the actual achievement. Without
going into really breaking down what this really means, let me ask
you on these goals, were those goals set 5 years ago and not revised?

Mr. IGNATnUS. The goals were set initially as I recall, Mr. Rumsfeld,
at the outset of the program.

Representative RumsFELD. You started in 1961?
Mr. IGNATrUS. They moved from about 32 percent, which was the

situation at the start of the program, to about 40 percent I think was
the long-range goal. But as experience developed, and the Departments
were able to exceed the goals that were set, revised goals that were
higher were established.

Representative RumsFEL. Then why doesn't your chart show 40
percent, if that was your original goal?

Mr. IGNATruS. That was the goal that was set for fiscal 1966 as I
recall.

Representative RuMSFELD. My question is are the goals shown on
this chart the goals that were set 5 years ago and not revised? Is the
answer no?

Mr. IGNATrus. The answer is that there was an initial goal set, and
then it was revised year by year as progress improved. The initial
goal was in fact lower than the goal that was finally set. I will need
to check the record to be exact.

Representative RumSMLD. I have trouble believing that you are
accurate on that, because your goal, if it was revised year to year
depending on what success you had, why did you revise down your
rate of improvement between 1965 and 1966? Obviously if you draw a
straight line up between 1963 and 1966, you will see it would have
gone higher. Instead your goal is revised down. Yet you had tremen-
dus success in here-
Mr. IGNATrUS. Yes, we did. I am glad that you feel we had tre-

mendous success.
Representative RursvxLD. Now, I mean according to your graph

and in relation to your goals as shown. My statement prefacing it was
that assuming we are all talking about the same thing when we are
talking about competition, goals, and so forth.

Mr. IGNATnts. Yes.
Representative RumSFELD. I don't concede that for a moment after

our earlier discussion.
Mr. IGNATrEUS. Let me check with my predecessor, Mr. Morris, who

was responsible for the initial goal setting in 1965, and submit for
the record if I may, Mr. Chairman, a statement responsive to
Mr. Rumsfeld.

Chairman PRoxCUE. Very well.
(The information referred to follows:)

When the DoD Cost Reduction Program was established in 1962, initial cost
reduction area goals were established for a five-year period. For the area entitled,
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Shift from Non-Competitive to Competitive Procurement, the initial five-year
goal was set at 39.9% of the total dollar value of contract awards. All goals are
reviewed and revised annually. The FY 1966 goal was established at 40.5% since
it did not appear that we could again achieve the 43.4% competitive rate realized
in FY 1965. The fact that 44.4% of our FY 1966 contract awards were let on a
price competitive basis, 3.9% in excess of the established goal for FY 1966 and
1% in excess of the FY 1965 rate of competitive awards, is indicative of the
continuing attention being given by the Department of Defense to increasing the
percentage of procurement dollars spent on a competitive basis.

Representative RUMSFELD. In your "cost reduction program" table,
what is the difference between the chart figures and your plans for the
future? Specifically in this chart, as shown right here, if you make a
decision that is going to result in $10 million of savings in a given
fiscal year, and it will involve savings in the future, do these figures
show cumulatively over each year, or is it a one $10 million saving the
first year?

Mr. IGNATIUJS. It depends, sir, on the nature of the savings. We have
had savings that are one-time and if they are one-time they are shown
only in the year in which they were incurred. If they have repetitive
or recurring value, the recurring saving is shown, and in the case of
the recurrin savings as opposed to the one-time, the cumulative value
wouldb incuded in the figures.

Representative RumsuELD. So in other words, if you make a decision
with respect to handling of a contract that is going to result in some
savings, then from now on you call that savings by the Department
of Defense?

Mr. IGNATITS. No, sir, we are not. In this program which was set
as a 5-year program, as I addressed in my statement, we did set some
long-range goals, and we did take over the 5-year period the recurring
value of the savings.

Representative RuMYSFELD. I see.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Having 'completed that, we are now on an annual

basis, and don't proceed in the way we did in the 5-year program.
Representative RuIusFELD. Except that your program for the future

is going to be on an annual basis, and -that the annual report will reflect
for each action savings realized in the current year and separately esti-
mated savings to be realized in the 2 succeeding years.

Mr. IGNATIUS. Yes, sir. Our reason for that, Mr. Rumsfeld, is that
we will take a decision let's say in fiscal 1967, and if it had savings
value in 1967, it 'will be audited and recorded as such.

If it has recurring value, we have gone on a 3-year cycle here, be-
cause we are on a 3-year budget cycle. We are executing one budget,
defending a second and planning a third, and our aim here was to
complete the 3-year cycle, so that if the savings was recurring in na-
ture, it would have been reflected in a budget, and at that point, no
further recurring value is taken. We believe that is a desirable thing
to do.

Representative RtuMsFELD. It sounds like it makes sense.
In your statement, under "Utilization of Personal Property Inven-

tories," you use the words "excess property and excess stocks." Are
'they interchangeable in the context of this paragraph, or are they
different?

Mr. IGNATIUS. They are meant to be the same, and it is just two
words that mean the same thing. Property and stocks in this case are
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synonymous, and what we are talking about is our supply system in-
ventories. This would involve real property, and since they are items
of supply, the word "stocks" was used. But they are synonymous.

Representative RUMSFELD. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you.
I would like to pursue this now, Mr. Ignatius, by getting into the

third area.
POSTAtDITING CONTRACTS

We talked about competitive bidding, we talked about negotiations.
I would now like to ask you to talk about, tell us about postauditing.
There was testimony yesterday that the Defense Department had no
program for postauditing contracts until the GAO prodded it into
accepting one. Why did the Defense Department need such prod-
ding?

Mr. IGNATIUS. This is in the context of Public Law 87-653a?
Chairman PROXMI1RE. This is in the context of the entire negotia-

tion process.
Mr. IGNATrUS. Well, the question of postaudit I don't think there

is any difference between us and the GAO in respect to cost reim-
bursement type contracts. The question relates to fixed price type
contracts.

On cost reimbursable contracts we do postaudits. In the case of
fixed price type contracts, we have limited our postaudit to those
data that were involved in negotiation of the contract up to the point
of award as opposed to after award. The GAO believes that we ought
to postaudit in fixed price contracts. We currently-

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is a matter of difference of opinion as
to what you ought to postaudit and what you should not. The GAO
did persuade you to proceed with the postaudit, which you have now
accepted, as I understand it; is that right?

Mr. IGNATIUS. I would like Mr. Malloy to comment. It is my under-
standing, Mr. Proxmire, and I believe this is correct, that we have
this as an issue before us now in the Office of the Secretary of Defense
involving the Comptroller, Dr. Anthony, and myself.

We have an issue before us, which the ASPR committee has ad-
dressed, namely, should we do the kind of postaudit that the GAO
believes should be done. That is an issue before us which has not
as yet been resolved. It refers to the postaudit of fixed price contracts
only. I am not aware of any differences between us and the GAO in re-
spect to the cost reimbursement type of contract.

Now, Mr. Malloy may want to amplify that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Go right ahead.
Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, I believe your question may have been

also addressed to the question of the whole concept of a postaudit
operation by our own auditors. It is true that there was a GAO report
to that point that we received during the past year.

Prior to that time our auditors were doing some postaward auditing,
but as I understand it they were not doing it on any systematic large-
scale basis. The Defense Contract Audit Agency, as you know, is a
relatively new agency, and the demands for the time of the auditors
with a stepped up program was such that they were just not doing
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this type of audit as much as the General Accounting Office thought
they should.

Chairman PROXMIxRE. Weren't enough people available to do it?
Mr. MALLOY. Well, I think that they were using their staff for the

more current procurement matters rather than for the postaudit
review.

Chairman PRoxmn. Wouldn't it have made sense to expand the
staff? Isn't the return immense to the taxpayer? The postauditor,
wouldn't he bring in far, far more in relationship to the cost?

Mr. MALLOY. I just don't know how to answer that, Mr. Chairman.
There is some potential. What the trade-off is I really don't know.
But to get to your point of

Chairman P Wouldn't it be rather easy to determine this,
based on the auditors that you have?

RETrRNS FROM POSTAUDITS

Mr. IGNATns. The audit agency believes there would be a good
return.

Chairman PROXMIRE. An immense return. The Internal Revenue
Service finds in auditing tax returns, that an auditor brings back
$10 for every dollar he costs. Here I estimate it would be many, many
times that.

Mr. IGNATrus. You are correct that in the sense that the Director
of the Defense Contract Audit Agency does believe that that would
be the case. He has so stated.

Mr. MALLOY. But it is true, Mr. Chairman, that-
Chairman PROXMIRE. But it wasn't done as you say until recently,

is that right, Mr. Malloy?

POSTAUIDIT PROGRAM INSTITUTED DURING PAST YEAR

Mr. MALLOY. This was a recommendation that we received from
the Comptroller General, and the Comptroller of the Department of
Defense, Secretary Anthony, considered the General Accounting
Office recommendations, felt that it had merit, and instituted the
program during the past year.

Chairman PROXMIRE. During the past year. Now even on this new
program there was testimony that the Defense Department's new pro-
gram still contains a large loophole, and that is the access to the con-
tractor's records. That issue apparently hasn't been resolved. The
GAO has access to the contractor's records on the basis of the law, but
the question of whether or not the Defense Department as I under-
stand it, has access of that kind has not been resolved.

Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, that particular issue relates to the
matter that Secretary Ignatius was talking about earlier. It only re-
lates to the fixed-price area, and it only relates to access to records of
the cost of performance of the contract.

We have full access to records on all types of contracts except fixed-
price contracts, and we have full access to records even on a post-
award basis to all of the data submitted by contractors and used in the
negotiation of the contract.
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There is a narrow area applying to firm fixed-price contracts in
which the General Accounting Office has from the Congress authority
to audit the actual costs that were incurred under that fixed-price con-
tract, and we have never done that in the Department of Defense.

Chairman PROxMnuE. How much money is involved per year? How
much money would be involved last year in contracts that have this
exemption from access to the contractor's records? How many billions
of dollars ?

Mr. MALLOY. I don't have that. I will try to develop that figure for
the record, Mr. Chairman. We know of course the total number of
firm fixed-price contracts. We would have to make an estimate of the
number of the total that the law applied to. I think we could, and I
will certainly try.

(The information referred to follows:)
We do not have the precise number and dollar amount of noncompetitive firm

fixed price contracts of $100,000 or more executed in fiscal year 1966 in which the
Department of Defense would have had access to contractors' records under
Public Law 87-653--if that had been our policy during that fiscal year. However,
from other procurement statistical data we estimate that there were approxi-
mately 4,500 such contracts with an estimated value of $4 billion.

Chairman PROXMRE. You say that the Comptroller General has a
law. Do you feel that you wou d have to have a law? Couldn't you
simply put it in your contract. You have a postaudit?

Mr. MALLOY. We certainly could provide for this contractually,
though I should point out that another committee of the Congress last
year indicated in one of its reports that at least in the judgment of that
committee, the provision of this type of an audit should not be done
by contract, and maybe ought to be a matter for the Congress to
consider.

But it certainly as a technical matter could be done by contract, and
if the results of our current discussions indicate that we are going to
proceed on this basis, we will do it by a contract provision.

Chairman PROXMUIE. Certainly we ought to have a proposition in
the Defense Department that either you go ahead on the basis of mak-
ing a contract that you can postaudit, or you can request Congress for
a law authorizing you to do so, because meanwhile we are losing bil-
lions of dollars. Are we not? These postaudits pick up in general, they
are inclined to pick up a substantial amount of difference.

Mr. MALLoY. We might, Mr. Chairman, but I think as Secretary
Ignatius said earlier, that we are concerned as we analyze this mat-
ter-and we have not made our decision yet-but we are concerned
that we preserve the integrity of firm fixed-price contracting, because
we think that this has great advantages to the Government.

What we would like to do is to have the best of both worlds, and
we are considering various alternatives that might give us the optimum
approach to the matter.

BUSINESSLRZ COST ESTIMATING SYSTEMS

Chairman PROXmius. There was testimony yesterday that the De-
fense Department had been dallying for 10 years despite recommenda-
tions from its own auditors and from the GAO on the question of
whether to require contractors to adopt what was called business-
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like cost estimating systems. The reports of your auditors on this
subject have been strangled by redtape over the years. How much longer
will it take before this issue is resolved?

Mr. MAIoY. Mr. Chairman, the question of cost estimating, formal
cost estimating systems was addressed by the Comptroller General in a
report to us during the past year. I might say that we have been con-
cerned with estimating systems for years. Essentially we are concerned
with the proper estimate, and to the extent that a formalized esti-
mating system can contribute to a good estimate, we think that this is
advantageous, and we have always been of that mind.

The Comptroller General has suggested during the past year that
we ought to require more formalized estimating systems on the part
of contractors.

DOD AND GAO IN GENERAL AGREEMENT

As a matter of fact, we agree with the Comptroller General in this
regard, and we are now putting more emphasis on this, and our
auditors, who have the primary responsibility of reviewing con-
tractor estimating systems, have adopted a comprehensive system of
surveying contractor estimating systems.

We are supporting this effort with our own people, and this is an
extension of a program that we have had, but the new dimension that
has been added by the Comptroller General is a renewed emphasis on
the formalities of estimating systems, and to the extent that we don't
get too formal, we will make some good progress here.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Then as I understand it, the new system that
you have doesn't meet all the GAO recommendations. In what respects
does it fall short?

Mr. MALLOY. I believe that our new system does meet the GAO
recommendations. I am not aware that we are at cross purposes with
them on this point.

Chairman PRoxMiRE. As far as you know it meets all the GAO recom-
mendations, or most?

Mr. MALLOY. Yes, the recommendations that we have made-as a
matter of fact, the General Accounting Office, I believe, in their report
on estimating systems pointed out one of 'the things that we did in
issuing directions to all of our contracting officers, to. tell them to get
solidly behind this program that our auditors were launching. So I
believe that the General Accounting Office and ourselves are not at
odds on this point.

SECRETARY MNINA31ARA ON "TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS

Chairman PROXMTRE. Mr. Ignatius, 3 years ago Mr. McNamara
issued a memorandum signed by him personally as I understand it
which said in effect the findings by GAO did not relieve the Defense
Department of the responsibility of making such findings on its own
issues. In other words, Mr. McNamara made it plain it was the Depart-
ment's responsibility, not GAO's, to enforce the Truth in Negotiations
Act.

He also laid down some ground rules for .his auditors and other
departmental personnel spelling out their jurisdictions and directing
them to cooperate with one another. Why is it that 3 years after Mr.
McNamara supposedly settled these issues, the issues are still alive?
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M8r. IGNATIUJS. I don't know that I can add to what Mr. Malloy has
said or what I said earlier with respect to that particular action. We
have gone into it in some detail with you. We are working cooperatively
with the GAO on it.

There remains some differences which I am hopeful we will be able
to resolve in the near future. I certainly agree and subscribe to what
the Secretary has said.

We are responsible for the conduct of our assignments here. He
has strengthened our own audit functions in many ways, through the
establishment of the Defense Contract Audit Agency and other meas-
ures, working with the official to whom he looks for audit, the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Comptroller.

LACK OF COMPETITION IN PROCUREMENT REQUIRES POSTAUDIT

Chairman PROXMIRE. What concerns me overall is that, No. 1, we
have a very limited amount of advertised competitive bidding. We
have, we are still having a limited amount by your definition, less than
half of our procurement of any kind of competitive bidding by any
stretch of the imagination.

The Congress passed a law, the Truth in Negotiations Act, which in
my judgment lacks full compliance or anything like full compliance.
The only remaining safeguard is a postaudit, and it seems on the basis
of the response we got this morning that there is a very substantial
area for improvement here.

So as we look at the overall procurement process, it seems that there
is a vast area in which there may very well be a substantial loss to the
taxpayer, and a substantial additional expense, and this concerns me
a great deal.

DECISION PENDING ON POSTAUDIT OF FIXED-PRICE CONTRACTS

Mr. IGNATIUS. Mr. Chairman, we have it before us, immediately
before us, the question of postaudit of fixed-price contracts. We have
not as yet reached a decision on it, but we will in the near future.

STAFF LIMITATIONS NOT A QUALITY FACTOR

Chairman PROXMiRE. Do you have any limitations on staff in these
areas?

Mr. IGNATIUS. I would say that the answer is yes and no. I suppose
that any person in Government or in business or any organized en-
deavor has some limitations on staff, and I think desirably so.

On the other hand, I don't believe that there is a limitation where
we can demonstrate that we can improve the quality of our perform-
ance, if we have additional staff.

VALUE ENGINEERING

An example of that would be in the value engineering area, where
we are achieving significant savings. The Secretary authorized an
additional 265 people in the value engineering area on the basis of a
study that demonstrated that these people could save substantially
more than the cost of adding them to our rolls, by virtue of the efforts
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that they made. That is a specific instance of how we have added staff,
and you might say spent a little bit of money with the prospect of
saving a lot.

Chairman PROXMRE. Well, yes. The amount is so fantastic and so
far beyond the imagination of any of us, who can say how much $37
billion is, it isn't really comprehened. It is obviously immense.

Obviously under these circumstances, if we can follow policies that
comply with what seems to be a reasonable law, the Truth in Negotia-
tions Act, for example, postauditing and so forth, the saving potential
is very, very great.

Mr. Ignatius, I want to thank you very much. You have been most
patient. I realize it is not easy to submit to this kind of questioning,
and I appreciate your sincerity and your ability in responding, and I
want to thank the distinguished gentlemen who are with you, too.

TESTIMONY OF ADMIRAL LYLE

Now we would like to turn to the admiral for his presentation. I
want to apologize to you, Admiral Lyle, for having kept you waiting.
You are an expert in the areas that we haven't covered very much.

As you know, this subcommittee has a fond, perhaps a paternal
interest in DSA, and we are looking forward to hearing your state-
ment. I have had an opportunity to review it. You may proceed.

The hour is late. I apologize for that. I don't know what we can
do about it, but if you would abbreviate it I would appreciate it. May
I say, Mr. Ignatius, if you would like to leave, you can do so. You
have been most patient, as I said. You have been here more than two
hours.

Mr. IGNATIUS. I appreciate that. I would like to stay just to hear
the proceedings. They are of interest to me.

Admiral LYLE. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to re-
port to you on the performance of the Defense Supply Agency, and
to describe the progress that we have made in our major programs for
improving integrated management of supplies and logistics services.

In my testimony to the committee last year, I stated that we had
experienced an extremely large increase in demands for supply and
logistics services support of the military forces deployed in South-
east Asia and related troop augmentations in the United States. I
went on to state that we had been and were giving primary manage-
ment attention and first priority in the application of resources to
satisfying these requirements. The volume of the services' demands
has continued to increase in the current fiscal year and we have con-
tinued to apply priority management attention and allocate available
resources accordingly.

As an indication of the direct impact of Vietnam operations on our
supply operations, a special review of our total shipments from Jan-
uary through June of 1966 revealed that more than 60 percent were
destined for the Pacific area with the lion's share of these shipments
earmarked for direct support of the forces in Vietnam. The growth
in supply workload experienced over the past 2 years, almost all of
which is attributable directly or indirectly to the military operations
in Southeast Asia, is illustrated by the following comparative figures:
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The dollar value of issues of stock fund materiel rose from $1.9
billion in fiscal year 1965 to $2.9 billion in fiscal year 1966. On the
basis of experience through the first 9 months of this fiscal year, we
expect this figure to exceed $4.0 billion by June 30, and to increase to
almost $4.4 billion during fiscal year 1968.

The value of Stock Fund contracts placed to replenish issues and to
build up inventory and on-order levels, which totaled $1.8 billion in
fiscal year 1965, rose to $4.2 billion in fiscal year 1966. Fiscal year 1967
stock fund obligations, including some mobilization reserve augmenta-
tion, will aggregate approximately $4.5 billion. The stock fund pro-
gram for fiscal year 1968 contemplates total obligations of $4.15 billion.
The total DSA procurement programs for fiscal years 1967 and 1968,
including purchases of bulk petroleum and purchases under the co-
ordinated procurement program, will approximate $6.2 billion and
$5.8 billion, respectively.

Requisitions received and processed by our supply centers rose from
15.4 million in fiscal year 1965 to 19.4 million in fiscal year 1966. The
requisition volume had climbed to 15.3 million by the end of March
1967 and is expected to reach 20 million by the end of this fiscal year.
The estimated volume for fiscal year 1968 is 20.7 million.

Total tonnage received and shipped through the eight DSA-
operated depots rose from 1.7 million tons in fiscal year 1965 to 3.0
million tons last year. With total tonnage handled at 3.1 million tons
through March, we expect the fiscal year 1967 volume to reach 4.0
million tons and 4.4 million tons in fiscal year 1968.

SUPPLY SUPPORT PERFORMANCE

In spite of this increased workload the agency has responded well
to the emergency demands placed upon it. I am happy to report a
marked improvement in our supply posture in comparison with that
of a year ago. I indicated at that time tha~t with an increase in de-
mand of the magnitude we were then experiencing, on a supply system
encompassing more than a million and a quarter items, we could ex-
pect support problems and some shortages from time to time. We did
experience such problems.

Principal among these problems was the trouble we had, almost
from the start of the major build-up in forces in Vietnam, in keeping
pace with demands for certain clothing and textile items. The highly
publicized "jungle" boots and tropical combat uniforms were trouble-
some because they were newly developed and the limited stocks we had
on hand had been originally intended to support small numbers of
selected Army troops. Although items in the "clothing bags" issued
to recruits were not new and we had ample stocks on hand to meet
programed troop input, the initial demand surges stemming from the
build-up in forces quickly depleted our on-hand stocks of some items
and we had to rely heavily on receipts from production. As a result,
issue of the tropical combat boots and uniforms were restricted to
troops actually in or directly supporting combat operations, and the
Services had to reduce the numbers of certain items issued to recruits.
The situation has improved to the point where today the current
production of 'jungle" boots and tropical combat uniforms exceeds
the Vietnam re quirements, and some months ago the military services
were able to ret 2rn to the issue of full "clothing bags" to their recruits.
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We have encountered similar though generally less acute problems
in other areas. However, except for construction supplies, supply per-
formance in other commodity areas has also returned to satisfactory
,levels. In the case of construction supplies, we had difficulty, initially,
with fortification and construction materiel, because of large orders
and lengthy production leadtimes. This situation has improved, and
our principal concern now is with repair parts for construction equip-
ment. In the Vietnam environment, construction and other engineer-
ing equipment parts wear out at an abnormally high rate. Increased
production and expedited delivery to Vietnam are satisfying the cur-
rent requirements of the deployed forces for these items. In the case
of industrial, electronic, and general supplies, current supply per-
formance is at or near pre-Vietnam levels, while performance in the
medical and subsistence cate ories actually exceeds those levels.

The overall "effectiveness" of our supply system is measured by
the rate of stock availability. This rate is expressed in terms of per-
centages of the requisitions for stocked items we are able to fill im-
mediately from stocks on hand. With the first impact of the Viet-
nam build-up this stock availability percentage fell several points
from the highly satisfactory 91 percent we averaged during fiscal
year 1965 to 87 percent during fiscal year 1966 to a low point of 83
.percent last October. As a result of special efforts to obtain materiel
from commercial suppliers, cooperation of the military services in
easing nonessential specification requirements and accepting substitute
items or basic materials, and the efforts of industry to met or antici-
pate specified delivery dates, the trend of our stock availability has
turned upward and it currently is ranging from 88 to 90 percent.

Before I depart from the subject of our support of the Southeast
Asia operations, I want particularly to comment on two aspects of our
procurement program-competitive procurement and procurement
from small business.

I am happy to report that in spite of the pressure of high priority
requests for support of the combat forces in Vietnam, we have main-
tained a high rate of competition in the procurements made by our
supply centers. As of the end of March, 1967, 92.5 percent of the $4.8
billion worth of the procurements made during the current fiscal
year have been competitive. With regard to this percentage, I might
add that we do not have a potential for significant increase because
of the continuing high volume procurement of brand name merchan-
dise for commissary resale and off-shore purchases of bulk petroleum,
neither of which qualifies as competitive procurement.

In the area of use of small business firms in our procurements, we
have been able to achieve a participation rate of 45 percent of our
procurements this fiscal year. This is the highest percentage achieved
in a comparable period since the Agency became operational in 1962.
We are especially pleased with this accomplishment because during
this fiscal year we have had substantial increases in demands for such
items as standard electron tubes, prefabricated buildings, heavy con-
struction equipment, and certain repair parts and components, all of
which have little small business potential. We also have had increased
requirements for aviation fuels, especially for tanker loadings. which
have outstripped the capacity of small business concerns. Another fac-
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tor impinging on our small business performance has been the num-
ber of Defense contractors which once were small businesses and which
now qualify as large businesses and therefore adversely affect our
small business percentage.

CONTRACT ADMINISTRArION SERVICES

Fiscal year 1967 will be the first year of full operations for our
Contract Administration Services organization. I mentioned in my
statement last year that the Contract Administration Services assign-
ment had felt the impact of expanded requirements from the Southeast
Asia build-up. These figures will give an indication of the extent of
this impact:

The dollar value of materiel inspected and released for shipment
by our Contract Administration Services Regions totaled $11.7 bil-
lion in fiscal year 1966. We expect this figure to rise to $18.2 billion
in the current fiscal year and to hold at or above that level in fiscal
year 1968. Funds obligated on prime contracts administered by De-
fense Contract Administration Services Regions reached $48.6 bil-
lion at the end of March, 1967, as compared to $40.5 billion at the end
of fiscal year 1966.

Since assignment of the Contract Administration Services respon-
sibility we have successfully overcome the usual problems of consolida-
tion within a new organization while taking no a progressively in-
creasing workload in support of the expanded procurement programs
of the purchasing activities.

We have designed and installed uniform procedures to capitalize
on the best features of the separate systems used by the military de-
partments in the payment of contractors, with a view to achieving
an optimum combination of effective control and timely payments.
Because of activation problems, including training of personnel and
reorientation of contractor personnel in the new procedures, the proc-
essing time of invoices for payment initially averaged 16 days. Cur-
rently, the average processing time for payment of invoices to con-
tractors has been reduced to 10 days.

We are developing and employing uniform quality assurance
methods to replace the widely varying practices previously applied
by the military services. Where we find that the quality control system
employed by the contractor results in a continuing high quality prod-
uct, we can reduce the number of inspections and tests during and
upon completion of the manufacturing process. Also, when we find
that contractor quality control systems consistently satisfy our stand-
ards, we can reduce the frequency of periodic system evaluations.

We have consolidated at the Defense Industrial Security Office in
Columbus, Ohio, the security clearance function for contractor per-
sonnel employed on classified contracts. Security administration of
contracts involving classified material is accomplished through our
11 Contract Administration Services regions and-unlike other ele-
ments of the contract administration assignment-extends not only
to contracts assigned to DSA for administration but also to contractor
facilities retained for administration by the military services and
classified contracts awarded by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and seven other Federal agencies. In addition, our
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Contract Administration Services organization is responsible for the
safeguard of foreign classified information released to U.S. contrac-
tors under security agreements entered into between the United States
and the foreign government involved. Since consolidation of the se-
curity clearance of contractor facilities function in our Contract Ad-
ministration Services organization, we have acted to identify and
terminate clearance for facilities which have not been engaged in
classified production for 18 or more months. As a result, we have
reduced the number of cleared facilities from over 22,000 to ap-
proximately 15,000. This has improved efficiency of the industrial
security program and permitted us to limit expenditure of industrial
security resources to those facilities actually engaged in classified
work.

We have undertaken a series of steps to mechanize certain contract
administration services. Because of the size and complexity of this
undertaking we are approaching it in increments. We began with the
systems used in mechanized contract administration by the Air Force.
However, we recognized that changes in these systems would be re-
quired to accommodate the needs of a consolidated contract admin-
istration services function.

The first phase in development of an improved system was begun
in April 1966 and full implementation is scheduled for July 1967.

The second phase was begun in July 1966 and we are currently en-
gaged in equipment selection. Full implementation of the system will
not occur before March 1968.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to state to this committee that Defense
Contract Administration Services functions are being performed
effectively and efficiently, and with savings in costs over the methods
used prior to their consolidation. As a result of improved manage-
ment of contracts in the field through uniform policies and procedures,
the initial contract administration mission assignment has been broad-
ened in scope through plant cognizance reassignments and functional
transfers. Some of the major plant cognizance reassignments to DSA
include General Dynamics' Convair Division, San Diego; Martin-
Marietta Corp., Orlando; and Sperry-Utah Co., Salt Lake City.

Other functional transfers include surveillance of safety matters
concerning hazardous and dangerous materials and processes for-
merly performed by all military departments; and contract admin-
istration functions related to military construction supply contracts
for supplies and equipment produced in contractors' plants formerly
performed under Army cognizance.

ITEM MANAGEMENT CODING

Last year I mentioned that we were participating with the military
departments, under the direction of the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense, in a joint review of the application of uniform item manage-
ment coding criteria to all of the items in the Federal supply classes
which have been designated for integrated management. On the basis
of application of these criteria, an estimated 457,000 items currently
managed by the military departments will be transferred to DSA for
integrated management by the end of fiscal year 1968. As of 31 March
1967, a total of 147,600 items had been transferred to DSA.
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DSA/GSA IRM TRANSFERS AND CIVIL AGENCY SUPPORT

Under terms of the Department of Defense/General Services Ad-
ministration agreement of December, 1964, DSA and GSA have been
moving forward in the transfer of supply items in the 52 Federal
supply classes which will be managed by GSA for the entire Federal
Government. According to present plans, on 1 July 1967 we will com-
plete transfer to GSA of a wide range of items in these classes. This
will involve approximately 17,000 items managed on a centralized and
decentralized basis. Stocks of these items and any other items trans-
ferred in the future, will be inventoried prior to transfer to assure
accuracy of records. Other classes and/or individual items will be
examined under the terms of the criteria contained in the agreement
to identify those which are more economically manageable under cen-
tral Federal-wide GSA control, without impairing support of essen-
tial military programs.

Another feature of the DoD/GSA agreement was the provision
that DSA consider support of all Government agencies with elec-
tronics, medical, fuel, clothing and textiles, and subsistence supplies
whenever definite economic benefits will accrue to the Government
and no adverse effect on support of the military services will result.

We have completed evaluation of support to Federal agencies for
these five commodity areas. As a result, DSA support of civil agencies
in the areas of fuel and electronics has been found advantageous and
feasible, and has been approved by the Secretary of Defense and the
Administrator of General Services. Fuel support is primarily a pro-
curement function and involves no adverse effect on our military serv-
ice support. It is planned that it will be phased in over a 10-month
period beginning 6 months from completion of coordination with the
civil agencies which GSA expects to accomplish by June of this year.
Tentative scheduling for electronics support provides for phase-in
over a 12-month period beginning July 1, 1968, to assure civil agency
support without adverse impact on our present heavy workload in
the electronics area.

In the clothing and textile commodity, where there is substantially
less commonality, savings are less significant and workload impact
greater. In view of our already heavy operational commitments in
support of Defense, it is planned to limit extension of DSA support
of civil agencies to specific cases clearly justified by cost savings and
assurance of no impairment of DSA military support. From time to
time, in coordination with GSA, we will review the feasibility of
DSA support of all civil agencies for clothing and textiles.

The medical and nonperishable subsistence areas involve a relatively
heavy additional workload for us. Moreover, study of these areas does
not evidence significant economies under a Government-wide support
arrangement. This is due largely to the present lack of substantial
commonality in civil agency and DoD items of supply. For these
reasons, we have recommended that complete support for all Govern-
ment agencies not be undertaken at this time. However, in view of the
fact that an increase in commonality could, in turn, provide the
potential for Government-wide savings, we plan to accomplish a tech-
nical review of DoD/civil agency medical and nonperishable sub-
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sistence items for the purpose of identifying those areas in which there
exists the potential for increased commonality. Following this review,
GSA and DSA can again assess the feasibility of DSA assuming
overall support responsibility in these areas. In the interim, we plan
to continue providing support to civil agencies on a case-by-case basis
in those instances where there are definite economic advantages to the
Government and where no adverse impact on our military support
capability will result.

Meanwhile, through individual interagency agreements, we are pro-
viding substantial supply support to Federal agencies of the Govern-
ment. We are supporting the Coast Guard and NASA with a full
range of DSA managed materiel; the Veterans Administration and
Public Health Service with selected medical items; the Federal Avia-
tion Agency with a broad range of electronics materiel and with com-
bat type packaged subsistence items; the Maritime Administration
with selected items, including fuel and substantial numbers of elec-
tronics and clothing and textile items; the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity with clothing and textile and subsistence items; the General
Services Administration Transportation and Communications Serv-
ice with electronics supplies; and, in conjunction with the Army, the
Agency for International Development with selected medical items
for AID programs in Southeast Asia. An agreement has recently been
reached with the Post Office Department to provide selected electronics,
general and industrial item support. In addition to these arrangements
we currently have under study perishable subsistence support of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs school program.

As I stated last year, there are certain benefits from our furnishing
Veterans Administration and Public Health Service hospitals with
support in perishable subsistence items, with the scope of this support
based on local agreements between individual hospitals and our sub-
sistence regions. Since April, 1966 such agreements have been made
with 45 hospitals and through mid-April, 1967, we have supplied per-
ishable subsistence worth $1,139,000 to the hospitals. During the course
of developing cross-servicing perishable subsistence arrangements with
the Veterans Administration and the Public Health Service, it was
agreed that a joint DOD-VA review of item specifications used in hos-
pital feeding programs should be undertaken. This review has been
completed and the results are being evaluated by the affected agencies
with the goal of optimum standardization of perishable subsistence
used under military and civil hospital feeding programs.

CATALOGING

Our efforts to reduce the number of items used in the supply system
of the Department of Defense have continued. But in spite of the
progress which we have made in several concerted efforts in this direc-
tion, the overall number of items listed in the Department of Defense
portion of the Federal catalog has increased in the past year.

During fiscal year 1966, we reviewed over 283,000 items. As a result
of identification of duplicate or similar items already in the catalog
and of actions to standardize such items, we obtained military service
concurrence in the elimination of more than 116,000 items. We have
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set our sights on eliminating 91,500 items during fiscal year 1967, and
by the end of March, 1907 we already had service concurrence in the
elimination of nearly 67,000.

We still are convinced that the best way to control the growth of
the number of items in the Federal cataloog is by preventing items from
entering the system initially. One method which we use to do this is a
mechanized screening of manufacturers' part numbers or Federal stock
numbers proposed for cataloging incident to provisioning a new equip-
ment. During fiscal year 1966 our Defense Logistics Services Center
in Battle Creek, Mich., screened nearly 4 million part numbers against
master catalog record files. Almost 36 percent of these were found to
match items already assigned stock numbers in the DoD portion of the
Federal catalog.

Another method and one which holds the greatest promise in terms
of effectiveness and efficiency is the Department of Defense item entry
control program. We have found that approximately 75 percent of new
item growth occurs in only 67 Federal supply classes. We have, there-
fore, concentrated on a critical technical review of items in these 67
classes to prevent entry of new items when fully acceptable items are
already in the system. By the end of this fiscal year we will have 13
Defense technical review activities established at DSA and military
department inventory control points to review all proposed items in
the 67 high growth classes. The results of total item entry control ef-
fort thus far have been most encouraging. As of the end of the first
half of this fiscal year, 282,000 proposed new items have been sub-
jected to the scrutiny of item entry control. Forty-two percent of those
items were rejected including 33.8 percent outright duplicates and 8.2
percent returned to the originator for correction of various adminis-
trative errors in the item identification or other cataloging data.

Despite these concentrated efforts, however, the number of items in
the catalog increased during calendar year 1966 by a net 128,377. This
is a reversal of the trend of calendar year 1965 and is attributable in
part to the introduction of parts for support of new major end items
of equipment, and to fewer deletions due to retention of older equip-
ments.

UTILIZATION OF AssETs

Efforts to increase utilization of long supply and excess stocks within
the Department of Defense continue to show progress and I will touch
briefly on the results.

Inter- and intra-service utilization of military service releasable as-
sets totaled $403 million in fiscal year 1966 and $174 million through
the first half of fiscal year 1967. DoD utilization of excess stocks
in fiscal year 1966 amounted to $1.46 billion and $609 million through
the first half of fiscal year 1967. Total DoD utilization of both releasa-
ble assets and excesses reached $783 million by the end of the first half
of fiscal year 1967.

We are making some progress in using the facilities of the Defense
Logistics Services Center at Battle Creek to centrally screen Federal
agency requirements aginst Department of Defense inventories of re-
leasable assets. On September 28, we signed an agreement with the
Federal Aviation Agency which will provide for screening both FAA
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requirements against DoD inventories and FAA releasable assets
against DoD requirements. Agreement also has been reached with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration for an operational
test and evaluation of NASA's full participation in the Defense Logis-
tics Services Center's central mechanized screening of NASA require-
ments against DoD assets. Needless to say these two agreements have
not been in force long enough for their full benefits to be felt, but we
are hopeful that economies will be forthcoming which will prove the
advantages of the screening process for these two agencies.

In recognition of the potential savings inherent in a central mecha-
nized screening of the Government's releasable assets against require-
ments prior to initiation of new procurement, we have embodied in
the planning of a new Defense integrated data system, to be installed
at the Defense Logistics Services Center during the fiscal year 1970-71
time frame, the capability to perform such screening for agencies
outside DoD more effectively and efficiently. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the real success of centralized mechanized screening depends
on more than computer capacity at the Defense Logistics Services
Center. It requires civil agency completion of catalogs, mechanization
of their supply procedures, and most important of all, the capability
to interface with the Defense Logistics Services Center's mechanized
system either through the General Services Administration or central
control points in the civil agency segment of the Government. Any-
thing short of this will produce second-rate results and the full poten-
tial of centralized screening will not be attained.

DSA is administrator of the Department of Defense program to
reutilize automatic data processing equipment within the Department
and for coordination with the General Services Administration for
the exchange of excess automatic data processing equipment between
DoD and the other Federal agencies. This program too has shown
encouraging improvement during the past year. From July 1, 1964
through March 31, 1967, automatic data processing equipment, both
leased and owned, valued at $204 million had been reutilized through
this Department of Defense program, including transfers coordinated
with the General Services Administration.

Improved management of Government-owned industrial plant
equipment is being approached from three directions:

One, applicable provisions of the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation have been given additional emphasis to assure that pro-
curing contracting officers critically examine the contractors' need
for industrial plant equipment and provide such equipment only when
it is in the best interests of the Government to do so. This requirement
is in keeping with the Government's policy that the contractor pro-
vide all equipment, except when there is no alternate means of obtain-
ing contract performance and the use of Government-owned indus-
trial plant equipment is less costly.

Two, requests for procurement of industrial plant equipment are
screened by the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center to deter-
mine whether equipment, available for use, can be obtained from
industrial nonmilitary sources or from the Defense Industrial Plant
Equipment Center's inventory of idle equipment. Only when equip-
ment is found unavailable are certificates issued permitting
procurement.
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Three, to assure proper utilization of industrial plant equipment
by contractors, industrial specialists of our Contract Administration
Services organization visit facilities of Defense contractors to assess
the use of Government-owned industrial plant equipment loaned to
the contractor; to evaluate the development of current and projected
use controls by which the contractors can plan more effective use of
Government equipment; and to identify items of Government-owned
equipment no longer required for Government contract performance
so that such equipment can be reported to the Defense Industrial
Plant Equipment Center as idle and available for other use.

We are also conducting a one-time equipment inventory reconcilia-
tion program. The program will provide adequate and compatible
central inventory records of the industrial plant equipment located
at contractor facilities under Defense Contract Administration Serv-
ices' cognizance. This 2-year program envisions a reconciliation of ap-
proximately 83,444 industrial plant equipment items in the hands of
1,081 contractors. At the conclusion of the first 3 months of 1967, 18,000
industrial plant equipment items reported to be or found to be in the
possession of 248 contractors had been reconciled and records corrected.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I shall be
happy to respond to your questions.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Admiral, are you familiar with the letter
which was written to the Secretary of Defense on May 3, by Director
Newman of the General Accounting Office?

Admiral LYLE. Not by those terms.

GAO REPORT INVENTORY CONTROL

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wish to ask you some questions from that
particular letter and from the report which he sent, a draft report he
sent on May 3, because it does raise some questions as to your responsi-
bility. The question in the first place:

The reliability and usefulness of the Inventory record control depot levels of
inventories-

that is wholesale inventories-
within the Department of Defense. We found that substantial differences existed
between stock record balances and the actual quantities of Items in inventories
throughout the depot supply system. Depot supply activities in the Department
of Defense adjusted inventory records up or down an average of $2.4 billion an-
nually in fiscal year 1965 and 1966, In order to bring the stock record balance
within physical quantities.

He goes on to say:
These imbalances result from inadequate control over documentation affecting

the inventory record as well as the overall physical assets. This necessarily has
an adverse effect on the total supply mission. These inventory records must be
accurate and current and relied upon to use requisitions to be satisfied, and
whether procurement actions are necessary.

What is your answer to this?
Admiral LYLE. Mr. Chairman, I have seen the draft of that report.

I have not had time to review it in detail. I would say that I generally
agree as far as DSA is concerned, with its findings and recommenda-
tions. They fairly closely parallel our own resulting from a study
which we undertook starting last December.
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I would say that the extent of the problem, as far as DSA-is con-
cerned, is not as great in actual, practical effect as the dollar value of
the arithmetic total of the inventory adjustments cited in the report
indicate, and by that I mean this:

We have in the past pursued a practice that when a depot receiving
a shipment order from.an inventory control point was unable to locate
the material, either because the storage location records were inac-
curate or because there was a new and recent receipt that had not been'
placed in its proper location in the storehouse, denied the order, say-
ing, "I don't have the material", our inventory control points enter an
inventory adjustment to reduce the stock record balance to zero. This
would result in our records showing a loss by inventory of that amount,
of whatever the stated balance was. We would then institute, under
our regular practice, a special inventory to find the material which
we were sure was there, and when we found it, we would pick it up in
our records as an inventory gain. So you would have in effect, a loss.
and a gain and arithmetically you would have double

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, but do you think if that is the only
problem this, in general, would be only inclined to wash out because
you would make, as you say, a reduction and later on a restoration?

Admiral LYLE. That is true algebraically but arithmetically it re-
sults in a very large total of adjustments.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I can see the difference, but the difference he
raises here of $2.4 billion which is how large your inventories are-is it
$40 billion?

Admiral LYLE. He is speaking of adjustments in one direction or the
other; this is the point I am getting at.

Mr. IGNATIUS. May I comment on that. On page 38 of the GAO's
report, which I did look at, they showed that in the net. The Comp-
troller General reported a gross adjustment of 2.4, but on page 38 of
the draft report the net adjustment is given, and the net adjustment
over the 2-year period is $66 million, or less than 1 percent of the in-
ventory value that he is talking about. So that the net does tend to
cancel out as I read this.

Chairman PROXMIRE. From the point of view of the record it is
inadequate.

"We believe that the organizational structure of the supply system
contributes substantially to the difficulties in control of inventories."

In other words, he feels that there is a weakness and a deficiency here
that should be corrected.

Admiral LYLE. There is no question about that. I just wanted to let
you know that our situation in DSA is not as bad as the gross figure
indicates.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I see.
Admiral LYLE. Now, I am not at all satisfied with our situation, as

I previously indicated, and we now have going into effect for fiscal
1968, this next fiscal year, a new approach to our formal inventory
system.

INVENTORY DISCREPANCIES

Chairman PROXMiRE. Let me just interrupt one more time, to say
that there is such a discrepancy between the services. For instance, the
Navy had a percent of gross physical adjustment of 13 percent. The
Air Force had 35 percent and the Army about 60 percent.
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Now, recognizing that there are substantial differences of course in
the kind of inventory they have, it seems to suggest that may well be
a serious problem as far as the Army is concerned.

Admiral LYLE. I cannot speak for the Army, sir. I am only speak-
ing for DSA in my remarks.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Perhaps that is Mr. Ignatius's responsibility.

DSA INITIATING CORRECTIVE PROGRAM

Admiral LYLE. But I want to leave you with the feeling that we do
respect the report. We are not satisfied with the state of our inventories,
and we have a corrective program going into effect soon, which will
focus on the items that have had movement.

We have found that this is where errors occur, that they are a func-
tion of the movement, the rate of demand, the volume of movement
of the item, so we are focusing on the heavy movers in our new inven-
tory process.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Along this line, it seems to me that there is,
and I get this impression, Admiral Lyle, from reading your state-
ment, that the important improvements are planned, that they have
been in stage for a long time. I am concerned, and the staff of this
committee suggested that they feel concerned, but there is a lack of
urgency.

It is puzzling to us to understand why it takes so long to inven-
tory a contractor inventory, for instance, when so much is at stake.
You always seem to look forward to a situation that it is going to im-
prove and are working on it, but we never seem to solve this
problem, you see.

Admiral LYLE. Well, in the case of the contractor inventory, shift-
ing fields entirely as I follow you now, we have an entirely different
situation. You have-as I read the Comptroller General's report in
this area-a separate report from the one we were just discussing-
you have basically three broad areas involved. You have the ques-
tion of-

SCOPE OF PROBLEMS REQUIRE SWWFTER ACTION

Chairman PROXMIiRE. Yes; I did not mean to bring that in as some-
thing that requires a detailed explanation. I just meant to bring that
up as another example of what seemed to be, and I don't want to be
unfair to you, what seemed to be a lack of urgency, a lack of deep
concern, a failure to make these improvements promptly, and a feel-
ing that you always had to look off in the future on these things, rather
than have them accomplished swiftly.

DOAS A NEW ORGANIZATION

Admiral LYLE. I think not, sir. What I was coming to was the
simple point that with reference to the Contract A ministration
Services' part of the contractor inventory problem, they are a new or-
ganization. They only completed their organization and went opera-
tional at the end of calendar 1965. They are only a year old, and these
large-scale improvement programs are not done overnight. As far as
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the DIPEC part of the problem, which is another related part, DIPEC
is only about 2 years older than CAS. These developments are not ac-
complished overnight. It takes a significant amount of time for a
new activity just to get born and grow a bit, and to develop its organi-
zation and staffing, and its basic procedures, and indoctrinate its people
into a common approach to its tasks. We have inherited a diverse
group of people, brought up in different systems, so there is some sig-
nificant amount of effort that goes into the development and training
process.

DSA INHERITED ROLES AND PROBLEMS

Chairman PROXMIRE. You are saying you inherited this from the
other servicesI

Admiral LYLE. Yes. Almost everything DSA does now is a con-
solidation, an amalgamation, an inheritance of roles, functions trans-
ferred from the services and consolidated in us.

Chairman PRox1iRE. Let me ask you this: Mr. Newman said that-
In regard to the broader problems relative to inventory control, we are sug-

gesting the Secretary of Defense establish a group made of representatives from
-the military departments and the Defense Supply Agency whose sole function
would be to study this problem in depth-

and try to come up with some answers. Is this being done?
Admiral LYLE. I don't think it has been done formally, but I

think-I'm sure-that Mr. Ignatius would regard it as a good idea.
Chairman PRoxMnmR. There obviously are areas that do require
Admiral LYLE. You see we just heard about this Friday-about

this particular report, sir, and a ut that particular recommendation.
We have not had time to absorb it, but my reaction is that it is sound
and is worth careful attention.

Chairman PRoxmRE. On page 16 of this report, the Accounting
Office says this:

During fiscal 1965 and 1966 the DoD supply activities, except those of the
Department of the Air Force generally, did not accomplish the regular periodic
inventories described by their own directors. The Army, for example, the overall
data for the period of February 1965 to June 1966 submitted for the 20 Army
depots showed that 55 percent of them took no complete inventories, 45 percent
took no sampling inventories, and 25 percent performed no location record
audits.

This does seem to be a standard, especially since the other service,
the Air Force particularly, was able to do it. Now they have made
some criticism of the way the Air Force did it, but at least they ac-
complished a lot more than the Army did.

Admiral LYLE. I can't speak for the Army, but I am aware that at
that time they were undergoing a reorganization of their depot sys-
tem, and this very well could have had a profound effect.

As far as DSA itself was concerned, we did fairly well in fiscal
1965, and in 1966 we were involved in the Vietnam buildup and this is
where we put our priority and our resources, and frankly as a result,
we did not do very much on inventorying in fiscal 1966.

NEED FOR ADEQUATE INVENTORIES

Chairman PROXmXIRE. The Navy did rather badly, too. It showed
66 percent of the items of Navy supplies of fiscal inventories, 88 per-
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cent in 1966, but this compared with a much higher percent, close to
100 percent in the Air Force, and it would just seem that when you
don't take these inventories, even on a sampling basis that it is hard,
as we indicated before, to meet the supply mission if you don't know
what you have in stock, and that often the supply mission would be
frustrated.

Admiral LYLE. No doubt about it, sir. It is a fundamental part
of your supply operation, and it must be done well.

Chairman PROXmIRE. It was not done well last year but you feel
that it is something that is on its way to correction?

Admiral LYTu. I do, sir.

PAINT AND HAND TOOLS

Chairman PROX3rIE. Are you familiar with the indictment by the
Comptroller General of the handling of paint and hand tools?

Admiral LYLE. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What is your response to that perfectly enor-

mous writeoff and loss of at least a portion of the inventories?
Admiral LYLE. Well, again7 Mr. Chairman
Chairman PROXM=E. Is this typical?
Admiral LYLE. No, I don't think so, and for this reason. We had

recently taken over inventory management of items in these two com-
modity areas from the Service Single Managers. You see, this situa-
tion occurred very early in our life, 1962, somewhere along in there,
possibly 1963.

We turned over to GSA, I think in January 1963, in the case of
paint; and for hand tools maybe a little bit later than that.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Yes. They say "DoD transferred paint in-
ventories of GSA and the Navy during the period of 1963 to 1966,
transferred its hand tool inventories to GSA during the period Janu-
ary 1964 to February 1966."

TRANSFER TO GSA AS RECORDED ON BOOKS

Admiral LYLE. Yes. Basically we did not have time, in the interim
between transfer of these inventories from the services, from the
Service Single Managers, and the transfer to GSA, to assure ourselves
of the accuracy of the records, so we transferred the material to GSA
at the quantities we had recorded on our books.

NO INVENTORY VERIFICATION MADE

There was no special, mutual inventory verification of assets at the
time of the transfer. We have learned from this, and this is why I
said in my statement that in future transfers to GSA we will have a
special inventory, mutually attested, to be sure that they start out with
accurate knowledge of assets.

PAINT WRITEOFFS

Chairman PROxCIRE. The writeoffs are just fantastic here. The
initial paint transfer to GSA was about $8 million worth of stock.
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Subsequently there was a transfer of $6.6 million. The total writeoffs
are over $3 million. As a percentage that is a tremendous writeoff.
It would be something in a private corporation that would result in a
most serious problem, maybe bankruptcy.

HAND TOOL WRITEOFFS

In hand tools there was a transfer of $46.7 million initially, followed
by an additional transfer of $4.1 for a total of $50 million. The writeoff
there of $4.5 million, not as big a percentage, but still very big and more
troublesome.

REASONS FOR WRITEOFFS

Admiral LYLE. You see, as I said, Mr. Chairman, this adjustment
includes the period prior to DSA's establishment, and goes back to
some undetermined time in the past, whenever the last inventory may
have been taken in those areas.

It is also affected, particularly in the case of paint, by unsatisfactory
material, unfit material which had to be written off.

PROOF OF SOUNDNESS OF DSA IDEA

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is right. All this proves that DSA is a
good idea. It shores up the previous situation.

Admiral LYLE. I think that is true, this is our experience, that
where you consolidate the management of common services and mate-
rials in this way, you do maximize your visibility of the situation and
your ability to control it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you, Admiral Lyle. Once again I want
to apologize for having detained you so long before you testified at
all, and I want to thank Mr. Ignatius and the other gentlemen for their
patience and good humor. As I say, it is not easy to come up and face
the kind of questioning which you got this morning, but you handled
it well, I thought.

The committee will resume its hearings tomorrow morning here in
room 4221 at 10 a.m. with Martin Gainsbrugh, chief economist of the
National Industrial Conference Board.

(Whereupon, the committee was adjourned at 12:55 p.m. to recon-
vene Wednesday, May 10, 1967 at 10 a.m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1967

CONGRMSS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuBcomMrITm ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

OF THE JOINT EcoNoMIc CommyrrEE,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee on Economy in Government met, pursuant to re-
cess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 4221, New Senate Office Building, Hon.
Thomas B. Curtis, ranking minority member of the subcommittees
presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Jordan; and Representative
Curtis.

Also present: John R Stark, executive director, and Ray Ward,
economic consultant.

Mr. CGURTIS. Inasmuch as Senator Proxmire is engaged in a number
of other tasks, he has asked me if I would open the meeting here.
The subcommittee will be in order.

We are pleased to have with us today the Honorable Martin R.
Gainsbrugh, senior vice president and chief economist of the National
Industrial Conference Board. I want to personally say how happy I
am to see you here and express my personal appreciation for your
being willing to give us the benefit of your wisdom.

Chairman Proxmire's letter to Mr. Gainsbrugh will be included in
the record at this point.

(Letter referred to follows:)
APRIL 27,1967.

Mr. MARTIN R. GAINSBRUGH,
Chief Economi8t, NICB,
845 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR Ma. GAINSBRUGH: I am pleased that you will be able to testify before
the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee
on May 10, 1967, at 10 a.m. (room to be announced later), concerning the Gov-
ernment's business activities in their relation to economy in Government.

It is a subject of high priority inasmuch as the Government's role vis-a-vis
the private sector is an initial step toward achieving economy in Government.
The scope of the Government's business activities and their impact on the busi-
ness and the tax structures at Federal, State, and local levels are subjects also
of great importance to the Subcommittee.

Your analysis of President Johnson's memorandum of March 3, 1966, and
Budget Bureau Circular No. A-76 as effective instruments for dealing with the
"Government in Business" problem will also be of value.

Please furnish 100 copies of your prepared statement to Room G-133, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C., at least one day before your appear-
ance on May 10th.

Under separate cover we are sending you copies of the 1966 hearings and re-
port of the Subcommittee on Procurement and Regulation. If any additional in-
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formation is desired, you may contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Director of the Sub-
committee, phone 967-8169, Study Room 161, Library of Congress Annex, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Sincerely yours,
WIlIAM PROXMIBE, CJhairman.

During the past 2 days, the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-
ernment has received testimony from representatives from the Gen-
eral Accounting Office and the Department of Defense on economy
measures taken or to be taken in the real and personal property man-
agement areas which consume the bulk of the annual budget. Today,
however, we want to discuss the subject of the Government's involve-
ment in so-called business-type activities. These are activities which
have been started and continued for a variety of reasons-cost; health,
as in the case of the dairy we discussed Monday; only source of supply,
as a yardstick as in clothing manufacture; quality assurance, as in cof-
fee roasting; too costly or hazardous for private industry, as with the
Alaska Railroad; utilities, for many reasons; et cetera, et cetera, over
a wide range of activities.

This subject was given consideration by the Bonner committee in
1951-52, which I might say I had the pleasure of serving on; the
Harden committee in 1953-54; by the Second Hoover Commission;
and more lately by the House and Senate Government Operations
Committees.

The Subcommittee on Federal Procurement and Regulation, the
predecessor to this subcommittee, has for a number of years urged a
stronger program for (a) control of new programs and (b) reduction
of old ones.

We were pleased, therefore, when President Johnson gave impetus
to the program on March 3, 1966, and the Budget Director issued cir-
cular A-76 to the heads of the executive departments and establish-
ments on "Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products
and Services for Government Use." It seems apparent that a defini-
tion of the Government's role vis-a-vis the private sector is an im-
portant step in developing a program on economy in government. It
is also important for the public to be aware of the scope of this subject
and the impact on the Nation's tax structures.

Mr. Gainsbrugh, I think most of us have seen your excellent booklet
entitled "Government in Business." We certainly know the distin-
guished organization of which you have been the guiding light for so
many years.

We will be pleased to hear your statement at this time. I would like
to have you, before you begin your statement, tell us a little of your
background and something about the organization you represent. This
is essentially for the record.

TESTIMONY OF MARTIN R. GAINSBRUGH, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CON-
FERENCE BOARD, INC. (NICB), NEW YORIK N.Y.

Mr. GAINsBRuGr. Thank you for an opportunity to at least resort
to the soft sell so far as the National Industrial Conference Board is
concerned, and put a modest bit in the record so far as my own achieve-
ments.
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The conference board is the largest private business research
agency in the United States. It has recently completed its 50th year
of existence, and it marked that anniversary by a world convocation to
which I would like to refer in my statement at a later time. The theme
of that convocation was "The Future of Capitalism."

The board is a nonprofit institution. It is supported by the sale of its
services. It has no endowment. It, by charter, must refrain from lobby-
ing, and my appearances before this committee over the years have
been primarily in terms of funneling what information we had to this
committee for its potential use, rather than to advocate any particular
bit of leoislation.

Mr. CURTIS. And may I interrupt by saying that almost invariably
we seek you out by invitation, as we have here.

Mr. GAINSŽrRUGH. I feel honored to be back again with this com-
mittee. I believe I have appeared before it almost from the time it
was first established.

The NICB is currently financed by around 4,000 business organiza-
tions, educational institutions, governmental agencies and labor
unions. Its fees range from a minimum of $350-less than that for
educational institutions-and there is a maximum subscription that
we will accept from any business organization, so that we don't have
to depend too much upon any particular contribution.

The research we do is determined by the research staff alone. No
one tells us what areas we shall research. We have complete academic
freedom as to the manner in which these materials shall be presented.
I believe our work over the years has gained acceptance not only in
business circles but is highly regarded by the academician, and by
government and is very frequently cited.

So far as my own competency is concerned, I have been with the
National Industrial Conference Board as its chief economist for
nearly 30 years. I have also been a professor of economics at New York
University School of Commerce and Graduate School of Business for
about 20 years. I am a past president of the American Statistical As-
sociation. I have chaired the Conference of Business Economists, the
Society of Business Advisory Professions. I have served as a con-
sultant to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, currently to the Bureau of
the Budget, to the Federal Reserve Board and other governmental
agencies. I believe I could add a few additional items if I weren't
using up my own time.

Representative CuRTis. I know you could. In fact, we will add some
ourselves. I appreciate that very much. I wonder if you would proceed
then with your statement?

Mr. GAXNSBRUGH. Perhaps something is to be gained by reiteration,
so this morning I am again presenting in an updated version the ma-
terials we have previously collected dealing with the enlarged role
of Government in modern day society, with the thought in mind that
this committee is just as interested in government in the economy as it
is with economy in government.

I might preface my statement by citing for you what occurred at our
world convocation, to which I referred earlier. To this convocation we
invited the greatest minds in the world, to discuss the future of capi-
talism, and one series of presentations was concerned with the evolu-
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tion of modern-day capitalism, the changes that have come about in
the 20th century, particularly in the relationship of government to
the economy.

The individual invited to discuss that particular development was
Lord Franks, the provost of Oxford. His is one of the most search-
ing of minds in this whole area, and what he proceeded to do at this
particular convocation was to trace the evolution of modern-day
capitalism, particularly the relationship of government to our society.

His basic thesis was that, when we camne into the 20th century, the
United States and most of Western Europe was still largely in the
laissez-faire state, and that between the entrance into the 20th century
and World War II, we moved into the second stage in the evolution
of modern-day capitalism, from laissez-faireism to increased govern-
mental regulatory activity.

He referred as illustrative to the various governmental agencies,
SEC, and others that were crea~ted in this interim period. But the
point I want to emphasize is that he then went on from the second
stage to the third stage, in which he said we in the United States and
virtually every Western industrialized power now finds itself, and
that is an increased degree of government intervention in the market-
place.

This was of deep concern to him as it related to the basic structure
of capitalism, and the strength that capitalism derives from the ration-
ing process performed by the free market.

It is in a sense against that particular background that I wanted
to develop the statement that has 'been placed before you. Rather than
read this rather lengthy statement, I thought what I would like to do,
and I would welcome questions as I move along, if you like that form
of procedure, was to emphasize some of the empirical data that we have
collected, that perhaps highlights these changes in a more significant
way than just through broad historical recital.

Representative CuRTs. That will be agreeable, and without objec-
tion we will put the full statement in the record, and then proceed as
you would like.

(Mr. Gainsbrugh's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTIN R. GAINSBRUGH

THE GOVERNMENT IN THE MARKET EcoNromY

Economic growth, first quarter of 1967 excluded, is perhaps more rapid and
pervasive than ever before. Swift as has been the national growth rate and that
of private industry, however, both have been outstripped by the public sector.
This speed-up in public expenditures and governmental influence in the market
place is particularly pronounced in the United States for the period following
World War II. So complex is the scope and variety of federal, state, and local
activities that time permits only a broad-brush picture of its impact upon the
market place.

A. GOVEBNMENT AS A PURCHASER OF GOODS AND SERVICES

A significant economic dimension of total governmental activity is its total
outlay not only for the purchase of goods and services, but also for interest on
its debt and subsidies, transfer payments for veterans, welfare and similar pur-
poses. The combined expenditures of Federal, state and local governments after
eliminating duplication that arises in such a total from Federal grant-in-aid,
were roughly $209 billion in 1966. At the turn of the century the corresponding-
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total was somewhat less than $2 billion. The peak of public outlays prior to World
War II never exceeded $20 billion. At their postwar trough in 1947 such expend-
itures were still barely above $40 billion.

TABLE 1.-Government as a purcha8er of goods and services

[Dollar amounts in billion]

Total out- Purchases of
Total Purchases of Transfer Net lays as goods and

Year outlays goods and payments interest 2 percent of services as
services GNP percent of

GNP

19031_------------ $1.7 $1.5 $0.2 $0.1 7.5 6.6
1929 -10.3 8.5 .9 1.0 10. 0 8.2
1939 17.5 13.3 2.5 1.7 19.3 14.6
1947 -42.4 25.1 13.0 4.2 18.3 10.9
1953 - 101.2 81.6 14.7 4.8 27. 8 22. 4
1966 -208.8 153.1 44.2 11.5 28.2 20.7

I Fiscal year.
2 Including subsidies less current surplus.

Interest and transfer payments have both contributed to this acceleration in
government expenditures. Transfer payments have experienced the sharpest
growth, reaching $44 billion last year as compared with $2.5 billion prewar.

Economists prefer to use changes in the share of gross national product taken
off the market place by government rather than total governmental expenditures
as a guide to trends in its economic Influence. Interest and welfare payments are
by convention excluded from gross national product. Only the public payroll and
what is otherwise bought from the private sector for government consumption
or investment enter into this frequently cited comparison of governmental growth
and national economic growth. The underlying rationale is that such a compari-
son reveals the changing extent to which existing resources are being channeled
into the public sector.

In such comparisons government looms ever larger in terms of its influence
in the nation's market place. We entered this century with little more than 5%
of all goods and services destined for government use. Under the maximum pres-
sure of World War I this set aside reached 21%.

With peace restored, the proportion declined and by the late '20's such pur-
chases were equivalent to a twelfth of annual output. The enlarged role of gov-
ernment during the Depression helped raise this to nearly a seventh of output
in 1939. The lowest postwar set aside in 1947 again found little more than a tenth
of national output allocated to the public sector.

With the Korean War the progression upward resumed, the war peak alone
requiring close to a quarter of all output. Subsequently our provision of a defense
shield for the Western World together with the enlarged scope of state and local
activities kept the share of gross national product devoted to government to fully
a fifth of annual output throughout the past decade.

The record of government as a purchaser clearly reveals that for two thirds
of this most prosperous century with its years of war and peace and of deflation
and inflation, government demand has grown more rapidly than the private
sector. The trend is unmistakably upward. As one level of government-Federal,
state or local-at times declines, the other level expands. Wars bulge the public
sector. Peace deflates it. But its market share holds above where it had been
prior to war in the familiar ratchet effect. The long run secular trend indicates
government absorbing an even larger share of national output, thereby expand-
ing its influence not only as to what shall be produced but also where and by
whom.

In similar fashion, government's direct or latent power has steadily risen to de-
termine who shall be employed and where. The actual number of full-time equiva-
lent workers directly employed in the public sector, including those in the Armed
Forces, was about 14.6 million in March, 60% of whom worked at the state and
local level. This means that of each 100 persons at work, including those in the
Armed Forces, 18 were on government payroll.
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TABLE 2.-Direct Government employment

[Thousands of persons]

Federal
Total _ State Local

Civilian Military '

1929 -3,320 533 255 2,532
1939 -4,329 905 334 3,090
1947 - 7, 057 1,892 1,343 3,582
1953 -10 200 2,305 3,555 4 340
1966 -13,972 2,565 3,123 2,1521 6,132

I Estimated.

In addition, estimates are also available of the Indirect employment arising
from the $67.9 billion of receipts of the private sector from government purchases
in 1965. In combination, the direct and indirect employment arising from govern-
ment totaled nearly 20 million jobs. Thus 26 out of 100 individuals employed in
the United States in 1965 were at work directly or indirectly for the government.
Two generations ago only 5 out of every 100 employed were public servants. As in
the case of the share of national output it purchases so, too, in the case of its
impact upon employment direct or indirect-the immediate and potential influ-
ence and power of the public sector over the market place has been steadily mag-
nified and gives little, if any, sign of tapering off.

B. GOVERNMENT AS A SUPPLIER OF FREE GOODS AND SERVICES

In much the same way that business looks more frequently toward government
for its orders for goods and services, and labor finds itself steadily more dependent
upon government for employment, so too, do more and more individuals look to
government to provide them with transfer payments and with other free goods
and services. Transfer payments are officially defined as income received by in-
dividuals from government for other than current contributions fto production.
Among the beneficiaries of such payments through this redistribution process are
the aged, the orphaned, the widowed, the unemployed, the poor and needy, and
veterans. Such payments in 1966 represented almost 8% of all personal income
received by individuals in that year. In 1929 they accounted for less than 2% of
individual income.

TABLE 3.-Government tran8fer payments

Transfer pay-
Total ments as per-

(billions) cent of per-
sonal income

1929 - $1.5 1.7
1966 -- 44.6 7. 7

A recent estimate of the Office of Research and Statistics of the Social Se-
curity Administration found that social welfare expenditures by all forms of
government were in relative terms equivalent to 12% of gross national prod-
uct in the last fiscal year. They were 2.4% toward the close of the 19th Century,
4.2% not only in the late Twenties but also as recently as the close of World
War II. Education and social insurance have experienced the greatest increase
since that time. With medicare now extended, more gains faster than national
economic growth are apparently in store. About one quarter of this nation's
entire bill for health and medical care is already met out of public revenues.
These sharply increased outlays reflect health and medical care for veterans and
other dependents, the medical bill of the Armed Forces, payments to private
practitioners for public assistance cases and for medical and related research.

C. GOVERNMENT AS A REVENUE COLLECTOR

As the share of national output allocated to government rises, so, too, must
the share it collects of the nation's income, less its bill for goods and services
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purchases is financed out of debt. In 1966, the receipts from all sources includingtrust funds exceeded $212 billion. The comparable take was only $11 billion in1929 and $15 billion as late as 1939.

TABLE 4.-Government revenue

[Dollar amounts in billions]

TotalTotal Federal State and revenue
local ' as percent

of GNP

1929-$11. 3 $3. 8 $7. 5 11.01939 15. 4 6. 7 8.7 17.01944-51.2 41.0 10. 2 24.41966 -212.3 142.5 69.8 28.7

I Excluding Federal grants-in-aid.

The extent to which income flows have been affected by taxation Since WorldWar II is strikingly evident in the dramatic change in the relation of govern-mient receipts to gross national product. What the public sector now collectsannually is equivalent to about 29% of annual output-a larger share than the24% it received at the maximum war effort in 1944. Taxes alone in 1965 wereequivalent to 23% of gross national product or 28% of national income, as com-pared with 21% of gross national product and 25% of national income in 1944.Federal receipts are presently greater than this nation's total annual outputas late as 1941. But the relative gain in recent years is most pronounced in stateand local government. Until the early 1950's the receipts of such units were nolarger relative to national product than in the late Twenties. Thereafter theyrose from 7.5% to about 12% of gross national product in 1965. Including Federalgrants-in-aid of over $10 billion annually, the receipts of state and local govern-mient now total over $88 billion, in 1965, nearly three and a half times the 1950take. Even so, expenditures have bulged so that state and local debt has inturn, quadrupled since the early 1950's.
By way of highlighting the transformation of market forces, accompanyingthe growth in government, it is pertinent to note that in the late Twenties andjust before World War II, personal consumption expenditures were equivalentto about three fourths of the national output. Today consumers take less thantwo thirds of annual output off the market place. The comment offered by theU.S. Department of Commerce on this continuing secular decline in the consum-er's share of what is produced.'
"Trhe consumer market throughout the postwar period absorbed around twothirds of total gross national product. This share was lower than that which pre-vailed in prosperous prewar years, when three fourths of total output flowedthrough consumer channels.
"This fundamental change reflected the expansion in the role of Governmentresulting primarily from the heightened requirements of national defense, al-though an increase in civilian-type services rendered by Government was in-volved also. This shift to Government in the use of current output was accom-plished through a considerable step-up in the rates of taxation. The ratio of dis-posable personal income to GNP was thereby lowered; and, In turn, there wasa corresponding reduction in the ratio of consumption to GNP as individuals inthe past decade spent and saved roughly the same proportions of their after-taxincomes as they did in the prewar era."

D. GOVERNMENT AS A PRODUCER AND SELLER

Few, if any, changes in the market structure of this century have been so ladenwith social, economic and political significance as the movement of governmentinto areas of activity previously reserved for tax-paying enterprise. This has

' A possible offset exists In the direct flow to consumers of government-provided goodsand services at little or no cost (e.g. national parks, toll-free express highways; highereducation at public expense, etc.).

7 9
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blurred, if not obliterated, such border lines as may earlier have existed between
the public and the private sectors. Along with its growth as a source of market
demand, employment and transfer payments, the government's share of total
domestic tangible wealth (structures, equipment, inventories, land, etc.) has
risen from about 7% in 1900 and 9% in 1929 to an estimated 14% in 1966. Al-
ternately, this means that the share held by the private sector dropped from 93%
in 1900 to 86% in 1966. The lion's share of public tangible assets is owned by
State and local governments. In 1958 this share amounted to $165 billion com-
pared to $50 billion held by the Federal government, according to Kendrick's
estimates.

TABLE 5.-Tangible wvealth by economic sectors

1900 1929 1958 1966

Tangible assets ' (billions of current dollars) 88 423 1,654 2,390
Share held by private sector (percent) 93 91 87 86

Share held by public sector (percent)-7 9 13 14

Federal -1 1 3 (2)
State and local -6 8 10 (2)

' Exclusive of gold.
2 Not available.

The production of electric energy is the classic illustration of entrance of
government into an industry previously privately financed and owned. In 1929
the publicly-owned facilities accounted for only 5% of all electrical power gen-
erated for public use. Investor-owned utilities have raised their output from 88
billion kilowatt hours then to more than 881 billion kilowatt hours in 1966.
However, government owned electrical energy output continues to outstrip even
this high rate of expansion, so that currently nearly 23% of all power is publicly
produced against 5% in 1929. Federally-owned facilities have undergone phe-
nomenal growth in the 1929-1966 period. In 1929, for instance, only 300 million
kilowatt hours were generated while by 1966, 153 billion kilowatt hours of elec-
tricity were produced by Federally owned facilities. The 1966 figure is 510 times
the 1929 output compared to a far more modest 25 fold expansion in state and
local power output and a comparatively flimsy 10 fold rise in private power
production.

TABLE 6.-Electrical energy production

Percent Publicly owned
Total publicly Privately

production owned owned
Federal Municipal State I

Millions of Millions of Millions of Millions of Millions of
kilowatt-hours kilowatt-hours kilowatt-hours kilowatt-hours kilowatt-hours

1929 -92,180 5.1 300 3,916 451 87, 510
1950 -329,141 18.9 40,387 16,101 5, 793 266, 863
1966 -1, 143,737 23.0 153,021 52, 558 57,309 880, 480

IIncludes cooperatives.

In similar fashion, the Rural Electrification Administration's activities grow
and assume new dimensions well after fulfillment of its original purpose of elec-
trification of all farms. It, too, has moved into commercial-type ventures aided
by the low interest rate at which it can borrow funds from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

In shipbuilding, distribution, particularly through PX operations, construction
and printing, are other major sectors where Federal government enterprise
competes vigorously with private business. Sales of Government-run commis-
sary and PX operations totaled $3.2 billion In 1965 placing this government enter-
prise third in sales of the top ten U.S. retailers, outranked only by Sears, Roebuck
and A & P.
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Of all the ship construction work performed for the U.S. Navy in 1934, thegovernment accounted for 28%/o of it.
State and local governments have also enlarged their activities in these fields.

Liquor store and utility revenues of state and local governments, for example,
totaled $6 billion in 1965 as against barely $1 billion in the late Thirties. Both
dollar amounts, however, accounted for about 8% of total self-generated revenuein their respective periods.

Alcoholic beverage distribution facilities (state liquor monopolies) are pres-
ently operated by 16 state governments-Alabama, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michi-
gan, Montana, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Vermont,
V irginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming-and by some counties and smallmunicipalities in a few states.

TABLE 7.-Operating revenue and eopenditure of local utilities 1
[In millions of dollars]

Water supply Electric power Transit Gas supply
Fiscal year

Revenue Expend- Revenue Expend- Revenue Expend- Revenue Expend-
iture iture iture iture

1953 -939 631 713 453 500 529 295 2281957--------- 1.246 912 935 738 542 552 138 1141961 - 1 --------- 621 1,1 1. 450 966 588 636 197 155
1965 -2, 2004 1,37 1,833 1, 216 776 885 295 228

I Expenditure includes interest on utility debt.

Liquor store revenue amounted to $1.4 billion in fiscal 1965. Retail sales ofliquor stores nationwide totaled $6.3 billion in calendar 1965 so that roughly
20-25% of all liquor store sales are presently channeled into the public sector.
This is exclusive of taxes on alcoholic beverages which amounted to $4.6 billionat all three levels of government in fiscal 1965.

Among the utility enterprises, run in the main by local governments, are water
supply, electric power (usually distribution systems), gas supply and transit sys-
tems. About 75% of all localities with water systems are operating them under
public ownership. Publicly-owned water systems along with electric power and
gas supply systems, without paying tons, seem to be self-supporting, at leastin the aggregate; that is revenues cover operating costs plus depreciation and
interest, but no allowance is mhde for taxes. This is apparently not the case when
it comes to public transit systems, where deficits are the rule rather than theexception.

State-run lotteries are beginning to appear, but the competition here is withunderworld private enterprise.
Rather than curtailment of state and local activity in commercial areas, Such

activity may well increase as tax sources become fewer and more cost pricing
comes into effect with regard to utilities.

E. GOVERNMENT AS MONEY LENDER AND GUARANTOR

The structure and internal composition of financial markets, much like the-
market for commodities and the consist of employment, has been markedly al-
tered by direct government lending but even more by the widespread use of Fed-
eral guarantee. Unlike the Congressional ceiling that control Federal debt, there
is no statutory limit to Federal guarantee of loans or on the amounts quasi-
public agencies can borrow for their operations. Neither the guarantee nor insur-
ance activities are directly reflected in the administrative, cash or national-in-
come budgets. "Comparisons over time are misleading if there Is a shift from
direct-loan programs, which are included (with net amounts) in the budget, toguarantee programs which are not included."1

1 David J. Ott and Attiat F. Ott, "Federal Budget Policy," The Brookings Institution,Washington, 1965, p. 15.

12 DA\.AX. Air To
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TABLE 8.-Federal credit programs

[In billions of dollars]

Total Guaranteed
Federal and Insured Direct

loans loans loans
outstanding

-3 ------- 10.0 2.2 7.8
1953 9--- 25.9 15.8 10.1
1966 (estimated)------------------- 136.3 98.2 38.1

Government lending entered its take-off state in the Great Depression to fill
credit gaps then prevailing and to finance improvements for social reasons. In
total, Federal credit programs are now well in excess of $136 billion as compared
with their prewar peak of $10 billion. Guaranteed loans alone have risen from $2
billion to roughly $98 billion over this period ! This unparalleled expansion re-
flects the penetration of Federal direct loans and underwriting into mortgage
financing. Nearly a third of all mortgages written since 1949 have been financed
or guaranteed by Federal credit agencies. These guarantees have in turn affected
the quality as well as the quantity of mortgage credit through down-payment re-
quirements, length of amortization, appraisal procedures and related factors.
WVith the risk of loss through default limited or removed, mortgage loans have
tended to move up relative to market or appraisal values.

Interest rates vary widely among public lending agencies, ranging from 2% for
direct loans by Rural Electrification Administration to 6% for certain loans of
the Veterans Administration.

TABLE 9.-Mortgage debt outstanding at Vear end

[Dollar amounts in billions]

Financed or underwritten
by Federal credit agencies

Total, all __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Privately
holders financed

Total Percen t of all
mortgages

1939 $35.5 $S.8 19.2 | 28. 7
1950- 72.8 24.9 34. 2 47 Y
1966 ----------------------------- --- 36 0 99.8 27.3 266.2

F. GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY AND QUASI-SUBsIDY

Government can significantly condition or alter market response through
the use of subsidies to supply goods or services at less than cost. It can offer
capital to governmental or private enterprises at less than prevailing interest
rates in financial markets. State and local governments, through the remission of
taxes or other charges can influence plant location. Still another form of subsidy
is the provision of government insurance at rates less than in the private sectors.

The intent of subsidy is to achieve a desired social or economic objective by
providing a product or service that would otherwise be offered at a higher
market-determined price. Federal subsidies have been estimated by the Legisla-
tive Reference Service of the Library of Congress to total about $8 billion an-
nually in recent years. The cumulative outlays for such purposes since 1950 are
now about $85 billion and this sum does not include veterans programs, foreign
aid and some of the other major expenditures that might well be embraced in a
broader definition of subsidy.

Over half of all subsidy over this period has been extended to agriculture in
connection with carrying costs and losses Involved in price supports, agricul-
tural surplus disposal abroad and soil-bank acreage restrictions. Business sub-
sidies largely In the form of postal deficits and shipping and aviation subsidies
have comprised about a fifth of all Federal subsidies. Subsidies to labor, largely
for unemployment trust fund administration, have in turn totaled about $6.5
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billion or more than 7.5% of all subsidies. Other such aid has been directed
toward home owners and tenants, private hospital construction and health
research facilities. Until very recently stockpiling of strategic materials had
been regarded as a subsidy, but the new subsidy figures prepared by the Library
of Congress no longer include this item. These stockpiles have of late been
employed as an anti-inflationary device, with their actual or threatened release
timed to exercise maximum leverage on efforts by private producers to raise
prices, as in the case of aluminum or copper.

G. GOVERNMENT AS BEGULATOR OF BUSINESS STRBUCURE AND OPERATIONS

Market operations and business structure have been increasingly subjected
to both direct and indirect controls by government, especially through the cre-
ation of independent agencies endowed with regulatory powers, ranging from
the Interstate Commerce Commission established nearly a century ago to the
Commission on Civil Rights and NASA. Business decisions -must now weigh the
net effect on present and prospective profits not only of the formal and informal
rulings of the established agencies as the Internal Revenue Service, Securities
and Exchange Commission, Federal Trade Commission and Tariff Commission
and the National Labor Relations Board to name only a few of the well estab-
lished agencies, but also the "voluntary" guidelines suggested by various
branches of the Executive Office. Much of management's struggle for success, if
not survival, has indeed shifted from fratricidal competition within its own
industry or with products of other industries serving similar markets to emerg-
ing without fatal consequences from government inspection and interrogation, if
not intervention through direct or indirect public competition.

One indication of the growth in such governmental activities is the enlarged
staff of many of the regulatory agencies over the past decade, even though total
civilian Federal employment remained virtually unchanged. Lawyers in govern-
ment practices for example, numbered nearly 30,000 in 1963, half again as many
as in the early 1950's. The corresponding rise in the number in private practice
was only about 13%.2 The various regulatory agencies increased their employ-
ment from 1955 to 1966:

Agency 1955 1966

Interstate Commerce Commission- 1,822 2,276
Tariff Commission -198 262
Securities and Exchange Commission -666 1,314
National Labor Relations Board- 1,150 2,210
Federal Trade Commission 64 1,118
Federal Power Commission- 657 1,072
Federal Communications Commission -- 1,094 1,468

Mr. GAINSBRIJGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On the first page of this statement then is perhaps the best aggre-

gate measure we have of the impact of government upon the market-
place. This is the Government as a purchaser of end products, as
purchaser of goods and services. Here we are the beneficiaries of the
system of national accounts that has been painfully developed by the
economic profession over the past quarter century. No previous gen-
eration had bodies of data assembled of this character. It is an excel-
lent way of communication, using the framework of national accounts.

As is clearly evident here, there is ample documentation of the
thesis that the Government has intervened more in the marketplace
with the passage of time. The total purchases of goods and services
by the Government, as can be seen from this table, in the year 1966,
amounted to around $153 billion. This contrasts with barely more

2 In the Federal administrative budget, expenditures for "regulation of business" In con-
nection with commerce and transportation are shown to be $38 million In 1955 against
$100 million now. (Stat. Abstract 1966, p. 392.)

2 (Statistical Abstract, 1966, p. 158.)
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than $1 billion of purchases of goods and services in the marketplace
by Government when it came into the 20th century.

In addition to the purchases of goods and services, there are other
ways in which the Government intervenes in the marketplace or
affects the economy, in part through transfer payments. Notice the
growth there. In part, through interest on its debt.

The total purchases of goods and services and transfer payments
and net interest in the year 1966 crossed the $208 billion mark. No
single economic statistic in and of itself contains much meaning. It
is when you relate any individual economic statistic to the whole of
which it is a part that it takes on meaning, and the whole of which
this Government purchases is a part of the gross national product,
and so, referring again to the beginning of my prepared statement,
we express this in terms of meaningful relatives.

There you see the documentation of the thesis originally advanced.
When we came into the 20th century, the Government intervened in
the marketplace to the extent of possibly 5 to 71/2 percent, the figure
for 1903 being 71/2 percent. I believe most conservative economists
would accept the thesis that 5 to 10 percent intervention would still
warrant the label "laissez-faireism."

The comparable figure for 1966 is 28 percent of the GNP, repre-
sents the share of aggregate purchases of goods, transfer payments,
and net interest. So that this is not misunderstood, included under
Government, of course, are not only the Federal but the State and
local units as well-this is the aggregate of governmental activity.

Senator JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, may I intervene?
Representative CuRTIS. Yes, please do. That is the way you want

to proceed?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Yes, I would prefer this.
Representative CURTIs. Yes, that is perfectly agreeable.
Senator JORDAN. Perhaps you are going to get to it. Your table

shows a constant rising percent the total outlays bear to a percentage
of the gross national product, but in the final column, purchases of
goods and services as a percentage of gross national product, I notice
that the percent for 1966 is less than it was in 1953.

Mr. GAINSBR1JGH. Yes. The observation is correct, and I think the
primary reason is not a reduction in the influence of government upon
the marketplace, but rather the fact that 1953 was the peak of the
Korean war, and so we pick up in 1953 the expenditures for Korea.
These are then reduced subsequent to the Korean war, and if we were
to net out the influence of the Korean war in the opening years of
the 1950's, I believe the upward progression would still be evident.

(Mr. Gainsbrugh later supplied the following:)
The percentage referred to declined to 18.6 percent by 1955, then rose to 19.5

percent in 1957, 19.8 percent in 1960, and reached 20.7 percent in 1966.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I do not want to make that too doctrinaire a
statement. I think there has been far less growth in the Federal sector
over the past 10 years than previously, and most of the growth that
has come about in the past 10 years has been at the State and local,
rather than at the Federal, level. That has been in good part helped
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by grants-in-aid to the various States, funneled from the Federal to
the local units of government.

Over the long sweep of time, however, the significance of the table
I think is as I would emphasize it. The secular trend is upward. And
having referred to the impact of war, it is true that when wars come
along, as in the case of World War II, the Korean war, and possibly
in the case of the Vietnam war, there is a decline in the Federal rate
of expenditure following the war, but there is also a ratchet effect.
The Federal, State, and local expenditures, relatively, never go back
to where they were prior to the war. They start from a somewhat
higher figure even after the cutback in war and defense expenditure.

What I have underscored then in the first table is the increased in-
fluence of the government directly upon the marketplace. I turn from
that to another manifestation of the increased influence of the gov-
ernment on the marketplace, where we shift from its impact in terms
of purchases of goods and services to the employment created within
government. This is another indicator of the growth of government
in the economy, and as can be seen from this table, and we haven't
carried this back as far as the previous table; it could be carried back
if there were interest, the direct government employment as late as
1929 was about 3 million, 3.3 million to be exact. This could be in
turn broken down into the civilian employment, a very low figure for
military, a relatively high figure for State and local employment.
Contrast that with the nearly 14 million people on governmental pay-
rolls now. Again, so that the story is not distorted, it should be noted
that civilian employment at the Federal level was 2.3 million in 1953,
2.6 million in 1966. There has been, to repeat, a relatively modest
growth in the Federal sector, both in terms of its influence upon the
marketplace and in terms of its direct employment.

The growth is more marked in the case of the State and local units
of government, where over the same period of time, from 1953 to 1966,
you can see that employment has doubled.

Representative CUrTis. On that, I don't know how much you have
gotten on the components, but a good bit of that local increase is in
education.

Mr. GAINSBRuGH. That is correct, sir.
Representative CURTis. And I think it serves the purpose if in

expenditures, too, we were able to break that out. Do you have any
idea of how much of that local increase is educational? I can't recollect
myself other than that I have the impression that that is a very large
part of that increase.

Mr. GAINSBRuGE[. I don't have those figures at my command, but
what I can do in the record is to insert them and perhaps supply a
companion figure for that for education in table I.

Representative CuRTis. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRrGH. So we can see what the figures were, both in terms

of expenditures and in terms of employment.
(The information referred to was subsequently supplied by Mr.

Gainsbrugh and follows:)
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE

Total government educational expenditures as percent of total government
purchases of goods and services, selected years: Percent

1938 8-------------------- -__ ------------- 20.4
1946 -____________________________--------- 13.7
1948 ------------------------------------------------------------ 24.5
1953 -______________ 12.4
1966 ------------------------------------------------------------ 21.7

State and local government education expenditures as percent of total
expenditures:

1938 ---------------------- __------ 24.9
1946 ------------------------------------------------------------ 23.9
1948 -___ 25.3
1953 ------------------------------------------------------------ 28.5
1965 -3_____---- 0

State and local educational employment as percent of total employment,
selected years:

1929 -_____________________________ 45.1
1939 ------------------------------------------------------------ 41.8
1947 ------------------------------------------------------------ 41.8
19.53 ------------------------------------------------------------ 43.6
1966 6-------------- - --- --- 50.6

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I do know that I believe the last figure I looked
at for the education bill of this Nation, public and private, was some-
where around $40 billion.

(Mr. Gainsbrugh later supplied the following:)
Actually $39 billion in 1964-65, $30.4 of which was public.

Representative CcRTIs. Yes, and in this area too, I have been im-
pressed with the still relatively small percentage of that expenditure
made up by the Federal Government. We hear of the tremendous
publicity given to the Federal programs, but it is remarkable to me
how small a part still remains. This would not be true, I guess, if we
broke out that which is research and development that is tied into
education. But the bulk of educational expenses do come from local
government and a lot of it is private. I have seen some figures-I
think someone at the University of Chicago is developing them-
that show how much industry spends on training and retraining
These are rough estimates, but as much as $14 billion a year was
suggested.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. An amazingly high figure when you see them in
the aggregate.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGJI. And this after the completion in many instances

of the investment in public education.
Representative CURTIS. That is right, yes. This is a constantly oc-

curring thing. A great deal of adult education is tied into this too,
in the colleges and universities.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I welcome this emphasis upon the productive
character that underlies both the employment and the purchase fig-
ure. I am not necessarily reading into this growth in the governmental
sector wasteful activity. There are activities carried on in the public
sector that have their counterpart in the private sector. This is recog-
nized in national accounting.

In national accounting we do incorporate the expenditures in the
public sector as well as in the private sector, in the belief that they are
equally constructive.
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Representative CuRTis. I should have given the reason so you can
comment on that, in our study and the study that you are directing
our attention to as the Government directs goods and services, it
really doesn't matter whether it is education or something else, because
it shows the impact. That is, at least as far as the more narrow band
that we are considering when Government gets directly into business
itself, the field of education is not one that traditionally we have
identified in the before-profit or the totally economic sector of our
economy.

Mr. GAIN SBRUGH. Yes; public education is regarded, I believe, as
a warranted form of expenditure by those right of center, although
I know in some instances those extremely right of center would wish
to see more of this in the private sector.

Representative Carrs. That is true.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I did want to offer a comment on the thesis of

the productive character of some of these expenditures and employ-
ment. At times I will lecture at State universities, and rather than
have my compensation come from New York University and appear
in the private sector, that compensation for a lecture at the University
of Wisconsin or Iowa will appear in the public sector. Yet I am per-
forming exactly the same service in the public sector as in the private
sector. This is the underlying rationale.

The steel corporation, for example, has men in uniform and calls
them security officers. These expenditures appear under the private
sector. If these men were in the garb of municipal police or in the
military uniform, the same service might well be performed and ap-
pear in the public sector rather than in the private sector.

I can remember at one meeting of the American Economic Associa-
tion, where I was taken to task for aggregating figures of this sort,
and being concerned about the growth of Government. The then pres-
ident of the American Economic Association turned to me and said
one huge sector of expenditure was the military, and was I in any way
advocating that the military be moved over to the private sector andcompensated there rather than in the Dublic sector ?

It was recognized, of course, even by Ad am Smith, that some of the
expenditures by Government belonged basically in the public sector-
the police force, the military.

Representative CURTIs. Let me comment there because it brings
home a point I have been trying to get across in the Congress and
elsewhere for some time. In the ield of education, particularly voca-
tional education, I think the military bill must run around $2 or $3
billion a year. Yet, because it has had a uniform put on it, it isn't
identified as vocational education. There has been practically no coor-
dination of the military training programs with the Federal voca-
tional education programs, apprenticeship training programs, whichis Federal, too, and not with the State and local training programs and
educational programs that go on. So following your basic thesis of
breaking out these endeavors and looking at them, here is a good one
to break out from the military.

In fact, this committee over a period of years has been involved in
that very thing and we have used the phrase: "Let's take the uniform
off of this activity to see whether it is well performed and better per-
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formed in the governmental sector." So just putting a uniform on it
and calling it "defense" isn't a complete justification for saying that
it is, per se, a governmental responsibility.

Our discussions yesterday with the Defense Department about what
they contract out and the techniques they perform, and what they do
in-house and what they contract out, is in this area.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. f have been on the Board of Advisers of the In-
dustrial College of the Armed Forces for nearly a decade, and one of
the points I have observed over the years is the extent to which the
educational process goes on in the Department of Defense.

In many instances the private sector relies upon the training in the
field of space, aeronautics, in the computer field, and will very fre-
quently attract from the defense forces men who have picked up their
basic training in these areas, and then employ them very productively
in the private sector.

Representative CURTIs. Yes. As a matter of fact, the Department of
Labor has conducted some surveys I have seen and maybe you have
seen them, too, asking people where they acquired their skill that they
are presently engaged in. Those who acquired it in the military is a
sufficient enough percentage to show up in these studies. The military
in some instances claim, too, that they are being drained of the people
they have trained.

I noticed in a newspaper 2 days ago that the Marine Corps is com-
plaining that they have a shortage of pilots because so many of the
people they train as pilots go into the civilian sector or work for the
airline companies. But then, this works the other way, too.

I have also seen figures, which I think are the most interesting figures
of them all, of a comparability ratio between the skills that the military
needs and the skills that exist within the society, and with the tech-
nological warfare as it is, this comparability ratio has continued to
move upward.

Before the Civil War, I think the figure was around 40 percent. It
went up around 60 percent in World War II, and it is well over 80
percent now, depending on what sort of estimates you use. I would
suggest myself that it probably is closer to 90 percent, thereby indi-
cating the great need for correlating the training that goes on in the
Military Establishment with the similar training that goes on in the
private sector.

I have interrupted you.
Senator JORDAN. In this connection may I suggest a problem?
Representative CU-RTis. Yes.
Senator JORDAN. And ask for advice on it. So many times we have

the case of a young man starting out in life who perhaps comes from a
broken home, or very reduced circumstances, maybe even abject pov-
erty. He tries to go to school, and he ends up as a school dropout. He is
hailed before the draft board and he fails the examination, perhaps, for
induction into the armed services.

Then he seeks employment in the labor market. He has two strikes
against him: No. 1, he is a school dropout. No. 2, he is a draft reject,
and this employer, under our present Minimum Wage Act, must look
at him with an eye to see how productive he might be under the circum-
stances of employment that might be offered to him.
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The chances are he has a hard time getting a job. What do we do withthis kind of man? What do we do with him? Having been notified byreason of his history that he is a problem, and probably is a likelyrecruit for the crime, what is our responsibility, both in the public andprivate sector, to do something about this at the time the signal, thedanger flag goes up, and we know that this is the beginning of aproblem?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. This is more widespread than is generally recog-nized. It is one of the reasons those of us who believe in the inadequaciesof the approach to the resolution of the unemployment problemthrough demand creation alone have stressed. The need to concentrateupon the problem of the individual at the grassroot level, rather thanconcentrating upon the problem of resolving unemployment throughstimulation of demand.
Until we reached about the 41/2- or 4 percent unemployment level,there was indeed something positive gained by stimulation of theeconomy, both through private and public needs. But when you getto the 4-percent level, more and more of the individuals who are un-employed have the peculiar characteristics that you have cited-un-

trained, unskilled, lacking individual motivation, needing to be "re-treaded" as it were. And here the emphasis is I believe rightfullyshifting from stimulation by the demand route to concentration uponthe problems of making these individuals productive members ofsociety.
In the private as well as in the public sector, there is recognition nowthat more needs to be done to help retrain these individuals. In part,such efforts are held back through the minimum wage law to which youhave referred. In part, they are held back by reluctance on the partof various sectors of society, including labor, to accept as wide a resortto apprenticeship as used to prevail.
What is happening in various parts of our society-and I have seenthis happen in my hometown, Rochester-is that the private sector,growing aware of this problem, has resorted to special measures, in asense overcompensation, seeing what can be done to pick up the rejectsand give them, through technical training at a vocational school,through bringing them into a new type of classroom, a combination ofeducation and employment. For girls lacking stenographic skills,acquainting them with proper garb for business purposes, office mores,et cetera; and making them more productive members of society in theprocess.
This is largely the type of activity that I would call investment inthe individual, investment in the human resources as distinct frominvestment in brick and mortar. Its basic characteristic is that it islargely localized effort rather than centralized effort that can helpresolve this particular problem. The problem is fairly acute. As youlook at the composition of our unemployed now, you will find, forexample, that the rate of unemployment of the married male is downto 11/2 percent. It used to be 4 or 41/2 percent. The quit rate, the volun-tary rate of departure from one job to another of a married man isaround 2 or 21/2 percent, so we have virtually overfull employment ofthe adult male, of the seasoned worker.
For the young, the 16-, the 17-, the 18-year-old, the particular groupyou are speaking of, the unemployment rate there is 8 to 10 percent
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rather than the 4 percent. For the nonwhite unskilled, the unemploy-
ment rate there is 15 to 20 percent, and even this fails to adequately
describe the unemployment there. Unless these youngsters are actively
seeking employment, under the new definition of unemployment, they
will not be counted as unemployed in our own community. There are
many on the streets who are not picked up as unemployed, primarily
because they are no longer seeking jobs. They have given up the pur-
suit of seeking legally recognized type of activity. Some of them
find employment in pursuits that don't show up in the national income
figures.

But under this new definition of unemployment, unless the individ-
ual is actively seeking employment, and can specify the types of
activities that he is pursuing, in his search of a job, he wouldn't even be
picked up in the official figures.

Senator JORDAN. Very few of them voluntarily go back to school.
It seems to me like about all there is left for this young fellow is to
drift into a life of crime many times to start with, and then from
there on.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. The question basically is how do you motivate
that particular individual to accept his responsibility. The community
I think is beginning to recognize its responsibility; the private sector
is, also. In part, I think this comes back to problems of training within
the home, by the church, as well as by the private sector and by the
community. We need all of these efforts I believe to transform this
human resource into a productive resource under the conditions that
you have described.

Senator JORDAN. Thank you, sir.
Representative CURTIS. We will get back to aggregates now.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I am delighted that the stress has been upon the

productive pursuit in which many of these individuals on public
payrolls are engaged, and the constructive activity for which these
expenditures are made. But I don't want to leave not fully under-
scored the fact that this means concentration of power somewhere
within the public structure. When we have 18 of every 100 persons
on government payroll, there is the growing power within govern-
ment to determine who shall work and where an individual shall
work. When you have over 20 percent of the marketplace determined
by government buying, you get some indication of the power that
resides somewhere in government as to what shall be bought and
where it shall be bought.

Referring to my prepared statement, we look at still another dimen-
sion of the government in the economy-and slowly we are working
our way toward the area that is of specific interest to this subcom-
mittee-direct competition with business counterparts in the private
sector.

All we have done here has been to highlight the extent to which the
Government, through the transfer payment mechanism, has become
an important source of income for more and more people in our society.
Again, there is innate power residing in government as a result of this
particular development.

Representative CURTIS. This is essentially social security, isn't it,
the bulk of that?
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Mr. GAINSBRUGI. Yes. In 1960, 47.1 percent of all transfer payments
came out of the Federal social security system. Social welfare expendi-
tures by all forms of government were in relative terms equivalent to
12 percent of the gross national product in the last fiscal year. This
compared with 2 or 2½/2 percent when we entered the 20th century.

Representative CURTIS. On that I wonder how accurate our fig-
ures are. I have been on the Ways and Means Committee since 1953,
dealing with this problem of social security, and most of our welfare
programs are in the jurisdiction of Ways and Means. For years, I havesought to get from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
the expenditures by local governments as opposed to State govern-
ments in the area of welfare and health. They haven't had the figures.

What brought it to my attention particularly was that they always
had Missouri and Texas listed as spending no money, because those
two States do most of the spending of welfare and health at the county
and municipal level, and very little at the State government level. But
the only statistics that HEW had were State.

Then when you ask them how much do the Community Chest agen-
cies and the nonprofit groups spend in this area they still haven't got
those statistics. So I just wonder, dealing with the problem as a social
problem, how good our figures in the 19th century were. The reason
our figures today seem to be clear is that we have these big programs
in aggregate programs like social security, old-age assistance, aid to
dependent children, and aid to the blind. These are all now singled out
and amassed at the Federal level. Would you comment on just the
statistical abilities that we have?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Among my other activities I have been on theadvisory committee to the Social Security Administration, so I learned
a little bit about the problems they have there of collecting data. Iwould agree that the figures are better at the Federal than at the State
and local level.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. These figures do not include the private sector's

contribution toward philanthropy and charity. The conference board
has devoted considerable study to this. The emphasis is all too often
upon what has been going on in welfare payments just within the
public sector.

Representative CuRTs. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Rather than the recognition of what was done

early and what continues to be done in the private sector.
Representative CuwRs. Ways and Means is holding hearings in

executive session right now on this. We held public hearings early this
year. One of the very intriguing things that bears on this point, and Imerely mention this to illustrate it, is that the doctors testified before
we adopted medicare, that they were by and large undercharging the
older people. Incidentally, our nonprofit hospitals and other hospitals
said that they were doing the same thing. So medicare went in, and as
everyone knows, medical costs went way up and are continuing to go
up beyond the projected increase in costs by the Government, in our
estimates.

These estimates were on the assumption they were going up, but notas much as they did. An accusation was made that the doctors were now
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just in effect gouging. But the social security administrators testified
no, that really what was happening was that the doctors and hospitals
had been in effect under charging by a recognizable percentage, and
that now that Government was paying for it, they were picking it up.

I only mention this to illustrate, of course, some of the difficulties
that exist in trying to figure out costs and know what we have been
spending in these areas. I don't know how anybody ever could have
figured out what the amount of undercharge might have been previous
to medicare. Now it is coming out in the open to some degree as to how
big an item it was, but it is in the billions.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. One of the virtues of appearing before this com-
mittee is the witness oets educated as well as, I hope, the members of the
committee, and I amiearning a lot this morning again about the limita-
tions surrounding some of the data that we think is fairly reliable.

Representative CuRTis. We don't know anything on it yet. We are
in a speculative area over there right now. Well, I am sorry I inter-
rupted you again, but this is very intriguing.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. To complete the score before we look specifically
at competition with the private sector, if the Government spends,
unless it is going into debt, it has to collect the revenues for those
expenditures. The figures for what is collected by Government are
another indication of what has been happening within a generation.

The total of government revenues in 1966-Federal, State and
local-was $212 billion. Putting that in meaningful form, that figure
is equivalent to 28.7 percent of all the gross national product that
is in a sense siphoned off for governmental purposes. Perhaps this
is a way of indicating what has happened in a short period of time.
The comparable maximum war effort in 1944 was 24 percent of the
gross national product, and we are surpassing that.

A fact that I keep constantly before my students, and I think that
should be recognized by the consumer, is that our accounts do reveal
what has been happening to the Nation's output. As late as 1929, and
this is typical of the 1920's and the earlier period, about three-fourths
of everything we produce was taken off the marketplace by the
consumer.

If you look at our figures today, but before Vietnam, consumers of
today take less than two-thirds-around 63 percent-of the output.
This is a significant secular change in the American economy.

What I have extracted from one of the official publications is very
revealing as to how this is brought about. The consumer market
throughout the postwar period, and here I quote from my statement,
"absorbed two-thirds of the GNP. This was lower than the share
that consumers used to get in prewar years when three-fourths of
total output flowed through consumer channels. This fundamental
change reflected the expansion in the role of Government resulting"-
and I am quoting-"primarily from the heightened requirements of
national defense, although an increase in civilian-type services
rendered by Government was involved also."

Now the reason for this quote: "This shift to government in the use
of current output was accomplished through a considerable step-up
in the rates of taxation."

What we did was to lower the ratio of personal income after tax to
GNP through taxation. It is no surprise if you lower the ratio of
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personal income to GNP, personal income after tax to GNP, that less
of the GNP will go to the consumer. In turn, there was a correspond-
ing reduction in the ratio of consumption to GNP as individuals in
the past decade spent and saved roughly the same proportion of their
after-tax incomes as they did in the prewar era.

And again, so that one possible escape hatch is seen, it may be that
consumers are still getting as large as share of the Nation's output
as they used to, if you put into the consumer share the goods they
are getting for free from Government. The Government, acting as
an intermediary, can provide them with recreation, national parks,
with toll-free express highways, with higher education at public
expense as distinct from private expense.

Still, I think it is significant that the consumer is no longer getting
as large a share of the output as previously, and the primary reason is
that more of the marketplace output is being taken off by government.

Representative CURTIS. Let me ask a question which shows my
ignorance. It is a technical one relating to gross national product.
Using GNP and using this ratio of what the consumer gets, what aboutthe increased amount spent in the investment dollar? Does that wash
out as we compute GNP?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. No.
Representative CURTIS. So that wouldn't be a factor?
Mr. GAINSBRUGIH. The private investment in plant and equipment

will be picked up in the business sector as gross private domestic in-
vestment. There are four sectors in the GNP.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. One is the consumer sector, the second one is the

business sector, the third is net exports of goods and services, and the
last is-

Representative CURTIS. Could this be because we have had a great
increase? I think we have had a great increase in investment.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Government investment or private investment?
Representative CURTIS. No; private investment. Would private in-

vestment be picked up through-
Mr. GAINSBRuGE. Private investment in the late 1920's was 15 per-

cent of the GNP.
Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Gross private investment in 1966 is about 16 per-

cent of the GNP.
Representative CvRTIs. You have really answered by question then.

I wasn't sure whether it would be computed in this. It is computed,
but it has been relatively constant.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Fairly stable percentage over the time.
Representative CURnS. Has government investment increased over

this period?
M r. GAINSBRUGH. Markedly. Government purchases of structures

and equipment, expressed as a percent of GNP, rose from 4 percent in
1929 to 6.2 percent in 1940, and to 10 percent in 1965. We are coming
to a table here showing the growth of wealth in government.

Representative CuRrEs. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. One of the points that the Subcommittee on Sta-

tistics of this Joint Economic Committee might well explore is the
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treatment of government in the GNP. All that we are regularly
shown is total government purchases of goods and services. It is oftenl
assumed that this is all for direct consumption purposes, whereas
actually under purchases of goods and services there is investment as
well as the purchases of other goods. This in a sense is the double
accounting procedure that has been suggested for governmental ex-
penditures. It hasn't been carried over into the national product
accounts.

Representative CURTIS. I know I have been arguing for years to get
a Federal capital budget which would to some degree do that. Now our
Subcommittee on Economic Statistics has been moving into this area
of studying physical wealth in society, and we have had some devel-
opment of it, which is to me a most important thing.

To me the interesting thing, though, even when you get into the
studies of government wealth, the Government Operations Commit-
tee indicates that of this big budget-$200 billion-there isn't a very
sizable portion that actually goes into physical wealth. Public works,
of course, obviously is an item, but I remember roughly computing,
and I don't think it is as high as 10 percent.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. As yoU know, much depends upon the concept and
definition that you are going to carry over to the balance sheet.

Representative CuRTIs. That is true.
Mr. GAINTSBRUGH. In the case of defense, you could, and I believe

John Kendrick, who is assembling these data, will regard investment
in ships and planes as part of the capita] formation process.

Representative CGuRTis. This is a real question, though, isn't it?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Well, when you need those assets, they are highly

valuable.
Representative CuRTis. I would put them on the books at $1, but it

is true that if you were confronted with replacing a system-
Mr. G-kiNSBRUGH. That is right.
Representative CURTIS. To defend wealth, then, of course, it has the

aspects of this, but what is the DEW line worth? It cost a couple bil-
lion dollars, and it is obsolescent, but that is the nature of military
capital. You hope it is obsolete, that your research and development
has made it obsolete by the time you have got it almost.

Mr. GAINSBRuiGH. There are problems involved in the balance sheet
as there are problems in the operating statement, but I think one of the
points I would underscore in connection with your observation is you
want some degree of consistency in definition to be carried over from
the operating statement to your balance sheet. And this consistency
I think then would suggest that in much the same wav that we treat
a dollar of expenditure in the GNP as being equivalent to a dollar of
expenditure in the private sector-in other words, there is no discount-
ing of the dollar as it relates to a governmental expenditure, in the
belief that a dollar spent for employment in the governmental sector is
just as productive as in the private sector. So one could very well con-
tend that a dollar spent for a capital item, irrespective of whether it
is military or civilian, ought to have the same treatment in the balance
sheet as in the operating statement.

Representative CURTIS. In the expenditure but not in the rest, which
is increased wealth. Incidentally, this committee has for years followed
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the surplus property disposals of the Federal Government, mainly themilitary, of course. *~hat is that figure now? It runs about $5 or $6billion a year. We only realize maybe
Mir. GAINSBRUGHR. Less than 20 percent?
Representative CURTIS (continuing). A few cents on the dollar. Itis below 5 cents? isn't it?
isThis figure, incidentally, has been as high as $8 billion a year. Thisisnot to say this is waste. Some of it is and some of it shows the in-efficiencies that exist in the system, but more of it is the fact that themilitary hardware really is expendable. It must be put on the books atpractically a dollar.
Mr. GAINSBRUGII. But it is true even in the consumer sector to saynothing of the business sector how little value a good has on resale.Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. So that this finds its counterpart in the privatesector, in the low value of secondhand furniture or-
Representative CURTIS. Yes; but with the accounting systems wehave in the private sector-and I have often observed that the Federalincome tax, the greatest benefit is to develop cost accounting in oursociety, and particularly to distinguish between that which is capitaland that which is current. We have in the private sector a prettysophisticated accounting system where we have not developed thecounterparts.
Mr. GAINSBRUGII. I agree. But we are at work on that, and it is com-forting to have the support of this Joint Economic Committee in thedevelopment of a national balance sheet.
You see, we rely so much upon national accounting as it relates tothe operating statement. We have lacked the companion statement.That is the balance sheet.
Representative CURTIS. That is right.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. No business worth its salt could run without thetwo financial control statements.
Representative CURTIs. That is right.
Mr. GAINSBRUGHi. The balance sheet and the operating statement.You cannot really determine the significance of change in your oper-ating statement unless you have a balance sheet. You could have aneconomy or a business going into liquidation, and still be showing astrong operating statement, unless you had the connecting link in theterms of the balance sheet. Our interpretation of the operating state-ment will be far better if we know what is happening so far as assetsand liabilities were concerned over in the balance sheet side.Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Referring to my statement, we do come to theseestimates that I have been speaking of (see p. 152). Another wayof looking at the growth of government is the wealth that has come intothe possession of government, and here we are the beneficiaries of thepreliminary estimates that John Kendrick has supplied. We have usedhis figures here of the tangible assets of the United States through theyear 1966.
Senator JORDAN. This is both public and private.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Both public and private, and then the breakout.Senator JORDAN. Yes.
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Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Look first at line 1. Since these figures are so
recent you may want to spend a minute or two on them. There has been
much concern about the growth of debt in the United States, both
public and private. I find some comfort in the fact that we have nearly
$2.5 trillion of tangible assets. These are shown here. This does not in-
clude financial assets. These are physical assets. This compares with
a total debt of around one and a third trillion dollars. I find-I believe
most of us would-considerable gratification in the growth of the
American economy in terms of the tangible assets from about $88
billion, as best Goldsmith could estimate them, to today's $2.5 trillion.

But along with that notice that the growth has again been pro-
nounced in terms of the possessions of the public sector. These in-
creased to 14 percent in 1966 as compared with 7 or 8 or 9 percent in
an earlier generation. So there again is a doubling in the physical
assets held by government, most pronounced at the State and local
level.

Representative CURTIS. But I have also seen figures, and I cannot
recall them, but put these in the Congressional Record, attempting
to show balance sheets of net assets.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. And in the private sector, in households, the

balance sheet is a beauty.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. That is the consumer sector.
Representative CuRTis. The consumer, the individual, the house-

hold, and the business balance sheet is a good one. Local government
is a good one and that is simple. In other words, their physical hold-
ings, their wealth, continued to increase, net holdings over the debt.
The States have done fairly well. But the Federal Government has
moved from a zero position in 1900 to a minus eight according to this.

In other words, again this gets back to how good are the statistics.
But I have looked over the statistics of the Government Operations
Committee on the physical wealth in the Untied States, and it looks
like they are hitting at it. I think their figure, including military, is
around $250 billion, but the debt is $330 billion.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I had that in my statement and then took it out
because I did not mean to suggest or did not want the overtones that
might have emerged from a minus 8 percent net worth position of the
Federal Government. I think that figure needs very careful study be-
fore it can be accepted.

The balance sheet, you see, is a new device, and we want to look as
intensively at what it begins to show as we did at the national income
and the GNP figures when the first emerged.

One of the primary reasons why the accounts look as unbalanced as
they do at the Federal level is the cost of war. This is picked up at the
Federal level, and there is no counterpart at the State and local level.
Much of the increase in the Federal debt has been primarily because
of the $200 to $250 billion debt expansion during World War II alone.

Representative CuRTIs. Let me correct my statement for the record.
Mr. W1ard has shown me the Federal real and personal property in-
ventory report of the U.S. Government covering its properties located
in the United States and territories overseas as of June 30, 1966,
published by the Committee on Government Operations, U.S. House
of Representatives.
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The total there is $244 billion personal property, about $102 billion
real property, so the total figure is $347 billion, not the $200 billion
that I gave. That is $347 billion.

This though, again as I recall these, puts in military hardware at
the acquisition cost.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Nearly $150 billion of that is Department of De-
fense.

Representative CURTIS. Yes; so this is where the discrepancy could
occur.

Mr. GAINSBRUTGH. Since this is so germane to your subject, I would
propose now to stay with my statement in closing.

Few if any changes in the market structure have been so laden with
social, economic, and political significance as the movement of gov-
ernment into areas of activity previously reserved for tax-paying
enterprise.

What has happened as a result of this is that we have practically
obliterated such borderlines as may have existed earlier between the
public and the private sector.

I offer some illustrations here, and there are many others. Public
production of electric energy provides the classical illustration of
entrance of government into an industry almost solely privately fi-
nanced and owned. In 1929 the publicly owned facilities accounted for
only 5 percent of all electrical power generated for public use. Inves-
tor owned utilities have raised their output from 88 billion watt hours
in 1929 to more than 881 billion kilowatt-hours in 1965. That is an
impressive record. This is one of our most pronounced growth indus-
tries. Yet Government-owned electrical energy output continues to
outstrip even this high rate of expansion, so that currently nearly 23
percent of all power is publicly owned.

Of the total production of electrical energy back in 1929, 5 percent
was publicly owned. In 1950, 18.9 percent, and in 1966, 23 percent, and
you can see the growth in part at the State level and part at the munici-
pal level, and the tremendous increase at the Federal level.

In similar fashion, the Rural Electrification Administration's activi-
ties grow and assume new dimensions, well after fulfillment of its orig-
inal purpose of electrification of all farms. It too has moved into com-
mercial type ventures aided by low-interest rate at which it can borrow
funds from the Federal Government.

The primary purpose in many of these areas is to provide yardstick
operations rather than its initial purpose.

Others that we have singled out-shipbuilding, distribution, par-
ticularly through PX operations, construction, and printing-are only
a small part of what would be a longer list.

These are other major sectors where the Federal Government enter-
prise competes vigorously with private business. This one you have to
see to believe. Sales of Government-run commissary and PX opera-
tions totaled. before Vietnam, $3.2 billion in 1965. This is the third
largest retailing activity in the United States. It is outranked only by
Sears, Roebuck and A. & P.

Of all the ship construction and maintenance performed for the U.S.
Navy in 1964. the public sector performed 28 percent of it.

I wish we had more data on counterpart activities at the State and
local level, because I think the figures would be equally sensational.
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State and local governments have also enlarged their activities in these
business fields. Liquor stores and utility revenues of State and local
government, for example, totaled $6 billion in 1965 against barely $1
billion in the late thirties. Both dollar amounts account for 8 percent
of total self-generated revenue.

Among the utility enterprises, run in the main by local governments.
are water supply, electric power, gas supply, and transit systems.

We go on to enumerate some of the problems at this area. State-run
lotteries are beginning to apper. The competition here is with under-
world private enterprise. Rather than curtailment of State and local
activity in commercial areas, such activity may well increase as tax
sources at the State and local level become fewer and more cost-pricing
come into effect with regard to utilities.

The closing part of my statement is devoted to the emergence of
government as a money lender and guarantor under various Federal
credit programs.

Representative CANTIS. This subject now. that would not tend to get
into the statistics that you have been givinrg us before, would it, or
at least a lot of it would not? Let me put it this way: I have seen
figures, you probably have, too, of what the contingent liabilities of
the Federal Government are. They run up to around $1 trillion. Of
course this is to a large degree money lender and guarantor.

We in the Ways and Means Committee beginning Monday are going
to be getting into this participation activity problem, where we are
dealing with actual certificates that the Government's various lending
agencies issue. But the immediate question I am asking is whether or
not the extent to which the Government has moved as a money lender
and a guarantor would show up in these previous statistics given.

Mr. GAINSBRRUGH. In none. This is another new development of mod-
ern-day capitalism; you have a congressional ceiling that controls the
Federal debt.

Representative CURTis. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUG11. But there is no statutory limit to Federal guaran-

tees of loans or the amounts quasi-public Agencies can borrow for their
operations. This is a way of coming in the back door if you cannot go
through the front. Neither the guarantee nor insurance activities are
reflected in any one of our administrative cash and national income
budgets.

Representative CURTis. You have answered the very question I
asked.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Then I offer a quote from The Brookings
Institution:

Comparisons over time are misleading if there is a shift from direct loan pro-
grams which are included with net amounts in the budget to guaranteed programs
which are not included.

Some bulk very large. Federally guaranteed insured loans amount
to nearly $100 billion in just this one instance.

The closing sections, too, are highly pertinent to these discussions;
use of government subsidy is another form of intervention, as is the
increased degree of government regulatory activities. The latter is
difficult to measure, but the only quantification-and I have been
accused of professional bias-I could find would be the employment
of lawyers as an indication of regulatory activities.
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Lawyers in government practice numbered nearly 30,000 in 1963,
half again as many as in the early 1950's, while the corresponding rise
of the number in private practice was only around 13 percent.

I have put some indication of the growth of employment in the regu-
latory commissions, so that you could see the justification for Lord
Franlk's contention that in the second stage of modern-day capitalism
we increased the regulative activities of government.

I think I have pretty will documented the third stage, the increase
in direct intervention by government.

In closing my formal statement I would like to make several pro-
posals to you on the basis of the evidence I have already submitted,
and I am sorry that this has been written so late that it was not pos-
sible to incorporate it in my prepared statement.

The opening evidence I have offered is an indication that govern-
ment is in business is an ever larger way, even though we could wish
for more documentation, and this committee might well insist on it.

As early as 1933 a special committee of the -House of Representa-
tives appointed to investigate Government competition with business
reported that:

The evidence in general indicates that the operations of the Federal Govern-
ment in the field of private enterprise have reached a magnitude and diversity
which threatens to reduce the private initiative, curtail the opportunities and in-
fringe upon the earning powers of tax-paying undertakings while steadily in-
creasing the levies upon them.

In 1954 the Director of the Budget, Rowland R. Hughes, said-this
is a direct quote:

The Federal Government is, among other things, the largest electric power
producer in the country, the largest insurer, the largest lender, the largest bor-
rower, the largest landlord, the largest tenant, the largest holder of grazing land,
the largest holder of timberland, the largest owner of grain, the largest ware-
houser of grain, and the largest truck fleet owner. This is a rather amazing list.

That was 1954. I suspect the list would be longer rather than shorter
if we had it for 1967.

Extensive researches have been conducted before and since to deter-
mine the size and scope of governmental business operation. As the
chairman has indicated, valuable data have been amassed by the First
and Second Hoover Commission, and I worked on both, on the organi-
zation of the executive branch in Government. The Bureau of the
Budget has collected data, as have various congressional committees
and the National Industrial Conference Board.

Official attempts and numerous unofficial attempts have been made
to reduce the number of Government business enterprises since the ap-
pearance of the First Hoover Commission report as long ago as 1949.

The need now is for up-to-date, comprehensive research and inter-
pretation of this development by what I propose, a Presidential Com-
mission. This would assess not only the magnitude of today's gov-
ernmental business operations, but would also explore the following
questions:

1. Is Government business activity increasing or diminishing and in
what areas are the trends apparent?

2. What was the original purpose for entering into an area pre-
viously reserved for private business? Is that purpose now still con-
trolling? This is perhaps the Commission's most important function.
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In instance after instance, the original purpose has been subordinated,
and a new purpose has been taken over, without necessarily having
congressional approval.

The Commission's first task is to determine if Government business
activity is increasing or diminishing. Second, to catalog, as it were, the
original purposes for each of these invasions into the private sector,
and to examine whether the original purposes are still controlling.

3. What is the deeper, longrun significance of the growing en-
trance of Government into sectors of business previously reserved for
the private economy.

4. I-low should public policy be defined with respect to justifiable
governmental business enterprises that are engaged directly in com-
petition with the private sector?

5. What steps are required to see that such a policy is respected,
after it is enunciated by the various agencies including the Bureau of
the Budget. We have followed with a great deal of interest thelaudatory work the Bureau of the Budget has done in exploring some
of these areas. The question then comes up about the implementation
of its findings, after the circulars of the Bureau of the Budget are
distributed to the various governmental agencies.

The dangers of governmental competition with private business can
oe expressed in many ways. In 1954 the House Governmental Oper-
ations Committee warned:

If Government competition with private enterprise were pushed to its logicalconclusion, the Government would ultimately destroy its source of income and
commit national suicide.

I finally end my statement by saying that experience-and this is a
quote from Louis D. Brandeis:

Experience should teach us to be more on our guard to protect liberty when theGovernment's purposes are beneficlent. Men born to freedom are naturally alert
to repel Invasion of their liberty by evilminded rulers. The greatest dangers ofliberty lurk in Insidious encroachment by men of zeal and well-meaning.

I have not meant my comments throughout to necessarily indicate a
bias against governmental activities. I have tried to underscore that
as the Government grows in terms of its activities relative to the private
sector, it picks up centralization of authority that may or may not
necessarily be good for the longrun interest of the American economy.

Representative CirRThs. I certainly want to thank you, Mr. Gains-
brugh, for a very thought-provoking and thoughtful statement. It has
been of tremendous value of this committee, and hopefully our com-
mittee hearings which are printed, and our reports, will become subject
material for the universities, colleges, and other study groups around
the country.

I am tempted to pose another problem that is facing the Ways and
Means Committee right now. It is of this broad scope.

It has to do with how we handle the retirement of our people, what
sort of a system do we establish. The point I have been making when
the HEW Secretary testified, and then others on behalf of the admin-
istration's proposal, -was that you are only calling our attention to one
aspect of the retirement programs of our people; namely, the govern-
mental programs, social security.

As I always understood it, we had a tripartite system when social
security was advanced. We still have private savings, and of our people
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over 65, well over 80 percent own their own homes free and clear of
mortgage, their own consumer durables. There is a substantial retire-
ment that they have provided through their personal savings.

The third area developed a little bit later than social security. In a
sense the Government has had something to do with its development.
I am referring to private pension plans, because we have special tax
laws in respect to them. We have $90 billion in our private pension
plan funds for retiring potentially around 40 million Americans.
That is the third thing.

I asked the Government witnesses what about the whole man? What
about the person who is actually retired? How much does he get social
securitywise, how much from his own savings and how much from
other kinds of programs? Well, they had none of this data, and they
were not even thinking in these terms.

Then I posed it in another w ay, and I am a little tedious in explain-
ing this perhaps, but I know of no other way of doing it. When I was
over in Europe in December on the Kennedy round, I was talking with
European businessmen and others, they were complaining about the
fact that they had no real capital markets in Europe like we have. I
observed that a great many of our capital markets, where the capital
is generated, -was institutional through our insurance companies,
around $200 billion, through these pension plans $90 billion, and other
savings that have been pulled together through these kinds of institu-
tions. I said that in Europe the social security program is on a pay as
you go basis. They now recognize that the trust fund of about $22 bil-
lion right now is only a contingent fund. That is all it is. They are
not counting on earnings from that have to help pay the benefits.

W;\7ell, the European systems are not tripartite. They are almost all
directed toward the Government programs, and, being pay as you go,
do not generate these funds.

So coming back to the Ways and Means Committee forum. I said
if you insist on extending social security from a $6,600 base to $10,800,
you then move into the area of financinga retirement through pension
plans which are on this funded basis. which generates savings. This
fgure may be high; Mr. Reuther said it was high. But I still think it
is within reason, where around 60 percent of the benefits paid under
the private pension plans come from the earnings on those pension
plans, whether it is 40, 50, or 60, a sizable part does come-

Mr. GAINTSBRUGH. From the private sector.
Representative CURTIS. From the private sector. The public sector,

of course, can pay as you go, not creating funds that are to be invested
and earned. So the big question in my mind that I have been trying to
get an answer to, does it serve as well to put more of the retirement of
our people on a pay-as-you-go social security system, or is it more
desirable to use the funded approach that the private pension plans
have? As I put it bluntly to air. Reuther:

In your bargaining table, If you are going to ask that $599 a year more be paid
in the nature of premiums for the retirement of our people, and that is the
increase that they will be asking for, under the social security system, or would
it be better to get that $599 into a funded program, the kind of pension plans
you set up for the United Auto Workers?

You can only get $118 more a month through the Government pro-
gram, and it looks like vou can get four times that amount if you put
it into the funded approach. I am thinking of the overall picture.
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here is the big area of social endeavor, the retirement of the people
of the society. We can finance it completely on a pay-as-you-go basis.
You can finance some of it through this kind of saving that we have
developed, or you can have any mix.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. That is quite a problem as you present it. One of
the points I think that you might want to consider is what the funding
would have to be in the aggregate, if the social security program were
either fully or partially funded.

Representative CURTIS. I can give you that figure. It was given
to us-

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. It would be a rather amazing figure.
Representative CURTIS. $350 billion.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. That is right.
Representative CURTIS. This was the figure Secretary Gardner has

given us if we funded social security the way we require private pen-
sion plans to be funded.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I think when we look at what outlets we might
have for $350 billion of funded social security program we might face
a problem similar to Switzerland where they had to seek outlets for
the fund outside of Switzerland itself, where you had an overaccumu-
lation of savings from the point of view of the domestic economy.

I have not been able to make up my own mind as to where I would
stand or what the economic arguments are pro and con, funding versus
pay as you go, as it relates to social security. I am impressed with the
tax burden that some future generation is going to have to carry under
an expanded social security program, using the same three-legged-
stool approach that you mentioned earlier which applies to the cost of
this program.

The tiree-legged arrangement you mentioned earlier was that we
want to depend jointly upon the private sector, the public sector, and
the individual in terms of amassing a competence for his old age.

The cost of the program as it was originally set forth was to be
borne three ways, by the employee, by the employer, and through gen-
eral Federal funds. It is becoming increasingly apparent that more
and more of the cost in the future is going to be borne in the public
sector rather than by the employer or the employee. And the cost of a
fully rounded social security program in some of the countries that I
have looked at, not just the 12 or 15 percent that has been quoted to
you, but may run as high as 18 to 20 percent. If all of this is borne out
of general tax funds, you can begin to visualize what this may mean
in the way of a tax burden at some later period.

Representative CURTIS. I am very much impressed with your con-
cept of creating this broad commission. This is the kind of very broad
problem that I would hope that such a commission would put its
sights on.

I will yield to Senator Jordan.

INVENTORY OF GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT

Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Pursuant to the previous hearings of this committee in prior years,

calling attention to the great inventory of Government-owned machin-
ery and tools of all kinds and description used by the private sector
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and the lack of an adequate accounting system therefor, this committee
recommended that a very careful inventory be made of those items,
and that some program be set up for either disposing of them or getting
them on a more businesslike rental basis in one way or another.

We also recommended that certain items of short shelf life, such as
medical supplies, rather then being allowed to deteriorate to the point
they were dumped and wasted from the shelves of the Federal Gov-
ernment, be utilized in other divisions of the public sector, or even in
the private sector.

PRESIDENTIAL " GOVERNMENT PROCUREMCENT GUIDELINES"

Pursuant to those recommendations, the President last year issued a
memorandum to the heads of the departments and agencies entitled
"Government Procurement Guidelines," and it directed the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget to issue detailed guidelines "for the de-
termination as to -when the Government should buy its products and
services for its own use under the general policy of reliance upon
private enterprise."

3UDGET CIRCULAR A-76

Now, do you feel that the Bureau of the Budget has moved for-
ward with a strong program pursuant to the President's instruction
which itself was pursuant to the hearings of this committee, the evi-
dence brought forth?

Mtir. GAINSBRUGH. I am delighted the question has been raised. We
have worked closely with the Bureau of the Budget over the last year
or two. Before the bulletin was issued, we did meet with Mr. Staats
and others to discuss some of the major questions that rise in connec-
tion with purchase-to hire, to make, or to buy. We have met subse-
quently with trade associations and with various representatives of in-
dustry to see how they view the bulletin, since it has been published.
I would bring to your attention four areas of discussion that still re-
main unsolved.

CIRCULAR A-7 6 SOMEWHAT WEAKER THAN PREVIOUS STATEMENTS

Good as the circular may have been in alerting the various govern-
mental agencies as to the criteria to be kept in mind and decisions as
to whether to make or to buy, one major reservation about the current
circular is that it fails to emphasize as much as previous budget bul-
letins, that the preference should be for purchase from the private sec-
tor, unless the reasons heavily favor the Government producing the
item itself.

The statement is somewhat weaker than previous statements in
terms of underscoring the desirability of purchasing from the private
sector.

COST OF MONEY

k second area that is mentioned in Bulletin A-76, but is still much
discussed in meetings of industry-Government representatives, is the
economic arithmetic to be employed in determination of whether to
make or buy. The particular item here that is in controversy is the cost
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of money. How shall the cost of money be treated in the private sec-
tor-public sector comparisons?

In some of the earlier circulars or instructions there was very little
reference to this item at all. In the latest bulletin we have made some
progress. But the question still remains as to whether the cost of money
shall be determined on the basis of what money costs the private sec-
tor or what money costs the Government when it seeks funding. Shall
it be the prevailing commercial rate that is entered or shall it be the
prevailing governmental rate?

FOREGONE TAXES

No. 3 is far more important perhaps than the other two that I have
named. This is the whole area of foregone taxes. How shall taxes be
treated in a comparison to cost of production in the public and in the
private sector? Is it a meaningful policy of the Bureau of the Budget
still to exclude State and local taxes from such determinations?

This exclusion is defended on the basis that it is difficult if not im-
possible to arrive at an estimate of what the State and local taxes
would be.

Within industry groups and certainly among accountants, with
whom we have consulted, there is a feeling that such figures can be
readily derived, and that there should be a recognition of the inade-
quacies of cost comparison, because of this exclusion.

DIFFERENTIAL TO EMPLOY

Last, and by no means least, is the question of what differential
should exist in final determination as to whether to make or buy.
There is a widespread belief again on the part of those in industry
that the differential is too narrow, as it currently exists, and
winds up in too many instances in favor of Government making rather
than buying. This differential in good part comes from the exclusion
of State and local taxes and the inadequate treatment of the cost of
money.

What is being suggested-and I think it is looked at somewhat re-
ceptively by some in the Bureau of the Budget-is that this differential
is still too narrow, and recognizing the inadequacies of treatment of
State and local taxes in the cost of money, perhaps it might be 15 or
20 percent rather than the present 10 percent.

I am using those figures largely as illustrative, however, rather than
as being specific.

AREA FOR COMMISSION STUDY

Senator JORDAN. This is an area that you would anticipate in your
suggestion of the proposed new Commission that it might explore.

Mr. GAINSBRtXGH. Yes, I think this is another one of the sectors that
lends itself now to some better degree of empirical determination.

What we lack throughout all of this is a-body of data that you and
others can use for final determination. The Bureau of the Budget has
moved steadily toward quantification of many of these problems. Cir-
cular A-76 is a step in that direction. But, you see, there are many
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unresolved problems that remain for determination. I think these can
be better resolved within the Presidential Commission I propose,
where you have representatives from business, education, Govern-
ment, and labor, than through debate just among those within Govern-
ment alone.

Senator JORDAN. How different is the Commission you are suggesting
from the two Hoover Commissions with which we are all familiar back
in the 1950's or 1940's?

Mr. GAINsBRUGH. I think they are basically the same. Wherein they
differ, I think, is the emphasis that I am inclined to place upon con-
tinuous review. The Commission would review the enabling act, de-
termine why this particular activity was undertaken, decide whether
that is still a controlling factor, and then offer some recommendations
as to what the legislative branch might do as a result.

I think, too, that it might differ from the two prior Hoover Com-
missions in that some thought might be given to a scheduled reexamina-
tion at recurring intervals, so that it would not be a one-shot operation
but might be in a sense a watchdog type of activity.

Senator JORDAN. You suggested a research and updating, and cer-
tainly a surveillance would be in order, a continuous surveillance.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. That is right. This is so important an area. From
the figures you have seen on the trend of Government activity, and the
holdings of wealth, then stop and ponder what future acquisitions and
activities may be required under the accelerated technological change
that lies ahead.

OBSOLETE ADPE

I served on the President's Commission studying Federal holdings
of automatic data equipment, and I think Mr. Staats referred to this
too. The Federal Government is the largest purchaser of computer
equipment. It perhaps has served a very constructive purpose in the
area of research and development of such equipment. But it now holds
nearly $1.5 billion or $2 billion of obsolete equipment. How does one
treat this in Government accounting? What do you do with obsolete
inventories? If you insist, as apparently the decision is, to continue to
purchase rather than lease, in some of these areas in which there is very
rapid technological change, unlike industry where there is a charging
off under depreciation of these items, you are left with the difficult
question as to how to dispose, within the marketplace, of obsolete equip-
ment, or how to treat obsolete equipment in books of accouting within
Government.

PURCHASE VERSUS LEASE OF ADPE

It seems so economical to purchase rather than to lease, since the use
you are going to make is so intensive. But one of the items of economic
arithmetic that should be looked at in this decision is what is the dis-
investment that will go along with purchases as compared with lease.

Senator JORDAN. Many businesses find it more desirable to lease be-
cause of that unknown factor of obsolescence which may strike them
overnight with the improved design, more sophistication.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. There are arguments both pro and con on the
leasing and purchase of computers, but I offer it just as an illustration
of the dynamics of change-
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Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH (continuing). As they are going to affect Govern-

ment determinations, whether to buy or to purchase in the open market.
Senator JORDAN. I appreciate your fine statement this morning. It

has been very instructive and educational for me, with your good and
forthright answers to our questions. Thank you very much.

Representative CURTIS. I think our counsel, Mr. Ward, has a couple
of questions he would like to ask, and I would like to have him do so.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. May I say before he begins that he has been very
helpful to us in getting at some of the underlying data relative to Gov-
ernment activities. These are not easy to come by; access to files is far
more difficult than it would first appear.

COSTS ON NONGOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES

Mr. WARD. I would like to ask you with respect to Circular A-76
in the use of a differential, whether there should be a differential used
at all, if the item can be bought competitively ?

Mr. GAINSBRUGFI. Well, this is what I had in mind when I said that
the first point of disaffection with A-76 was their failure to under-
score, perhaps as forcefully as others would have, the preference for
buying, if at all possible, in the private sector. Buy from the private
sector, unless there are compelling arguments, because of hazard, be-
cause of inadequacy of supply, because of national security, that move
you in the direction of making rather than buying.

I am reluctant to endorse the general rule that if you can get it in
a competitive market, there need be no consideration of Government
make. There may be a leadership role involved as in the case of a com-
puter that the Government wishes to fulfill through its own make
rather than through purchase.

Mr. WARD. We have found that you often get into a lot of expensive
bookkeeping and accounting and so on, to prove things that perhaps
don't need to be proved at all, where there is a product involved that
you can buy competitively.

Then the second question would be, if it can't be bought competi-
tively, wouldn't it be better to place more effort on trying to get market
competition rather than the Government itself providing the competi-
tion?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Again I think I would agree with it as a general
rule. There may be exceptions as in the case of national security, or
in the case of the leadership role in R. & D.. which I don't want to dis-
count too heavily, because there is so much that has come from the
leadership role, in space and in the computer area, by Government.

Mr. WARD. Yes.
Mr. GAINsBRuGH. That wouldn't have been forthcoming as readily

in the private sector.
Mr. WARD. Thank you. That is all I have.
Representative CURTIS. Thank you again, very much, Mr. Gains-

brugh. We deeply appreciate your appearing before us.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. As always, I have enjoyed being here.
Representative CURTIS. We also have with us Mr. R. Douglas

Marshall, chairman of the board of trustees of the National Association
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of Wholesalers. Mr. Marshall, we appreciate your coming before this
committee and giving us your views. I understand you have a prepared
st atement.

STATEMENT OF R. DOUGLAS MARSHALL, CHAIRMANI, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESALERS

Mr. MARSHALL. I do; yes, sir.
Representative CURTs. Without objection that will go into the

record, and if you will proceed however you care to.
(The statement referred to follows:)

PREPARED STATEAMENT OF R. DOUGLAS MARSHALL

My name is R. Douglas Marshall. I am President of the R. D. Marshall Co.,
a wholesale distributing firm of airconditioning and refrigeration supplies in
Albany, N.Y. Today, I am appearing before this Subcommittee as the Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the National Association of Wholesalers. The Na-
tional Association of Wholesalers is composed of 50 national commodity line
wholesale associations, which are comprised of 19,000 merchant wholesale firms.
We are indeed grateful for the opportunity to present our views on Govern-
ment procurement policies and practices. Thousands of wholesalers throughout
the nation are now servicing countless Government installations with goods
and commodities. The industry is indeed concerned with government procure-
ment policies and practices.

The federal Government has a need for a vast quantity of goods and com-
modities to be used at hundreds of locations, not only in this country, but
throughout the world. Our statement here today concerns only those supplies
needed in the United States, where there are many sources of commercial sup-
plies. Also, our attention is focused not on the many special products and de-
vices which are peculiar to Government need, but to the commercially available
goods and comomdities.

The mass movement of goods and commodities from the point of origin, be
it field or factory, to the point of need is the function of the wholesale distribu-
tion industry. To perform this function it is not only necessary to anticipate
the variety of articles which may be required, but to determine when they will
be needed, to invest in the purchase of these commodities, and to maintain
adequate storage facilities for them. There are many thousands of wholesale
establishment located throughout the country to serve the needs of consumers
and industry. We serve the needs of many Government installations, states,
cities, small businesses and also the largest corporations in the United States.
Indeed, for my business in Albany, my largest purchaser is the General Electric
Corporation.

This Subcommittee is concerned with economy in Government, and so are we.
At this time in the procurement operations of the Federal Government there is
a consistent, but false concept that centralized procurement is the most eco-
nomical method of purchasing for the needs of many scattered installations.
The nation's largest corporations, whose profit reports Indicate a sharp Interest
in economy In purchasing have not adopted this principle. Why the difference in
concept between the Government and the large corporations?

Basically, we believe the concept of centralized procurement stems from the
fact that the officials who direct Government procurement operations are price
conscious when they should be cost conscious. There Is a world of difference.
Under the present procurement concept, there is a determination to obtain the
lowest price, store commodities in a Government operated warehouse and fill
the needs of scattered Government installations as these needs arise. The vast
costs of centralized storage, warehousing, and inventorying are staggering.

We wholesale distributors are specialists in the business of acquiring, hold-
ing, selling and delivering inventory to the point-of-user need. This is our only
economic justification for existence. Many people have long predicted the demise
of the wholesale distributor-educated people who should know better but who
have never studied the facts. In the past five years, for example, the growth in
dollar volume of business handled by the nation's merchant wholesale distribu-
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tors has grown at a rate of almost 6% per year. This is approximately double
the growth rate of our Gross National Product. This is a period in which you
will all agree, I'm sure, there has been a tremendous growth in so-called "dis-
count merchandising" of consumer goods.

The reason for this is simple. As we become more sophisticated in our analysis
of true total marketing or distribution costs, item by item, large and small busi-
nesses are finding that "rapidity of flow of goods" from production line to user
is the key to profits in distribution. Mass merchandisers, through the use of
electronic data processing equipment are finding that they can afford to "buy
direct," warehouse and sell only those items on which they have constant, steady
volume demand. The vast bulk of the items they handle in their merchandise
lines are slow moving, occassional demand items. They cannot afford to buy them
direct, warehouse them and hold them for ultimate user demand. They are turn-
ing to us wholesale distributors, the experienced inventory-handling specialists,
to handle and supply many items for them. The "price" may be slightly higher
but the "net cost" is much less and profits are much greater.

In 1963, the Comptroller General of the United States made a study of the
centralized procurement operations of several inventory control points in the
Department of Defense. In a letter to the Speaker of the House and the Presi-
dent pro tempore of the Senate, dated November 29, 1963, he stated,

"Our review disclosed that inventory control points within the Department of
Defense have not given appropriate consideration to commercial availability and
the costs of central management and distribution when determining whether an
item of supply will be procured directly by using activities or will he obtained
through service supply channels. As a result, Department of Defense activities
centrally manage hundreds of thousands of low-volume, minor items of supply
that are readily available to using activities from commercial sources. We esti-
mate that direct procurement of such items by using activities would reduce
supply management costs by about $50 million a year and supply inventories by
about $275 million."

The Comptroller General's study covered six of about 58 centralized military
inventory control points throughout the United States, which manage in excess of
5 million items of supply. The six control points analyzed manage about I million
of those items of supply, or about 20% of the total DOD supply inventory from the
standpoint of number of items handled.

At the six inventory control points studied, the Comptroller General's staff
selected about 561,000 minor items of supply for study, consisting primarily of
hardware, repair parts, industrial supplies and other low-volume items. With
respect to this list of items an examination into the dollar value of issues of these
items during a 12-month period ended in 1961 disclosed that about 258,000 items,
or 46%, had not been issued at all during the year, and 213,000 items, or an addi-
tional 38%, had annual issues ranging in value of from less than $10 to under
$400.

Rightfully or wrongly, the Comptroller General decided that economies that
could be realized through centralized procurement of items averaging $400 or
over of the issue per year were justified. For purposes of making our point, we
will agree with him, however, we are sure that many more items, on which issues
of much more than $400 per year are made, can be much more economically
purchased locally.

The amazing fact is that 471,538 items out of the 561,000, or 84%, had been
issued either not at all during the year, or in quantity of value less than $400. The
Comptroller General then selected 2,614 of these items, by random systematic
sampling methods, for detailed examination. For the total of 2,614 supply items
selected for detailed examination, they questioned, either personally or by cor-
respondence, wholesaler-distributors, and manufacturers' outlets to determine
whether the items would be readily at local levels.

They considered an item to be readily available if it was in stock locally or
could be obtained from the factory or distributor in thirty days-about the same
length of time normally experienced by using activities when obtaining items from
central inventory control points.

The study revealed that 942 Items, or 36%, of the 2.614 items covered in the
review were readily available from local commercial sources. 631, or 67%. of those
items were either in stock at local outlets or could be obtained in 5 days or less,
many being available for immediate shipment. The remaining 311 items could be
obtained from the factory. nationwide factory outlets, or local distributors in
30 days or less.
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The Comptroller General concluded that 32%o of the 471,538 low-volume, minor-line items, or 150,300 of those items, should have been decontrolled and procuredlocally by using activities at tremendous net savings to the taxpayer.
His estimate of the average annual cost to centrally manage minor items of sup-ply, weighted according to volume at the respective locations, was about S11i, persupply item. His report concluded that, "additional costs attributable to localpurchasing activities were exceeded by savings in other functions such as reportpreparation, requisition preparation, packing and crating and storage." Theaverage additional price of items, actually priced locally by the staff, was 30%more than the prices paid for those same items purchased by central inventorycontrol points. He found, however, that the average annual issue of those itemscompared was only $46. Remember, he also found that "per item cost" of centralmanagement was $114, on the average, per item, per year.
Expanding these costs of central supply management and the additional pricesthat might have been paid for local procurement to the estimated 4.8 million itemsin DOD inventory, the Comptroller General estimated that a potential existsfor the complete elimination of over 553,000 supply items from DOD inventories,and that local procurement of these items, even at 30% higher prices, would savethe taxpayers an estimated $50 million a year.
The weighted average inventory value per item of those 553,000 supply items,based on the sample at the six control-point locations, was $552. The Comnp-troller General thus estimated that if these 553,000 items were eliminated fromthe DOD inventory system, a total of $275 million in Government funds wouldhe freed from investment in needless central Government inventory. The inter-est on this needless investment, alone, would save the taxpayers another $8million a year, computed at the Government's cost of only 3% annual interest.I would call the Committee's attention, Mr. Chairman, to the fact that theComptroller General stated that since July 1955, almost 13 years ago, the pre-scribed policy of the DOD has been that, "the military departments, in peace-time, should place optimum reliance on local management and procurement ofnmaterial." He charges that "inventory managers have continued to centrallymanage commercial Items of supply under criteria that do not give adequateconsideration to commercial availability and costs of distribution of these itemsfrom centralized inventories." We could not agree more.
At one of the Army locations investigated, an item was retained in stockif (1) the item Is requested three times a year, or once a year for missilecomponents, (2) the item is on an overseas stock list, and (3) the item has amobilization reserve requirement. The Comptroller General then flatly statedthat he found no indication that commercial availability or distribution costinfluenced these determinations. We submit that on this basis, at $114 per yearaverage per Item inventory carrying costs, there is a built-in automatic averageof $38 per issue cost-often for penny items!
At the Navy's Yards and Docks Supply Office (YDSO) the average annualissues of minor items managed by YDSO amounted to only $38 per item duringthe year of the examination. Items were supposed to qualify for central stock-age, according to regulations In effect at YDSO, only if annual issue was $200or more. They were considering raising that to 150 units per year or $1,500worth of issues per year, according to the report. That would certainly be a stepin the right direction.
The report concludes that regulations contain criteria for utilization of com-mercial sources of supply which are more restrictive than necessary. It thenstates that from a geographical viewpoint, the disadvantages of supply froma manufacturer or distributor located outside the user's local trade area, com-pared with a military depot similarly located, are not apparent. We could notagree more, Mr. Chairman. We would hazard the guess, in fact, that such localprocurements from local commercial sources would get there much faster fromcholesale-distributors and at less net cost.
We agree with the Comptroller General, Mr. Chairman, in almost all he hasreported as a result of his survey of the DOD inventory and central procurementpractices. We are appalled that under the circumstances, we are able to sellthe DOD local users as much as we do. It is a tribute to the good judgmentof procurement officers at the local level.
We are firmly convinced that the conditions uncovered by the ComptrollerGeneral's survey of procurement practices in the DOD, would also be foundto be present in the procurement practices of the GSA. We suggest, Mr. Chair-
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man, that it would appear that the Congress is going to have to force changes
in the procurement practices of the Federal departments and agencies by law,
IF modern business inventory control and good common sense practices are to
be undertaken in the procurement processes of the Government.

Government regulations often set forth laudable objectives, but day-to-day
procurement practices continue to require construction of millions of cubic
feet of warehouse space, all over the 50 states, for the needless, wasteful storing
of hundreds of thousands of items that are locally available at greatly reduced
"net cost" to the Government.

This is where the Government procurement system breaks down and the
Comptroller General goes to great lengths to point this out in his report of
November 29, 1963, and in many more of his reports to the Congress. "Net cost"
of an item, delivered to the point of use, should be the controlling factor in
determining methods or channels or places of purchase of materials and supplies
by the Government. Delivered price to some Government receiving dock, often
300 to 3,000 miles or more from the point of eventual use and often, as we have
seen, one or two or three years or more from the date of demand, is the con-
trolling factor too often used by Government central procurement officers.

"Price" is only one element of cost and very often, as private industry pur-
chasing agents will tell you, very often the least important element of "net cost."

We wholesale distributors know this well, for this is our business. By and
large, we manufacture nothing; we buy, hold, sell and deliver the products that
are made by others (the repair and replacement parts and equipment, materials
and supplies needed by others-needed by the Government). No one knows better
than we that there are tremendous costs connected with the performance of the
distribution functions.

The reason the small businessman plays such a minor role in supplying the
Government is because the entire system of procurement of materials and
supplies, repair and replacement parts and equipment by the Government is based
on price-one price to all Government departments and agencies is the dream
of the Government procurement officer. His invitation to bid is based on
the estimated needs of all departments and agencies of the Government for that
product, supposedly six months to one year in advance.

To begin with, it is quite obviously impossible to predict what the needs of
all departments and agencies of the Government will be for even one year in
advance on any one item. This is why the Government has such a large surplus
disposal problem. These surplus sales are the result of poor predictions by central
procurement officer. The surplus sales are usually at "give-away prices," 10%
to 20% of the original "price". The loss on these is not 80% or 90%, Mr. Chairman,
but 80% or 90% plus the cost of receiving, handling, storing, interest on invest-
ment and dozens of other costs.

According to the Comptroller General's Report, as stated earlier, the central
procurement price is, on the average, about 30% below the local purchase price,
but what is the "cost" delivered to the point of need? Forgetting the cost of
checking in and out of warehouses on movement from point to point in the
Government central supply system, just remember that the Comptroller General
found that the average cost of recording per year was $114 per supply item.

Again, I point out that centralized procurement means obtaining a large
volume of goods at a central point, and then warehousing them, breaking bulk,
repackaging them into smaller quantities, shipping them, at the time of need,
to the point of need. The operation includes moving goods, maintaining
inventories, filing requisitions, billing and many other operations. It is in many
ways the same operation that goes on in my business and other wholesale
businesses.

What does It cost to carry inventory? Before me is a small pamphlet prepared
by Dr. Ronald Foster, assistant Professor at the Ohio State University, called
"What Does It Cost To Carry Inventory?" Here are some of the factors he lists
which comprise the cost of carrying inventory. They are: taxes on land and build-
ings, insurance, depreciation, maintenance and repair of buildings, utility costs,
depreciation on equipment, maintenance and repair on equipment, obsolescence,
pilferage, deterioration and other losses on inventory, labor costs on physical
handling, labor costs on clerical operation and record keeping, and interest
on money invested in buildings, equipment, land and inventory. For the average
wholesaler, the cost of carrying inventory is in the neighborhood of 25% per
year. Thus, an inventory of $100,000 costs $25,000 just to maintain.
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When goods and supplies are purchased by the local using agency at the time
of need, all of these costs are eliminated. For literally tens of thousands of items,
there is no need for the Government to warehouse, for these commodities are
readily available from local commercial sources.

Unfortunately, too much of the advice that the Congress receives comes from
the officials who believe in centralized procurement as a basic concept. The
procurement officials in the hundreds of Federal installations across the nation
have a different view. They know that local suppliers can deliver goods and
commodities on much shorter notice than they can be delivered from the cen-
tralized warehouses operated by the Federal Government. They also know that
local vendors can supply a vast volume of product knowledge that is unavailable
from the central Government warehouse.

The time has come for 0ongress to express clearly that economic procurement
is required; that efficient procurement does not require an empire and that
modern business practices must be brought to the Government's procurement
activities.

Mr. MARSHALL. We can shorten it up considerably, Mr. Chairman,
if this is agreeable, and still cover the salient points.

Representative CuRTis. Very good.
Mr. MARSHALL. It is getting late. As you have said, my name is

R. Douglas Marshall. I am president of the R. D. Marshall Co., a whole-
sale distributing firm of air conditioning and refrigeration supplies
in Albany, N.Y. Today, I am appearing before this subcommittee as
the chairman of the board of trustees of the National Association of
Wholesalers. The National Association of Wholesalers is composed
of 50 national commodity line wholesale associations, which are com-
prised of 19,000 merchant wholesale firms throughout the country.
We are interested in the question of Government procurement, and
are certainly happy to be here this morning to talk briefly with you.

This discussion of mine I don't think is quite going from the
sublime to the ridiculous, but I would agree that possibly it is from
the grand to the precise. I think this is more like it. And I could sum
up the rest of my testimony probably in one sentence, by saying that
the proverbial old shopper was probably right when he said he could
"save you money by getting it for you wholesale."

I think this is the gist of what we are saying here this morning.
But wholesalers are mostly small businessmen like myself clear across
the country. We sell, we can and we do sell to the government at all
levels, National, State, and local, and we save them money.

The question of price versus cost is discussed in my testimony, and
this is a most important distinction to make, because the price of an
article in Seattle bears little resemblance to its actual cost when it
is required in Washington, and the fact that it is here when it is
needed is the important thing, not how much it is at some distance
away.

Centralized purchasing has been furthered by the government and
by government witnesses, and we wish to point out that centralized
purchasing is not always the best. To illustrate in my own particular
case if I might, Mr. Chairman, our single largest customer in upstate
New York is the General Electric Co. We sell more to GE than we
do to anybody else.

They buy so much from their plants in Burlington, Vt., Pittsfield,
Mass., their main office in Schenectady, their plants in Utica, Johnson
City, New York, Glens Falls, and Fort Edward. All of these plants
buy from us as separate organizations, no centralized purchasing.
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In addition, plants like Pittsfield, Mass., Utica, N.Y., and Schenec-
tady are so large that we deal with, oh, half a dozen or eight different
purchasing departments in each of these plants, so that centralized
purchasing is not generally followed by many of the large
corporations.

Why is this? Well, I think that the large corporations realize that
they must be cost conscious instead of price conscious, and there is
quite a difference and distinction to be made.

The Comptroller General of the United States made a study in 1963,
and I have a copy of the report here. If the committee wishes to obtain
copies, they are available through the Comptroller General's Office,
and it is a most valuable report.

Representative CuRTIs. Would you identify it by title and date, just
for the record?

Mr. MARSHALL. All right, sir. "Report to the Congress of the United
States, Uneconomical Management of Commercially Available Items,
Department of Defense," by the Comptroller General.

Representative CuRTIS. It should have a date on the inside there.
Mr. MARSHALL. November 29, 1963.
Representative CnRTis. That identifies it. Thank you.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir. The number here is B-146828, if this is of

any value.' 2
The Comptroller G;eneral made a study of the centralized procure-

ment operations of several inventory control points in the Department
of Defense, quoting from my prepared statement:

In a letter to the Speaker of the House and the President pro tempore of the
Senate, dated November 29,1963, he stated:

"Our review disclosed that inventory control points within the Department of
Defense have not given appropriate consideration to commercial availability
and the cost of central management and distribution when determining whether
an item of supply will be procured directly by using activities or will be obtained
through service supply channels. As a result, Department of Defense activities
centrally manage hundreds of thousands of low-volume, minor items of supply
that are readily available to using activities from commercial sources. We esti-
mate that direct procurement of such items by using activities would reduce
supply management costs by about $50 million a year and supply inventories by
about $275 million."

I will just summarize what I have here. They chose six out of about
58 central military inventory control points, and these six stock 1 mil-
lion different supply items out of a total of some 5 million that are
stocked by all 58. So they had 1 million supply items in these six storage
warehouses.

They examined more than half of them, about 560,000 of the minor
items of supply, maintenance and repair, emergencies, things of this
kind. These aren't guns or battleships or airplanes. These are bolts and
nuts and hardware items and drugs and sundries and the parts and
pieces that go into maintenance and repair.

In respect to this list of over 560,000 of these items in stock, they
found that 46 percent had not been issued at all during the preceding
year, pretty near half of them. They never even sold one. Nobody asked
for one, but they had them in stock.

Of the rest, there was an additional 38 percent which had moved
somewhere between $10 and $400 in value during the year, and this is

1 Copy In subcommittee files.
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84 percent of their inventory of these 560,000 items that had moved halfof them not at all, and a third maybe somewhere between $10 and $400.

They found out when they analyzed their cost of maintaining thesewarehouses that for every single one of those items, it costs them $114,whether they sold one or 1,000,000, it cost them $114 just in the paperwork, in inventory, in putting them in stock, in shipping them. So hereis $114 for every single item, and they don't sell any. This is not from acommercial standpoint very sound. I would go broke very quickly do-ing this sort of thing.
The Comptroller General has urged the Department of Defensethat they consider the possibility of buying locally the commercially

available items which comprise the bulk of the inventories in whole-salers across the country. The report concludes, and I am now on page
8 of my testimony, the bottom of page 8, the report concludes thatregulations contain criteria for utilization of commercial sources of
supply which are more restrictive than necessary. It then states thatfrom a geographical viewpoint, the disadvantages of supply from amanufacturer or distributor located outside the user's local trade area,compared with a military depot similarly located, are not apparent.
We could not agree more, Mr. Chairman. We would hazard the guess,in fact, that such local procurements from local commercial sourceswould get there much faster from wholesaler-distributors and at lessnet cost.

The emphasis upon price and not upon delivery cost is where theGovernment breaks down, falls down in this procurement system.
This is where the Government procurement system breaks downand the Comptroller General goes to great lengths to point this out inhis report of November 29, 1963, and in many more of his reports tothe Congress. "Net cost" of an item, delivered to the point of use,should be the controlling factor in determining methods or channelsor places of purchase of materials and supplies by the Government. De-livered price to some Government receiving dock, often 300 to 3,000miles or more from the point of eventual use and often, as we haveseen, 1 or 2 or 3 years or more from the date of demand, is the con-

trolling factor too often used by Government central procurement
officers.

"Price" is only one element of cost and very often, as private industry
purchasing agents will tell you, very often the least important element
of "net cost." That is the price of the item.

We wholesale distributors know this well, for this is our business.
By and large, we manufacture nothing; we buy, hold, sell and deliverthe products that are made by others-the repair and replacement
parts and equipment, materials and supplies needed by others, neededby the Government. No one knows better than we that there are tre-mendous costs connected with the performance of the distribution
functions.

T will close this with this statement: The cost of carrying an inven-tory has been estimated at from 20 to 25 percent of the cost of the item,and this is something that the Government does not take into considera-
tion when it thinks only of price. When the functions of a wholesaler
are considered, and with these functions a Government material ware-
house is going to have to assume should be considered in the cost, andit becomes apparent that for commercially available items it is in most
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cases cheaper for the Government to buy them locally than to attempt
to buy them centrally and stock them in warehouses across the country.

This is the gist then of our testimony. We feel that the time has come
for Congress to express clearly that economic procurement is required,
that efficient procurement does not require an empire, and that modern
business practices must be brought to the Government's procurement
activities. Thank you very much.

Chairman PROXMIRE (presiding). Thank you very much. I am sorry
and apologize for being so late, and I want to thank the distinguished
Congressman from Missouri for his chairing the hearing. I just have
a couple of questions. If the gentleman from Missouri would want to go
ahead, pease do.

Representative Camxrr~rs. Whichever you prefer.

ITEMS IN FEDERAL SUPPLY

Chairman PRoxMiRE. Let me ask you this. This is just a technical
question first. You said something about there being 5 million items.
Where did you get that? Do you mean 5 million separate items?

Mr. MARSHALL. This is in the report from the Comptroller General.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The reason I asked is because yesterday we

were told by Mr. Ignatius that it was 3.9 million, and they take great
pride that it had gone down.

Mr. MARSHALL. Is that so? In these were some 5 million different
items.

STAGNANT INVENTORY

Chairman PROXMiRE. The implication is of a stagnant inventory.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was your figure of what percentage has

not moved at all?
Mr. MARSHALL. Forty-six percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Forty-six percent?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And 84 percent had moved in such slow

volume.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PRoxmiRE. In terms of dollars.
Mr. MARSHALL. That is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That it was negligible.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is 84 percent altogether?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course this raises the other question. I am

sure that one answer they have is that although this may not have
moved in a year, it may move in very, very small volume, that we
have to have it in Vietnam to save a life, we have to have an inventory.

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMTRE. The emergency question, the availability ques-

tion is very, very important, and if you don't have it in a commercial
wholesale location that is available, and you have to have it pro-
duced of course it could, because of a nail a shoe is lost.

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. And because of that a horse is lost and then akingdom is lost.
Mr. MARSHALL. Granted. I don't think we can make a hard and fast

estimate that everything should be done this way. There are certain
military items of such a critical nature

CRITERIA FOR STORING

Chairman PROXMIRE. What criteria would you suggest we adopt?
You make a wonderful point here, but when should the Govern-
ment stop and when should it not stop?

Mr. MARSHALL. I would say the words "commercially available,"
this is the key to it. If you can pick up a supply house catalog and
say here these things are, these guys have got them in stock all over
the country, then it is foolish for us to stock it. It is their job.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This not only requires them to check it as of
one point, but to keep rechecking it to make sure it continues to be
available.

Mr. MARSHALL. This was done in a survey, and in my testimony there
is reference to it. A survey was made. They selected some; a study was
made.

They took a total at random by systematic sampling methods for
detailed examination. Of the total of 2,614 supply items selected for
detailed examination, they questioned, either personally or by cor-
respondence, wholesaler-distributors, and manufacturers' outlets to
determine whether the items would be readily available at local levels.

They considered an item to be readily available if it was in stock
locally or could be obtained from the factory or distributor in 30days-about the same length of time normally experienced by using
activities when obtaining items from central inventory control points.

The study revealed that 942 items, or 36 percent, of the 2,614 items
covered in the review were readily available from local commercial
sources. Six hundred thirty-one, or 67 percent, of those items were
either in stock at local outlets or could be obtained in 5 days or less,
many being available for immediate shipment. The remaining 311
items could be obtained from the factory, nationwide factory outlets,
or local distributors in 30 days or less.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And of course some of these items I suppose
can be designated as not being necessary in emergency situations. Inother words. you know that part of a weapon that is being used cur-
rently in combat, that obviously it should be available.

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.

COST OF WAREHOUSING

Chairman PROXMIRE. If it is an item of clothing perhaps that would
not be used in Vietnam, or something else of that kind, obviously you
can throw that kind of thing out of the emergency category. Let me
just ask one other very brief question. What is warehousing cost in
terms of percentage? I have got an estimate here of 10 percent per year
of the value of goods.

Mr. MARSHALL. No.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I know it varies a lot.
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COST OF WAREHOUSING 25 PERCENT OF VALUE PER YEAR

Mr. MARSHALL. It does vary. I have with me, and I will leave it for
the committee, a study made by Professor Foster of Ohio State on this.
He says 25 percent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Warehousing?
Mr. MARSHALL. Warehousing. This is the cost of carrying an item

in inventory for a year, 25 percent of its value. You have the cost of
the building, you have the investment on the item, you have the cost
of putting it away on shelves, you have the cost of taking it off the
shelf, shipping it out.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This 10 percent figure was supplied by Sears,
Roebuck to this committee some years ago. Maybe they have a different
kind of problem.

Mr. MARSHALL. Possibly. I have never seen that figure this low.
Ten percent-now Sears, Roebuck is a large retailer with a turn-
over much faster than the average wholesaler has. They have to. When
you think that we have many items in our stock that don't sell for a
couple of years, and yet I must have them there because they are emer-
gency items.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Marshall, from what you tell us the De-
fense Department can hardly be considered to be a fast-turnover outfit.

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, this is true, and we are only speaking of those
items, the fast turnover of a defense item, this is for them to stock
and to buy direct and to warehouse. It is these slower moving items
tihat comprise over 50 percent of the total that move so slowly, that
in most cases are locally available, commercially available, that we
feel this is where the Government should look to save money.

I would suggest, too, that if a study of this kind is made, that these
would be the people to contact, the purchasing people in the local
government activities. They know how valuable it is to be able to call
a local supplier for something that is needed. I am surprised that the
wholesaler sells as much as he does to the Government, in view of the
restrictions that have been placed.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Curtis?
(The study referred to by the witness is reprinted herein:)
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WHAT DOES IT COST TO CARRY INVENTORY?
ON this age of the "Profit Squeeze," it is

U becoming increasingly more difficult for
management of wholesale-distributor firms
to earn a reasonable profit-make an ade-
quate return on invested capital-to com-
pensate them for money invested in their
businesses. The key role of inventory
management in the profitability of whole-
sale distribution is too often overlooked.
In the average wholesale-distributor busi-
ness, INVENTORY is the LARGEST
SINGLE ASSET ITEM, thus tying up a
large portion of owner's investment.

Every wholesale-distributor business
manager knows the purchase price of his
inventory-he must also know what it is
worth, for tax purposes. The question that
is too little understood and too often over-
looked in figuring the cost of operation of
a distribution business is WHAT DOES IT
COST TO CARRY INVENTORY?

Let's look at the total annual cost of
carrying inventory as a percentage of the
total value of the average inventory. For
example, a firm's annual inventory carry-
ing cost would be twenty-five percent
(25%) if it cost the company $50,000 in
one year to carry $200,000 of average in-
ventory in stock. Does this appear high?
Low? Unfortunately, not many wholesale-
distributors know the answers to these
questions. An examination of the literature
on the subject reveals that some leading
authors have made estimates of the total

annual cost of carrying inventory, a sum-
mary of the opinions of which are shown
in Exhibit # 1.

Perhaps the most widely quoted esti-
mate appears in Alford and Bangs' PRO-
DUCTION HANDBOOK which sets the
total annual carrying cost at twenty-five
percent (25% ) of the value of the average
inventory on hand. The breakdown of the
25% figure is shown in the first column
of Exhibit #2. The second column shows
the estimate and breakdown of inventory
carrying costs by Remington Rand in IN-
VENTORY CONTROL FOR WHOLE-
SALERS. Also shown, in the third col-
umn, is the combined estimate of seventeen
wholesale-distributors in attendance at the
"Third Planning for More Profits Seminar"
presented by the National Association of
Wholesalers in 1961.

Both the Remington Rand estimate and
the combined estimate of the wholesale-
distributor executives suggest that the an-
nual cost of carrying inventory for an
average wholesale-distributor firm amounts
to at least as much as twenty percent
(20% ) of the average inventory value.
This figure will, of course, vary between
wholesale-distributor firms, especially the
breakdown of the various cost elements,
even though the firms may be distributing
the same commodity lines.

The fact that actual carrying costs vary
between wholesale-distributor firms, how-
ever, strengthens the need for each such
firm to determine its own inventory carry-
ing cost figure. These costs are NOT RE-
PORTED in normal accounting records
and must therefore be determined. They
are TOO IMPORTANT TO BE OVER-
LOOKED.

hibit I
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ESTIMATES Of INVENTORY CARRYiNG COSTS

Estimate of
Carrying Costs as

Percent of
Author Pubication Inventory Value

L. P. Afford and PRODUCTION HANDBOOK 25%
John R. Bangs (Eds.) (The Ronald Press Company. 1955) p. 397
Dean S. Ammer MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 20-25%

(Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1962) p. 137
John R. Holbrook MANAGING THE MATERIALS FUNCTION 24%

(American Management Association, 1959) p. 67

John F. Magee 'The Logistics of Distribution" 20-35%
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, Juty.August 1960, p. 99

Benjamin Melnitsky MANAGEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL INVENTORY 25%
(Conover-Mast Publications, Inc., 1951) p. 115

W. Evert Welch SCIENTIFIC INVENTORY CONTROL 25%
(Management Publishing Corporation, 1956) p. 63

Thomson M. Whitin THE THEORY OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 25%
(Princeton University Press, 1957) p. 220
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Exhibit 2

COMPUTING INVENTORY CARRYING COSTS
This computation would be made by add-
ing all the costs connected with the "own-
ing" or "holding" of inventory for a given
period of time and dividing the total of
these costs by the dollar amount of the
average value of the inventory held during
this period. Since each of the costs of
possession cannot be found directly in ac-
counting records, it might be helpful to
enumerate the various cost elements which
comprise the typical wholesale-distributor's
TOTAL COST OF CARRYING INVEN-
TORY. These would include the following:

STORAGE SPACE COSTS
(Proportionate share of each)

Taxes on land and building
Insurance on building
Depreciation on building (if owned)
Depreciation on warehouse installations
Maintenance and repairs of building
Utility costs, including heat, light and water
Janitor, watchman and maintenance salaries
Rent (if paid)

HANDLING EQUIPMENT COSTS

Depreciation on equipment
Fuel for equipment
Maintenance and repair of equipment
Insurance and taxes on equipment

INVENTORY RISK COSTS

13. Insurance on inventory
14. Obsolescence of inventory

1.
2.
3-
4-
5-
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

15.
16.
17.

Physical deterioration of inventory
Pilferage
Losses resulting from inventory price
declines

INVENTORY SERVICE COSTS

18. Taxes on inventory
19. Labor costs of handling and maintaining

stocks
20. Clerical costs of keeping records
21. Employer contribution to.social security for

all "space," "handling" and inventory "serv-
ice" personnel

22. Unemployment compensation insurance for
all "space," "handling" and inventory "serv-
ice" personnel

23. Employer contributions to pension plans,
group life, health and accident insurance
programs for all "space," "handling" and
inventory "service" personnel

24. A proportionate share of general administra-
tive overhead, including all taxes, social se-
curity, pension and employer contributions
to insurance programs for administrative
personnel

CAPITAL COSTS
25. interest on money invested in inventory
26. Interest on money invested in inventory han-

dling and control equipment
27. Interest on money invested in land and build-

ing to store inventory (if owned)
The above costs are REAL. It may take

some time to calculate them for your firm
BUT, can you afford NOT to know what
YOUR INVENTORY CARRYING
COSTS ARE?

191

COMPOSITION OF TOTAL INVENTORY CARRYING COSTS
AS A PERCENT OF INVENTORY VALUE

Percent of Inventory Value
Carrying Cost Remington Rand

Item Alfond A Bangs Imtassry Control NAW Profit Planning Seminar
Pnu Hoot,, Raoielh for Wzblesaters 17 Participants

Obsolescence 10.00% 7.00% 4.00%
Interest on Capital Invested 6.00 5.00 7.00
Deterioration or Its Prevention 5.00 4.00 4.00
Handling and Distribution 2.50 2.00 3.00
Transportation .50 .50 1.00
Taxes .50 .50 .50
Insurance .25 .25 25
Storage Facilities .25 .75 .25

TOTAL 25.00% 20.00% 20.00%

5. , .~ , Pa 9
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ANALYZING INVENTORY
CARRYING COST ELEMENTS

While the total costs of carrying inventory
are found by adding up the cost elements
in the above list, some of these elements
may not vary with the amount of inventory
carried. That is, some costs will remain
relatively "fixed" in the short run. regard-
less of variations in levels of inventory
stock. To the extent that storage space is
available and cannot be used for other pro-
ductive purposes, for example, the costs
related to the space occupied will not fluc-
tuate much with changes in inventory levels.
If any inventory space is rented (item 8);
or. if the space could be used for other
profitable purposes, or, if additional storage
facilities are needed, then space costs (items
/ through 8), may be directly affected by
the amount of inventory on hand.

Depreciation on (handling) equipment
(item 9) continues whether the equipment
is used or not. But the amount of the ex-
pense may depend on the magnitude of
inventory held. Items 10 through 24 differ
from one firm to another, but for the most
part, these costs vary with the quantity of
inventory on hand. It should also be noted
that an increase in inventory on hand may
cause a proportionally greater increase in
some of these costs due to duplication of
handling as a result of inefficient place-
ment and crowding.

Some wholesale-distributors might make
the mistake of thinking that cash tied up
in inventories (item 25) costs nothing, espe-
cially if the funds used to finance the in-
ventory are generated internally, through
retained earnings or depreciation. The in-
ference is that if cash were not invested in
inventory, it would sit idle and earn noth-
ing for the company. But, in any well-run
business, surplus cash should be invested
in other income-producing assets.

The rate of interest expense or cost on
a dollar of cash invested in inventory de-
pends on the financial policy of the partic-
ular wholieale-distributor firm. It may be
based upon the rate that the company is
currently paying for external sources of
funds, such as bank loans or mortgage
loans. In some cases, however, the rate a
company would have to pay for additional
money to acquire inventory may be differ-
ent from what it currently is paying for
capital for other purposes. In these in-
stances, the rate of interest costs on cash
invested in inventory should be based on
the cost the firm would have to pay for
more money. Inventory not only comprises
a large part of the total assets of the aver-
age wholesale-distributor firm but it is also
the least liquid of the current assets. In
general, to compensate for the risks in-

volved, it is reasonable to assume that a
wholesale-distributor firm's interest rate or
cost assigned to money invested in inven-
tory normally should be slightly higher
than its usual interest costs. This may ex-
plain why the concensus opinion of the
wholesale-distributors in Exhibit #2. third
column, was 7%.

The most dangerous thing about inven-
tory carrying costs in wholesale-distribution
is that these costs are never itemized on a
profit and loss statement. They are too
seldom calculated and watched. Thus.
their effect on profits. although often great
and direct, is seldom realized.

INVENTORY TURNOVER AND CARRYING COSTS
The potential magnitude of the costs of
carrying inventory in a wholesale-distribu-
tor firm provides management with a strong
incentive to improve inventory turnover by
reducing "stock" in relation to sales. In-
deed, one of the most important benefits
of a relatively high inventory turnover rate
is that expense items that have to do with
owning a stock of goods are decreased.

This may be made clearer perhaps, by
examination of the purely hypothetical ex-
ample in Figure #1, which is designed
merely to illustrate the effect of turnover
on inventory carying costs and not to sug-
gest what the turnover rate of any whole-
sale-distributor firm is, or should be. As
illustrated here, if only one turnover is
secured on an annual sale of goods costing
$1,000,000, the total cost of carrying in-
ventory amounts to $200,000 per year
(using the earlier-determined 20% carry-
ing cost). When the turnover rate is in-
creased to two turns a year, an annual
savings of $100,000 is effected in carrying
costs as only 50% as much inventory must
be carried. Each successive increase in the
turnover rate further reduces these costs
when the carrying-cost rate is assumed to
remain static.

BALANCING ACQUISITION COSTS
WITH CARRYING COSTS

While a high rate of stock turnover de-
creases the expenses that are directly asso-
ciated with owning or carrying inventory,
a too high turnover rate often has an ad-
verse effect upon the cost of acquiring
stock. When skeleton stocks are carried
and small quantities are ordered more fre-
quently, more expense and time is spent
in performing the buying function. Thus,
a very slow turnover tends to increase the
carrying cost and a very rapid turnover in-
creases the acquisition cost. This is clearly
illustrated by the hypothetical example in
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Figure #2, where the relationship between
the cost of carrying, or possession, and the
cost of acquisition at various turnover rates
is indicated.

It is evident that as the rate of stock
turnover is increased, total costs decline
and profits increase-BUT ONLY TO A
CERTAIN POINT. Eventually, a point
will be reached at which the lower posses-
sion costs that are associated with the rapid
turnover rates will be MORE THAN OFF-
SET by the higher acquisition costs attrib-
utable to stocks that are unduly low in re-
lation to sales volume.

The most profitable turnover rate is the
one that produces the lowest overall cost.

It is obtained when the cost of possession
and the cost of acquisition are reasonably
balanced to maximize profits.

To maximize profits, then, wholesale-
distributors must carefully establish inven-
tory management policies that take into
account both inventory acquisition costs
and inventory possession or carrying costs.
Such cost analysis, to truly maximize prof-
its, should be made by product lines as
well as for the total inventory stock. Whole-
sale-distributors should carry only such
slow-moving, "slow-turn" inventory as is
necessary to meet the firm's customer serv-
ice policies.

Figure I

Figure 2
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INVENTORY CLASSIFICATION
FOR WHOLESALE-DISTRIBUTORS

Many wholesale-distributor firms obtain up
to 75 to 80 percent of their gross sales from
as little as 15 to 20 percent of the number
of inventory items or lines in stock. Value
analysis of your inventory by item and by
product line, with classification of items
and lines by "A", fast-moving, high volume
items and lines; "B", slow-moving, lower-
volume items and lines; and, "C", very
slow-moving (should they be carried?)
very low-volume items and lines, is a very
necessary first step toward good inventory
management for maximum profit.

The "A" class items must be carefully
controlled, so that they are seldom, if ever,
"out of stock." These items are excellent
candidates for perpetual inventory.* They
may number only 15 to 20 percent of the
items or lines and. may very possibly ac-
count for up to 75 to 80 percent of total
gross sales. The rate of turnover on this
class of stock is so high that carrying costs
are usually minimized.

The "B" class items need less careful
control from the standpoint of "out of
stock" sales losses. This class of item may
even be excluded from the perpetual in-
ventory system, if one is used. They may
comprise between 25 and 35 percent of
the number of items in stock and only ac-
count for between 10 and 15 percent of
total gross sales. In this class of slower-
moving stock items, turnover is lower and
carrying costs begin to increase-thus bear
watching.

The "C" items and lines, often 50 per-.
cent or more of the number of items in
stock, need NOT be watched closely for
"out-of-stock" reasons and very probably
should NOT be in the perpetual inventory
system, if one is used. They probably rep-
resent only 5 to 10 percent of total gross
sales. These "C" items may often be ade-
quately controlled as to reorder time by a
"tag system" or "bin-divider" system. In
this way, the higher carrying costs associ-
ated with Class "C" items will tend to be
minimized. "C" items should be periodi-
cally checked for possible elimination from
inventory altogether as customer service
demands for them decrease.

Wholesale-distributors who concentrate
their purchasing and control attention on
the fastest-moving "A" items, and devise
automatic "minimum clerical work" sys-

It should be noted that mechanized inventory
control systems (EDP) are usually designed to
provide perpetual inventory on all items in
stock. Even here. however, classification for I
report purposes may prove beneficial and worth-
while.

temns to adequately control slower-moving
"B" and "C" items, periodically reviewing
and eliminating stagnant "stiff stock" from
inventory, will increase sales, reduce in-

*ventory carrying costs, maximize profits
and increase their return on invested capi-
tal-a wholesale-distributor industry goal!

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT-
KEY TO YOUR FUTURE

YOU are a "distribution specialist"- there
is no other economic justification for your
continued existence.

Marketing analysts and writers for busi-
ness magazines and trade journals predict
that in the near future wholesale-distribu-
tors will be confronted with dealing with
larger and larger suppliers and customers,
as manufacturers, retailers, business users
and service establishments continue to in-
crease in size and thus in economic power.
To insure their continued use of wholesale-
distribution channels, YOU, the "distribu-
tion specialist," must attain optimum effi-
ciency in the handling of inventory. This
means you must increase the "rapidity of
flow of goods" through your warehouse-
maximizing inventory turnover rates and
minimizing inventory carrying costs.

In the last analysis, the principal eco-
nomic justification for the continued exist-
ence of the wholesale-distributor lies in his
ability to carry and move inventory near
the point of demand at the least cost-a
lower net cost than others can carry it for
themselves.

Therefore, know YOUR cost of carrying
inventory; know YOUR cost of acquisition;
and, atove all, achieve that balance be-
tween those costs which will return the
maximum profit to YOU!

Those wholesale-distributors who do so
will have a better chance of being in busi-
ness in the 1970's. WILL YOU?

Source Exhibit 2

L. P. Alford and John R. Bangs (Editors), Pro-
duction Handbook (New York: The Ronald Press
Company, 1955); p. 397; Remington Rand,
Inventory Control for Wholesalers (New York:
Remington Rand), p. 2; and the National Asso-
ciation of Wholesalers, Washington, D. C.

NOTE: For further discussion, see Theodore N.
Beckman, Nathanael H. Engle and
Robert D. Buzzell, Wholesaling (New
York: The Ronald Press Company
1959) pp. 371-372 and William R.
Davidson and Paul L. Brown, Retailing
Management (New York: The Ronald
Press Company, 1960), pp. 272-274.
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PROGRESS IN ITEM REDUCTION

Representative CURTIS. I want to thank you for opening up this
area again as forcefully as you have. This committee has considered
this over a period of time, and it is really restating a truth, somewhat
like Mr. Gainsbrugh said in his suggestions, that once the Bureau of
the Budget establishes certain criteria, it then becomes a question of
how do you enforce it.

These principles that you have enunciated here have been estab-
lished, but believe me I am beginning to wonder how you ever bring
about enforcement. It would look like there is some improvement just
on the bare figures that we have seen here of the reduction of 5 million
items as set forth in that study of 1953, to where, if it is accurate, we
have 3.9 million today.

Mr. MARSHALL. That is good.
Representative CuiRTIs. Particularly since during this period, too, we

have undoubtedly increased the number of end items that we use. So
maybe there is some progress, but hardly enough progress, and this is
what I guess you are really saying.

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. Let me restate again in my own words what

I think you are saying. I think the important thing here, and it ties
in with what Mr. Gainsbrugh was pointing out, is that there is no
sense in our duplicating the great distribution system that exists in
our society with a military distribution system.

Mr. MARSHALL. Right alongside.

DUPLICATION IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Representative CrRTIS. I mean there are reasons for setting up a
military distribution system where the civilian distribution system
cannot function, and these are the areas that we have mentioned here.
But so much of what the military uses, whether it is human skills or
something else, there has been no coordination, no study, when so much
of this has its counterpart in the private sector.

I argued that you may think you are saving by buying, say, 1 mil-
lion hammers at $1 at the factory, instead of buying it at $2.50 in the
retail outlet, but if you ever took into effect the cost of warehousing
and distribution, then you would realize that you are probably, under
that system, paying $5 a hammer. This is another aspect of what you
are saying here, as I see it.

I want to put on the record again what the then General Eisenhower
told the Bonner subcommittee when we visited him in Paris before he
became President. We were looking into, among other things, the fact
that the Air Force was setting up its own supply system for common-
use items instead of relying on the Army, which they were supposed to
do over in the United States. They said they weren't going to duplicate,
but when we got over into Europe, we found that they were. General
Eisenhower said:

You know that "responsiveness to command" is the shibboleth that is constantly
used by military leaders to avoid these kind of efficiencies.
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I only say that, Mr. Chairman, because this is what the military has
given us for years. Whenever we try to dig into these things, they say,
"Well, when we have to have things, we have to have them." Of course,
that is true. But, having said that and agreed to them, then let's get
down to the details.

I recall well this was the time right after the Berlin airlift, and a
colonel of the Air Force was testifying as to why it was necessary for
the Air Force to set up this supply system. He said:

"As a matter of fact, do you know that if we had to rely on the Army
to give us handtools to repair aircraft, we would have just been in the
soup."

I said, "Well, what happened? I thought the airlift was a great suc-
cess. Where did you get these handtools?"

He said, "Why, we had to go in and buy them in the hardware stores
in Germany."

I said, "You did, didn't you?"
He said, "Yes, we had to buy them there."
So what is wrong? Really, it is so true. Sure, we have to give the

military a priority, possibly on some of these things.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Representative CuRTIS. If, for instance, wrenches or something be-

came in short supply for some unanticipated reason. We did this all
the time. We did in the textile industry where we gave priority under
our laws to the military procurement of certain textile products that
we needed for the immediate war in Vietnam.

Well, I am really just underscoring what your testimony gives to us.
I hope that we, our subcommittee, will look into this from the stand-
point of a progress report. Evidently some movement has gone for-
ward here, if these broad figures are reasonable, from 5 million to
3 million. I think we need to constantly watch it. I am satisfied we have
gone nowhere near as far as we can in this area.

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, it might be a little better than you think, sir.
I misspoke. This is 1963 instead of 1953. I said 1953 at first, but it is
1963.

Representative CURTIS. 1963?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. That is much better.
Mr. MARSHALL. So that we have made a 1 million and some decrease

in some 2 or 3 years.
Representative CURTIS. We have on that.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. On the other hand, I am going to say again

for the record, because I am still in a state of shock from that testi-
mony yesterday from the Defense Department, why it wasn't worth
the paper it was written on. I have been relying in the past-I do not
intend to get you involved in this-in testing whether or not we were
making progress, of how much we were getting into competitive bid-
ding, only to find out, for the indications are very strong, that they
have been playing with the definition of "competitive bidding." So
that I now can't rely on it. So I don't know whether I can rely on
these figures.
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NEED TO LOOK BENEATH DEFINITIONS

I am very serious. I am just shocked at this kind of thing. If the
Defense Department thinks that as far as I am concerned they can
play around with figures in this fashion and nomenclature, they have
got another think coming.

On the other hand, I should hold my temper a bit and give them an
opportunity to reply to the reports that we have before us from the
General Accounting Office. I know they have had these reports, and
what is in them sufficiently ahead of time, so that they could have re-
sponded a lot better than they did yesterday.

JBut I think we must look beneath these definitions, when they say
they have reduced them from 5 million to 3.9 million, I regret to say
I have to see their working papers now.

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Representative CuRnis. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you, and I hesitate to stop now, but

we are past the zero hour. At 12: 15 we were supposed to be out of
here because another group is coming in at 12: 30.

I would just like to say before we conclude I have had a chance to
look at Mr. Gainsbrugh's splendid statement, and I am most impressed
by it. I am very disappointed I was not here when you delivered it,
Mr. Gainsbrugh, and I understand you may have a suggestion that
we might possibly through legislation provide for a commission to
make this kind of a study, and I would be extremely interested, and
I am sure Congressman Curtis would, too, and we would like to have
you give us a memorandum on this so we can work on it.

The committee will reconvene Tuesday, May 16, in room S-407, the
Capitol, to hear Lawson Knott of the GSA, and Director Charles
Schultze of the Bureau of the Budget.

(Thereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene Tuesday, May 16,1967, at 10 a.m.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 16, 1967

CONGRESS OF THE UNrrED STATES,
SuBcommrrEE ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT,

Wa8lington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:03 a.m., in room

S407, the Capitol, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Percy; and Representatives Grif-
fiths and Moorhead.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director, and Ray Ward,
economic consultant.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The subcommittee will be in order.
We are pleased to have with us this mornin the junior Senator from

Montana, the Honorable Lee Metcalf, who has a short statement he
wishes to make on economy in Government. I have read your state-
ment, Senator, and note your concern over noncompetitive procurement
of drugs and the possible overuse of the Buy American Act, and your
concern that the GSA may not be doing all it should under its authority
in appearing before Federal and State regulatory bodies, representing
the Government as a user of utilities to obtain fair and reasonable
rates. Your work on "Overcharge" makes you an expert in this area.

You perhaps are aware of the fact that the junior Senator from Wis-
consin started hearings yesterday on the high cost of drugs, in the
Senate Small Business Committee, and we will not, of course, duplicate
that effort in any way. We have been concerned in our hearings of May
8, 9, and 10 about the general competitive bid procedure and today we
will discuss with GSA and BOB witnesses the use of the Buy American
Act which, of course, relates to competitive procurement.

Senator METCALF. I am going to have to depart shortly for hearings
at the Agriculture Committee but I will come right back. I have my
dairy import bill up today and I know you understand the importance
of it.

Senator METCALF. That is of very great importance to both of us
and if it is an executive markup I hope you will go over and protect
our mutual interests.

STATEMENT OF HON. LEE METCALF, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MONTANA

Senator METCALF. Each year the U.S. Government spends hundreds
of millions of dollars on drugs and medicines. Procurement of drugs
accounts for substantial expenditures by the Armed Forces. Veterans'
Administration, the Public Health Service, and under medicare and
State welfare programs.
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Unless the procurement of drugs is handled more efficiently and eco-
nomically, the bills will be so high as to constitute a heavy burden upon
the entire population.

The only way to insure that Government agencies will secure the
best product at the best price is to foster free and open competition
in procurement. Purchases by generic name is the only method by
which such competition can be achieved.

For some years the Defense Supply Agency, which procures drugs
for the Department of Defense, and the Veterans' Administration have
been buying drugs on a generic basis by competitive bidding, when
drugs involved were not limited by a patent or exclusive license to one
firm. Inclusion of foreign bidders since 1959 for procurement of
tetracycline, one of the broad-spectrum antibiotics, and other drugs
has drastically reduced bids of both domestic and foreign suppliers.

For example, in December 1959, the Military Medial Supply
Agency bought 57,600 units of tetracycline from an Italian firm at
$8.15 net a unit. The lowest domestic price offer was $16.75, more
than twice the cost. By June 1961, the low foreign bidder had come
down to $4.77. Pfizer, the low domestic offerer, came down to $6.07.
By May 1962, an Italian firm quoted a price of $2.82. Awards were
made later in the year at even less. Consequently the Department of
Defense saved more than $11/4 million on this one drug.

The Veterans' Administration had similar experience. Foreign drug
prices represented 80 percent savings on meprobamate, better known
as Miltown, the tranquilizer, and 73-percent savings on tetracycline.

Although the Veterans' Administration continues to procure many
drugs abroad, I regret to say that the Department of Defense has cur-
tailed its foreign drug purchases. I hope this subcommittee can restore
competition and consequent benefits to the taxpayer in this field.

In 1966, State welfare programs accounted for $140 million in pur-
chases, of which the Federal Government paid $81 million. The Comp-
troller General recommended to the Congress in February 1966, and
again last month that a generic program to provide drugs to welfare
patients would result in great savings to the taxpayers. A study in
Pennsylvania last year showed that use of generic names would have
reduced the welfare drug bill by more than one-half.

Mr. Chairman, for several years I have been going out to Walter
Reed Hospital for treatment for a high blood pressure condition and
I am given reserpine that is brought by Walter Reed Hospital at about
50 to 60 cents a thousand. Now I am told if that were purchased on
the open market it would cost about $39 a thousand. Of course, while
this is presently more in Senator Nelson's jurisdiction than in mine,
I want to point out that we Senators, the President of the United
States, and the high-ranking military officers are permitted to go out
to Walter Reed and take advantage of this kind of a purchase, yet
the average welfare recipient or the man who has to have medicare
goes trotting down to the corner drugstore and pays 70 or 80 times as
much for the same drug as I 'have here in my hand that I get prescribed
for me by Walter Reed.

'I want to touch on another point.

GSA RATE CASE ACTIVITIES

I am pleased that representatives of the General Services Admin-
istration are before your subcommittee today, Mr. Chairman, because
my final suggestion has to do with that agency.
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GSA is responsible for protection of the Government's interest in
obtaining economical utility rates. Uncle Sam is the biggest con-
sumer of utility services in the country, by far. The Federal Govern-
ment's annual utility bill amounts to about $4 billion. That includes
communications, electricity, gas, sewage, and steam.

GSA's Utilities Division and Rates and Tariffs Division have eight
professional staff members who devote approximately one-third of
their time to rate case matters. Some other officials in GSA occasion-
ally lend a hand. The sum total of the Government's force is smaller
than the battery of accountants, lawyers, consultants, engineers, pro-
fessors, statisticians, and financial vice presidents which one utility
will produce in a rate case.

I am not as disturbed about the corporal's guard, however, as I am
about the Administrator's attitude, as expressed to me in a letter this
month. I quote his final paragraph. I am going to ask that the whole
letter be put in the record.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection that will be done.
(The letter referred to follows:)

GENEmAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., MaV 1, 1967.

Hon. LEE METCALF,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

,DEAR SENATOR METCALF: Thank you for your request of April 12, 1967, for
information with respect to our staff capability in the utility regulatory repre-
sentation area.

We do not have a separate staff assigned exclusively to regulatory case work.
Rather, we utilize for rate case work, those engineers, economists, accountants
and other professional employees of our Transportation and Communications
Service whose duties also include management of utility services and rate and
service negotiation. Our Utilities Division and our Rates and Tariffs Division, for
example, have eight professional staff members who devote approximately one
third of their time to rate case matters. In our Engineering and Operations Divi-
sions we also have professional staff members who, although generally occupied
almost full time on planning, managerial and negotiation matters, are available
when needed for rate case work and have participated in several cases in recent
years. Six attorneys in our Office of General Counsel who also assist in the man-
agement and negotiation function, handle, with the assistance of the TCS staff,
regulatory proceedings which we initiate or in which we intervene. When appro-
priate, we use our regional counsel located in the geographic area where the
regulatory proceedings are being conducted to assist in our participation.

In addition, as we have previously advised you, we exercise selective judgment
in determining those regulatory proceedings in which we take active part. While
these selections, of course, are influenced to some extent by staff limitations, they
are made primarily on the basis of the potential cost to the Government of the
proposal whi-h is the subject of the proceedings, precedent value, and the merit
of the case itself. We also endeavor to avoid duplication of regulatory commission
staff or other customer intervenors' effort. For example, where commissison staff
witnesses and counsel capably handle a particular issue, we will support that
effort on brief or argument and refrain from introducing separate testimony.

In addition to our staff we are authorized to utilize the services of personnel
in other agencies, to delegate responsibility for handling a particular case
to another agency where it is in the interest of the Government to do so,
or handle cases jointly with other Government agencies.

In view of the fact that there have been few major utility rate cases in recent
years due to the generally excellent financial status of the utility industry, we
believe that the total staff available to us as outlined above is, at the present
time at least, adequate to assure effective representation of the Government's
interest.

We are most appreciative of your interest in this function and your continued
support.

Sincerely yours,
LAWSON B. KNoTr, Jr.,

Administrator.
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Senator METCALF (reading):
In view of the fact that there have been few major utility rate cases in recent

years due to the generally excellent financial status of the utility industry, we
believe that the total staff available to us as outlined above is, at the present
time at least, adequate to assure effective representation of the Government's
interest.

I have spent a good deal of time studying the overcharges of the
electric industry, and I shall not burden the subcommittee with the
details. If any member of the subcommittee is interested, the name of
the book is 'Overcharge," published by McKay and written by my
assistant, Vic Reinemer and myself.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. We do not usually allow commercials, but
that is a very effective commercial.

Senator METCALF. However, the fact that there have been few rate
cases in no way follows from the fact that the utility industry en-
joys excellent, even marvelous, financial status. The reason for the lack
of rate cases stems from the fact that agencies that are responsible
are not pressing for rate cases and reductions.

The State agencies for the most part are responsible for rate regu-
lation, but GSA could certainly help. Most of the State commissions
are not equipped to regulate the giant electric utilities, along with
their many other responsibilities. Chairman Lee White of the Fed-
eral Power Commission has just provided me, in response to my re-
quest, a tabulation of the average return on common equity of the class
A and B electric utilities, from 1937 through 1965; In the late 1930's and
early 1940's it was around 7 percent. In 1965, for the first time, it
exceeded 12 percent.

With your permission, Mr. (Chairman, I shall include the FPC tabu-
lation at this point in my testimony.

(The tabulation referred to follows :)

Classes A and B electric utility companies return on combined common equity,
1937-66

[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Earnings available for Earnings available for
common equity a common equity 2

Year Common Year Common
equity 1 Percent equity 1 Percent

Amount of Amount of
common common
equity equity

1965 ------ $19,302,943 $2,366,543 12.3 1950 -.---- $6,981.299 $710,823 10.2
1964 ------- 18,353,368 2,184,618 11.9 1949.--. 6,360,225 653.775 10.3
1963 ------ 17.190,109 1,970,897 11.5 1948..---- 5,766,490 558.511 9.7
1962 ------- 16,297,809 1,848,360 11.3 1947--. 5,324,778 546.486 10.3
1961 --------- 15,366, 196 1, 673, 963 10.9 1946- - 5, 107,458 532, 465 10.4
1960 ------- 14,525,003 1,596,791 11.0 1945 .- 4,927,102 422,392 8.6
1959.--------- 13,605, 142 1,469.747 10.8 1944-. 5,269.922 390,062 7.4
1958 --------- 12,575,990 1,360,622 10.7 1943 --------- 5,361,879 377,211 7.0
1957.--------- 11,700,764 1, 244,703 10.6 1942..---- 5,430.266 361,561 6.7
19568--------- 10,855,088 1, 171, 769 10.8 1941 -- 5, 539.074 399,573 7. 2
1955.--------- 10,216,604 1,093,476 10.7 1940 -.- 5,507,824 424.236 7. 7
1954 --------- 9,660.99 990,277 10.3 1939 --- 5,354,381 410.937 7.7
1953 --------- 8,961,574 892,423 10.0 1938 -.-. - 5,295,649 364.533 6.9
1952 --------- 8,434.061 818,154 9.7 1937 5,323,183 383,479 7.2
1951------ 7,515,926 695,363 9.3

1 Proprietary capital less preferred stock, yearend.
2 Net income less preferred dividends requirements.
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Senator METCALF. Most electric utilities are now considered growth
stock. Return to investors are caviar compared to the crumbs occa-
sionally given to the ratepayers. The overcharge of some of the utili-
ties in areas where the Government is a major customer borders on the
fantastic.

In 1965 Houston Lighting & Power had a rate of return-not return
on equity, but a rate of return-of 11.32 percent. Its revenues amounted
to more than $48 million. If its rate of return had been 6 percent-
and that would have permitted a return on equity above that, because
of lower costs on debt service-the operating income would have been
but $25.5 million. So the overcharge by this one utility amounted to
more than $22 million. And some of the situations in Florida and other
States, where Defense, NASA, and other branches of the Government
have big loads, are almost as bad.

OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

There is a real opportunity for economy in Government through
reduction of utility overcharges. I think we should counsel with the
GSA Administrator on that, Mr. Chairman. If for some reason that
agency can't do the job then I think the responsibilities should be
transferred somewhere else, perhaps to a consumers counsel.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you for your comments, and for an

excellent job and a very provocative and thoughtful presentation.
We have been informed in the press in recent days, thanks to the

excellent advice by my colleague, Senator Nelson, of the differences
between the generic and the trade methods of selling drugs. But your
example here is more startling, I think, than any T have seen in the
papers. I notice in the New York Times this morning there was a
difference of 4,000 percent, 40 times. Yours is greater than that.

Senator METCALF. Yes, it is.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Apparently this is common.
Senator METCALF. Take reserpine and Serpesil, the saine thing-

Serpesil is the trade name and reserpine is the generic and is a very
common drug for people who have hypertension and high blood pres-
sure conditions.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is it not true that this cuts across all commit-
tee jurisdictions? As I recall Senator Kefauver led a fight on this and
at that time it was in the Judiciary Committee. Now I understand
the Labor and Public Welfare Committee might possibly take juris-
diction or Senator Long might introduce an amendment to a social
security bill which would require the procurement of drugs for medi-
care by generic name, and the argument I have heard is that it can
save $50 million a year or more to the fund by using the generic
system.

Senator METCALF. As I pointed out and as other witnesses have
pointed out, the Veterans' Administration sometimes purchases these
drugs abroad. There are terrific savings. It affects the health of almost
every citizen and it comes across the jurisdiction of every single
committee in the Congress.
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ELECTRIC UTILITY RETURNS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Frankly, I am most startled by your presen-
tation here showing in your table on electric utility companies, show-
ing the enormous increase in return. It was my understanding that
the State which allowed the largest return in recent years at least,
was Ohio. I think as a matter of policy they allowed something like
9 percent. Most States permit 6 and 7 percent. We of Wisconsin have
been very proud of our public service commission. We have always
had distinguished and able members on it.

I am shocked, if I do not misunderstand you, that the average return
of class A and B utilities throughout the country was a return of 12.3
percent for common equity in 1965.

Senator METCALF. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Am I misunderstanding this?
Senator METCALF. No. That figure is correct. I want to concur that

Wisconsin has one of the finest, most efficient operating public service
commissions, or whatever you call them-a regulatory commission-
in the United States.

California has also a fine one, until the other day when Governor
Reagan came out and failed to reappoint a couple of men who had
refused a rate increase to one of the large utilities down there and
I feel that California's commission now will not measure up to the
fine standard of your own Wisconsin commission.

STATE COMMISSION UNDERSTAFFED

But most commissions in the country do not have the personnel,
the counsel, accountants, that can wrestle with even a small power
company. In this matter, the statement of the General Services Admin-
istration that rates have gone along about the same is a statement that
begs the question. As the chairman knows, we have had tremendous
improvements in the development of power in both thermal and
hydroelectric power, and in nuclear power. We are learning to transmit
it over direct-current lines, high-tension lines. We are learning to
produce it at much less cost.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It is also true that volume has increased
enormously.

Senator METCALF. Tremendously.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As long as your fixed costs, your overhead

remains fairly stable this enables you to get a far greater return,
especially with the leverage factor when you borrow.

COSTS HAVE DECREASED

Senator METCALF. But the overhead has gone down and the fixed
costs have gone down. And the efficiency of the modern plants has
increased. The cost of producing a kilowatt of power has constantly
decreased in modern times and yet the rate charged the consumer
has remained about the same. And so when the General Services Ad-
ministration comes in and says, "Well, the rate is about the same as it
was before," or when you read the newspaper that inflation has hit
new heights, everything else, but power rates have remained the same,
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they are begging the question because their costs have gone down to
about half. And their returns have doubled.

GSA NOT A JUDICIAL BODY

Chairman PROXMIRE. The staff tells me that GSA represents the
Government as a user and not as a judicial body.

Senator METCALF. Well, that is correct. But the GSA is a user of
about $4 billion worth of utility services and should have some people
out here representing the Government in these various rate cases and
helping these commissions prepare the rate cases. The commissions,
responsible for regulation of utilities, gas companies, trucks and busi-
ness licenses, and many other things, have not either the facilities to
prepare a case nor the ability to present it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is there any precedent for that?
Senator METCALF. Yes, the General Services Administration has

gone in at times and presented experts and helped to prepare cases,
but they not only have not nearly enough people involved in this, but
they seem not to care at all about presenting the case of a user, even
if there is a rate case.

SAVINGS ON SAGE

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is it not true that the GSA did save $100 mil-
lion in one case-the SAGE?

Senator METCALF. Just think of the savings that are possible in these
huge consumptions of power for our Minuteman missile programs, and
a facility out here that we are going to build in Chicago where we are
going to use millions of kilowatts of electricity, the accelerator. The
biggest consumer of power in America should be interested in rates.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I see that I have to run, although I will be
back as soon as I can. I am going to ask Congresswoman Griffiths to
take over the chair.

Representative GRIiFITHS (presiding). Thank you.
Senator METCALF. I am very grateful to the Chair for waiting and

listening and interrogating me on this.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is most informative to this subcommittee.
Representative GRIFFITHS. I read your statement last night, Sena-

tor. That is why I am here. You did an excellent job. I am very im-
pressed, and I hope the GSA is here.

$4 BILLION UTILITY BILL

Senator METCALF. I hope the committee will direct some inquiries
as to what can be done by the GSA because as the consumer of $4 bil-
lion worth of utility services, where it may be 25 or 30 percent of over-
charge at least means that there alone can be savings of over a billion
dollars a year-not only to the Government but they will also be in-
strumental in making a saving to consumers of much more than that.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND LACK OF BIDDING ON DRUGS

Representative GRIFFITHS. I wonder if the lack of bidding on the
drugs, however, by the Defense Department was because of the
balance-of-payments problem. I assume that must be it.
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Senator METCALF. That certainly could be influential and have an
effect upon some of the decisions that were made. As we both know-
you as a member of the Ways and Means Committee and I as a
member of the Finance Committee-there seems to be an undue con-
cern about balance of payments among some people down at the
Treasury at the cost of many of the programs in which we are both
interested.

Representative GRiFFiTHs. Congressman Moorhead, would you care
to ask any questions?

Representative MOORHEAD. Yes, thank you, Madam Chairman.
First, let me commend you, Senator, on an excellent statement. This

prompts me to remark how much we miss you on our side of the
Cagitol.

Senator METCALF. I feel that I come home when I come home to
your side.

SAVINGS POTENTIAL IN PROCUREMENT OF DRUGS AND UTILITlES

Re resentative MOORHEAD. As I understand your proposal, it is
that Government agencies as consumers, large consumers, particularly
in the field of drugs and public utilities can, by a change of policies,
save the people of America first as taxpayers and second as consumers
large sums of money. This is the essence of it?

EXPERTS NEEDED TO HELP CONSUMERS

Senator METCALF. Tremendous sums of money. By virtue of the
very fact that they are the largest consumers in these areas there
should be some trained people to assist consumer organizations who
have not had the opportunity to get the benefit of this kind of advice.
Where do you learn to be a counsel or a statistician for a utility
company? You cannot learn it at any college. You have to learn it
just by trial and error or working for a utility. And you go into a
rate case, even in a State such as Montana where we have a relatively
small but very important and influential power company, the Mon-
tana Power Co., and you have a battery of lawyers and a battery
of accountants, and a battery of statisticians and all sorts of experts
and a couple of people representing the Montana Public Service Com-
mission who spend most of their time checking truck licenses or going
out and looking and seeing whether the oil wells are capped, and know
nothing about that. The very few times that we have been successful
in rate cases have been the times when GSA sent a rate expert out
there to testify to a fair rate that was needed. And they met some of
the issues presented by the vast battery of accountants, statisticians,
engineers, vice presidents and public relations people and politicians
and all present on one side of the case, with a couple of truck in-
spectors on the other.

Representative MOORHEAD. And few customers have enough at stake
to get into this, but the Federal Government does.

Senator METCALF. The only other customer in Montana who has
enough at stake is the Anaconda Co., which is a user of a considerable
amount of electricity. You have to have a consumer's organization
and they have to hire a lawyer who has experience in the presentation
of that. It is our responsibility, it would seem to me, as thebiggest con-
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sumer in America, to protect our taxpayers' interests as well as to
protect the consumers' interests.

Representative MOORHEAD. Thank you, Senator. Thank you, Mrs.
Griffiths.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much. Senator Metcalf,
I, too, am very pleased to have had an opportunity to see you again
on our side.

Senator METCALF. I am delighted to appear before two of my former
colleagues.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you. We are pleased to have with
us this morning Mr. Lawson B. Knott, Administrator of General
Services.

Mr. Knott has had a long and varied background in the Federal
Government and as a career employee has reached the top rung in a
large and very important independent agency of the Government.

Chairman Proxmire's letter of April 26, 1967, to you outlined the
subjects we desired you to cover today. Since these subjects are of a
continuing nature and broad in scope, we have asked that you give us
a 10-minute summary of the testimony which will be placed in full in
the hearings. Chairman Proxmire's letter will be included in the
record at this point.

(Letter referred to follows:)
APRIL 26, 1967.

Mr. LAWSON B. KNOTT, Jr.,
Administrator,
General Serices Administration,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. KNOTT: This letter confirms conversations between you and your
staff and the Staff Director of the Subcommitee on Economy in Government of
the Joint Economic Committee concerning the Subcommittee's schedule hearings
on May 8, 9, 10, and 16. You and your staff are to testify at 10 a.m., May 16 (room
to be announced later).

In general, we will pursue the topics previously under review by the Sub-
committee on Procurement and Regulation with emphasis on accomplishment
in attaining economy and efficiency during the past year. We are particularly
interested in the national programs in the supply and services areas.

The specific recommendations of the May 1966 report affecting GSA should,
of course, be covered in your testimony.

We have been receiving numerous inquiries about inconsistencies in application
of differentials under the Buy American Act when contracts are awarded by
the Department of Defense and the General Services Administration. While we
have discussed this topic before, it would seem that no corrective action has been
taken to date and we want full information from you as to the volume, trendt
and operating problems encountered. Your recommendations will also be wel-
comed.

Please give us complete information about the program in being or planned
for the better management of short shelf life items including the medical stock-
pile items. Full statistics on inventory losses disclosed in the management of
medical stocks, paint, handtools, and other items will be helpful.

Your statement should cover plans or programs for screening the Government's
real property holdings under the revised Budget Bureau instructions in Circular
A-2.

Will you also send one of the medical laboratory Chests recently declared sur-
plus by the Public Health Service to Room G-133, NSOB before May 8.

Please forward 100 copies of prepared statements to Room G-133, NSOB at
least one day before your appearance and refer any questions you may have for
information to Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Director of the Subcommittee, phone 173/
8169.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF HON. LAWSON B. KNOTT, JR., ADMINISTRATOR,
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPANIED BY R. A.
ABERSFELLER, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE; AND
JOHN G. HARLAN, JR., COMMISSIONER, DEFENSE MATERIALS
SERVICE

Mr. KNOTT. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I brought to the table with me Mr. John Harlan, who is the Com-

missioner of our Defense Materials Service and Commissioner Abers-
feller, who is the Commissioner of our Federal Supply Service. These
are the two areas that seem more importantly involved in the sub-
committee's areas of interest.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Since your statement is quite short,
would you please read it? I think that probably would be best. I per-
sonally discovered that it takes longer to summarize these things.

Mr. KNOTrr. I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before
your Subcommittee on Economy in Government, to discuss the pro-
grams and activities of the General Services Administration concerned
with procurement, supply, and property management for the Federal
Government and to tell you about some of the things we have done,
as well as other actions we plan to take to reduce the costs and improve
the efficiency of these operations.

ANNUAL REVIEW BY cOMMITTEE

Before discussing these programs, I wish to reiterate the statement
I made during my testimony at the hearing in March 1966, to the effect
that the stimulus provided by the annual review of the Joint Economic
Committee of the Congress of GSA's role in the field of Federal pro-
curement, supply, and property management had led to many im-
provements.

GAO REPORTS

Also, during the past year the General Accounting Office has exam-
ined several GSA operations. In each instance, the approach was fair
and reasonable and we were afforded an opportunity to comment upon
proposed findings and recommendations prior to publication of the
final GAO report. Although we do not always agree with the GAO
findings and recommendations, we do agree with the majority of them
and our views and statements of corrective action taken are included
in GAO's final report to Congress. The GAO recommendations are
constructive and helpful to our management of the affairs of GSA and
the GAO examinations supplement our own self-evaluation capabili-
ties which we are taking steps to strengthen.

In my testimony today I will, as requested, give an account of the
actions taken concerning the recommendations contained in the May
1966 report of your predecessor Subcommittee on Federal Procure-
ment and Regulation which involve GSA and I will discuss, also, other
matters mentioned in your letter to me of April 26? 1967.

Mr. Chairman, we work continuously toward elimination of avoid-
able duplication and overlap between the supply systems within the
executive branch. We believe this the key to the further success in this
area.
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NATIONAL SUPPLY SYSTEM

Accomplishments toward integrating into the national supply system
the wholesale supply systems maintained by other civilian agencies
during the past year may be summarized as follows:

GSA has assumed direct wholesale level supply support for com-
mon use items of larger postal installations. This is some 220 items in-
volving $4.2 million annually and this involves 2,000 first-class post
offices who have revenues of over $200,000 a year.

Agreement has been reached with the Veterans' Administration
for transfer to GSA of all common-use items in the VA wholesale
supply system except for nonperishable subsistence, medical supplies,
and certain clothing and textile items. This transfer will be completed
by July 1,1967. This involves about 1,200 items with an annual volume
of $8.4 million.

DOD/GSA RELATIONSHIP

I am pleased to report that the cooperative relationships between
the Department of Defense and GSA with respect to the national
supply system have continued at a high level during the past year. At
the hearing last year we reported that DSA/FSS Material Manage-
ment Review Committee had completed review of 152 Federal supply
classes managed by DSA. Since that time the following progress has
been made:

Fifty-two classes consisting of about 17,000 items will be transferred
to GSA on July 1, 1967, with one additional class, paper and paper-
board, to be transferred later. The remaining 99 items stay with DSA.

Forty-seven additional classes designated for integrated manage-
ment within DOD will shortly be scheduled for review.

The Department of Defense has agreed to assume Government-wide
supply support for fuel and electronics and has agreed to assume sup-
ply support to selected agencies for certain common-use items of cloth-
ing and textiles, medical, and subsistence.

Concurrent with the extension of DSA perishable subsistence sup-
port to civilian agencies, a joint task group of military and civil hos-
pital personnel has reviewed perishable subsistence requirements of
military and civilian agency hospitals and agreed upon uniform spec-
ifications for more than 300 hospital feeding items. This standardiza-
tion will significantly increase the range of items available from DSA
for use by both military and civilian hospitals.

CROSS-UTILIZATION OF LONG SUPPLY

A formal agreement which will provide for cross-utilization of long-
supply items stocked in both GSA and DOD systems is in final stages
of coordination. Meanwhile, GSA and DSA have established interim
arrangements to interchange information on dual stocked items in
long supply. We have effected cross-servicing on nine items so far.

A GSA regulation (FPMR No. E-3) was issued on September 28,
1966, establishing a policy for utilization of long-supply items by
civilian agencies. We are working with the agencies to develop detailed
procedures assuring implementation of the policy.
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SHORT SHELF LIFE ITEMS

Together with DOD we are developing a standard system for the
identification of material inherently subject to accelerated deteriora-
tion-commonly called short shelf life items-and prescribing the fre-
quency of inspection to determine the remaining useful life of the
items. I believe Senator Douglas last year called them perishable
items.

Shelf life item codes for all items in the GSA stores stock program
were updated in May 1966, and a GSA regulation requiring other
civilian executive agencies to use this coding system to manage short
shelf life items will be fully implemented by the end of fiscal year
1968.

PLAN TO USE MEDICAL STOCKPILE

With respect to the specific problem of short shelf life items in the
civil defense medical stockpile, an interagency committee composed
of representatives of GSA, DOD, PHS, and VA, has developed a
plan to assure utilization of stockpile materials prior to expiration of
their shelf life. The plan under consideration contemplates continual
rotation of short shelf life items through the use of medical stockpile
materials to meet current Federal needs, and replenishment of the
stockpile with newly acquired materials. This plan is in the process
of final clearance within the agencies represented on the committee.
Pending adoption, short shelf life medical items are being utilized
under interim arrangements between DOI), VA, and PHS.

Under the present civil defense medical stockpile program, 750
items of material valued at about $176 million were in inventory as
of February 1967, at 2,256 prepositioned hospitals (approximately
$64 million); 11 manufacturers' sites (approximately $4 million);
and 13 PHS/GSA emergency depots (approximately $108 million).

Retention of inventories at the 11 manufacturers' sites has been
discontinued and the materials declared excess during April of this
year are available for use by DSA and VA.

PHS has reported, with respect to the $176 million inventory, that
materials valued at approximately $9 million were utilized by VA
and DOD from July 1 to December 31, 1966; materials valued at
$24.6 million were destroyed between June 1964, and April 1967, due
to expiration of the shelf life or obsolescence; and 186 items valued
at $42.5 million will be subject to rotation by December 1968. A word
about the $24 million destroyed, $11.9 million of that amount was
intravenous solutions, $3.3 million consisted of barbiturates and anti-
biotics accounted for another $3.2 million.

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE

The interagency committee mentioned earlier also is working toward
standardization of new items entering the stockpile programs so that,
to the maximum extent possible, new procurements by PHS will
utilize purchase descriptions based on military specifications so as
to increase utilization by DOD, the largest user of medical items.

To reduce stockpile losses due to expiration of shelf life and obso-
lescence, the task force on emergency health preparedness, under the
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auspices of the Office of Emergency Planning, has developed a plan
whereunder a 30-day inventory of certain medical items will be located
at and rotated by community hospitals.

INVENTORY LOSSES

The problem of inventory losses is of special concern to GSA, and
one to which we give special and continuing attention. Inventory
losses from all causes for the period July 1, 1966, through March 31,
1967, amounted to less than 1 percent of the inventory, and we look
for improvement in the year ahead.

Turning now to the matter of advertised versus negotiated pro-
curements, in fiscal year 1966, procurement dollars expended by GSA
totaled $724.7 million, excluding $64 million procured from manda-
tory Government sources.

83 PERCENT ADVERTISED BIDDING

Eighty-three percent or $602 million of the total, including total
small business set-asides, was expended on a publicly advertised
competitive bid basis.

Seventeen percent or $122.7 million of the total expended on a
negotiated basis includes $25.3 million procured under multiple-
award schedule contracts and $97.4 million in other negotiated pro-
curements including:

Fifty-one million four hundred thousand dollars in purchases
under $2,500.

SMALL BUSINESS

Forty-six million dollars in purchases partially set aside for small
business and surplus labor areas, purchases under authority of AID
not requiring or permitting advertising, and purchases under our own
authority to negotiate where the public exigency would not permit
of the delay incident to formal advertising.

While this $97.4 million in procurements by GSA are properly re-
portable as negotiated, I wish to emphasize to the subcommittee that
the methods and procedures under which these procurements are
made require the maximum publicity and competition consistent with
the particular circumstances of each transaction.

FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULES

In addition, GSA enters into Federal supply schedule contracts
on both a negotiated and publicly advertised basis for use by all Gov-
ernment agencies. The contractors reported that orders received under
these contracts during fiscal year 1966 totaled $1.02 billion, of which
$200 million were under publicly advertised schedule contracts and
$820 million were under negotiated multiple-award schedule con-
tracts. It is interesting to note that that $820 million is made up this
way, that $358 million is for ADP equipment and $80 million for office
machines $111 million for automotive parts, $75 million for printing
equipment and $58 million for photographic copying equipment and
supplies.
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BUY AMERICAN ACT: LACK OF UNIFORMITY BETWEEN DOD AND GSA

A PARADOX

The problems resulting from lack of uniformity between DOD
and GSA in applying the differentials under the Buy America Act
continue to present a paradox in Government procurement practices.

The trend of procurement of foreign tools such as wrenches, screw-
drivers, precision measuring tools, twist drills, taps and dies, and
portable power tools is on the increase.

During fiscal year 1966 contracts awarded for foreign tools totaled
$1.9 million or 2.07 percent of the total of $91.6 million expended by
GSA for tools. During the first 9 months of fiscal year 1967 awards for
foreign tools amounted to 2.31 percent of the total tool expenditure. We
have a number of pending procurements that involve foreign procure-
ment and the dollar volume is on the increase.

BOB STUDYING PROBLEM

On the basis of our recommendations that uniform percentage differ-
entials under the Buy American Act be applied by both DOD and
GSA, the matter is under the active study by BOB.

Although we regard the prevailing inconsistency between DOD and
GSA in applying the Buy American Act differentials as a major
problem because of its impact on specific industries, it should be recog-
nized that GSA procurements from foreign sources in fiscal year 1966
totaled $3.3 million or less than one-half of 1 percent of total GSA
procurements during the year.

DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM

Summarizing our accomplishments in the Government-wide auto-
matic data processing program, we have done the following:

Negotiated with equipment manufacturers improved Federal supply
schedule contractual terms and prices.

Encouraged and/or arranged for the leasing of equipment from
third party lessors on terms more favorable than available from the
original equipment manufacturers. There is a saving here of about
$450,000 annually so far.

Studied the management of Government-owned computer magnetic
tape. Over 10 million reels are either in use or in storage representing
an investment of $250 million. It now appears that specifications, test-
ing, quality control, and storage of magnetic tape can be considerably
improved.

Expanded and reemphasized the ADP sharing program which now
consists of the operation of 18 sharing exchanges located in cities
having major Government programs. GSA doesn't operate all of these.
We delegate this responsibility to the predominant, interest agency.
For example, in Huntsville, Ala., and Houston, Tex., the exchanges
are operated by NASA; in Norfolk, by Navy, in Philadelphia, the VA.
It depends on the predominant interest and availability of manpower,
talent, human resources to operate the program.

Working with the Bureau of the Budget, developed a system of
reporting current ADP data, including age, condition, configurations,
utilization, and future use plans.
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Our goals for the future include:
Development, in coordination with the National Bureau of Stand-

ards, of measurement techniques relating equipment cost and capabil-
ity which will enable agencies to purchase or lease the most economical
and efficient equipment suitable to their needs.

Continued improvement of procurement practices emphasizing full
implementation of the single purchaser concept.

Determination of the most efficient, effective and economical ADP
maintenance system for Government use.

Reexamination of procedures for reutilization of excess ADP equip-
ment and utilization of available machine time now unused to assure
maximizing use of available assets.

Determination, well in advance of planned termination of use of
equipment by one agency, whether there is need for its continued useby other Government agencies.

Working with the National Bureau of Standards, in the development
of uniform programing languages, standards, machine applications,
and a library of common use machine programs.

Development and acquisition of a system for storing archival and
similar data on other than magnetic tape, thereby releasing for reuse
several thousand reels of tape.

Our study of the management of magentic tape affords a basis to
conclude that centralization of the function of cleaning tape for reuse
could save several million dollars annually. We hope to be able to do
something about this as soon as the revolving fund requested in GSA's
fiscal year 1968 budget is available. I am pleased to report that the
House committee has approved and included in our appropriations
request this year the $10 million we asked for.

Determining the feasibility of establishing human resource pools
such as key punch operators and programers.

UTILIZATION OF EXCESS PROPERTY

With respect to GSA's program to promote the utilization of all
types of excess personal property, we strive continually to improve
techniques for increasing such utilization throughout the Government
in lieu of new procurement and we consistently stress to Federal agen-
cies, in keeping with the President's cost reduction program, the cost
avoidance benefits of using available excess property.

Excess -ersonal property costing $95 million was transferred by
GSA to other Federal agencies for further use in 1956. By 1965, 577,524
line items costing $677 million were so transferred. While the quantity
of excess property available decreased significantly in 1966 due to the
military buildup in Southeast Asia, the quantity of such property
transferred for further Federal use remained high at 585,497 line items
costing $617.1 million. A further reduction in available excess proper-
ties is being experienced in fiscal year 1967 with property costing only
$1.5 billion becoming available during the first 8 months, $409.5 mil-
lion of which has been reassigned for continued Federal use.

Excess property currently being generated continues to include in-
creasingly larger proportions of property with limited potential for
further Federal use, such as aircraft, electronic communications equip-
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ment, instruments and laboratory equipment, missile support equip-
ment, and similar items related to weapons systems.

USE OF CONTRACTOR INVENTORY

Over the past several years we have made special efforts to increase
the utilization of excess inventory in the hands of contractors. Last
year we reported that the quantity of contractor inventories trans-
ferred for further Federal use increased annually from 1962 by $105.6
million to an annual level of $140.4 million in 1965. In 1966 the quantity
so transferred declined to property costing $117.5 million due to the
lower volume of property available for transFer. Contractor inventory
costing $74.7 million has been transferred in the first 8 months of
fiscal year 1967. Defense contractors are the largest source of excess
contractor inventory and a large portion of further Federal utilization
achieved is represented by transfers to other defense activities includ-
ing defense contractors.

$429.2 MILLION DONATIONS TO SCHOOLS, ETC.

Surplus personal property costing $429.2 million was donated by
GSA for educational, public health, civil defense, and public airport
purposes in fiscal year 1966, an increase of $21.4 million over fiscal
year 1965. During the first 8 months of fiscal year 1967, donations have
fallen off sharply to $192.8 million, reflecting the overall drop in the
volume available coupled with the high rate of excess property reuse
by Federal agencies. During the last 5 years, surplus personal property
costing more than $1.9 billion has been donated for public purposes,
primarily for educational use.

SALES OF SURPLUS PROPERTY

Excess personal property which is not transferred for further
Federal utilization or donated for public purposes, is sold as surplus.
Usable property costing $17 million was sold by GSA in 1960 and the
volume increased to $72 million in 1966, an all-time record. During the
first 8 months of fiscal year 1967, property costing $34.3 million has
been sold. The return on surplus personal property sales by GSA
during the past 7 years has averaged 15.3 percent of original acquisi-
tion cost.

DISPOSAL OF EXCESS STOCKPILES

With regard to the disposal of excess strategic and critical materials
in the Government stockpiles, I am pleased to report continuing sub-
stantial headway. Out of the 48 million tons of such materials now in
inventory, more than 20 million tons are excess to emergency require-
ments determined by the Office of Emergency Planning. These sub-
stantial excesses represent a Federal investment of more than $3.3
billion and are costly to maintain. They also present a potential
economic threat and market burden to producers and consumers who
otherwise would be concerned only wiith the usual competitive forces
of supply and demand.

In fiscal year 1966, our level of sales reached an unprecedented
volume of $1.028 billion, approximating the cumulative sales of excess
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materials from the beginning of the disposal program in 1958. Thus
far this year sales are approaching the half billion dollar level.
Disposal of these basic raw materials at the foregoing levels has
been accomplished without adversely impacting normal commercial
markets.

The unparalleled expansion of our economy and resulting demand
growth for industrial raw materials is providing an unprecedented
opportunity to dispose of stockpile excesses at a time when normal
supply sources for many of the materials are not able to keep pace
with the demand. Availability of the excess stockpile materials in
quantities commensurate with industrial needs exceeding normal
supplies has had the incidental, but highly beneficial effect of stabiliz-ing prices which otherwise would fluctuate widely during these periods
of rapidly changing supply and demand conditions.

In addition to the benefits accruing to the private sector of thegeneral economy from these substantial disposals of stockpile excesses,
the direct benefits accruing to the Government include substantial
recovery of its investment in unneeded inventories, reduction of stor-
age interest, and other costs associated with inventory maintenance,and improvement of the Government's balance of payments position.

The out movement of large quantities of stockpile materials through
the disposal program has made possible substantial savings in recur-
ring storage costs. To date, we have been able to deactivate five GSA
storage facilities at an annual cost reduction in excess of $700,000,
and to reduce our annual storage costs at military facilities by close
to $150,000. Annual costs of storage at commercial facilities which
amounted to $1.3 million in 1963 have been reduced to $345,000 for
the current fiscal year.

MANAGEMENT AND SCREENING OF REAL PROPERTIES

In my testimony during the 1966 hearings of your Subcommittee
on Federal Procurement and Regulation, I reported that we had been
working closely with the Bureau of the Budget to increase reports of
excess of real property holdings by the holding agencies to General
Services Administration and to accelerate the disposal of surplus real
property. The subcommitte's report of May 1966 points up the con-
tinuing need to screen the Government's real property holdings to
determine whether they are being put to the highest and best use.

BUDGET CIRCULAR A-2, APRIL 5, 1967

As you know, the Bureau of the Budget issued, under date of April
5, 1967, Revised Circular A-2 on utilization, retention, and acquisi-
tion of Federal real property. This was not revised since 1956. This
circular stresses the importance of systematic and thorough reviews
of real property holdings to identify unneeded and uneconomically
used properties. It also requires agencies to notify GSA and the
Bureau of Land Management, as appropriate, of additional real prop-
erty requirements before proceeding with acquisition. These are new
requirements.

Additionally, Revised Circular A-2 requires that agencies annually
report to GSA and the Bureau of the Budget the results of its real
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property reviews. These steps should give added impetus to the iden-
tification and reporting as excess of real property not required to
meet program needs.

TRANSFERS OF EXCESS REAL PROPERTIES

Thirty-five excess real properties with an acquisition cost of $40
million were transferred to other Federal agencies during the first 6
months of this fiscal year for continued use, 10 more properties than
were so transferred in the first half of fiscal year 1966. The increase
is attributable in part to em hasizing the practice of disposing of
excess real properties by ange for privately owned properties
needed to fulfill current Federal requirements, thus substantially re-
ducing the amount of funds needed to be appropriated for new
acquisitions.

SALE OF SURPLUS PROPERTY STRESSED

We stress disposal of surplus property by sale to (1) return its
full cash value to the Treasury, (2) reduce maintenance costs, and
(3) return property to the local tax rolls and to the civilian economy
as a source of jobs and payrolls in local communities. During the
first 5 months of fiscal year 1966 six properties were sold to user-buyers
returning $14.6 million to the Treasury and providing job opportu-
nities for 3,450 employees, bringing to the affected communities pay-
rolls estimated to total $21.5 million annually. An excellent illustra-
tion of sales to user-buyers which accomplishes such objectives was
the sale of the Connecticut Advanced Nuclear Engineering Labora-
tory at Middletown, Conn., to the United Aircraft Corp. for $14.6
million in August of 1966.

During fiscal year 1966 GSA sold a total of 365 surplus real prop-
erties valued at $125 million, an alltime record high. Cash receipts
during the year from surplus real property totaled $79.3 million.

COST OF MIDDLETOWN, CONN., NUCLEAR LAB

Representative GiuRLrms. Could you put at this point in the rec-
ord the original cost of this nuclear engineering laboratory at Middle-
town, Conn.?

Mr. KNOrr. Yes.
(The information referred to follows:)

The Initial cost to the Government for land, improvements and equipment of

the Connecticut Advanced Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, Middletown, Con-

necticut, as reported to GSA by the owning agency, AEC, was $43,329,771.

REAL PROPERTY DISPOSALS OTHER THAN SALES

Mr. KNOTT. Although, as stated, we stress disposal of surplus real

property by sale, we give due recognition to disposals for non-Federal
public uses which qualify under existing law for conveyance at dis-

counts up to 100 percent, with restrictions as to use. Such disposal

during fiscal year 1966 includes:
135 properties for health and education uses.
26 properties for park and recreation uses.
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15 properties for Federal highway uses.
11 properties for airport uses.
1 property for wildlife conservation uses.
1 property for historic Monument.

During the first 6 months of fiscal year 1967, 94 surplus real prop-
erties have been conveyed for public uses.

A change in emphasis on surplus real property disposal from a
preference for public use conveyances at price discounts to a prefer-
ence for disposal by sale, with only residual properties being made
available for conveyance at price discounts for public uses, could in-
crease return of cash proceeds from sales by about $30 million
annually.

LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND ACT OF 1965

As you know, with the enactment of the Land and 'rater Conser-
vation Fund Act of 1965 (78 Stat. 897) the net proceeds from the
sale of surplus real property is covered into the fund and is available
for appropriation for the purposes of the act, including the purchase
of lands. On the other hand, public use conveyances at price discounts
not only deprive the Treasury of the full value of the property but
sometimes result in uses of property not wholly consistent with its
highest and best use simply because it can be obtained without cost
or at substantial discounts by the using public body. In addition, to
the extent that surplus property is donated for use in federally as-
sisted public health and education programs under recently enacted
legislation, the amount of Federal assistance is significantly aug-
mented by the value of the property so conveyed.

RECORDS M1ANAGEMENT

Among GSA's varied responsibilities is the improvement of current
records management and paperwork practices in Federal agencies.
Further, it is charged with selecting, preserving, and making available,
both to the Government and to the public, the permanently valuable
noncurrent records of the Federal Government and with expediting
the disposal of unneeded records. In fiscal year 1966 GSA's total rec-
ords centers program, by accessioning Agency records, cleared for
reuse 331,000 square feet of office space and 89,000 square feet of stor-
age space. To have leased an amount of space equivalent to that cleared
would have cost the Government $1.1 million. These records transfers
also emptied 65,300 filing cabinets, 5,700 transfer cases, and 398,500
linear feet of shelving. Federal agencies were thus enabled to avoid the
purchase of new filing equipment valued at $3.7 million. The storage
of records in GSA records centers rather than in agency space avoided
additional expenditures of $6.2 million.

COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

Dealing specifically with the cost reduction program directed by
President Johnson last September 16 calling for an intensified effort
to reduce costs in the areas of procurement, supply, and property man-
agement, we have taken affirmative actions to effect savings and avoid
costs in accordance with his directive.
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For instance, a week after receiving the President's memorandum,
I established an ad hoc committee of representatives of 13 agencies
responsible for 96 percent of Federal civilian employment. This com-
mittee, represented at the Assistant Secretary level, approved specific
policies and actions to cut Government costs. As a result of this com-
bined effort, we have:

Saved or avoided costs of $176 million.
Eliminated several hundred items from supply systems.
Revised equipment use and replacement standards.
Conducted a "walk through" of Government buildings to iden-

tify and reassign unneeded supplies and thus avoid new procure-
ment.

Initiated publication of a periodic flyer for the exchange among
agencies of cost-cutting ideas.

RESTRICTIONS ON PURCHASES OF FILE CABINETS

Furthermore, GSA has continued to enforce Government-wide re-
strictions on the purchase of filing cabinets, office machines, and furni-
ture. During fiscal year 1966 and the first 8 months of the current fiscal
year, a total of 12,927 excess file cabinets were transferred for further
Federal use, many of them after rehabilitation. Since January of 1965,
when the restriction on the purchase of new file cabinets was imposed,
the Government's purchase of filing cabinets has been reduced by 62
percent. Federal purchases during calendar years 1965 and 1966 totaled
34,467 and 46,383, respectively, in contrast to 106,678 purchased in cal-
endar year 1964.

During 1966 and the first 8 months of fiscal year 1967, office furni-
ture and office machines rehabilitated for further Federal use amount-
ed to 826,720 units with a total acquisition cost of $93.5 million. The
rehabilitation cost approximated $13.4 million, or about 14 percent of
the cost of new procurement. Small businesses skilled in repairs, main-
tenance, and reconditioning benefited from the work while, at the same
time, the Government avoided larger expenditures for new procure-
ments. GSA is now providing repair and rehabilitation services for
37 different classes of property.

This completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I have with me
several members of my staff to assist in answering any questions you
may have.

We think we have covered the points you asked us specifically about.
We are prepared to discuss these.

UTILITY RATE CASES

Representative GRIFFITHS. Suppose you begin by answering Sena-
tor Metcalf's question. Where the Government has allowed you the
power why does not the GSA participate in ratemaking cases?

Mr. KNOTT. If 'I may, I would like to point out that we furnished
him with the $4 billion figure in early correspondence to which he
did not specifically refer. Tie asked us for an estimate of the Gov-
ernment's total annual utility bill and we told him that we would
have to get that estimate from other agencies because, you under-
stand, that we are not the procurers. The Department of Defense,
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when it established the Glasgow Air Force Station in Montana about
which he was specifically concerned, did its own procuring. With re-
spect to the $4 billion annual cost estimate, we broke it down as fol-
lows; $3 billion in communications costs-three-fourths is in com-
munications costs and not in power costs. Approximately $500 mil-
lion is in electric costs, and $500 million in gas, sewage, and steam
costs.

Now, he later asked us for, and we gave him an explanation of our
general procedures for attempting to negotiate satisfactory rates
rather than litigating for such rates in regulatory proceedings, al-
though we do intervene when negotiations do not produce satisfactory
results and we are in several cases right now. But we attempt to
negotiate first and see if we can handle it that way.

STAFF ON RATE CASE WORK

More than that-he asked us how much staff GSA had dedicated
to this. We pointed out the number of people we had but also pointed
out that, working with the Department of Defense, Atomic Energy
Commission and other major procurers, we frequently will decide
which agency has the major interest in a particular case and will
delegate authority to that agency to represent the Government as
a whole. So that in relating the eight people to $4 billion worth of
procurement, it does look as though we are understaffed. But when we
said we thought we were adequately staffed, we meant simply that
we believe that by and large, with the total available staff, we were
meeting the needs under the procedures we were using. That is, by
using the staff resources of GSA and other agencies, we were meeting
adequately the needs of the Government.

REDUCTION IN UTILITY BILLS

We had also pointed out to him that in fiscal year 1966, as an ex-
ample-through GSA representations, negotiations and rate reviews
in fiscal 1966-we had secured a total reduction in utility bills of
$1,349,306. This represents to us a return of over $11 for each $1
spent in this activity.

We don't have that calculated out on a Government-wide basis nor
cumulative. I think it would be interesting and we would be glad to
see if we can bring that together as a total.

Representative GRIU'Trs. Thank you. I think it would be interest-
ingr to the committee.

(The information referred to follows:)
The cumulative utility savings beginning with the fiscal year 1963 and extend-

ing through May 15, 1967, are $11.1 million composed of $1.4 million having a
single year effect and $9.7 million which will accrue annually.

ROTATION OF MEDICAL STOCKS

Representative GRIrFIrs. You have referred to the Office of Emer-
gency Planning and point out that you have developed a plan where-
under a 30-day inventory of certain medical items will be located at
and rotated by community hospitals. The Office of Emergency Plan-
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ning-is that the group from the executive offices that deals really
wvith civil defense-which used to be considered as civil defense?

Mr. KNOTT. Right.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Do you mean that these medical items are

only in community hospitals-and what is a community hospital?
Mr. KNOTT. This is in addition to these prepositioned hospitals

which are packaged hospitals. This is a further step in which we are
putting the hospitals in local communities and allowing them to use
these materials and then to pay back out of new acquisitions.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Is that in all hospitals in any commu-
nity?

Mr. KNOTT. It is in addition-this is in a substantial number. How
much?

Mr. HARLAN. 2,300.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Are there not a lot more hospitals than

that?
Mr. HARLAN. We have in addition to community hospitals, some

2,300 hospitals placed around in firehouses and places where they can
be activated in the even of an emergency. They are all packaged and
ready for activation.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Out of the firehouses are you sure that
these shelf items are then made available to other hospitals or for
purchase or some other way?

Mr. HARLAN. We inspect these hospitals each year. As the materials
in the kits need to be replaced they are removed from the kits and
taken back into our storage centers where an examination and analysis
is made of them to determine whether they are fit for further utiliza-
tion or processing or must be destroyed. One of the reasons why we
are moving to the community hospitals sort of thing is to avoid so
much of that destruction by asking the community hospitals to feed
from the short shelf-life items in the kits and replace them from their
new procurement so there would be a continuing turnover and rotation.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Unless you mean by "community hos-
pital" any hospital in any community, I sincerely trust that you will
change the definition because I do not see any reason why it should not
be any hospital, private or otherwise.

Mr. HARLAN. I am not sure why they refer to it as a "community
hospital."

Representative GRiFFITi-is. You point out that the Office of Emer-
gency Planning keeps out 20 million tons of such material. Who makes
the determination of which material is necessary?

Mr. KNOTT. The Office of Emergency Planning.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Who in the Office of Emergency Plan-

ning, and how many employees do they have? Who determines it?
Mr. KNOTT. I don't know how many employees they have.
Mr. HARLAN. They are a very small staff .
Representative GRIFFITHS. They have practically nobody, do they

not? So who really makes the determination?
Mr. HARLAN. This is made as a result of an interagency material

advisory committee which consists of representatives of about 10 or 11
Government agencies, including the Department of Defense, Depart-
ment of Commerce, Department of the Interior, GSA, Department of
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Agriculture, Department of State, and so forth; anyone who has an
interest in the stockpiling and in the mobilization question. Those
agencies engage in extensive accumulation of data and information,
through the appointment of task forces. Stockpiling decisions are
made as a result of advice passed to the OEP by this interagency
committee.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Do you review these decisions to deter-
mine whether this material is really sensibly saved or should be put
on a surplus list?

Mr. HARLAN. This whole organization of which we are a part makes
that review and makes recommendations to the Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning; yes, ma'am.

Representative GR=F' FTHS. I would like to say that I sat on the Holi-
field committee when we reviewed civil defense, and in my opinion
we did not have any civil defense and we do not have it now. I went
out to the Detroit office and one of the big shocks to me is that we still
do not even have a way in this country of notifying the public in case
of an attack, in spite of the fact that the early warning system has
has cost us billions of dollars. Evidently all we really intend to save
are a few ships at sea. Across the river in Canada the Federal Govern-
ment pays for a system that notifies the people that they are under
attack. I regret that I was not here when the Department of Defense
w as here because I intended to bring this up. I hope you suggest to
them that they might spend a little money trying to save a few of the
people in view of the fact that the taxpayers pay for the whole system.

I would think also that for the Office of Emergency Planning to
save more than 50 percent of the inventory ought to be really looked
at again because where is it? What are they doing? As far as I can see
they are not doing anything. They could either sell it all or they
ought to put in some more money and decide upon doing something.

Mr. KNOTT. You are talking about the stockpile ?
Representative GRIFFITHS. Yes. What are they doing with it? Where

is it? WIVhere would it be available? They do not really have any plan.
I have checked all over the country. I do not see any plan. I do not
know why they should have anything else-it really is at some point
available.

STOCKS AT TIAN1UFACTURERS' PLANTS

Mr. KNOTT. Of course many of these materials are stocked at manu-
facturers' plants; in fact, more is stocked at plant sites than at Gov-
ernment installations. We have gradually taken them out of Govern-
ment installations.

Representative GRIFFITHS. How much of it is just stocked to keep
it from competing with commercial products today?

Mr. KNOTT. Substantial quantities have been turned over to us for
disposal, and we have disposed of large quantities without disruption
of the market. This is a mandate of the law, no matter what the
excesses are, we can't feed them into the marketplace at a rate which
would disrupt the market. It may take us as much as 50 to 75 years
to dispose of some of it.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I would assume that since the investment
credit was necessary that we could feed quite a lot of it into the mar-
ketplace right now.
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Mr. KNorr. Some of it is short, in really short supply. Others in
long supply.

Representative GRIFITHS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Moorhead?

ADPE PROGRAM

Representative MOORiEAD. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Mr. Knott, I was pleased that you spent so much time in your testi-

mony talking about automatic data processing. As you know, I have
an interest in that.

$3 BILLION ANNUAL COST

What is your estimate as of the total annual expenditure by the
Government for this type of equipment?

Mr. KNoTr. About $3 billion, I understand.
Representative MOORHEAD. In recent years has there been any trend

toward increased purchasing as opposed to leasing of this equipment
by Government agencies?

Mr. KNOTT. Within the last few years there has been a trend in that
direction-there was a time when some of the companies wouldn't sell,
as you know.

THIRD PARTY LESSORS

Representative MOORHEAD. I was interested, and I did not quite
understand your testimony about the acquisition from third party
lessors.

AMr. KNOrr. Yes, that is an interesting arrangement. We began to
hear about this about a year ago. Proposals were made by third parties
who would go in and buy equipment from, say IBM. They would buy
IBM equipment and lease it to the Government at less than we could
lease it from original equipment manufacturers because they would
amortize it over a longer period of time than the equipment manu-
factured. Perhaps Mr. Abersfeller, who actually negotiated some of
these-the Department of Agriculture, Department of Labor, Depart-
ment of Justice, and Social Security have been the beneficiaries of
some of these arrangements-can explain in further detail.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I think you pretty well covered it. This is simply
a question of pricing, Mr. Moorhead. The leasing companies-third
party leasing companies-choose to amortize their equipment over a
longer period than the original equipment manufacturers do. There-
fore, we get reductions of approximately 25 percent in the leased price
as compared to the original equipment manufacturers' leased price.

Representative MOORHEAD. That is interesting.

RECORDS OF AGENCY USE

Howv are your records on utilization of this type of equipment by
the various agencies? Can you keep tabs on that?

Mr. KNOTT. We are getting a better hold on it. We have not had a
really up to date inventory. I do not believe.

GETTING MORE COMPLETE INVENTORY

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes. We are getting a more complete inventory
now. We developed a management information system. This will be
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fully effective in December of this year. We will for the first time
get a most accurate record of our inventory and the type of equipment
there is, the time the equipment is being used and this system will also
tell us when agencies plan to dispose of the equipment and other
things that we will find very helpful in the management of ADP.

800,000 HOURS OF UNUSED TIME

Actually, utilization of time on equipment is not as good as we would
like to see it. We have about 800,000 hours of unused time currently, of
which about half is usable for sharing. We are currently barely
scratching the surface, Congressman Moorhead, on the utilization of
equipment, notwithstanding the fact that -we shared or used $26 mil-
lion worth of that time among Government agencies. This year we
are shooting for $30 million. We are very hopeful that the next few
years we will be able to take a bigger bite of that unshared time.

$10 MILLION REVOLVING FUND

Mr. KNOTT. The $10 million, which will constitute the initial capi-
talization of the revolving fund and which our appropriations com-
mittee authorized a couple of days ago, will provide the means of
saving $19 million over a period of 6 years.

GSA RATE CASE PARTICIPATION

Representative MOORHEAD. In connection with the testimony about
participation either directly or by delegation in these rate cases I
wonder if you could supply for the record the proceedings in which
GSA directly intervened and those in which it delegated to another
agency the duty of intervening.

Mr. K NOTT. Right. Over some particular period?
Representative MOORHEAD. The last year.
TMr. KNOTT. All right.
(The information which follows was subsequently supplied:)

During fiscal year 1966, GSA intervened in one utility (other than transporta-
tion and communications) regulatory proceeding (District of Columbia Public
Service Commission No. 511, Potomac Electric Power Co.) and delegated one
case to the Department of the Navy (California Public Utilities Commission
No. 8209, Utilities Line Extension Rules). During fiscal year 1967 to date, no
new utilities cases were entered or delegated by GSA, and one GSA case
(PEPCO) and three delegated cases (Florida Public Utilities Commission
7764-EU, Tampa Electric Co.; Florida P.U.C. 7763-EU, Gulf Power Co. (both
Air Force) and Federal Power Commission RP 65-1, United Gas Pipe Line Co.
(Army) were closed.

As of May 1.5, 1967, there were pending two GSA cases: Florida P.U.C. 7759-
EU, Florida Power & Light Co.; and FPC R-264, Accounting for Liberalized
Depreciation, and five delegated cases: Arizona Corp. Com. U-1345, Arizona Pub.
Serv. Co. (Army); FPC RP 64-9. Cities Service Gas Co. (Army) ; Kansas Corp.
Com. 73.100, Certain Pipeline Companies (Army); Florida P.U.C. 7767-EU,
Florida Power Corp. (Air Force) ; and California P.U.C. No. 8209, Utilities Line
Extension Rules (Navy).

Representative MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROX-IIRE (presiding). There was a very crucial meeting

of the committee, the Agriculture Committee, and I had to testify on
my dairy import bill. It is mighty important to Wisconsin.
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I will not detain you long. I know that my colleagues, Mrs. Griffiths
and Mr. Moorhead, have done a fine job in questioning you.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF TIRES

Let me ask a couple of things. In the testimony we got from the
Comptroller General, he said that there was an instance of automobile
tires which are a classic example of what should be procured on a
competitive basis. Here you had a fairly standard product and several
competing companies. It was not until the Comptroller General pointed
this out and emphasized it and highlighted it that the GSA proceeded
to make these purchases on a competitive basis. I asked him whether
or not he did not feel-whether this was not a helpful function by the
Comptroller General, but that it should be the responsibility of the
procuring agencies to analyze every procurement and determine
whether or not it would fit into a competitive category and insist on
competition.

I am wondering, first, why it took the prodding of the Comptroller
General to secure this type of competitive procurement; and second,
if there has been a comprehensive effort to analyze all procurement
with this kind of criteria to determine whether we want to use compe-
tition more than we do.

Mr. KNOTT. That is, as he pointed out, a classic example. I don't
think it is too typical. The Comptroller General, as pointed out in my
statement, has lbeen very helpful in many of these areas, including the
tire procurement. We have discussed this matter with him and the de-
cision we reached was that we would stock tires. We tried to avoid
stockage as much as possible as distinguished from having items on
schedule which agencies can buy directly from the schedule. But we
decided that we would be ahead of the game in terms of cost and sav-
ings to stock them. This is a decision that we have reached on tires.

Looking back, I think we should have perhaps reached that decision
earlier.

COMPETITIVE RENTAL OF AUTOMOBILES

Chairman PRoxMIRE. I am not talking about stocking, I am talking
about competitive procurement so it will be open to all sugpliers to
bid on and you could take the lowest bid. I think there is a so a ref-
erence by the Comptroller General to the rental of automobiles and
a finding that this was found to be most economical when done on a
competitive basis.

Mr. KNOTT. I believe that was the Department of Defense.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I think maybe you are right.
Mr. KNOTT. Do you want to discuss this, Mr. Abersfeller?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Mr. Chairman, prior to both Mr. Knott and me

assuming our present positions there was a study conducted in General
Services Administration by an expert in automobile tires. This study
concluded that the way we had been buying tires at that time under
the schedule was in fact the best way. It lay there then for a couple
of years until we assumed our present positions and concurrently

Chairman PROXMIRE. You mean that advice by the expert was not
followed or was followed?
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Mr. ABERSFELLER. It was followed and accepted. It was a continua-
tion, if you will, of the existing policies.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That method was noncompetitive?

DEFINITION OF "COMPETITIVE BIDS"7

Mr. A3ERSFELLER. It tends to be competitive in this sense, in that we
ask for bids on a negotiated basis and when we get a price that is low
and acceptable we allow anyone else to come in on a negotiated basis
who is willing to match the low price. That is how we were buying
tires.

Chairman PROxMIRE. What do you mean you were asking for bids
on a negotiated basis?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. We asked them to submit bids for the price of the
tire they were willing to vend. Once having established who is low
among that entire group you then announce those prices and say, in
effect, to all the losers "If any of you want to get in on this, God bless
you, meet this price and you are in."

SYSTEM LACKS INCENTIVE

Chairman PROxMImE. What incentive would anyone have to bid
low?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Precisely the point and this is why we faced up
to this after the study I referred to earlier and after new people came
in to our organization we reexamined this and couldn't agree with the
conclusions of our experts. It was concurrently with that action that
the General Accounting Office got involved in this matter and worked
very closely with us. We then took the 87 volume items-there are well
over a thousand items on schedule-analyzed them rather thoroughly
and concluded we could save up to 35 percent. Under our Federal
supply scheduling program we still have competition in tires-what
we call a maximum order limitation. If a requirement occurs above
that level we buy competitively. It was through those competing pro-
curements we found we would save that percentage. This is what really
started us on that course of action, finding that when we were getting
competition we saved 35 and 40 percent. Obviously it is very clear,
when you get competition you get better prices.

WILL STOCK 8 7 ITEMS

To make a long story short, -we have decided to stock these 87 items,
the GAO agrees with us, we estimate a saving of a million dollars.

DEFINITION OF "<COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT"

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is your definition of competitive procurement
different than that of the Department of Defense? We are very
troubled by their definition. Their definition includes all procurement
of less than $2,500. It was pointed out by the Comptroller that their
analysis chosen at random showed that 70 percent of these procure-
ments of less than $2,500 were in fact not competitive and were specified
as not competitive.
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"FORMALLY ADVERTISED" IS TRULY COMPETITIVE

Mr. ABERSFELLER. We really don't draw that kind of distinction. We
draw a distinction between formally advertised, which we consider
to be truly competitive.

GSA REPORTS 83 PERCENT FORMALLY ADVERTISED

Chairman PROXMIRE. What portion are formally advertised?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. 83 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You have the best record.
Mr. ABERSFELLE. We have one of the best records, if not the best

record; yes, sir. The remaining 17 percent, of course, is what we call
negotiated. That includes about $50 million of procurement under
$2,500.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You call these negotiated?
Mr. ABERsFELLER. Yes.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So your definition is that a competitive bid-
ding is formally advertised competitive bidding where all suppliers
can come in who can meet the standards.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And a lower price schedule.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.

SHOULD HAVE UNIFORM DEFINITION

Chairman PROXMIRE. Any reason you know of why this cannot be
universal in Government agencies?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. The definition? I think we ought to have a uni-
form approach.

TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT

Chairman PROXMhIRE. That is good to hear. Have you had any ex-
perience with the Truth in Negotiation Act, Public Law 87-653?

GSA INCORPORATES PROVISIONS OF PUBLIC LAW 87-653 IN REGULATIONS

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir. As you know, the law itself is not appli-
cable to General Services Administration and for that matter most
civil agencies, but GSA did incorporate the provisions of the law in
the Federal Procurement Regulations.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So you require when you negotiate that the
contractor specify his prices are accurate, current, and complete. You
have to meet the three criteria. You insist on that?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Unless there are exemptions, Senator.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How common are these exemptions?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. In the kind of things we do they are quite prev-

alent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why?

COMMERCIALLY MARKETED ITEMS EXCLUDED

Mr. ABERSFELLER. The item is marketed commercially and that is an
accepted exception.
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Chairman PROXiMIRE. I am not talking about competitive procure-
ment. I am talking about negotiated procurement.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. We are talking about the same thing. The Truth
in Negotiation provision has an exception where you don't need cost
or don't need to get cost and pricing data, if in fact a substantial
amount of the material that you are buying is sold commercially.

Chairman PROX1IRE. You match the commercial price.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. The market price determines that the price is

reasonable.
Chairman PROXMIRR. When you say substantial, how substantial?

How large a proportion?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. The word is no further defined than this in the

law.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am talking about the proportion of your

negotiated procurement which does not meet the standards of the
Truth in Negotiation Act.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Does not meet?
Chairman PROXuuRE. You said some of it does not have to because

it is commercially procured. What does that amount to, that 17 per-
cent of your procurement which is not advertised?

FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULE CONTRACTS NEGOTIATED

Mr. AERsFELLEri. It really does not apply at all in that particular
area. It applies only in that area that we serve other agencies which is
not included in this 83-17-percent break. That is the $1,020 million a
year that we contract for under the Federal supply schedules. Of that
$1,020 million, $820 million is negotiated under multiple award sched-
ules. The largest single item is ADP equipment. Here we face the Truth
in Negotiation problem immediately. If, as an example-and again to
take the name of the three initialed companies-the equipment they
have is sold in substantial quantities, we would accept that fact to
exclude the need for any further cost and pricing data from them.

CONTRACT REFUSED TO COMPANY NOT WILLING TO COMPLY WITH
REGULATIONS

However, in last year's negotiations it developed that they couldn't
support this on two items. They refused to give us cost and price data
and we refused to contract with them for it. We adhered very closely to
the Truth in Negotiations law, have, in fact, by the example I have
given you, refused to enter into a contract with a company who had
refused to give us the information.

Chairman PRoxmIRE. Do you find this uncommon that they refuse to
give it to you ?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes; uncommon.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The Truth in Negotiations Act does not im-

pose any difficulties as far as you are concerned?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. No, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You insist-I take it from your last answer-

in these cases that in your contracts they specify the accurate, complete,
and current costs?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. So you get it this way? You can examine their
records?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Whenever that is required, Senator. Frankly, we
have never had occasion that I can recall to examine any records. Most
of the equipment we buy falls out, or the requirement for examination
of records is excluded by the fact that they sell the items in substan-
tial quantities commercially.

AUTHORITY OF GSA

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is your authority to use truth in negotia-
tion procedures?

NO NEED TO AMEND BASIC ACT

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Federal procurement regulations.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Should your act be amended-should title 3

be amended?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I don't think so. We don't plan to change or

rescind our policy. There is, however, no legislative requirement for it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You feel you do not need it.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I do not think we need it. We are dedicated to the

principle.
Mr. KNOTr. Certainly there would be no objection to it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. There is no point in doing an unnecessary act.

It is hard enough to get a bill through Congress.

OBSOLETE ADP EQUIPMENT

Mr. Gainsbrugh, a very eminent economist, testified we have $1.5 to
$2 billion in obsolete ADP equipment. Is that correct? What will be-
come of it if we have this much, up to $2 billion of obsolete data-
processing equipment?

Mr. KNOTr. I have no way of verifying that one way or the other.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I think it is inaccurate. Frankly, we don't have

our management information system in yet. I don't know where he
gYot the information.

Chairman PROXMnuE. Let me read it to you: "I served on the Presi-
dent's Commission relating to automatic data equipment and there I
think Mr. Staats referred to this in his testimony, too. The Govern-
ment is the largest holder of computer equipment. It is serving per-
haps a very constructive purpose in the area of research and develop-
ment, but it holds nearly $1.5 billion or $2 billion of obsolete equip-
ment. There is an open question now as to how you treat this in Gov-
ernment accounting. What do you do with obsolete inventories?"

Mr. KNOTT. That would suggest that it is owned by the Government
and I wonder if he isn't including equipment that is leased.

Chairman PROXMIRE. He said "holds"-that is the verb. If it is
leased it is not much of a problem. That is not in your inventory.

Mr. KNOTr. Right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. He indicates that it is a matter of inventory,

at least obsolete inventory. So I take it in this context he is talking
about equipment the Government owns.

Mr. KNOTT. I don't believe we own that much.
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Chairman PROXMIIRE. HOW much do we own, do you have any
record of that?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Not in detail; but we own more than 50 percent
of the installed equipment.

Mr. KNOTT. It is only very recently that we have begun to buy it.
I don't know. I would like to check that and give you a figure on it.

Chairman PRox3Inul. Will you do that?
Mr. KNOTT. Fine.
(The information referred to follows:)

GSA STATEMENT ON VALUE OF COMPUTER INVENTORY

The Government owns $73,600,000, at acquisition cost, of first generation
vacuum-tube-type computers, according to GSA inventory records. These records
exclude digital computers used in military tactical programs and for classified
purposes which are generally later than first generation models. GSA is unable
to support Mr. Gainsbrugh's statement that the Government has $1.5 to $2 billion
in obsolete ADP equipment which is assumed to include only first generation
computers.

The inventory of business-type (digital) computers, exclusive of those used in
military tactical programs and for classified purposes which generally are not
obsolete, amounts to only $1.3 billion including all generation models.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I would like to go back to this negotia-
tion. Do you mean that where the seller of an item is a seller in large
quantities, and has set a price on the item, you then accept that price
for yourself? Or do you mean if the seller has established a commer-
cial price for the item and you buy a thousand you are willing to pay the
price for all 1,000 that he is asking for one?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. No.
Representative GRIFFITIS. What do you mean?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. He does not have to reveal cost-and-pricing data

with regard to the procurement of the item. We would never just
accept his price. In other words, there is a difference between requiring
cost-and-pricing data as contrasted with the price that you finally
settle on with the vendor for the product. We would use his commer-
cial price in the quantities that he sells to the wholesalers or others
as a benchmark from which to move. But we would not accept that as
a price.

QUANTITY OF IDENTICAL BIDS

Representative GRIFFITrS. How often do the prices that you are
offered between companies really show very little variance?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well
Representative GRIFFITHS. I recall we once went over this and it is

surprising how many competing firms have bid the same price exactly.
Mr. ABEESFELLER. Let me take typewriters. Typewriters are on our

schedule-they vary from $120 for manuals to $190, on the schedule.
We are able by competitive procurement-and we do make many
here-to reduce the prices there again by 25 to 30 percent when we buy
competitively. For instance

Representative GRIFFITH1S. In what quantities?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. For a thousand typewriters; and here we get

back again to the chairman's point on competition. In this case,
Remington's bid price on the thousand typewriters was $114.50 on the
competitive formally advertised competition. Under the negotiated
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schedule which we had previously entered into with them it was $166.
The Olivetti-Underwood price was $183 and we bought the typewriter
for $104. R. C. Allen's price on schedule was $142.50 and competitively
priced at $122.44. (See appendix VII, p. 401.)

Representative GRIFFITHS. Is Olivetti an Italian typewriter?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. That is now considered to be a domestic product.

They have merged with a domestic corporation.

FOREIGN GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZED PRODUCTS

Representative GRIFFITHS. I observed in Senator Metcalf's state-
ment the great differential between American-made items and those
abroad. Have you ever checked-is the Government subsidizing those
items abroad? That is, would the French Government subsidize an
item made in France?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I don't know about France.
Representative GRIFFITHS. How about Italy?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I understand there is some subsidy in Japan. But

that is simply an understanding. I don't know that to be a fact.
Representative GRIFFITHS. From the testimony we have heard re-

garding drug prices-and maybe it is true, since they seem able to meet
or exceed dropping prices every time-it would raise a real question
as to whether the Government of the competing companies was or was
not subsidizing the manufacturers of these items.

PATENT RIGHTS INVOLVED

Mr. ABERSFELLER. One thing Senator Metcalf did not say was that
much of this price reduction-the price difference between foreign
producers and domestic producers-was brought about by patent
rights that domestic producers had which some of the foreign pro-
ducers did not recognize and manufactured in violation-I should
not say violation-manufactured notwithstanding the U.S. patent
rights.

Now prices have been reduced. We have similar histories here on
chlorotetracycline. We buy some drugs. Chlorotetracycline prices ran
around $11. We bought it on a competitive procurement for AID for
$3.80. But this w as also from a domestic producer, too.

GSA SALARIES

Representative GRIFFITHS. What are the salaries and grades of your
purchasers?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. The Assistant Commissioner for Procurements
is a grade 17.

Representative GRIFFITHS. What is the average?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. About a grade 9.
Representative GRIF'rrns. What is the average grade in GSA?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. About a grade 7.
Representative GRnrFITHs.That is some improvement over what you

have been doing. I think purchasers should be well paid. I am one of
the few people who really do not believe that you are going to do a lot
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better on the competitive purchase. I think the way to do it is to train
the purchasers. How many women do you have purchasing?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Quite a few. One of our section chiefs is a woman.

UNIFORM "BUY AMiERITCAN;' POLICY

Representative GRIFFITHS. Would a uniform Buy-American policy
facilitate your work?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes.
Representative GRIFFITTIS. Thank you, I am finished.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Moorhead?
Representative MOORHEAD. No further questions.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is 11:40 and we have Mr. Hughes here from

the Bureau of the Budget. But before you gentlemen leave I would like
to ask you if you would supply answers for the record-since we do
not want to detain Mr. Hughes further-I wonder if you would answer
these questions:

First, let me say that we had an excellent presentation by Mr. R.
Douglas Marshall, chairman of the board of trustees of the National
Association of Wholesalers.

If you could review that statement by Mr. Marshall and then tell us
when you do stock; when you open-end-buy; when you make open-end
purchases; and your criteria for each of these. Also, if you could give us
an idea of your rate of inventory turnover and whether or not you have
classes that move less than once per year. Then there are some questions
which Mir. Ward will submit to you, two or three questions on real
property management; and finally, you submitted some very impres-
sive savings here and we are delighted to see those, of course-savings
of $1.4 billion in 1965, $1.6 billion in 1966. Would you object if we
asked GAO to look at your backup material and report to us on those
savings?

Mr. KNOrT. Not at all.
Chairman PROXMIRE. We trust you completely but we would like to

get as much of this as we can. We think we can learn a lot from it if
they can report to us.

(Answers to the questions set forth by Chairman Proxmire were
subsequently received by the committee from GSA and are included
herein:) (App. I, p. 271.)

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very, very much. It has been most
impressive, helpful, and enlightening testimony.

Our next witness is Mr. Hughes, Deputy Director of the Bureau of
the Budget. At this point in the record we will include the letter sent
to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget.

APRIL 25, 1967.
Hon. CHARLES L. SHULTZE,
Director, Bureau of the Budget,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SCHTiTZE: This letter will confirm conversations between members of
our respective staffs that the Subcommittee on Economy in Government will hold
hearings on May 8, 9, 10, and 16, 1967 and in general will follow up on topics
previously considered by the Subcommittee on Procurement of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee. Your agency is scheduled to testify after the other executive
agencies on the 16th. (Hearing room to be announced later.)

We will appreciate your views on the recommendations in the Subcommittee
report of May 1966, namely, progress in developing a National Supply System,

79-459-67-pt. 1-16
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utilization of personal property inventories, progress in implementing the Presi-
dent's "Government Procurement Guidelines" of March 3, 19G6, procurement
under the Buy American Act, management of the Government real property
holdings, and progress made in the management of automatic data processing
equipment.

Please forward 100 copies of prepared testimony to Room G-133, NSOB at least
one day before your appearance and refer any questions you may have for in-
formation to Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Director of the Subcommittee, phone 173/8169.

Sincerely,
WILTIAM PROXMIRE,

C hairm an.

Chairman PRoXmIRE. Go right ahead, Mr. Hughes.

STATEMENT OF EON. PHILLIP S. HUGHES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET; ACCOMPANIED BY IOHN B.
HOLDEN, ACTING CHIEF, PROPERTY AND SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
BRANCH, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. HUGHES. I have with me Mr. John Holden, Chief of our Prop-
erty and Supply Management Branch.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we are pleased to
be here to discuss five areas in which the Bureau of the Budget has an
interest and in which this subcommittee has expressed a particular
interest and concern. They are:

1. Bureau of the Budget Circular A-76, issued on March 3,1966,
covering "Policies for acquiring commercial or industrial products
and services for Government use."

2. Policies and procedures concerning the utilization, retention,
and acquisition of real property as enunciated by Bureau Circular
A-2, revised, dated April 5, 1967.

3. Management and acquisition of automatic data processing
equipment.

4. Application of the Buy American Act and policy thereunder
incident to Government procurement.

5. Progress in developing a national supply system.

CoMiPETrrIoN WrIH BUsINEss-A-76

As the committee !nows; there has for many years been a con-
tinuing and active interest in both the legislative and executive
branches of our Government in the subject of Government competition
with private enterprise. Numerous studies of various aspects of the
problem have been made by congressional committees and, since 1955,
the Bureau of the Budget has issued four bulletins and circulars on the
subject. The most recent circular became effective on March 31, 1966.

That circular reaffirms the Government's longstanding basic policy
of relying on the private enterprise system to supply its needs. It also
recognizes, as did the earlier issuances, that it is necessary, or in the
national interest in some instances, for the Government to provide
products and services which it uses. The principal difference between
the new circular and the earlier bulletin is that it provides more ex-
plicit guidelines to the Departments and Agencies, which should re-
sult in more effective and uniform implementation of the Government's
procurement policies in respect to competition with private enterprise.
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We are now following up with the executive agencies to review theactions which they have taken since the circular became effective abouta year ago. We have not completed our reviews but, on the basis ofpreliminary findings, we think progress has been reasonably satis-
factory. For example, organizational and staffing arrangements havebeen completed by the agencies for assuring that the policies and pro-cedures in A-76 are being effectively applied. The inventorying of comr-inercial and industrial type products and services required by section7 of the circular is proceeding and the provisions of the circular withrespect to "new starts" are being implemented. Also, the reviews ofexisting commercial and industrial type activities, required by thecircular to be completed by June 30, 1968, have been started.

We also asked the agencies to describe the problems they have en-countered in applying the guidelines in the circular, along with sug-gestions for changes that would eliminate or alleviate such problems.In response to this request, we found that, of the 26 agencies queried,less than half had problems or suggestions for improvement of thecircular. Suggestions related almost entirely to the need for clarifica-tion or refinement of the provisions of the circular without changingany of its basic policies or requirements. We are working now on arevision of A-76 to reflect these changes.
Some suggestions for change, however, would have an impact uponthe substantive provisions of the circular. One of these relates toinclusion in the comparative cost statements of State and local taxes,that is, the Government cost of supplying a commercial or industrialproduct or service would be increased to include these taxes. Presentprovisions of A-76 provide for including Federal taxes foregone, butnot State and local taxes. The other suggestion that would have animpact on the substantive provisions of the circular would change the10-percent differential for new starts. As it stands now, new starts bythe Government of commercial or industrial activities involving acapital investment of $25,000 or more, or additional annual costs ofproduction of $50,000 or more, ordinarily will not be approved unlessthe Government's costs will be at least 10 percent less than costs ofobtaining the product or service from commercial sources. This pro-vision was adopted originally in order to allow a margin, or leeway,for uncertainties such as early obsolescence, miscalculation of mainte-nance and production costs, State and local taxes, et cetera. The sug-gestion made is to raise the 10-percent margin to 15 percent, but applyit onlv to new starts involving additional capital investment.
In the case of both these suggestions, we feel we need more study andexperience before reaching a conclusion. The new circular, the com-mittee may recall, has been in effect now for only a little more than 1year, and none of the agencies with significant commercial or industrialtype activities has completed the work required of them by the circular.

Our initial estimate of the situation is that while the suggestion relat-ing to State and local taxes would not have a significant impact, theone concerning "new starts" might. We want to be certain we are mov-ing in the right direction on both these important matters beforechanging the circular.
As the committee has recognized, a great deal of Agency work isrequired by the provisions of A-76, the results of which cannot be
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properly evaluated until after June 30, 1968, the target date for com-
pletion of the reviews for determining which of the existing com-
mercial and industrial activities shall continue in-house and which
shall be done by private enterprise.

We will continue, with the Federal agencies, our efforts to assure
effective implementation of the procurement policies of the Govern-
ment in this area.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES CONCERNING THE UTILIZATION, RETENTION,
AND ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY BY THE GOVERNMENT-CIRCULAR
A-2

With respect to Federal holdings of real property, we have re-
affirmed existing policies and enunciated certain new policies in a
recent issuance to agencies. Also we are striving, with the cooperation
of all Federal Agencies, to improve procedures in the management
of real property to assure-

Effective and economical use in meeting program objectives.
Identification of unneeded property.
Unneeded property is reported excess.
Return of surplus real property where appropriate to local

tax rolls, and
That acquisitions, from whatever source, are consistent with

actual program requirements.
Last year we advised the Subcommittee on Federal Procurement and

Regulation that we -were reviewing the problem of how to improve
management of real property to assure stronger, sustained progress to
achieve these objectives. Our preliminary studies have been completed
and the Bureau has recently issued guidelines to the heads of Federal
Agencies in the form of a revision to Bureau of the Budget Circular
No. A-2, which we believe establishes a solid base for improvin the
management of Federal real property. The revised circular sets forth
the Government's policy on the utilization, retention, and acquisition
of Federal real property. It replaces one issued in October 1955 which
was limited to providing guidelines for the identification and report-
ing of excess real property.

(Circular A-2 is included in the record at this point.)

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., April 5, 1967.
Circular No. A-2 Revised.
To: the heads of executive departments and establishments.
Subject: Utilization, retention, and acquisition of Federal real property.

1. Purpose.-This Circular rescinds and replaces Bureau of the Budget
Circular No. A-2, dated October 18, 1955. This revision redefines the
Circular's coverage; restates the Government's general policy with respect to
utilization, retention, and acquistion of Federal real property; provides guide-
lines for identification of excess real property; and prescribes an annual report
to be submitted by each agency on the results of implementation of this Circular.

2. Coverage.-The provisions of this Circular apply to all Federal real prop-
erty located in the United States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Guam, except those categories of real property specifically excluded
in paragraph 2b, below.

a. For purposes of this Circular, Federal real property will include:
(1) Land, buildings, structures, and facilties (including Government-

owned buildings, structures, and facilities located on other than Government-
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owned land) acquired by purchase, condemnation, donation, construction,
lease, or other methods; and

(2) Public domain land withdrawn and assigned to Federal agencies for
use within the Federal Government for such purposes as military installa-
tions, airfields, and research facilities.

b. For purposes of this Circular Federal real property will exclude the fol-
lowing:

(1) Unreserved public domain (except as indicated in paragraph 5b)
(2) Real property which is to be sold or otherwise disposed of and which

was acquired through (a) foreclosure, confiscation, or seizure in settlement
of a claim of the Federal Government, or (b) conveyance to the Federal Gov-
ernment in connection with an indemnity or loan insurance or guarantee
program;

(3) Rights of way or easements granted to the Government;
(4) Real property held in trust by the Federal Government;
(5) Oregon and California revested lands (43 U.S.C. 1181a);
(6) Land administered by the National Park Service, other than admin-

istrative sites outside of the established boundaries of a national park;
(7) Land administered by the Forest Service, other than administrative

sites outside of the established boundaries of a national forest;
(8) Land on Indian reservations within consolidation areas approved by

the Secretary of the Interior; and
(9) Land within the National Wildlife Refuge System.

3. Utilization and retention of real property.-Federal agencies will develop
criteria to achieve effective and economical use of their real property in meeting
the needs of each of their programs. Agencies will review their real property hold-
ings in accordance with the criteria established and limit such holdings to those
required for the efficient and effective conduct of assigned programs and functions.

Such real property as falls within the term "property," as defined in Section
3 (d) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as
amended, which is not needed should be identified and reported as excess to Gen-
eral Services Administration without delay pursuant to the provisions of the
cited Act.

Portions of withdrawn public domain which are no longer required for ef-
fective conduct of the program for which withdrawn will be reported initially
to the Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, for a determina-
tion by the Secretary of the Interior, with the concurrence of the Administrator
of General Services, in accordance with Section 3(d) of the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended, whether such property is
suitable for return to the public domain. Any such property found unsuitable for
return to the public domain and thereafter determined to be excess will be
reported to the General Services Administration for further use or disposal.

All other real property covered by this Circular, as described in paragraph 2,
which is not needed will be identified, screened for use for other programs of the
agency and made available for such other purposes or disposed of in accordance
with applicable law.

4. Guidelines for identification of excess.-Real property (including any sep-
arable unit) generally will be identified as excess when:

a. It is not being used by the accountable agency for program purposes and
there are no approved current plans for future use, or

b. Substantial net savings to the Government would result if properties
used for essential purposes could be sold at their current market values and
other suitable properties for substantially lower current values substituted
for them (see paragraph 7), or

c. The costs of operation and maintenance are substantially higher than
for other suitable properties of equal or less value which could be made avail-
able by transfer, permit, purchase, or lease (see paragraph 7).

5. Acquisition policy:
a. Restriction.-Real property and interests therein will be acquired,

within applicable authorities, only as necessary for effective program opera-
tion. Agencies will not acquire by any method areas of real property larger
than needed for approved programs.

b. Economic use.-Prior to the acquisition of real property by purchase,
condemnation, construction, or lease, each agency will review its existing hold-
ings to determine (1) that the best economic use is being made of the agency's
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property and (2) whether it can fulfill its current needs by use of any property
under its jurisdiction. If the new requirement cannot be met by use of the
agency s existing real property, efforts will be made to determine if other
satisfactory existing Federal holdings are available.

c. Notification of planned requirements.-Each executive agency will notify
either the General Services Administration or the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, Department of the Interior, or both, as may be appropriate, of its current
and future planned requirements prior to the acquisition of real property
by purchase, condemnation, construction, or lease. The notification may be
formal or informal as appropriate. GSA and the Bureau of Land Management,
as appropriate, will advise the agencies if excess, unreserved public domain,
or surplus real property is or may be available which might meet the need.

In specific cases where the agency's proposed acquisition of real property
is dictated by such factors as exact geographical location, topography, engi-
neering, or similar characteristics which limit the possible use of other avail-
able property, the notification will not be required. For example, in the case
of a dam site or reservoir area, the construction of a generating plant or a
substation, specific lands are needed and ordinarily no purpose would be
served by such notification.

d. Joint use.-If suitable excess, surplus, or unreserved public domain land
is not available, consideration should be given to the possibility of joint
use of real property held by other Federal agencies.

e. Transfer of excess real property.-As a general rule and where com-
patible with the general provisions of this Circular, excess real property
may be acquired by transfer as provided in General Services Administra-
tion's Federal Property Management Regulations, Subehapter H, Subpart
47.2, or as otherwise provided by law.

6. Permits.-Permits authorizing the use of property in the custody of an agency
by another agency will be issued only when (a) a determination has been made
by the accountable agency that the property is not excess, and (b) the proposed
use by the requesting agency conforms to the acquisition and use provisions of
this Circular. An agency authorized to dispose of real property may make
excess or surplus property available for short-term use by permit during the
period it is being processed for further use or disposal, providing the requesting
agency conforms to the provisions of this Circular.

7. Fina'ncing arrangements and authorizing legislation.-There may be cases
where the application of guidelines 4b and 4c cannot be accomplished without
first incurring expenses for which appropriate financing must be obtained or
securing the enactment of new authorizing legislation. In these cases appropriate
arrangements should be made to complete the necessary studies and to submit
such proposals for appropriations or legislation as may be necessary. These pro-
posals should be supported by estimates of replacement costs and ultimate net
savings.

8. Implementation.-The head of each agency will issue appropriate instruc-
tions to assure that:

a. Real property use, retention, and acquisition policies enunciated by this
Circular are followed;

b. The guidelines for identification of excess real property are applied in
accordance with this Circular;

c. Systematic, thorough reviews of real property holdings are made
annually to identify unneeded or uneconomically used properties; and

d. Properties or portions of properties identified as excess are reported or
processed as provided in paragraph 3 without delay if continued retention
by the agency is not justified under the standards prescribed by this Circular.

9. Annual report:
a. Submission. The results of the review conducted pursuant to paragraph

Sc of this Circular will be summarized in an annual report. The first annual
report will be for fiscal year 1968. This report will either be included as an
attachment to the agency's annual inventory report or real property owned by
the United States, which is submitted to the General Services Administration
as of June 30 of each fiscal year, or it may be submitted separately to GSA
when the annual inventory report is submitted. When included as part of the
annual inventory report, the data concerning the agency's review will be
attached to GSA Form 1209, Summary of Number of Installations Owned
by the United States.
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b. Coverage. The report will include the following:
(1) Summary of actions which have been taken during the fiscal year

to comply with the provisions of this Circular. A copy of new or revised
instructions or criteria developed and issued by the agency should be included.

(2) A statement that all properties under the custody of the agency are needed
or, as appropriate, that action is being taken to screen, report excess, or other-
wise dispose of unneeded properties. A separate summary will be included for
each of the following categories showing the number and cost of properties, acre-
age and number of buildings, structures and facilities: (a) properties, reported
excess for disposition under the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended; (b) properties returned to the public domain (see para-
graph 3); (c) properties made available by permit to another agency as pro-
vided in paragraph 6; (d) leases canceled as a result of the annual agency re-
view; and (e) properties for which other disposition has been made.

(3) In those cases where recommendations have been made to obtain appro-
priate financing or new authorizing legislation to obtain substitute facilities in
accordance with the policy guidelines of this Circular, a reference to such rec-
ommendations should be included in the report.

The General Services Administration will transmit the above described report
for all agencies accountable for real property to the Bureau of the Budget no
later than November 1, of each year.

CHARLEs L. SCHuLTZE,
Director.

Circular A-2, as now revised, requires Federal agencies to develop
criteria to achieve effective and economical use of real property hold-
ings consistent with program requirements. It also provides that agen-
cies are to identify real property, or any separable unit thereof, as un-
needed when-

It is not being used by the agency for program purposes, or
There are no approved current plans for future use of the prop-

erty, or
Substantial net savings to the Government would result if prop-

erties used for essential purposes could be sold at their current
market values and other suitable properties of substantially lower
current values substituted for them, or

The costs of operation and maintenance are substantially higher
than for other suitable properties of equal or less value which
could be made available by transfer, permit, purchase, or lease.

In addition to the guidelines enumerated in Circular A-2, Circular
A-76, on which I commented previously concerning the Government's
general policy of relying on the private enterprise system, bears on the
problem. Circular A-76 establishes guidance for agencies for review-
ing industrial and commercial type activities which may result in
real property becoming excess incident to discontinuance of such Gov-
ernment activities.

Circular A-2 provides that all unneeded real property as defined in
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act is to be re-
ported as excess to GSA or, in the case of public domain which is no
longer required for the program for which withdrawn, reported to the
Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, or, if cov-
ered by other statutes, disposed of as provided by applicable law.

We share the committee's concern relative to the growth of Federal
real property holdings which totaled $69.4 billion as of June 30, 1966.
To assure that acquisitions are kept to an absolute minimum as to area,
A-2 instructs Federal agencies to acquire only those amounts of real
property necessary for effective program operation. Also, before an
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agency acquires new property the agency head must make a deter-
mination that the best economic use is being made of existing holdings
and, in the first instance, attempt to fulfill the need by using property
under the agency's Jurisdiction. If the need cannot be met by using
existing agency holdings, the possibility of utilizing other satisfac-
tory existing Federal properties must be exhausted. Procedures are
provided for notifying the General Services Administration and the
Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, as appro-
priate, to ascertain if excess, surplus, or unreserved public domain
lands are available which might fill the need. When existing holdings
are not available for transfer, agencies then are to consider the possi-
bility of joint use of real property held by other agencies before action
can be instituted to condemn, purchase, construct, or lease.

A major feature of the circular is that, beginning with fiscal year
1968, Federal agencies are required to submit an annual report sum-
marizing the results of their implementation of all the provisions of
the circular. This report based on annual reviews as required by the
circular will indicate whether or not all properties under the custody
of an agency are needed, the action which has been and is being taken
to screen, report excess, or otherwise dispose of unneeded properties. It
will also state the number of properties returned to the public domain.
It will indicate properties made available to other agencies by permit.
Copies of new and revised instructions of criteria developed and issued
by the agency will also accompany the report.

The Bureau of the Budget will evaluate these reports and determine
the extent to which follow-up action is required. This new require-
ment will keep the Bureau currently informed of the effectiveness of
agencies' reviews and will alert us to the need for any revision of
policies and procedures for further improving the management of real
property. We believe that the combination of the program for evalu-
ating the need for Government operated industrial and commercial
type activities, together with the new program I have just described
under circular A-2, will enable us to achieve effective and economical
use of Federal real property in meeting program objectives and en-
courage the prompt return of real property to local tax rolls.

* MAXAGEMkENT AND ACQUISITION OF AUTOMATIC DATA PRocEssING
EQUIPMENT

Our efforts in the management of automatic data processing equip-
ment continue to be helped by the provisions of Public Law 89-306
which strengthened the authorities of the General Services Adminis-
tration and the Department of Commerce for improving the procure-
ment and utilization of this equipment. (See app. VIII, p. 404.)

Under the provisions of this legislation, the Bureau of the Budget
exercises fiscal and policy control over the administration of these
authorities. Accordingly, within the past year we have provided policy
guidance to both the General Services Administration and the Depart-
ment of Commerce which outlines the specific action programs that
are to be conducted and indicates areas for priority attention. The
policy guidance was developed with full participation by these agen-
cies and therefore represents a coordinated and unified approach to
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dealing with the complex management problems that we face. We
suggest that copies of this policy guidance be made a part of the
record at this point. (See pt. 2, app. VIII, p.404.)

In many respects, the key to improving the management of our huge
investment in computers is the availability of good information on the
basis of which effective management actions can be taken. With the
help of agencies who are large users of this equipment, we have recently
completed the development of a revised information system which will
provide more comprehensive and up-to-date information about the
current and projected status of our inventory equipment, and related
data on personnel and costs. This new system, which is intended to
serve the operating departments and agencies as well as the central
management agencies, is prescribed by Circular A-83 and becomes ef-
fective on June 30, 1967. You will be interested in the fact that the sys-
tem embraces not only computers operated by Government agencies,
but also those operated by certain Government contractors who per-
form work on a cost-reimbursement basis. This action is consistent with
a recent revision in the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
which require such contractors to observe certain management prac-
tices in the acquisition of this equipment.

Continuing attention is being given to the improvement of the Gov-
ernment's procurement processes. The General Services Administra-
tion has initiated a review of the effectiveness of existing policies and
procedures to determine whether revisions would be beneficial. In this
connection, a recent pilot test of the use of commercial leasing ar-
rangements resulted in rental savings of $69,000 per year for punched-
card equipment used by the Department of Agriculture. Consequently,
this method of procurement will now be used more extensively, but
only when outright purchase of the equipment is not warranted. About
50 percent of our present inventory of computers is currently owned
by the Government, with the result that rental expenditures of $200
million per year are being avoided.

In a further effort to hold procurement costs to a minimum, aggres-
sive programs are being conducted to assure that maximum practical
use is being made of existing computers before additional ones are
acquired. This is being accomplished by the extensive sharing of com-
puters among Government agencies, which is facilitated by a nation-
wide sharing exchange program administered by the General Services
Administration; and by the redistribution of excess equipment which
in fiscal year 1966 resulted in the reutilization of equipment valued
at $70 million.

One of the major obstacles to the sharing and redistribution of
equipment is the incompatibility that exists among equipment of dif-
ferent makes and models, often making it too costly to transfer work
from one computer to another. This is one illustration of the importance
of the responsibility assigned by Public Law 89-306 to the Depart-
ment of Commerce for recommending the establishment of appropriate
Federal computer hardware and software standards. This objective
is being pursued primarily through active participation in the stand-
ards program of the United States of America Standards Institute
under which American standards are developed and approved for vol-
untary use. Seventeen such standards have been approved in the field
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of data processing and are now in various stages of consideration for
adoption as Federal standards.

Our efforts to improve the management of automatic data processing
equipment have received the full support of the President. On June 28,
1966, he issued a memorandum in which he directed all Federal agen-
cies to (a) seek new and better ways for using computers to do a bet-
ter job, and (b) to manage computer activities at the lowest possible
cost. A summary report of the actions taken through December 31,
1966, in response to his memorandum was recently prepared for his in-
formation. A copy of the President's memorandum and a copy of our
report is being made available for insertion in the record if the chair-
man wishes. (See p.410.)

I should like to mention one other aspect of our work which has
grown in importance over the last year. The growth of Federal assist-
ance programs that involve cooperative efforts with State and local
governments in such areas as education, housing, urban development,
and transportation is creating a heavy demand for information to
plan and administer these programs. Much of this information must
flow among different agencies within each government and between
the levels of government to coordinate the work properly. To facili-
tate this intergovernmental flow of information, there is a great need
for attaining greater compatibility among the data required so that
it can be exchanged more efficiently and can be summarized at various
levels to permit useful comparisons and evaluations of program effec-
tiveness. There are also possibilities for conserving scarce skills and
resources by making good use of pilot systems development efforts
and by the joint utilization of data processing facilties. In recogni-
tion of these possibilities, we have recently formed an Intergovern-
mental Task Force on Information Systems which has representation
from the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, the
Federal Government and State and local governments. This task
force is meeting periodically in an effort to recommend actions that
could be taken at each level of government to bring about the improve-
ments that are needed.

APPLICATION OF THE Buy AMERICAN ACT AND PoLIciEs THEREUNDER
INCIDENT TO GOVERNMENT PROCUREMrENT

Under existing regulations, all Government agencies apply a 6-per-
cent differential (or 12-percent in certain cases) to the delivered price
of foreign products, including duties, for comparison with prices of
domestic products. The Department of Defense, for purposes of an
alternative evaluation, adds 50 percent of the bid, exclusive of duties,
to the foreign bid price, and uses the higher of the two evaluated
foreign bid prices for comparison with prices of domestic products.
For commodities with ad valorem equivalent duties of 41 percent
or more, the 6-percent differential, including duties, results in a greater
evaluated foreign bid price than the 50-percent differential excluding
duties, and is controlling.

The DOD use of a second evaluation factor began in July 1962
under procedures calling for case by case review and application of
differentials centering around 50 percent. In April 1964 the 50-percent
evaluation factor was incorporated in the Armed Services Procure-
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ment Regulations. Whlile the amount saved for our balance of pay-
ments by this action was not large in a relative sense, it was an integral
part of a whole series of interim measures designed to reduce the
adverse impact of DOD expenditures on the U.S. balance of payments.

The extent of protection offered under the Buy American Act to
U.S. firms is a matter of concern to our trading partners, just as their
own protective practices are a matter of concern to us. In this con-
nection, the OECD recently published a study of member government
purchasing practices. Meetings are continuing in which we are urging-
the reduction of discrimination through administrative discretion
and more open procurement procedures among member states. This
summer the OECD expects to have a statistical compilation of mem-
ber govermnent procurement data available for our review.

Even though procurement practices of some foreign governments
are more restrictive than our Buy American Act policy, foreign gov-
ernment procurement of U.S. goods far exceeds U.S. Government
procurement of foreign goods. Total nondefense U.S. Government
pur chases of foreign products, after application of the 6- to 12-percent

American Act policy, amounted to $30 million in fiscal year 1966.
Procurement in the United States of nonmilitary goods by governments
or government-controlled industries of the European OECD countries
and Japan is estimated at $1 billion in 1966.
Part of our current nonmilitary sales to foreign governments in-

cludes jet aircraft and other specialized equipment that could not
easily be supplied from other sources. On the other hand, millions of
dollars of other goods now purchased from the United States could
be held by foreign governments for their own domestic procurement
under more restrictive practices. Therefore, the results of an escala-
tion of restrictive government procurement practices could be very
costly to the United States. In fact, we stand to lose far more in
exports than we would save in imports.

While it is difficult to estimate the full budgetary costs of a more
restrictive procurement policy, we estimate current budgetary savings
of $10 million on the $30 million of foreign procurement under the
Buy American Act by nondefense agencies.

We are continuing our surveillance of Government expenditures
abroad by all U.S. agencies from the point of view of overall budget-
ary, international trade, and balance of payments considerations. The
dual policy of Defense and other agencies applying different buy
American practices to similar products is the result of our attempt at
an earlier period to reconcile these somewhat conflicting objectives.

We have requested the Department of Defense and GSA to analyze
the balance of payments savings and budgetary costs of their current
and alternative buy American differentials. We will also examine the
other principal agencies concerned. At the same time, the Department
of State will follow closely the developments of the OECD Govern-
ment procurement evaluation and will recommend appropriate steps
for the United States to take.

IMPROVEMrENTS IN SUPPLY SYSTEMS

As stated previously, I will comment but briefly on improvements
in the Government's supply systems.
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In a little more than 5 years since the creation of the Defense Supply
Agency the Depariment of Defense and the General Services Admin-
istration, in my estimation, have made good progress toward an effi-
cient and economical Government-wide system for the procurement
and supply of personal property and nonpersonal services. Other
witnesses have already described in detail accomplishments and cer-
tain deficiencies and the various actions which have been taken and
are being taken. I believe the subcommittee is aware that the Bureau
of the Budget has played a part in getting some of these actions under-
way and continues to review progress with special interest. I would
like to comment briefly on a, few of the recent actions in which the
Bureau has been particularly interested.

Even though the Nation's military requirements this past year have
brought increasing demands on supply operations, the creation of a
national supply system has continued to progress. As you have been
told by others, plans have been formulated and agreements obtained
for the GSA to assume Government-wide support responsibility for
52 Federal supply classes, effective July 1, 1967, and for DSA to assume
Government-wide support responsibility for fuel and electronics to
be phased in over the next 2 years. Also, DSA will provide civilian
agency support for clothing and textiles on a selective basis where
savings can be effected without detriment to the military support
capability. The Bureau of the Budget is prepared to work with the
agencies concerned to effect the transfer of resources as will be neces-
sary to carry out the plan which has received general agreement.

With respect to long supply inventories, steps are being taken by
the GSA to bring to civilian agencies a general procedure for using
long supply items to meet procurement requirements. This will enable
civilian agencies to affect similar savings as that which the DOD has
achieved through its facility at Battle Creek, Mich. A fully coordi-
nated system will not develop as rapidly as we had hoped because of
different procedures and different degrees of mechanization of supply
records among the civilian agencies.

We have also given special attention to the problems of the storage
and utilization of short-shelf-life items of supply. We believe the
agreement and the actions which GSA and DSA have reported to you
will minimize further losses through deterioration of stocks which
was mentioned in last year's hearings.

In January of this year I reported to the President the results of
further interagency efforts, in which the Bureau has actively partici-
pated, to improve the procurement of hospital perishable subsistence.
As the agency representatives have detailed in their testimony, the
joint efforts of DSA, GSA, PHS, and the VA have resulted in in-
creased cross-servicing of VA and PHS hospitals by the regional De-
fense Supply Agency subsistence headquarters. A vital step toward
even greater cross-servicing is an effort to maximize standardization
of perishable items used by the hospital agencies. We are committed
to report the results of this latter effort to the President in a progress
report in July of this year.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I will be glad
to deal with such questions as you may have.
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APPLICATION OF BUY AMERICAN ACT

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Hughes, I would like to ask about a point that occurred to

me while you were speaking on the application of Buy American Act
and policies thereunder incident to Government procurement. Is there
any figure available on the cost of this 50 percent differential?

HOwl MUCH HAS THE 50 PERCENT DIFFERENTIAL COST

How much this has increased the cost to the Federal Government
in procurement?

INCREASED COST IS FAIRLY SUBSTANTIAL

Mr. HUGHES. No, sir, there is not. We sought figures from Defense.
We have attempted to estimate our own. We are in the process of try-
ing to get some from Defense now but we don't have figures that
would be worth putting in the record. There is a cost of course and it
is fairly substantial in budgetary terms to offset the balance of pay-
ments savings.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This figure of 6 percent differential or 12 per-
cent in certain cases, this antedates the balance of payments effort
which was 50 percent?

Mr. HUGHES. That is correct.
Chairman PRoxmIRE. Has there ever been a study of that?

6 TO 12 PERCENT DIFFERENTIAL SAVES ABOUT ONE-THIRD

Mr. HUGHES. We have some figures reflecting the savings, the bud-
getary savings implicit in the 6-12 percentages as compared with the
50 percent differential. They are of the magnitude of one-third of the
expenditures. I think the figure $10 to $15 million, depending on the
year.

Chairman PROXMIRE. $10 to $15 million?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, out of a total foreign procurement by agencies

affected by that 6-12 differential of the magnitude of $30 million to
$45 million. These are civilian agencies we are talking about.

Chairman PROXMRE. Last year, as I understood Mr. Ignatius in
testifying, he said we spent $67.5 million in order to reduce the gold
dollars, the gold outflow. So you do not have anything more recent
than that?

Mr. HUGHES. We do not. We are not too confident of that figure and
we are trying to tie down figures better.

BUDGET CIRCULAR A-76

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Gainsbrugh testified to this subcommittee
as follows-he said:

REGARDING BUREAU OF THE BUDGET CIRCULAR A-7 6

The statement is somewhat weaker than previous statements in terms of under-
scoring the desirability of purchasing within the private sector.

He called it weaker.
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He went on to say:
A second area that is mentioned in Bulletin A-76 that is still much discussed

in meetings of industry-government representatives is the economic arithmetic
to be employed in determination of Whether to make or buy, and the particular
item here that is in controversy is the cost of money. (See p. 175.)

I wondered how the Budget Bureau feels about this, this kind of
criticism and what your response is and how it might be amended to
take account of this kind of criticism?

Mr. HuoGHs. First, of course, we are aware of Mr. Gainsbrugh's
criticisms and comments. Perhaps as he indicated, we did talk with the
National Industrial Conference Board before the issuance of the Cir-
cular. That is not to say the circular had in any sense its approval, but
we did endeavor to seek the views of the wide range of concerned inter-
ests both inside and outside the Government. We do not regard the
circular, read in its entirety, as any weaker in terms of its emphasis
on the utilization of private sources, wherever possible, rather we re-
gard it as more explicit in setting forth the circumstances under which
private procurement is desirable. In addition to stating the general
policy of private procurement, the circular points out that there are
many circumstances in which even if government operations might be
more economical short-run, there are real advantages in procurement
in the private sector because of the risktaking involved, the possibili-
ties of obsolescence, greater flexibility of private procurement and so
on. So we would disagree with Mr. Gainsbrugh's statement and we
would urge the subcommittee's attention to the circular to see what
its view is. We just feel that the circular is equally strong with respect
to its emphasis on procurement from private enterprises.

COST OF MONEY

Chairman PRoxMiRE. These are two points he made. One was the
cost of money. How do you differentiate? The cost of money to the
Federal Government obviously has to be imputed as compared with the
cost of money within the private sector, which is very definite, real, and
often a very big factor.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, the whole problem of comparing the costs, Gov-
ernment-wise versus private, is exceedingly complex and certainly the
interest costs are part of it. Generally speaking the objective of the
circular is to identify true costs in the private sector as distinguished
from true costs to the Government.

Now, the fact that the Government does obtain money, at least under
some circumstances at lower rates than are possible in the private econ-
omy, gives the Government an advantage, yet this seems to us under the
terms of the circular an advantage which the Government should recog-
nize when it evaluates whether it should make or buy a particular
product. There are other areas of argument. I think the interest rate
differential is not as difficult a problem in some respects as some of the
other areas.

FOREGONE TAXES

Chairman PROXMIRE. I can see that this would be a controversy.
One other area which he thinks is most important and that is the

area of foregoing taxes as he puts it. He says how shall taxes be treated
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in a comparison of cost of production in the public sector, and in the
private sector, and for reasons which BOB regards as sufficient I believe
it is the determination of the Bureau of the Budget to still exclude
State and local taxes from such determinations. This exclusion is de-
fended on the basis that it is difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at an
estimate of what the State and local taxes would be. That was Mr.
Gainsbrugh.

At the same time those State and local taxes are very real and in gen-
eral we know they are going to be on virtually on everything you are
going to purchase and there are taxes.

Mr. HUGHES. State and local taxes were excluded for a variety of
reasons from consideration in Circular A-76 as it was originally issued.
This is one of the suggestions that we have received from the General
Accounting Office, as a matter of fact. I think Mr. Gainsbrugh referred
to this and requested that consideration be given to the inclusion of
such taxes. They were excluded after a great deal of consideration
originally for several reasons, not just the one Mr. Gainsbrugh made.
Diiculty of calculation is a part of it. The tremendous range of taxing
jurisdictions and so on.

A second consideration was the fact that at least so far as the Federal
Government is concerned, State and local taxes do not represent a cost,
they are a public sector cost but not a Federal Government cost.

Third, such examination-
Chairman PRoxmaRE. What do you mean by that? They are a public

sector cost but not a Federal Government cost-why not?
Mr. HUGHES. The Federal Government would not be paying State

and local taxes whether or not the enterprise is private or public.
Chairman PROXMwIRE. At the same time those taxes do represent a

contribution to State and local governments.
Mr. HUGHES. That is correct.
Chairman PRoxiviRm. Absent that procurement from a private

source which enables them to pay that State and local tax you would
have less support for education, for welfare, and so forth.

Mr. HUGHES. That is correct. That's what I was trying to say. State
and local taxes are derived by State and local governments but they
are not a direct cost, at least to the Federal Government. And this
was one of the considerations which moved us to leave them out of the
original circular.

A third consideration was the fact that such analysis as we have
given to the problem would indicate to us that the effect of the in-
clusion of State and local taxes on comparisons would be virtually
de minimis, of the magnitude of 1 or 2 percent, perhaps, excluding
the utilities area.

Chairman PNox-tnuE. That low when you consider personal prop-
erty taxes?

Mr. HUGHES. Yes.
Chairman PROXMrIRE. And State income taxes and so forth?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes. This is the best analysis that we have been able

to get.
Chairman PROXMIRE. One or two percent?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes.
Chairman PRoxmuun. Astonishing.
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Mr. HUGHES. Exclusive of the utility area where they would be
more substantial, the best we can appraise it.

Chairman PROxIiRE. I am surprised 'at that.
Mr. HUGHES. This is something we are looking into.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That could make a difference, could it not?

You have some decisions decided at less than 2 percent?
Mr. HUGHES. By and large, it is our judgment as we indicated in

the longer statement that the inclusion of taxes in the computation
would probably not significantly affect decisions but we are reexamin-
ing it in the course of our present review of the circular and we cer-
tainly will consider Mr. Gainsbrugh's views in the context of that.

Chairman PRoxminu I will have some more questions in connection
with that. My time is up.

Congressman Moorhead?

INCOMPATIsrLITY IN ADPE

Representative MOORHEAD. I have just two questions.
Mr. Hughes, in your statement you bring out this point about the

incompatibility that exists among different types of data processing
equipment. Just recently another subcommittee I am a member of
visited the Marine headquarters where they are trying to work toward
an integrated information center and it seemed to me the key to the
success of the operation was-or will be-that each marine will be able
to conununicate with each other marine and this is of great impor-
tance in the Government.

RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE CREATES PROBLEM1S

Mr. HUGHES. Indeed, it is, Mr. Moorhead. The problem is compli-
cated further by the rapid technological change and evolution in the
field data processing. This makes it difficult to even keep track of the
equipment and the nature of the equipment that is in the Government,
let alone to work toward standardization.

But the proper utilization of the equipment really increase the need
for compatibility, so that agencies can share, and so that a program or
problem having one type of equipment which has more than it can
handle can utilize another agency's equipment which has, perhaps,
some idle time.

We are fully aware of the problem. It is a technical as well as a man-
agement problem. One of the purposes of both Public Law 89-306 and
the circular I referred to is to improve the degree of compatibility
within the equipment. The Bureau of Standards in the Department of
Commerce is the technically responsible agency, but we hope that the
inventory which our circular will bring about with facilitate achieve-
ment of a greater degree of information exchange and compatibility in
the equipment.

Representative MOORHEAD. I hope the Bureau of the Budget, with
its power over purchases, will keep pushing toward this among
agencies.

Mr. HUGHES. We will do our best.
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WHEN IS RESOLUTION ON BUY AMERICAN ACT DIFFERENTIALS EXPECTED?

Representative MOORHEAD. On the matter of the differential in the
Buy American Act, I know you are working on this, but when can
we expect a resolution of this problem?

Mr. HrGHIES. I wish I could be more precise, Mr. Moorhead, but Ithink the best answer is the wording of the Armed Services Procure-
ment Regulation which says that this is an interim measure designed to
deal with the unusual problems associated with the expansion of de-
fense activities. It is closely tied in with our general balance-of-pay-
ments problem, and our expectation would be that when that problemsubsides, the differential will revert to a single standard.

Representative MOORHEAD. You do not see any solution short of asolution of the balance-of-payments problem?
Mr. HUGHES. I think it is difficult to see a solution short of a solu-

tion to the balance-of-payments problem. We certainly would not want
to see a movement from the 6-12 in the direction of the 50 in the light
of the other things we are trying to achieve in the trade area and the
encouragement we are trying to give foreign governments to free up
their own p~rocurement practices. Part of the consideration here, of
course, is that we are, both in terms of Government procurement andin terms of our overall balance of trade, much more the beneficiary
than the victim of freeing up trade practices. Whereas our foreign
product Government procurement is of the magnitude of $30million-

Mr. HOLDEN. To civilian agencies-
Mr. HUGHES (continuing). Foreign governments procure of us

something of the magnitude of a billion dollars. Now, even leaving outthe jet aircraft and equipment that is specialized and which would be
hard to procure elsewhere, we are in the several-hundred-million-dollar
bracket. That is, we are the beneficiaries to the tune of several hundred
million dollars.

Representative MOORHEAD. We have a favorable balance of tradeas far as Government procurement here.
Mr. HUGHES. In terms of our Government procurement abroadversus their procurement here.
Representative MOORHEAD. I see. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CIRCULAR A-76

Chairman PRoxMrIRE. Thank you, Mr. Moorhead.
Reverting to Circular A-76, what concerns us, although it is a mat-ter of attitude and language, I suppose, more than specific require-ments, is the fact that in the old criteria was a statement giving basic

policy of procuring from private rather than commercial sources-rather than Government sources. It says because the private enter-prise is basic to the American economy and the basic policy establishes
a presumption in favor of private procurement-in favor of the com-mercial sources, and goes on to indicate the benefits of this.

This is as I understand it-is in Circular 60-2, the old regulation-
it is not in Circular A-76. And its absence, it seems to me, raises aquestion as to whether this notion, that it is desirable on the grounds
of, aside and apart from strict arithmetic economic comparison, thatit is beneficial, why is it excluded?

79 -4 59-67-pt. 1-17
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Mr. HUGHES. I guess I am repeating myself. I can refer to the
words in A-76. We have a policy statement in the circular that the
guidelines in this circular are in furtherance of the Government's
general policy.

AMENDMENTS TO A-7 6

Chairman PROXMIRE. I think Mr. Gainsbrugh made a good point;
that it is a weaker statement.

Mr. HUGHES. It was not our intent to reflect in the A-76 issuance a
revision of Federal policy with respect to private versus public pro-
curement.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you have any objections to amending
the regulation to reflect that same view?

Mr. HUGHES We certainly will have this point in mind in our forth-
coming amendment. We will have a reissuance or an amendment to
the circular in the fairly near future dealing with some of these points
that the agencies are making to us. This would fit in with the general
clarifying nature of these points.

BOB'S USE OF GAO REPORTS

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand that the Bureau of the Budget
has the responsibility for seeing that the various agencies following
the constructive proposals to the extent that you feel they are of the
GAO, the General Accounting Office. Comptroller General Staats,
when he was the Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Budget testi-
fied before a congressional committee and quoted President Johnson as
having told his Cabinet members about reports by GAO, that honest
mistakes can be forgiven, but it is hard to forgive failure to examine
and tighten agency procedures and error that are uncovered by GAO
or a congressional committee. He told them to look into them properly.
If the criticisms are justified, he said he would expect you to take
corrective actions so the error is not repeated.

Mr. Hughes, are the President's instructions not being carried out
by the Defense Department? As you know, GAO has been repeating
this ever since the act, Public Law 87-653 was adopted in 1962. We
have been able to put pretty definite and irrefutable documentation
that it has been a "dead letter" act as far as the Defense Department
has been concerned.

I wonder what position the Bureau of the Budget takes with regard
to this.

Mr. HUGHES. I think absent some evidence to the contrary, which
you are citing to me, our assumption would be that the Department of
Defense is carrying out Presidential instructions. I am not familiar
at all with the area that you mentioned. We will look into it further.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. I wish you would.

BOB TO LOOK INTO COMPLIANCE OF PUBLIC LAW 87-653

Mr. HUGHES. We will see what can be done about it. I am aware of

the earlier testimony of Mr. Staats and the followup testimony by

Secretary Ignatius and we do intend to pursue those matters.
Chairman PRox^fiRE. This troubles us very deeply because a large

portion of the Defense Department procurement is noncompetitive by
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any standards, by any method of measurement. The Truth in Negotia-
tions Act specifies that the cost of the contractor should be accurate,
complete and current. And the testimony that we received, in my
judgment, by both the Comptroller General and by Mr. Ignatius,
indicated that this had not been the case and furthermore that for
this reason it was difficult for the postauditing system to be effective
because there had not been established in the first place the cost under
which the contracts had been negotiated, and it would seem to me
that the Bureau of the Budget with its responsibilities here could be
extremely helpful in helping us to arrive at a fair conclusion here.

You are right in indicating that Mr. Ignatius does not take the same
viewpoint that the Comptroller General does, but he did seem to me to
indicate that this act which has been on the books for more than 4
years now is not being followed.

Mr. HUGHEns. I certainly' think out of the earlier hearings and dis-
cussions that we have responsibility to pursue this matter and we do
intend to do it.

BOB RESPONSIBILITY AS TO INVENTORY REPORTS

Chairman PROxmTRE. Also how about inventory reports-inventory
by the GAO? For instance, one of the things that really troubled me
was the notion that so many of the tools and equipment owned by con-
tractors-I mean held by contractors and used are really owned by the
Federal Government and the GAO testified that on the basis of their
investigation that these contractors did not know what their inven-
tory was, they had not taken a regular inventory, they did not know
how much of the time they used this Government-owned inventory
for profit operations, how much they used it for public, and it was a
very, very disturbing situation.

Mr. HUGHES. Is this one in the Defense area, also?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. We will try in both of these areas, through the budget

handle, if you will, to get a little better information than we have.
We don't have much and we will see if we can be of some assistance
to the committee and to the cause of good government.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Percy.

INCENTIVES vs. PREssURE AND POLICY

Senator PERCY. On the same question of inventory control, the Fed-
eral Government does own billions and billions of dollars of inventory
scattered all over the world. I am certain that your department is do-
ing everything you can to put pressure on the various agencies to dis-
pose of this. But pressure and policing never have worked as well as
incentives.

Is there any incentive that exists in the Federal Government now for
a department really on their own initiative, to root out and dig out
those items that they are not fully utilizing and somewhat get credit
for that against the current operating budget, or to give them some
incentive for optional programs that have been turned down but where
they might have some reason to get rid of this stuff hanging around?
Because unlike old wine it does not improve with age.
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Mr. HUGHES. I think, Senator Percy, anyone looking at the prob-
lems of property disposal would have to acknowledge that the incen-
tives tend to be the other way. There are actually advantages, fre-
quently, in retaining property because of the flexibility in manage-
ment that that provides or because of the additional services that
otherwise makes possible.

The counterincentive I think simply is the incentive to good man-
agement which we are committed to and which the administration
throughout I think is committed to. It sometimes seems an inadequate
counter to some of the pressures the other way. Some of them are
within the executive branch, some are within the Congress, some of
them in the private economy. Notwithstanding the counterpressures
there are some quite impressive figures with respect to the amount of
property declared excess, particularly in recent years. I am not main-
taining we found it all or declared it all excess, but there have been
some substantial increases in the inventory of excess property declared
for transfer and disposal and these increases reflect a great deal of
pain and strain-base closings-wise and otherwise. They come about
through a great deal of attention on the part of a wide range of
Agencies and Departments, much of it being Defense. But the incen-
tives frequently tend to be the other way, I suspect not only in the
public, but in the private economy.

REVENUES FROMI SURPLUS PROPERTY

Senator PERCY. I am just wondering, when we get these estimates
now of the deficit, and I understand Mr. Fowler gave a new estimate
yesterday following some of the "ball park" figures thrown out at
Hot Springs where I was this weekend. When we get figures like that
there are only a few things we can do-increase the debt, which en-
dangers the soundness of our fiscal policy; or we can try to increase
taxes which is going to be difficult if the economy is at all soft; or we
can try to somehow or other to dispose of certain inventories that we
might have. What if you took a figure and said we are going to try to
find $10 billion out of surplus disposal and give a quota to the de-
partment? You give them a quota when you cut their budget. Is it
feasible to say to many of these departments where you guess
there is a lot of stuff just sitting around. "We expect you to find in one
department $2 billion and that is a goal for you to dispose of "? We are
getting to the stage where we are going to have to find new techniques
and resort to new approaches rather than just let a lot of this sit
around, even though I know you have made progress in recent years
trying to dispose of surplus property, including a film company I
happen to be familiar with.

Mr. HUGHES. We may be to some extent confusing unlike things in
somewhat different orders of magnitude. We are a little bit sensitive
to the subject of assets disposal to deal with budget deficit problems,
off our participation certificate sale controversy.

Senator PERCY. It is a problem of increasing the debt.
Mr. HUGHES. To the extent that surplus property can be disposed

of it represents Federal budget income and is an offset against any ex-
penditures. I think the orders of magnitude here, however, the poten-
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tial orders of magnitude are somewhat out of proportion. 1 think even
an optimistic estimate of the potential for surplus property disposal
does not on a continuing basis offer a great deal of comfort as an in-
come-producing device.

Senator PERCY. You are talking hundreds of millions, not billions.
Mr. IUGoEms. I suspect so.

COORDINATION OF GEANT-IN-AID PROGASLIS

Senator PERCY. One last question raised by the recent statement
made by the Governor of Missouri on a public television program that
he feels that he is now dealing with about 220 different Federal Gov-
ernment agencies. He must set up counterpart State agencies to deal
with each of these Federal agencies. Is any maj or effort being made in
this grant-in-aid program to somehow streamline the overall super-
vision? They all have to be audited, they all have to be supervised in
some way. I suppose trips by HEW, HUD, Agriculture people have
to be made out for these audits from possibly Washington. Is there
any coordination that can be done to reduce cost?

Mr. HUGHES. Several things. The problem is a general one. It re-
flects the rapid growth of individual programs in response to partic-
ular needs, and to meet the pressures, if you will, of particular interest
groups.

On the audit side arrangements have been evolved under which
audits are taking place on a joint basis, that is, one agency audits for
several where there is an overlap and where there is an adequate rela-
tionship to make that possible.

Also, in the last Congress there was approved a measure, "Partner-
ship for Health" which consolidated a number of grants in the health
area, and it reduced from perhaps 10 to 15 to 1 the actual grant pro-
grams. It achieved a substantial consolidation of individual grants
which simplifies administration and makes for more flexibility in the
use of money in the States.

We are also exploring at present with our agencies and with State
and local people the possibility of a statute which would permit com-
bined administration of separate programs without altering the basic
authorization statutes. The idea would be, for instance, in a situation
where a neighborhood center embracing employment, Health and Wel-
fare and other types of community service activities, in that kind of
circumstance, to permit a single administration at the Federal level
and locally with proper attention to the individual statutory require-
ments, but with a maximum blending of administrative and audit
arrangements.

COORDINATION OF MILITARY PROCUREMENT

Senator PERCY. One last question in the area of real "pay dirt"
in the Defense Department. My own experience in procurement in the
Navy goes back 23 years when the duplication, overlapping, rivalry
between the services was nothing less than scandalous in the way it
worked as far as procurement was concerned. Since then I know there
has been a major effort to coordinate, designate one agency as the
principal procurement agency for the three services.
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Are you satisfied that this tremendous effort put in a few years ago
is now being carried forward and that that program is a very active
program of coordination of procurement between the services just
as we tried in General Services throughout the Government?

Mr. HUGHES. Our business, Senator, is not to be satisfied, and there-
fore I would have to say negative to the first part of your question.

However, the Defense Supply Agency is a single supply agency
for the Department of Defense. It deals for all three-all four serv-
ices, I guess, if you include the Marines, and it is in truth, as we look
at it, a consolidated procurement and supply operation.

Mr. HOLDEN. I think that is a fair statement.
Senator PERCY. Standard items that are used in civilian agencies as

well as Defense-let us say typewriters-there is a complete coordina-
tion there?

NATIONAL SUPPLY SYSTEM

Mr. HUGHES. The coordination of the Defense Supply Agency activ-
ity with GSA activities is progressing.I think I mentioned in the
statement there are 52 or 53 categories of items, including the kinds
of things which you mentioned which are scheduled the first of July
or thereabouts to be transferred from Defense Supply to GSA.

Senator PERCY. That is being done this year?
Mr. HUGHES. That is being done this year.
Senator PERCY. That is a good step.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am going to be brief, but I would like to
button up this area in the Truth in Negotiations Act.

I understood you to say you were not aware of the argument that
the truth in negotiations law has not been complied with by the
Defense Department. I would like to give you the documentation we
developed. (See p. 62.)

Mr. Staats said that he had undertaken a study of the truth in
negotiations law to find out whether or not it had been carried out in
accordance with the intent of Congress. I quote from his testimony.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you agree there is a serious lack of compliance?
Mr. STAATS. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And a comprehensive lack of compliance?
Mr. STAATS. Yes. We felt the matter was so important that we were not

willing to rest just on a few isolated cases, and that is the reason it took 242
cases of either prime or first tier subjects.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What were the results of your findings in some of these
cases?'

Mr. STAATS. In our report which we sent to the Congress, which was January
16, it indicated very widespread noncompliance with the law. Let me just read
you one paragraph.

And then he read the paragraph.
Then he goes on and say:
This is for the period after October 1964, so we picked a period when the law

had been in effect for two years, so there would be adequate time for somebody
to issue the regulations. We found 185 of the 242 procurements examined in
the first phase were awarded under requirements of the law and procurement
regulations for submission of cost or pricing data and certificate that the data
submitted was accurate, complete and current.
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Then he said:
However, in 165 of these awards we found that the Agency officials and primecontractors had no records Identifying the cost or pricing data submitted andcertified by offerers in support of significant cost estimates. We also find thatof the remaining 57 of the 242 procurements examined Agency and contractorrecords of the negotiated procurements that cost or pricing data were not ob-tained apparently because the prices were based on adequate price competitionor on an established catalog or market price or commercial items sold in sub-stantial quantities to the general public.
Then I asked if this would involve any burden, any big serious bur-den on their part, on the Defense Department, and he said not intheir opinion. And then I asked if it is possible for the Defense De-

partment to determine, especially in view of the lack of competition,
was it possible for the Defense Department to determine the real
cost on these contracts without having accurate, up-to-date cost data.
And Mr. Staats said that not on a central basis or a post audit re-view, it cannot be done.

This is why I say in my judgment the law is not being enforced by
DOD. The Corn ptroller General is honest and competent.

Mr. HUGHES. I happen to like him and certainly agree.
Chairman PRoXMIRE. In my judgment this represents a law which

has become a dead letter. This is on pages 80 to 83 of the transcript.
It has not been edited but I think it is a fair recitation.

BOB WILL PURSUE COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC LAW 87-653

Mr. HUGHES. We will pursue that.
Chairman PRoxmUE. Good.
Now, I would like to ask-we had a proposal for a third Hoover

Commission which I think may be appropriate. The old Hoover Com-
missions were very helpful to us. Mr. Gainsbrugh documented the rea-sons for it and I wondered if you would favor the idea of a Presi-
dential Commission to study the scope of Government business acti-
vities and to cope with the problem.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, I think, Senator, as I understand the charter
of the original Hoover Commission vis-a-vis Mr. Gainsbrugh's pro-posal, his was a somewhat more limited proposition. I read only his
statement with reference to that and I think he was dealing primarily
with the co petition with business areas.

Chairman PRoxmIRE. That is correct.

BOB PREFERS TO WORK WITH A-7 6

Mr. HUGHES. I personally would like to try and struggle with Cir-cular A-76 and see if we could, by our amendments to it, and restate-
ment of policy along the lines that you suggested, Mr. Chairman, per-haps, or amplification of the policy, if we couldn't one way or another
deal with the kind of problems that concern Mr. Gainsbrugh.

Chairman PRoxmIRE. Mr. Gainsbrugh is a responsible economist.Let me read a short part of what disturbs him.
He said:
The first one then is, is Government business activity Increasing or diminish-ing? Second, a catalog, as It were, of the original purposes for each of these in-vasions into the private sector, an examination as to whether the original pur-poses are still controlling.
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What is the deep, long-run significance of the growing entrance of Government

into sectors of business previously reserved for the private economy?

How should public policy be defined with respect to justifiable Government

business enterprises as compared with those that are engaged in competition with

the private sector?
What steps are required to see that such policy is respected after it enunciated

by the various Agencies including the Bureau of the Budget. We have followed

with a great deal of interest the laudatory work the Bureau of the Budget has

done in exploring some of these areas. The question that then comes up about the

implementation of this, insofar as the circulars of the Bureau of the Budget are

prepared, distributed to the various governmental agencies. (See pp. 171-2.)

This seems to me to be something that regulations may not be able
to cope with. Because it does involve the gathering of information.
And also making a judgment on that information not by people who
are witch hunting but are trying to get at the facts.

Mr. HUGHES. Certainly the commission, an independent commission
is one approach to the problem. It is hard to object to a review of the
facts with regard to a problem of this importance. I would like to point
out, though, that A-76 does provide for an inventory of the Govern-
ment's commercial and industrial type activities and sets forth certain
standards for establishing, or for that matter for maintaining them.
Our efforts would be, through the circular, through our own efforts,
through the attention, if you will, of this committee and the Comp-
troller General who is very much an interested party in the enforce-
ment of A-76, that we could achieve the same kind of objectives that
the commission might achieve. If we don't, then the commission is cer-
tainly an alternative or second line defense-and in some sense maybe a
first line, a prime line of defense.

REPORT ON TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wonder if it would be possible for you to
report to this committee on your findings on this Truth in Negotiations

Act. I consider this to be extremely serious.
Mr. HUGHES. I would like to do that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am sure you would. It involves billions and

billions of dollars every year and I would appreciate that very
much.

Mr. HUGHES. We will.

FACE REVIEW OF PENDING MATTERS

Chairman PROXMIRE. It has been suggested by Mr. Ward that it
may be necessary to have a fall review of some of these pending
matters.

Without objection all pertinent matters will be placed in the record

unless Senator Percy has additional questions.
Senator PERCY. I only had one.

DESTRUCTION OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES

You might well have covered that-this question of the destruction
of $24.5 million worth of medical supplies between 1964 and 1967.
Did you cover that ?

Chairman PROXMIRE. We did not cover it in the question period be-

cause I had to step out for almost an hour to appear before the Agri-
cultural Committee. I have a bill pending, S. 1717.
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Senator PERCY. I am a cosponsor.
Senator PROXMIRE. Yes.
Senator PERCY. I am the only Christian Scientist who is a cospon-

sor of the medical bill. Is there any reason why the Bureau of the
Budget should see why this would not be done to have a tag system
so that the supplies do not run obsolescent and become unusable and
disposed of through poverty programs or other agencies prior to the
necessity of destroying them?

Air. HUGHES. I don't see any reason why we shouldn't minimize
losses from this.

Senator PERCY. We should have your support, certainly.
Mr. HUGHES. At some point, you have the problem of mechanics

and where the administrative cost of doing some of these things may
be greater than the cost of not doing it. But as a generalization it
seems to me we ought to try-for a lot of reasons-social as well as
economic, to minimize destruction and try to make full use of theequipment and drugs.

SAME PROBLEM AS DATED FILM

Senator PERCY. It is the same sort of program I have seen all over
the world in the film industry. You have dated film, tens of thousands
at retail are going to have to go and you have to figure out if they
are going to destroy it before the expiration date at a 55-percent re-
duction in price. I should think if retailers could do it with the small
amount of accounting they have that Government agencies could be
alerted to it and I commend the chairman that this is the kind of bill
that would save money.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is going to happen to the $176 million
worth of medical supplies in inventory? We have them all over be-
cause of civil defense procedures. I am just delighted that Senator
Percy brought that up because as I say, in my absence-that was the
reason I failed to do so.

Senator PERCY. I have no further questions.
Chairman PROxMIRE. It is my understanding that the GAO sup-

ported my bill last year. I put this in last year and the GAO sup-
ported it and suggested it be broader to include all other perishable
items. It seems to me we did not get a recommendation from the
Bureau of the Budget for some reason. I could be wrong about that.

Mr. HUGHES. Let me talk with Mr. Holden and see if I can find out,
Mr. Chairman. I don't know.

Again, we will look into it and see what problems we had and I will
send you a letter or add something for the record on this point.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very good.
(The information referred to follows:)

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., May 27, 1967.
Hon. WILLIAM PROXMfIRE
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PROEMIRE: In my recent appearance before the Subcommittee
on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee, you inquired as
to whether the Bureau of the Budget had reported on your bill S. 3328, 89th Con-
gress, relating to the disposal of medical supplies. I have reviewed the legislative
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file on this bill and found that we did not submit a Bureau report, basically for
two reasons.

First, the Bureau normally waits until it receives the comments of other
agencies whose views have been requested before formulating its own position.
This permits the Bureau to draw on the expertise within the Executive Branch
and to determine whether there are possible differences among the agencies con-
cerned. In the case of S. 3328, only one of the five agencies asked by the Commit-
tee to comment submitted a draft reply prior to adjournment.

Second, during the period that S. 3328 was before the Congress, the Bureau
was participating with other agencies in a thoroughgoing review of the emergency
health program. One of the major objects of that review was the system of stock-
piling of medical supplies-not least because of the problems of disposal to which
your bill was addressed. That review has been completed, and the procedures per-
taining to the emergency health program, as well as the materials provided
through it, have been significantly changed. Continued attention is being given
to the composition and quantities of materials in the six months' medical stock-
pile. These efforts are all designed to minimize the problem of obsolescence, al-
though some problems still remain. Not knowing in advance, however, what
changes might result from the review, we believed it best to await its outcome
before defining the Bureau's position on your bill.

I assure you we and the other agencies concerned will carefully consider the
bill you introduced in this session of the Congress (S. 1717).

Sincerely,
PHiLLn' S. HuGHEs, Deputy Director.

Chairman PROxinIRE. This concludes 4 days of hearings on economy
in Government. We have concentrated our efforts generally on the
subcommittee's long-term program aimed at securing greater economy
and efficiency in the broad field of property management.

As Comptroller General Staats pointed out, "in fiscal year 1966, the
Federal Government procured $77 billion worth of goods and services.
This amounts to 10.4 percent of the NPG of $739.5 billion."

I also want to point out that the annual expenditures augment the
enormously large investments in real and personal property.

The worldwide cost of Federal real property holdings in 1966
was $69.3 billion.

The DOD real property holdings alone were $38.390 billion and
personalty property $145.180 billion.

The DOD supply systems stock was valued at $37.661 billion.
The subcommittee is not only interested in the scope of these activ-

ities but in the quality of the management of them.
The evidence presented to the subcommittee appears to me to be

conclusive that while some progress has been made the past few years
it has not been sufficient. I am fearful that there has been a serious
gap in top management.

It is possible that the subcommittee ma.y reconvene sometime late
in autumn to see what progress has been made as a result of these
hearings and the upcoming report.

Without objection all relevant matters pertinent to these hearings
may be incorporated therein. Members will be given 2 days in which
to submit additional questions which will be referred to the appropri-
ate witnesses for replies. The record will be held open for 7 days.

Thank you very, very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.)
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